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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

• Follow us on Social Media
The Broadcom Mainframe Software Division is launching its own channels on Twitter and LinkedIn. Through these
channels, we will share information that provides value to our mainframe community, including events, blog posts,
eBooks, analyst reports, and more. We cordially invite you to join us!

• Extended Limited Support for End of Service Mainframe Products COVID-19: Across the globe, the Novel
Coronavirus (COVID-19) is posing new challenges and forcing a great deal of change. One thing that has not changed
is Broadcom's commitment to support our customers as a true partner. To ensure you are able to get maximum
value from new product features and enhancements, Broadcom is offering Limited Support for all mainframe product
releases entering End of Service in Broadcom's fiscal year 2020. For full details, see this announcement from the
Broadcom Mainframe Software Division GM, Greg Lotko.
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Release Notes
This section explains the key features and details for Data Content Discovery for z/OS Version 02.0.00.

NOTE
For installation and software requirements, see Installing.

New Features
Data Content Discovery Version 2.0 offers the following new features:

Maintenance Update

This update enables the product to refresh data-in-motion policies without requiring a restart. When creating a policy or
making changes to a policy, simply allow up to five minutes for changes to take effect.

Additionally, this update refines the classification process for structured data sources, allowing optimized scan results for
these data sources. Apply PTF SO09233 and review the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.

Maintenance Update

After June 30, 2018, Apache no longer supports Tomcat 8.0.x. Due to this support change, Apache Tomcat has been
upgraded to 8.5.30. This upgrade also proactively addresses component vulnerabilities. Apply PTFs SO04190 and
SO04191. Review the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.

More information: Third-Party Software Agreements

Maintenance Update

This update includes performance improvements to the following classifiers. Apply PTF SO04489. Review the +
+HOLDDATA for instructions.
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• Birthdate (Four-digit year)
• Birthdate (Two-digit year)
• Centrale Personregister (CPR) Identification Number (Denmark)
• Community Health Index (CHI) Number (Scotland)
• Company Type Indicator (Denmark)
• Company Type Indicator (France)
• Company Type Indicator (Germany)
• Company Type Indicator (Greece)
• Company Type Indicator (Italy)
• Company Type Indicator (Netherlands)
• Company Type Indicator (Norway)
• Company Type Indicator (Portugal)
• Company Type Indicator (Spain)
• Company Type Indicator (Sweden)
• Company Type Indicator (United Kingdom)
• Driver's License (Florida)
• Driver's License (Germany)
• Driver's License (Hawaii)
• Driver's License (Virginia)
• Driver's License (Iowa)
• Driver's License (Kansas)
• Driver's License (Arizona)
• Driver's License (Kentucky)
• Driver's License (Massachusetts)
• Driver's License (Montana)
• Driver's License (New Hampshire)
• Driver's License (Nova Scotia)
• Driver's License (Oregon)
• Driver's License (Tennessee)
• Driver's License (Washington)
• Driver's License - United Kingdom (England, Scotland and Wales)
• Employee Identification Number (EIN) (United States)
• Expiration Date Credit Card
• Identity Card (Italy)
• Illinois Drivers License
• INSEE National Identifier (France)
• Manitoba Drivers License
• National Insurance Number (UK)
• Passport Number (Germany)
• Passport Number (United States)
• State Full Name (United States)
• State Short Name (United States)
• Street Address (Denmark)
• Street Address (France)
• Street Address (Germany)
• Street Address (Greece)
• Street Address (Netherlands)
• Street Address (Norway)
• Street Address (Portugal)
• Street Address (Spain)
• Street Address (Sweden)
• Street Address (United Kingdom)
• Street Address - All Street Suffixes (United States)
• Street Address - Common Street Suffixes (United States)
• Street Address - Street Suffixes (Italy)
• Postal Address (United States)
• Time
• Wales NHS Number
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More information: Available Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

Incremental Release 10

This release includes these new features. These features are available with APAR TR99030. For more information,
contact your Sales Representative.

Regulated Data Report

You can now generate a report that shows details about the regulated data that was found in your mainframe
environment. Doing so provides an at-a-glance view of regulated data by regulation type. This information helps you
determine where regulated data might reside that needs further review and possible remediation. Using this report, you
can see the following information:

• An aggregate view of the classifiers that were matched in a data source across all scans within the filter criteria
• A detailed list of the classifiers that were found in each data source
• A mapping of the column per the schema to the classifiers that were found for structured data sources

Regulated data categories that you can report on include:

• EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
• Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI)
• Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
• All Categories

More information: Report on Regulated Data

Unicode for Extended Character Support

The product now uses Unicode as its character set to provide support for all characters across all languages. A new
installation provides Unicode support immediately. For an existing installation, apply the PTF and follow its HOLDDATA to
unload and reload the database to convert the existing out-of-the-box classifiers to Unicode. If you have created custom
classifiers that use special characters in the following range, you must recreate those custom classifiers after you apply
the PTF:

Range of the RegEx for non-character or phonetic alphabet: [À-ÿ]

Examples:

ü É â ä à ê ë è ï î ì Ä Ả É ô ö ò û ù ÿ Ö Ü á í ó ú ñ Ñ Á Â Å À Ã Ð ã Ã Ê Ë È Ế Í Î Ï Ì Ó Ô Ò Ø Ç õ Õ Ú Û Ù ý

 Ý Ỹ

Internationalization

The product has added support for Simplified Chinese and Japanese (Gregorian calendar) languages. Using the optional
Locale selection at login, the user interface (UI) displays all pages in the selected language. The Locale option defaults
to your configured browser language of Chinese or Japanese. If neither Chinese or Japanese is detected, the default
is English. The product documentation/online help are also translated. In addition, the following language options are
available in the UI:

• Log in to the product using the locale of your choice. For more information, see Start the Product and Log In.
• Specify a regex pattern using Simplified Chinese or Japanese characters. For more information, see Create a Custom

Classifier by Building RegEx Patterns or Supplying Your Own Content.
• Receive email notifications about scan status changes in the selected language. For more information, see Create a

Scan to Discover Sensitive Data.
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NOTE

Translated versions of the product functionality are being delivered incrementally. Data Content Discovery 2.0
IR10 delivers translated product functionality in Simplified Chinese and Japanese, with the exception of the Scan
Details page for structured data sources, which is available in English only. This product functionality will be
available in Simplified Chinese and Japanese versions in a future Data Content Discovery 2.0 PTF.

Ability to Set the Code Page

You can now select the applicable language for your code page under the EBCDIC mainframe encoding scheme from the
System Settings page. Each code page encodes a particular set of characters for languages of certain countries. Data
Content Discovery relies on the selected code page to obtain the necessary character set for classifier data during scans
and importing data sets into a dictionary.

More information: Configure the System Settings

Configure the Generations of a GDG to Scan

You can now specify the number of generations of a generation data group (GDG) that you want to scan. Limiting the
number of generations to scan minimizes the use of resources and saves you time. Configure this option globally in the
system settings page, or for a specific scan during the creation of a new scan.

More information:

Configure System Settings

Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data

In-Product Tutorials

You can now access product information and videos directly in the user interface (UI). These tutorials let you learn about
a feature or view a video without having to leave the product, saving you time and making it easier to get the help you

need. To access the tutorials, click the information icon  at the top of a page. A slide-in panel appears with product
information, links to product documentation for more information, and embedded product videos, where applicable.

Currently tutorials are available in the following UI pages: All Scans page, the Scan Wizard panels, and the Scan Details
page. Through Agile development, we plan to add tutorials throughout the product.

New Help Center

The product now offers a Help Center in the user interface (UI). This Help Center provides Frequently Asked Questions
so that you can find answers to your questions quickly, right in the product. It also provides a link to the product
documentation (DocOps) to help you navigate to the documentation more quickly and easily. To access the Help Center,

click the question mark icon  in the navigation menu.

Through Agile development, we plan to enhance the Help Center with additional content.

Exclude Load Libraries from FTP and Connect:Direct Scans

By default, load libraries are now excluded from new scans of FTP transmissions and IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for
z/OS transmissions. Doing so can save time because the product is not scanning load libraries which you know do not
include sensitive data. To include load libraries in scans of these transmissions, clear the Exclude Load Libraries check
box on the Data in Motion Settings pages.

More information: Configure the Data in Motion Settings
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Copy a Scan

You can now quickly create a scan by copying the scan criteria from an existing scan and editing its details. Copying scan
criteria saves you time and effort.

More information:  Copy a Scan

Export Scan Data

You can now export the summarized scan data from the scan details page in the CSV format. To disable the export option
across this product, clear the CSV option in the System Settings page.

More information:  Configure the System Settings

Delete Custom Classifiers

You can now delete custom classifiers. Doing so is useful when a custom classifier is no longer used or valid.

More information: Manage Your Custom Classifiers

Filter Scan Match Results by Confidence

You can now select what confidence level matches are displayed in scan results. Selecting this filtering control lets you
focus on higher confidence matches for your sensitive data risks.

More information: Configure the System Settings

View Database Scan Results of Structured and Unstructured Data

For database scans, the scan results page now displays whether the data that was scanned was structured or
unstructured. If the data is unstructured, you can view the table details. If the data is structured, you can view the data
schema.

More information:  Manage Your List of Scans and Analyze Scan Results

New Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

The following predefined classifiers are now available:
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• City Province (China)
• Company Type Indicator (Denmark)
• Company Type Indicator (France)
• Company Type Indicator (Greece)
• Company Type Indicator (Netherlands)
• Company Type Indicator (Norway)
• Company Type Indicator (Portugal)
• Company Type Indicator (Spain)
• Company Type Indicator (United Kingdom)
• Driver’s License (China)
• Driver's License (Japan)
• Email Address (China)
• First Name (Denmark)
• First Name (Greece)
• First Name (Japan)
• First Name (Netherlands)
• First Name (Norway)
• First Name (Sweden)
• Individual Number (Japan)
• Last Name (China)
• Last Name (Denmark)
• Last Name (Greece)
• Last Name (Japan)
• Last Name (Netherlands)
• Last Name (Norway)
• Last Name (Sweden)
• Passport (China)
• Passport Number (Japan)
• Resident Identity Card (China)
• Street Address (Denmark)
• Street Address (France)
• Street Address (Greece)
• Street Address (Netherlands)
• Street Address (Norway)
• Street Address (Portugal)
• Street Address (Spain)
• Street Address (United Kingdom)
• Telephone Number (China)
• Telephone Number (Japan)
• Zip Code (China)

More information: Available Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

View Classifier Regex Patterns in the Product

When selecting classifiers during scan creation, you can now view the regular expression patterns for each selected
classifier.

More information:  View the Regex Patterns for Classifiers
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Exclude Repeating Digits for All SSN and Payment Card PAN Classifiers

You can now exclude repeating digit patterns for all the Social Security Number classifiers and the Payment Card Primary
Account Number classifier. Doing so can improve the accuracy of your scan results.

More information: Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data

Support for Numeric Street Names in the Street Address (United States) Classifiers

The Street Address - Comprehensive List of Street Suffixes (United States) classifier and Street Address - Common
Street Suffixes (United States) classifier now support numeric street names such as "3rd Street" or "5th Ave." However,
the classifier supports numeric street names only up to two placeholders. For example, "99th" is supported but "121st" is
not.

More information:  Available Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

Support for Enabling Transport Layer Security to Encrypt IBM Db2 Data

You can now enable Transport Layer Security (TLS) of IBM Db2 for z/OS connections, which are used when scanning
IBM Db2 tables. Enabling TLS encrypts the data that is sent over the JDBC socket connection and complies with data
security regulations.

More information: Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of IBM Db2 Subsystem Tables

Transport Layer Security Available for Email Encryption and Secure Delivery

When configuring the email server to use for alert notifications, administrators can enable Transport Layer Security (TLS)
for encrypting and delivering email securely.

More information: Configure the System Settings

Simplified IBM Db2 Database Configuration

We have simplified the way you configure databases to enable scanning of IBM Db2 subsystem tables so that you are no
longer required to provide the DB2 program library.

More information: Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of DB2 Subsystem Tables

New Session Timeout Warning

After 15 minutes of inactivity, your Data Content Discovery UI session expires and you are automatically logged out of the
product. You now receive a session timeout warning two minutes before your session expires. To remain logged in, click
Continue.

More information: Start the Product and Log In

View Product Version Information

You can now view the product version information in the About box. Provide this information to Broadcom Support to help
them identify the version when troubleshooting an issue.

More information: Gather Information for Diagnostics

Incremental Release 9

This release includes these new features. Apply PTF RO97724 and review the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.
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Exclude File Types from New Static Scans

You can now exclude load libraries, partitioned data sets, and Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM) data sets from new
static scans. Doing so saves time because the product is not scanning data sources that you believe to be secure. This
setting applies to new scans only and is configurable on a per scan basis during the creation of a new scan. By default,
partitioned data sets and VSAM data sets are included in scans and load libraries are excluded from scans.

More information:  Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data

Confidence Level by Data Source

You can now view an overall confidence level for each data source in a scan from its Scan Details page. This confidence
level of high, medium, or low indicates the likelihood that the data source in the scan includes sensitive data.

More information: View the Confidence Level

New Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

The following predefined classifiers are now available:

• Company Type Indicator (Italy)
• First Name (France)
• First Name (Germany)
• First Name (Portugal)
• First Name (Spain)
• First Name (United Kingdom)
• Identity Card (Italy)
• Last Name (France)
• Last Name (Germany)
• Last Name (Portugal)
• Last Name (Spain)
• Last Name (United Kingdom)
• Street Address - Street Suffixes (Italy)
• Value Added Tax (VAT) Number (Partia IVA) (Italy)

More information: Available Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

Incremental Release 8

This release includes these new features. Apply PTF RO97252 and review the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.

GDG Support

The product now supports scanning of only the latest generation of a generation data group (GDG) when an entire data
grouping is discovered. Scanning only the latest generation minimizes the use of resources and saves you time. You can
still scan individual and specific generations by specifying a fully qualified name in the scan include criteria. This feature
does not require user configuration.

Incremental Release 7

This release includes these new features. Apply PTF RO95965 and review the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.
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Support for Data Dictionaries and Data Dictionary Classifiers to Improve Scan Results

The product now supports data dictionaries and custom data dictionary classifiers to improve the relevancy of your scan
results.

A data dictionary is a list of keywords that are meaningful to your organization. For example, a list of first and last names
of employees in your organization. The product provides default data dictionaries, which you can use out-of-the-box or
you can copy and edit to create custom data dictionaries. You can also create a new custom data dictionary with your own
keywords by importing keywords from a file or by manually entering keywords.

You then create a custom data dictionary classifier in which you associate one or more data dictionaries and optionally
exclude patterns from those data dictionaries. You can select your custom data dictionary classifier during scan creation
or data in motion policy creation to search your mainframe data stores for the sensitive data that is meaningful to your
organization.

More information:

Create and Manage Custom Data Dictionaries

Create a Custom Data Dictionary Classifier

Incremental Release 6

This release includes these new features. Apply PTF RO95392 and review the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.

Monitor, Scan, and Report on IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS Transmissions

You can now create policies to monitor IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmissions that leave your mainframe
environment. Doing so helps you determine whether sensitive or regulated data leaves the mainframe through
IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmissions.

You can exclude trusted resources from policy evaluations by adding the resources to a whitelist. The product compares
the resources in the transmission to the whitelist before it evaluates the policy. If the product finds a whitelist match, it
does not evaluate the transmission but does record the transmission details.

You can generate reports of the IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmissions that the product scanned and
the transmissions that the product did not scan because they matched the whitelist. Doing so helps you analyze the
information for security threats and take appropriate actions.

More information:

Manage Data in Motion Policy

Create and Update a Connect:Direct Whitelist

Generate Reports

Scan IDMS Records

You can now configure IDMS database settings and run data discovery scans against tables in an IDMS Central Version.

More information: Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of IDMS Tables

Deploy the Product to Additional Systems

You can now deploy the product to additional systems in a Sysplex environment. Doing so saves you time and effort by
eliminating the need to perform a full product install on each system.

More information: Deploy the Product to Additional Systems
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Support for High Availability (HA) Features

The product introduces the following HA features in this incremental release:

• Implement z/OS® Automatic Restart Management (ARM)
The product uses ARM to reduce downtime if there is a system failure. Using ARM can save you time and money
because users do not lose access in a single-fault scenario.
More information: Implement z/OS Automatic Restart Management

• Deploy Product Maintenance Without an IPL
You can now deploy product maintenance without performing a system IPL for the changes to take effect. This
enhancement saves you time and reduces disruption to your system.

NOTE
When deploying product maintenance that impacts the Data in Motion modules FEYDMPC0 and
FEYDMTRM, you must use the REINIT parameter during the Data in Motion Controller (DCMMAIN, by
default) startup. Otherwise, an IPL might be required. For more information, see Deploy Maintenance to the
Runtime Environment.

• Retry Scans of Data Sets That Are Not Accessible
The product monitors whether a data set is accessible to process a scan request. If the data set is not accessible at
the time of the request, the controller automatically makes 10 more attempts to process the scan. You do not need to
perform any configuration to specify the number of retry attempts.

Query Scan Results for Sensitive Data by Calling a REST API

You can now determine whether a data source contains sensitive data by calling a REST API. This REST API lets you
query multiple scan results for a specified data set, volume, or USS data source. Return codes in the JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) output provide the following information about the specified data source:

• Classified data was not detected.
• Scans were not run against the data source.
• Sensitive data was detected. The JSON output contains a list of the detected classifiers.

More information: Determine Whether a Data Source Contains Sensitive Data by Calling a REST API

NOTE
Login (form-based authentication) is required to access this information.

Identify the Column Where a Match Begins (Match Position Column)

Scan results now identify the column where a match begins in a new column, Match Position, which appears on the Rows
with Matches screen. This information makes it easier to locate sensitive data within your scan results.

Incremental Release 5

This includes these new features. Apply PTF RO93873 and review the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.

Data in Motion Policy to Scan FTP and SMTP Transmissions

You can now create policies to monitor FTP and SMTP transmissions that leave your mainframe environment. Doing
so helps you determine whether sensitive or regulated data leaves the mainframe through FTP transmissions or SMTP
transmissions.

More information: Manage Data in Motion Policy
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FTP and SMTP Whitelists to Exclude Trusted Resources

You can exclude trusted resources from FTP and SMTP policy evaluations by adding the resources to a whitelist. The
product compares the resources in the FTP transmission to the whitelist before it evaluates the policy. If the product finds
a whitelist match, it does not evaluate the transmission but does record the transmission details.

More information:

Create or Update an FTP Whitelist

Create or Update an SMTP Whitelist

Data in Motion Reporting

You can now generate a report of the FTP and SMTP transmissions that the product scanned and the FTP and SMTP
transmissions that the product did not scan because they matched the whitelist. Doing so helps you analyze the
information for security threats and take appropriate actions.

More information: Generate Reports

Who Has Accessed Reporting

You can now view a report of who has accessed data sets that contain sensitive information. Doing so helps you
safeguard that sensitive information. This feature requires a licensed version of Datacom with policy that captures all the
successful object access events.

More information:

Configure the Connection to Enable Accessed Reports

Identify Who Has Accessed a Data Set

Classifier Refinement to Improve the Accuracy of Scan Results

During scan creation, you can now refine the selected classifiers to apply word boundary checks, to exclude repeating
digit patterns for the Payment Card Primary Account Number classifier, and to ignore sequence numbers for some
classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy of your scan results.

A word boundary indicates that the scan registers a match for the classifier only when the word alone is found. For
example, you select the First Name classifier for the word boundary check. The scan results include records with Joe but
exclude records with joesmith@example.com.

Repeating digits indicates that the scan ignores the specified numerical patterns for the Payment Card Primary Account
Number classifier. For example, you specify a repeating digit of 0 and the number of repetitions of 5. The scan excludes
matches such as 1234500000789012 and 1234567000000012.

Sequence numbers indicates that for the selected classifiers a scan ignores the first eight characters (for variable blocked
record format) or the last eight characters (for fixed blocked record format) of each data row in a data set.

More information:  Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data

Validation of Banking Identification Numbers to Improve the Accuracy of Scan Results

The product now validates the Payment Card Primary Account Number classifier against a list of Banking Identification
Numbers (BIN) to filter out invalid matches.
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Sysplex Technology

You can connect multiple LPARs that are running Data Content Discovery in a symmetrical Sysplex environment. Running
the product in a symmetrical Sysplex environment improves product performance by balancing and scaling the workload
among LPARs in the same Sysplex group.

More information:  Sysplex Configuration Overview

NOTE
The product supports Sysplex with static scans only.

Integration with OPS/MVS

The product provides seamless integration with OPS/MVS. This integration lets you quickly and easily monitor the active
status events of the Data Content Discovery Controller.

More information:  Integration with OPS/MVS

New Resources for Controlling Permissions to Manage Data in Motion Policies

The product provides the following resources to let security administrators assign user permissions for managing the
policies that determine how to track data in motion:

DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW
Allows the user to view existing data in motion policies but not update policy settings.

DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE
Allows the user to create policies for tracking data in motion.

DCD.DIM.POLICIES.UPDATE
Allows the user to update, activate, or deactivate policies for tracking data in motion.

DCD.DELETE.DIMPOLICIES
Allows the user to delete existing data in motion policies.

More information: Authorize a Data Content Discovery User

Maintenance Update

This update provides test data sets to help you validate that your product installation and configuration were successful.
The test data sets include matches for classifiers as well as data that is similar to, but not an exact match of, the
classifiers. The validation process includes downloading and scanning these test data sets, and then verifying your scan
results against the expected outcomes that we provide. To acquire the test data sets, apply PTF RO93723 and review the
++HOLDDATA for instructions. See Verify the Installation.

Incremental Release 4

This release includes these new features. Apply PTF RO93354 and follow the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.

User ID/Password Encryption Available for Database Configurations

You can now encrypt the user ID and password that you specify when configuring databases (for example, IBM Db2, or
Datacom).

WARNING

If you configured databases prior to applying the IR4 PTF, you must apply the PTF, then reset the user ID and
password in each existing configuration and re-save the configuration to ensure proper access to databases.
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New PII Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

The following predefined classifiers are now available:

• Driver’s License - United States (Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
New Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, Washington, West Virginia, Wyoming)

More information: Predefined Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

Scan Databases in IBM IMS Control Regions

You can now configure IBM IMS database settings and then run data discovery scans against databases in active IMS
control regions. Data Content Discovery supports scanning SHISAM (Simple Hierarchical Indexed Sequential Access
Method) and HDAM VSAM (Hierarchical Direct Access Method–VSAM only) database types. To implement this feature,
apply PTF RO93354 and review the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.

More information:  Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of IMS Control Regions

Incremental Release 3

This release includes these new features. Apply PTF RO91658 and follow the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.

New PII Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

The following predefined classifiers are now available.

• Driver’s License - United States (Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa,
Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire)

More information:  Predefined Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

Delete Scans

You can now delete scans. Doing so deletes the scans from the database and the user interface. Deleting scans is useful
if you need to free space in the database. However, we recommend that you carefully consider your company's policies
around record retention before deleting scans.

More information:  Delete Scans

New Resource for Deleting Scans

The product provides the following resource to let security administrators assign user permissions for deleting scans:

DCD.CLEANUP.DELETE.SCANS
Allows the user to delete scans from the database.

More information:  Authorize a Data Content Discovery User

Scan Datacom Records

You can now configure Datacom database settings and then run data discovery scans against Datacom records. To
fully implement this feature, apply Datacom PTF RO90557 and Data Content Discovery PTF RO91658. Review the +
+HOLDDATA for instructions.

After applying the PTF and completing the configuration, you can select multi-user facilities (MUFs) and Datacom tables to
run scans against.

More information:  Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of Datacom Tables
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Page-Level Help

We now provide page-level context sensitive help. To access this help, click the question mark icon from any user
interface screen. Doing so takes you directly to the relevant Data Content Discovery documentation.

Incremental Release 2

This release includes these new features. Apply PTF RO89742 and follow the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.

New PII Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

The following predefined classifiers are now available:

• Driver’s License - United States (Arkansas, California, Massachusetts, Michigan, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington,
D.C.)

• Driver’s License - Canada (Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Northwest Territories,
Nova Scotia, Nunavut, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, Saskatchewan, Yukon)

• First Names
• Last Names
• Passport Number - Canada
• Passport Number - United Kingdom
• Passport Number - United States

More information:  Predefined Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns.

New Resources for Controlling Permissions to View and Manage Custom Classifiers

The product provides the following resources to let security administrators assign user permissions for searching for
custom data patterns:

DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW
Allows the user to view the included/excluded patterns for existing custom classifiers.

DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE
Allows the user to create custom classifiers (including compound classifiers) and exclude patterns from classifiers.

DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.UPDATE
Allows the user to show or hide existing custom classifiers.

More information:  Authorize a Data Content Discovery User

Exclude Patterns from Existing Classifiers

You can now exclude data patterns from an existing classifier to create a custom classifier. Doing so is useful, for
example, if an existing classifier closely meets your needs but you want to exclude one or more patterns from it to improve
its usefulness for your site.

More information:  Create a Custom Classifier by Excluding Patterns from an Existing Classifier

Maintenance Update

This update provides support for configuring the Data Content Discovery security environment for the ACF2 Option for
DB2. To do so, apply PTF RO89522. Review the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.

Incremental Release 1

This release includes these new features. Apply PTF RO87915 and follow the ++HOLDDATA for instructions.
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New PII Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

The following predefined classifiers are now available.

• Aadhaar Number - delimited or non-delimited (India)
• Adoption Taxpayer Identification Number (ATIN) (United States)
• Australian Business Number (ABN) - delimited or non-delimited (Australia)
• Australian Medicare Number - delimited or non-delimited (Australia)
• Birthdate (two-digit year or four-digit year)
• Burgerservicenummer (BSN) Citizen Service Number (Netherlands)
• Centrale Personregister (CPR) Personal Identification Number (Denmark)
• Codice Fiscale Number (Italy)
• Community Health Index (CHI) Number (Scotland)
• Documento Nacional de Identidad (DNI) Number (Spain)
• Driver's License (Australia, Florida, Germany, Illinois, Italy, Northern Ireland, Ohio, Ontario, New York, Nevada, South

Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, United Kingdom, and Wisconsin)
• Email Address
• Employer Identification Number (EIN) (United States)
• Hong Kong Identity (HKID) Number (Hong Kong)
• Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN) (United States)
• INSEE National Identifier (France)
• IP Address (IPv4 or IPv6)
• National Health Service (NHS) Number (England, Wales, and the Isle of Man)
• National Health Service (NHS) Number (Northern Ireland)
• National Insurance Number (United Kingdom)
• Numero de Identificacion de Extranjeros (NIE) Number (Spain)
• Permanent Account Number (PAN) (India)
• Personal Public Service (PPS) Number (Ireland)
• Passport Number (Australia, France, Germany, and Spain)
• Postal Address (United States)
• Preparer Tax Identification Number (PTIN) (United States)
• Social Insurance Number - delimited or non-delimited (Canada)
• State Full Name (United States)
• State Short Name (United States)
• Street Address - comprehensive list of street suffixes or common suffixes (United States)
• Tax File Number (TFN) - delimited or non-delimited (Australia)
• Telephone Number (United States)
• Zip Code (United States)

More information:  Predefined Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns

New File Type Support

You can now scan for UNIX System Services (USS) data sources (zFS or HFS directory or file path).

Scan Data Sources from the Do Not Scan List

You can create a scan to search the data sources in the Do Not Scan List. This ability provides the following benefits:

• Allows discovery of any sensitive information that might have been introduced over time.
• Provides documented proof to auditors that all areas of the business are being monitored appropriately.
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More information:  Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data

Pause, Cancel, and Resume a Scan

You can now pause an unstarted or in-progress data discovery scan, cancel a scan, and resume a paused scan.

More information:  Pause, Cancel, or Resume a Data Discovery Scan

Create Custom Compound Classifiers

You can join two or more classifiers together as one custom compound classifier. The compound classifier joins classifiers
together as an AND condition, which means that the scan records a match only when it finds all the classifiers that you
included in the compound classifier.

Grouping together classifiers improves the accuracy of match results by searching for multiple, closely associated
patterns. Doing so reduces the number of scan matches that you need to review, saving you time.

More information:  Create and Manage Custom Classifiers to Search Your Own Data Patterns.

Add Multiple Regex Patterns to a Custom Classifiers

You can now add multiple regex patterns when creating and managing custom classifiers to search your own data
patterns.

More information:  Create and Manage Custom Classifiers to Search Your Own Data Patterns.

Exclude Data Sources from All Scans

You can now globally exclude data sources from all data discovery scans.

More information:  Exclude Data Sources from All Data Discovery Scans.

View Globally Excluded Data Sources in the Scan Details Page

From the Scan Details page, you can now view a list of the globally excluded data sources that were in effect for the scan.

View Confidence Levels for Scan Matches

You can now view the confidence level for each match that was found during a scan. This information can help you
determine which matches are the most relevant. The product assigns a confidence level of high, medium, or low (or N/A
for unsupported classifiers) based on the quantity and strength of additional related data elements that it finds in the same
scan record.

More information:  View the Confidence Level for Scan Matches.

Known and Resolved Issues
This article describes the known issues and resolved issues in Data Content Discovery Version 2.0.

Known Issues

The following known issues are included in this release:

Internet Explorer 11 or Earlier Browser Language Change after Product Installation Is Not Reflected

When running Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 or earlier, if you change your browser language after the initial configuration
of Internet Explorer, the product does not pick up the language change. The product user interface (UI) continues to
display in the language that was set in the browser at the time of installation.
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Work-Around

At initial login to the Data Content Discovery UI after changing your browser language, select the desired language from
the Locale drop-down list. Your Locale selection persists at future logins. This workaround is needed only once, at initial
login.

Resolved Issues

There are no resolved issues.

Third-Party Software Agreements
Data Content Discovery for z/OS uses the following third-party software. To read each complete license, download the zip
file. 
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• body-parser 1.10.1
• Bootstrap-sass 3.3.5
• browserify 9.0.7
• classnames 1.2.2
• counterpart 0.16.4
• counterpart 0.18.6
• envify 3.4.0
• express 4.11.2
• Failsafe 1.0.5
• Flux 2.1.1
• griddle-react 0.4.1
• griddle-react 0.5.1
• griddle-react-bootstrap 0.4.2
• gulp 3.8.10
• gulp-cached 1.0.2
• gulp-if 1.2.5
• gulp-jshint 1.9.2
• gulp-react 3.0.1
• gulp-sass 1.2.4
• gulp-sass 2.1.1
• gulp-uglify 1.0.2
• history 2.0.1
• http-proxy 1.8.1
• ICU4J 56.1
• immutable 3.7.2
• inspire-tree 2.0.1
• jasmine-reporters 1.0.1
• Java Mail 1.5.2
• javax-inject 2.4.0-b34
• Jersey Container Servlet 2.22.1
• Jersey Container Servlet 2.22.2
• Jersey Media JSON Jackson 2.22.1
• Jersey Server 2.16
• Jersey Server 2.22.1
• Jersey Spring3 2.16
• Jersey Spring3 2.22.1
• jest-cli 0.4.3
• jest-cli 0.8.1 
• jQuery 2.1.3
• Jregex 1.2.01
• jshint-stylish 1.0.0
• JSON 20140107
• json-2-csv 2.0.2
• jstimezonedetect 1.0.6
• lodash 4.6.1
• Logback 1.1.2
• merge 1.2.0
• moment 2.8.4 
• moment 2.13.0
• Morgan 1.5.2
• npm-store 1.3.17
• rc-time-picker 3.3.0
• react 0.14.7
• react 15.1.0
• react 16.2.0
• react-bootstrap 0.23.1
• react-bootstrap 0.28.4
• react-bootstrap 0.32.1
• react-breadcrumbs 1.3.10
• react-breadcrumbs 1.6.6
• react-chartjs 0.6.0
• react-checkbox-group 0.1.9
• react-checkbox-group 0.3.2
• react-checkbox-group 3.0.1
• react-checkbox-group 3.1.1
• react-cookies 0.10.0
• react-date-picker2 6.3.0
• react-dom 0.14.7
• react-grid-layout 0.8.5
• react-input-autosize 1.1.0
• react-loader 1.4.0
• react-loader 2.2.0
• react-loader 2.4.2
• react-router 0.13.3
• react-router 2.0.0
• react-router 3.0.5
• react-search-input 0.10.4
• react-search-input 0.11.1
• react-select 0.9.1
• react-select 1.0.0-rc.2
• react-select 1.0.0-rc.5
• react-select-fast-filter-options 0.2.3
• react-sidebar 2.1.0
• react-sidebar 2.3.2
• react-simple-dropdown 3.2.0
• react-table 6.7.6
• react-tools 0.13.1
• react-tools 0.13.3
• react-typeahead 1.1.3
• react-typeahead 1.1.8
• react-typeahead 2.0.0-alpha.4
• react-virtualized-select 2.4.1
• react-virtualized-select 3.0.1
• react-virtualized-select 3.1.3
• react-youtube 7.5.0
• Reactify 1.1.0
• Serve-static 1.8.1
• Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J) 1.7.7  
• Software under the Apache 2.0 license:
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– Aho-Corasick 0.3.0
– Akka 2.3.6
– Commons Collection 3.2.1
– Commons Collections 3.2.2
– Commons-dbcp2 2.1
– Commons-io 2.4
– Commons-lang3 3.5
– Commons-lang3 3.6
– Commons Net 3.5
– CQEngine 2.0.2
– Google Guava 18.0
– Google Guice 3.0
– Google Guice 4.0
– httpclient 4.3.5
– httpclient 4.5.1
– httpclient 4.5.2
– httpclient 4.5.3
– Jackson Core 2.9.3
– Jetty Server 9.2.10.v20150310
– Jetty Util 9.2.10.v20150310
– json-simple 1.1.1
– Lucene 4.10.1
– React-bootstrap-daterangepicker 2.0.0
– React-bootstrap-daterangepicker 3.2.2
– React-bootstrap-daterangepicker 3.4.1
– React-infinity-menu 2.2.5
– React-infinity-menu 2.4.0
– React-infinity-menu 3.0.1
– React-infinity-menu 4.0.0
– React-router-bootstrap 0.13.4
– React-router-bootstrap 0.20.1
– React-router-bootstrap 0.23.3
– Spring Framework 4.0.9
– Spring Framework 4.2.3
– Spring Security 4.0.0
– Spring Security 4.0.3
– Tomcat 8.5.30

• Store.js 1.3.20
• Superagent 1.1.0
• Vinyl-buffer 1.0.0
• Vinyl-source-stream 1.0.0
• Yargs 3.5.4

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.
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Data Content Discovery supports accessibility and compatibility features as described in the Voluntary Product
Accessibility Template (VPAT) as follows:

• Full support for use by hearing-impaired and speech-impaired users. The product does not require user hearing or
user speech.

• Limited support for the use of screen readers and screen magnifiers by blind and visually impaired users.
• Limited support in a mouseless, keyboard-only mode.

To view the VPAT results, contact your Broadcom Sales Representative. 

Data Content Discovery offers accessibility enhancements through the use of your emulator or operating system. You can
use the following accessibility features with Data Content Discovery:

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments through your operating system:

Repeat Rate (Filter Keys)
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

Tones (Toggle Keys)
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options through your operating system to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Lets you do the following:

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The product supports operating system- and browser-based keyboard shortcuts.
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SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Maintenance
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broacom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E
Internet Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a
remote Broacom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Broadcom Recommended and Preventive service

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED. 

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the  Documentation.
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Getting Started
Data breaches negatively impact enterprises, particularly in the banking and finance sector. The negative impact includes
damage to brand, unwanted adverse press, unscheduled regulatory scrutiny, and expensive remediation. Untended
regulated or sensitive data on the mainframe is a growing problem as companies face reductions-in-force and organic
turnover. Therefore, more lost, orphaned, and unintentionally hidden data sets reside on the mainframe. Equally, the risk
of the fraudulent exfiltration of data off the mainframe is a real threat.

Mitigating the risk at your company and improving its risk profile starts with knowing where the data resides. After you
locate it, you can answer these questions:

• Is the data secure?
• Should this data be protected better?
• Who has access to the data?
• Who has been accessing the data? When, why, and how often?

By answering these questions, you can help your enterprise meet regulations before an audit and protect data before it is
breached.

Data Content Discovery helps you find lost, orphaned, abandoned, and intentionally hidden data. The product scans
mainframe data to identify its location. The location of the data is the key to helping mitigate risk that is associated with
the retention of that data. Then you can make business decisions to secure, encrypt, archive, or delete the data that
is identified. Compliance and adherence to regulations is a critical business need that can prevent data breaches and
possible consequences from breaches. Data Content Discovery assists you in locating your regulated data, helping you
avoid negative audit findings and address data compromise risks.

To see how you can get started with Data Content Discovery, review these topics:

• See the Product Overview article to learn how the product can solve business challenges around identifying sensitive
and regulated data.

• See the Architecture Overview article  to learn how the product is architected for both sysplex and non-sysplex
environments.

• See the Use Case and Product Overview Videos article to learn which use cases and videos are available to
demonstrate the product features. 

• See the Use the Product Immediately after Installation article to learn how you can start using the product immediately
after installation and configuration

Product Overview
Data Content Discovery scans mainframe data to identify the location of sensitive data. Identifying the location of the
data is the key to help mitigate risk that is associated with the retention of data. Once you know the location of the data,
you can make business decisions to appropriately secure, encrypt, archive, or delete the identified data. Compliance
and adherence to regulations is a critical business need to help prevent data breaches and possible consequences from
breaches. Data Content Discovery can help you locate your sensitive data to help you address potential audit findings and
risks.

  

  

Your Business Challenge

Mainframe data is at the heart of the data center and is critical to the success of your business. With the mainframe
collecting data for over 50 years, there is a vast amount of data on the platform. Locating regulated or sensitive data
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is time consuming and often impossible. Couple that with the constant motion of data on the mainframe for testing and
support, unwanted copies of data in unpredictable places, and inappropriate access controls in place. Data breaches
can be costly in both money and time. Proactively reducing potential loss during an attack can be challenging. Increased
attack vectors are a fact in the application economy. The mainframe is not immune to these attacks and, once in,
regulated or sensitive data can be exposed.

Businesses must understand what sensitive data is at risk, where the sensitive data is located, and who can access the
sensitive data. Consider the following questions about the security of your mainframe data:

• How confident are you that your organization knows where all its regulated data is within your mainframe data stores?
• How much data has been moved to a different security context than the initial data file? For example, production data

is being copied to test data.
• Is data leaving your mainframe through data in motion transmissions (FTP, SMTP, or IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct®

for z/OS) that you are not aware of?
• What might be the consequences if a user’s mainframe credentials were compromised (by social engineering, for

example) and a malicious insider or third party could access the mainframe data? What data breach disclosure
regulations could apply?

• If a data breach occurred, how would your organization know how much regulated data was exposed?

Solution Overview

Data Content Discovery helps you identify unanticipated and undocumented data exposure risks on z Systems by
scanning through the mainframe data infrastructure. Scan profiles focus on data elements that are highly regulated by
governmental or industry regulators.

• Find. With the mainframe handling such a huge amount of corporate data, manually finding sensitive or regulated data
on the platform is unrealistic. Data Content Discovery can help. The software automatically scans the mainframe data
infrastructure to identify the location of sensitive and regulated data. Doing so is the first step to help mitigate risks that
are associated with retaining data.

• Classify. Data Content Discovery categorizes and classifies the discovered data based on sensitivity level. Once you
know the location of mainframe data, you can make business decisions to appropriately secure, encrypt, archive, or
delete it, and prove to auditors that controls are in place. Doing so makes regulatory compliance faster and easier.

• Protect. Data Content Discovery helps key business stakeholders stay in control of their mainframe data, gain quick
and critical insights about the potential and magnitude of data exposure on the mainframe, act quickly, and reduce risk
—all while reducing the costs associated with data protection processes. By identifying data exposure risks, classifying
the data to determine sensitivity level, and providing comprehensive reporting on the scan results, you can protect
data, address compliance requirements, and mitigate exposure risks.

For real-world examples of how Data Content Discovery can help you meet your business needs, see Examples of
Discovering, Classifying, and Reporting on Sensitive Data.

Critical Differentiators

Data Content Discovery is the only data security discovery and classification offering that executes solely on and for the
mainframe to eliminate any risky offloading of data. The software integrates with leading enterprise security management
and access control products, such as ACF2™, Top Secret®, and IBM RACF®, revealing not only which data is exposed
but who has access to it. Moreover, the solution does so without necessarily imposing burdens on general CPU capacity,
because it is implemented in Java and its workloads are fully IBM z Systems Integrated Information Processor (zIIP)
specialty-engine compliant.

Key Benefits and Features

Data Content Discovery offers the following key benefits:
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•  Improved regulatory compliance. Helps you detect highly regulated and sensitive data so that you can adequately
secure it. Doing so minimizes the accidental, negligent, and malicious misuse of data.

•  Better audit experience. Facilitates compliance with industry and government regulations, which helps ensure your
site is prepared for audits.

•  Mitigated risk. Helps you identify the location of sensitive data so that you can review security and determine whether
to encrypt, archive, or delete the data to prevent misuse or duplication of data elsewhere.

•  Efficient and effective process. Helps reduce IT staffing costs that are associated with manual detection of sensitive
data, classification, and protection.

•  Increased understanding of access. Helps address customer and employee privacy concerns by showing you who
has access to sensitive data. You can then take your own actions to control access as needed.

Data Content Discovery offers the following key features:

NOTE
For a full feature list, see New Features.

•  100 Percent on Platform. Critical data never leaves the z/OS platform and a physical copy is never made.
•  Robust classification. Comprehensive identification is based on compliance and business concerns.

– For a list of out-of-the-box classifiers, see Predefined Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns.
•  Immediate notification. Receive email alerts for scan notifications.

– Configure email alerts during scan creation.
•  Selective scanning. Specify data to include and exclude in a scan using profiles.

– Include and exclude data during scan creation.
•  On demand. Batch interface allows scans to run when best for your business.
•  Optimal product performance. Managed by IBM Work Load Manager (WLM). Exploit IBM z Systems Integrated

Information Processor (zIIP) processing and multitasking for maximum throughput.
•  Workload balancing and scalability. Manages workloads using IBM z/OS Parallel Sysplex technology, in a

symmetrical system environment. Balances and scales the workload in a symmetrical system environment as
follows: Balancing: Sends the next unit of work in the queue to a server that is not currently servicing a unit of work,
using round-robin scheduling. Scalability: Increases the number of units of work that are processed because the
workload is shared among multiple servers.

•  Modern Interface. Provides a graphical user interface (UI) that allows ease of use for all audiences.
•  Data in Motion. Lets you create policies that trigger scans of data that leave the mainframe through FTP, SMTP, or

IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS transmissions. On-access lets you automatically scan a data set when it is
closed to determine whether its data classifications have changed (requires Datacom).

•  Integration with OPS/MVS. Lets you quickly and easily monitor the active status events of the Data Content
Discovery Controller.

•  Multiple data types: Scan the following file types:
– Datacom
– IDMS
– IBM DB2
– IBM IMS
– PDS/PDSE
– Physical sequential
– >USS
– VSAM

Architecture Overview
This article describes the Data Content Discovery for z/OS application architecture in Sysplex and non-Sysplex
environments.
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Sysplex Architectures

The Data Content Discovery application consists of asymmetrical and symmetrical Sysplex architectures for static scans
only. Sysplex technology routes scans using round-robin scheduling. These diagrams show the difference in LPAR access
to data sources between asymmetrical and symmetrical architectures in a Sysplex environment. For more information,
see Sysplex Configuration Overview.

Asymmetrical Architecture

In an asymmetrical architecture, the static scan requests are routed to the Data Content Discovery Controllers across
LPARs. If a request reaches an LPAR that is in a Sysplex XCF group that does not have access to the data sources, the
request fails. To provide scan requests access to all data sources, configure your system in one of the following ways:

• To run scans locally. This option is available in the scan creation wizard.
• In a symmetrical environment. 

The following diagram shows the components in an asymmetrical environment:
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Figure 1: In an asymmetrical architecture the Work Load Manager distributes the work based on resources

Symmetrical Architecture

In a symmetrical architecture, the static scan requests are routed to the Data Content Discovery Controllers across LPARs
in a Sysplex XCF group. The LPARs have access to all the data sources. 

The following diagram shows the components in a symmetrical environment:

Figure 2: The symmetrical architecture includes a user interface, batch client utility, a Controller that acts as the
Sysplex router, the WLM that acts as the queuing management, the Classification engine that acts as the WLM
server, and the product repository.

Non-Sysplex Architecture

In a non-Sysplex architecture, the scan requests are routed to the Data Content Discovery Controllers on a single LPAR.
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The following diagram shows the components in a non-Sysplex environment:

Figure 3: This diagram shows the components and work flow involved in the Data Content Discovery process.

Architecture Component Overview

Review the following component descriptions to understand the architecture:

 Web-Based Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

Lets you create and run scans, view scan results, specify system and user settings, and so on.

 Batch Client Utility

 Lets you start a scan or schedule a scan to run later.

 Data Content Discovery Controllers
Schedules the scanning requests based on the system configuration that you define during installation and passes the
work requests to the z/OS MVS WLM. 

In a Sysplex environment, the Sysplex Router distributes the static scanning requests from the Data Content Discovery
Controllers. The Sysplex router uses round-robin scheduling to send the scanning requests from the Controllers to the
WLM Servers in a Sysplex group. Sysplex allows LPARs in the same Sysplex group to share and load and balance the
workload. For example, if you specify the Sysplex group name DCDGRP1 for LPAR A and LPAR B, these LPARs share
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and load balance the workload in DCDGRP1. If an error occurs in the Sysplex, the distribution of the scanning requests
are managed as an asymmetrical system. 

 z/OS MVS WLM
Workload Manager (WLM) is a feature of the IBM z/OS operating system. Each scan request is queued to WLM with WLM
Work Qualifiers (accounting information, transaction name, and so on) and assigned a WLM Enclave. WLM dispatches
the scan request when appropriate based on system load and service class designation. WLM further limits or provides
resources to the running request based on service class and how that relates to other resource consumers that are active
in the system. After the WLM Server (classification engine) selects a Work Unit (classification request), WLM removes that
Work Unit from the queue.

WLM classifies work based on several criteria and assigns the Work Unit to a Service Class. Based on the Service Class
definition, WLM decides how soon to schedule the work and how much of the total system resources are to be given to
complete the request (and therefore how fast the work is done). WLM does not hold back idle resources; work is delayed
only when WLM determines that the necessary resources are unavailable and that it must prioritize what work is serviced
and what work must wait.

WARNING
 Your site's WLM policies govern the dispatching priorities that are allocated to the product. If the WLM Service
Class allocations are low and the system is busy, WLM holds up those units of work until capacity is available.
For example, if your site administrator assigns Data Content Discovery Controller and Server started tasks
a low priority in WLM and you submit 1000 scan requests, WLM might hold up those scan requests. For
recommendations, see Set the WLM Dispatch Priorities to Handle the Workload and Avoid Interference with
Mission Essential Workloads.

 Classification Engines
Act as the WLM Server Manager, issuing a WLM Select Work request to retrieve the Work Unit that is assigned to it and
issuing calls to tell WLM when to start or stop managing resources based on the assigned service class.

During the classification process, the address space is dynamically flagged as Privileged to the external security manager
(ESM). This action gives the Classification process permission to access the needed resources to perform a classification
of the target data. Between classification processes, the Privileged flag is reset.

 Data Content Discovery Repository

 Houses the information that the Data Content Discovery application needs, including but not limited to: classifier
definitions, classification request status and results, and other necessary control information.

 Data Sources
Supports the scanning of the following data sources:

• Datacom
• IDMS
• IBM DB2
• IBM IMS
• PDS/PDSE
• Physical sequential
• USS
• VSAM

NOTE
 The product does not scan archived data sets, uncataloged data sets, or data sets that do not have fully
qualified names per IBM conventions. The product does not support VSAM variable-length relative record
data sets (VRRDS) or linear data sets (LDS). For IBM IMS, the product supports scanning SHISAM (Simple
Hierarchical Indexed Sequential Access Method) and HDAM VSAM (Hierarchical Direct Access Method–VSAM
only) database types only.
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Use Case and Product Overview Videos
 Data Content Discovery has a selection of video resources available to complement the documentation and demonstrate
the product features.

NOTE

These videos are all available on the Educate YouTube channel in the Data Content Discovery playlist.

  

Video Link Title Duration Typical Audience Description
 Introduction to Data

Content Discovery
2 min 25 sec Security Administrator This video introduces

Data Content Discovery,
the first of its kind
automated tool for finding
regulated and sensitive
data solely on the
mainframe. Data Content
Discovery finds, classifies
and protects mainframe
data to mitigate data
breath risks.

  Launch a Payment Card
Information Scan

5 min 03 sec Security Administrator This video shows how
to configure a scan
to find Payment Card
Information (PCI)
regulated data using
predefined classifiers.

  Launch a Scan to
Discover Sensitive
Information

3 min 11 sec Security Administrator This video shows how to
launch a scan to discover
sensitive information.

  GDPR Use Case Tutorial 5 min 56 sec Security Administrator This video gives insight
into how to prepare for a
Global Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)
audit using Data Content
Discovery.

  Detect and Protect Data
in Motion

6 min 08 sec Security Administrator This video shows how
to monitor inappropriate
data exfiltration using
FTP, SMTP, and IBM
Sterling Connect:Direct
for z/OS transmissions.

  Create an SMTP
Whitelist

2 min 53 sec Security Administrator This video shows how to
create an SMTP whitelist
to exclude trusted
resources from being
scanned when email and
data transmissions are
monitored.
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  Run a Classifier Report 1 min 37 sec Security Administrator This video shows how to
run a classifier report of
sensitive payment card
data to help you locate
this data and determine
who has access to it.

  Predefined Classifier
Overview and Usage

2 min 34 sec Security Administrator This video shows the
range and usage of
predefined PCI, PHI, and
PII data classifiers.

 Create a Custom
Classifier

4 min 06 sec Security Administrator This video shows how
to create a custom
classifier to search your
own data patterns.

  Create a Compound
Classifier

2 min 49 sec Security Administrator This video shows how
to create a compound
classifier to help you
narrow your search
results that contain
multiple data patterns
together.

  Create a Custom Data
Dictionary

4 min 51 sec Security Administrator This video shows how
to create a custom data
dictionary to help you
monitor your mainframe
data stores for targeted
sensitive data.

Use the Product Immediately after Installation
Within minutes of installing and configuring Data Content Discovery, you can run a scan to find regulated, lost, or perhaps
maliciously placed data in your environment. The product provides immediate “out-of-the-box” functionality so that you can
realize immediate value.

The intuitive scan wizard lets you select the scope of the scan, choose classifiers, and submit your scan in minutes.

File Type Support

Data Content Discovery supports the scanning of the following file types:

• Datacom
• IDMS
• IBM DB2
• IBM IMS
• PDS/PDSE
• Physical sequential
• USS
• VSAM

NOTE
 Data Content Discovery does not scan archived data sets, uncataloged data sets, or data sets that do not have
fully qualified names per IBM conventions. The product does not support VSAM variable-length relative record
data sets (VRRDS) or linear data sets (LDS). For IBM IMS scanning, the product supports SHISAM (Simple
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Hierarchical Indexed Sequential Access Method) and HDAM VSAM (Hierarchical Direct Access Method–VSAM
only) database types only.

Through Agile development, we plan to support additional file types in the future.

Available Business Functions at Product Startup

You can immediately discover, classify, and report on sensitive data by performing the following activities. No product
customization is required for these tasks.

•  Create a data discovery scan.
•  Identify who has access to data stores that contain sensitive data.
•  Generate reports.
• Export the report data or scan results.

Advanced Features for Fine-Tuning the Product

To produce results that are most advantageous for your business, we recommend reviewing and configuring settings
before scanning for and reporting on data. For example, setting scan limits or specifying data sources to exclude from all
scans can help improve performance.

You can also create and manage custom classifiers to search your own data patterns. Custom classifiers give you
flexibility for discovering different types of at-risk data that your business might specifically need to protect.
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Installing
This section includes information and procedures to install and configure Data Content Discovery.

The process includes the following activities:

• Verifying the requirements before starting the installation
• Recording the values for the variables in the pre-configuration worksheet
• Installing the product using pax ESD or CSM
• Configuring the product
• Verifying that your installation was successful

NOTE
If you have already installed the product and need to apply product maintenance, see Maintaining.

Prepare for Installation
To prepare for the Data Content Discovery installation, you verify the hardware, operating system, software, browser
requirements, and installer user ID privileges.

Before you install and configure Data Content Discovery, verify that your system meets these requirements.

Hardware Requirements

• IBM z9 or above
• Minimum 1 GB of real-storage

Operating System Requirements

• IBM z/OS 2.1, 2.2, or 2.3 with the following required IBM maintenance:
– For 2.1, apply fix UA81157.
– For 2.2, apply fix UA81158.

Software Requirements

• IBM Software—The following software must be available on the same LPAR where you are installing and running the
Data Content Discovery application:

WARNING
You must apply IBM APARs PI86124 and OA50143. To obtain PI86124, you might need to open a Problem
Management Report (PMR) with IBM. For more information, contact IBM Support.

– IBM z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) support for zFS file systems
– IBM 64-bit SDK for z/OS, Java Technology Edition, Version 8
– IBM DB2 11 or higher for z/OS
– IBM DB2 JDBC: You must have a DB2 JDBC environment installed and running.

• External Security Manager (ESM)—One of the following ESMs must be available on the systems where you install the
Data Content Discovery application:
– ACF2 r15 or higher, with current maintenance
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WARNING
If you are running ACF2 Version 15, you must apply PTFs RO81258 and RO88961. If you are running
ACF2 Version 16, you must apply PTFs RO87685 and RO88717.

– Top Secret r15 or higher, with current maintenance

WARNING
If you are running Top Secret Version 15, you must apply PTFs RO83271 and RO86289. If you are
running Top Secret Version 16, you must apply PTFs RO84514 and RO86294.

– IBM RACF, any release
• Common Components and Services (CCS) Version 15.0 with CAIRIM and CAMASTER service components. To verify

that you have the CAMASTER service component, check the IPL time SYSLOG for the following message: CAMS100I
CAMASTER INITIALIZATION IN PROGRESS.

• CSM Release 5.1 or above. CSM is not required if you are installing the product using pax ESD.
• A configured Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server (if you plan to send email alert notifications)

Browser Requirements

The Data Content Discovery user interface runs as a browser-based Web application. The following browsers are
supported. We recommend that you use Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox for the best experience.

• Google Chrome 44 and above
• Mozilla Firefox 41 and above
• Internet Explorer 11 and above

You can use Data Content Discovery in other browser releases; however, until each release officially passes our
certification test, you might face intermittent issues.

For optimal performance, we recommend that you use a minimum screen resolution of 1024 x 768.

Installer User ID Privileges

Before you begin the installation process, verify that the Data Content Discovery installer user ID has the following
security privileges defined:

• For UNIX System Services:
– A valid OMVS definition for the installer
– Superuser authority:

Option A: The installer user ID is UID(0).
Option B: If the installer user ID is not UID(0), grant superuser authority by assigning the BPX.SUPERUSER
resource in the FACILITY class with READ access.

WARNING
Use caution when assigning UID(0) to the installer user IDs. These IDs pass all z/OS UNIX security
verification and can perform any z/OS UNIX function.

If there is a failure in executing setuid(0) while using UID(0), check the SUPERUSER parameter in the BPXPRMxx
member as indicated in Product Installation Fails for a Product Using a UNIX Directory in the CSM documentation.
Also, if you have switched the UID from non-zero to zero or vice-versa before starting the install, run the below
commands to avoid issues with setuid(0) later when ownership on the file system is incorrectly set. These
commands help activate changes to OMVS user profile records.
• For ACF2:

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS

• For Top Secret:
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TSS MODIFY OMVSTABS

• (Optional, depending on your site's security configuration) Ability to manipulate zFS data sets. This ability requires
UPDATE authority to the appropriate entities within the FSACCESS class. Verify with your Security Administrator if
FSACCESS permissions are needed.

FSACCESS lets you secure access to a zFS file system container (that is, a data set). The resource name is the zFS file
system name.

For example: You defined a zFS file system that is named OMVS.ZFS.WEBSRV.TOOLS, and then you created directories
U1 and U2 with files in the directories. A resource check for class FSACCESS resource OMVS.ZFS.WEBSRV.TOOLS
occurs when a user tries to access a file in directory U1 or U2 in the zFS file system. For more details, see the applicable
security product documentation.

• For z/OS:
– Authority to read, create, update, and execute from the Data Content Discovery installation data sets and libraries
– Authority to execute commands to manipulate the external security manager (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF)

database

Next Steps

Gather and record your site-specific configuration values in the Complete the Pre-Configuration Worksheet.

Complete the Pre-Configuration Worksheet
Before you begin configuring the product, gather and record variable values that are required during the configuration.
Doing so can reduce the time that the configuration takes because the information is readily available when needed.

Gather and record the following variables for your site:

• Global configuration variables
• Complete one of the following tables based on your External Security Manager (ESM) type:

– ACF2 configuration variables
– Top Secret configuration variables
– IBM RACF configuration variables

• Complete one or more of the following tables based on the databases that you plan to scan using Data Content
Discovery:

NOTE
No additional configuration variables are required for scanning IBM DB2 tables. The required variables are
defined in the global configuration variables table.

– Datacom configuration variables if you plan to scan Datacom tables or run Accessed reports
– IDMS configuration variables if you plan to scan IDMS tables
– IBM IMS configuration variables if you plan to scan IBM IMS control regions
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Global Configuration Variables

These global variables are defined during the product configuration, regardless of your ESM type.

Variable Name Variable Description Typical Role
Responsible for
Defining the Variable

Default Value PDS Member Record Your Site
Value

ACCT_INFO Account number that
is used in the JCL
JOB statement.
You can find this
value in other JCL
statements that the
installer has run.

Systems
Programmer

123456789 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

ACCT_INFO =

JOB_CLASS Input class that is
used in the JCL JOB
statement.
You can find this
value in other JCL
statements that the
installer has run.

Systems
Programmer

A CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

JOB_CLASS =

MSG_CLASS Output class that is
used in the JCL JOB
statement.
You can find this
value in other JCL
statements that the
installer has run.

Systems
Programmer

X CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

MSG_CLASS =
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MIN_CE_PORT Systems
Programmer

33170 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

MIN_CE_PORT =

MAX_CE_PORT

Starting port number
(MIN_CE_PORT)
and ending
port number
(MAX_CE_PORT)
for the port range
for multiple
Classification
Engines (CE).
The ports in the
range must be
sequential and must
span a minimum of
10 ports to support
multiple address
spaces that can be
initiated by Workload
Manager (WLM).     
To run multiple,
simultaneous
scans, you must
assign multiple
Classification
Engines. The
more engines
you assign, the
more simultaneous
scan requests
your system can
perform. The
maximum number of
simultaneous scans
is 50.
Example: If
you assign the
MIN_CE_PORT
as 33170 and the
MAX_CE_PORT
as 33180, you have
reserved ports
33170 through
33180 for Data
Content Discovery
use. You can run
up to 11 scans
simultaneously.

Systems
Programmer

33180 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

MAX_CE_PORT =
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CONTROLLER_HO
ST_NAME

URL of the z/OS
LPAR that will run
the Data Content
Discovery Controller
(Apache Tomcat)
server.
Example:
host1@example.com
or 110.40.0.0     
You can find this
value in the JES log;
search for HOST.

Systems
Programmer

host1.myCompany.comCFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CONTROLLER_HOST_NAME
=

CONTROLLER_HTT
P_PORT

Port number for
the Data Content
Discovery Controller
server.
This port value is
included in the Data
Content Discovery
web interface
address to connect
the user interface
(UI) instance to the
Controller (Apache
Tomcat) server.
This port must be
outside the range
that is specified for
the Classification
Engine port range
(MIN_CE_PORT and
  MAX_CE_PORT).

Systems
Programmer

33130 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CONTROLLER_HTTP_PORT
=

CONTROLLER_RE
DIRECT_PORT

Port number for the
secure redirect port.
This port must be
outside the range
that is specified for
the Classification
Engine port range
(MIN_CE_PORT and
  MAX_CE_PORT).
If this connector
supports non-
SSL requests and
receives a request
that requires SSL
transport (based
on matching the
security-constraint
settings), Catalina
automatically
redirects the non-
SSL requests to this
port. To disable the
redirect port, set the
port number to -1.

Systems
Programmer

33140 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CONTROLLER_REDIRECT_PORT
=
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CONTROLLER_SH
UTDOWN_PORT

Port number for the
shutdown port.
This port must be
outside the range
that is specified for
the Classification
Engine port range
(MIN_CE_PORT and
  MAX_CE_PORT).
This port waits
for a shutdown
command for this
server. Initiate this
connection from
the same server
that is running this
instance of Apache
Tomcat. To disable
the shutdown port,
set the port number
to -1.

Systems
Programmer

33150 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CONTROLLER_SHUTDOWN_PORT
=

APPLENV_NAME Application
Environment Name
representing Data
Content Discovery
in the z/OS MVS
Workload Manager
(WLM).

  Do not use spaces
in this name. To
delimit words, use
underscores.

Systems
Programmer

CA_DATA_CONTEN
T_DISCOVERY

CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

APPLENV_NAME =

SUBSYS_TYPE Subsystem type
representing Data
Content Discovery in
the z/OS MVS Image

Systems
Programmer

DCDS CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

SUBSYS_TYPE =

SUBSYS_NAME User-friendly
subsystem name
for Data Content
Discovery.

Systems
Programmer

CA-DCD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

SUBSYS_NAME =

DCM_APPLENV_N
AME

Application
environment name
representing Data
Content Discovery
Data in Motion in the
z/OS MVS Workload
Manager (WLM).

Systems
programmer

CA_DCD_DATA_IN_
MOTION

CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

DCM_APPLENV_NAME
=

DCM_SUBSYS_TY
PE

Subsystem type
representing
Data Content
Discovery Data in
Motion in the z/OS
MVS image.

Systems
programmer

STC CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

DCM_SUBSYS_TYPE
=
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DCM_SUBSYS_NA
ME

User-friendly
subsystem name
for Data Content
Discovery Data in
Motion.

Systems
programmer

CA-DCM CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

DCM_SUBSYS_NAME
=

DB_HOST URL or IP address
of the z/OS host
where your database
system is running.
Example:
host1@example.com
or 110.40.0.0

Database
Administrator

host1.myCompany.c
om

CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB_HOST =

DB_PORT Currently assigned
port used by your
database.
For IBM DB2, you
can identify the
port in the DB2
initialization job by
the TCPPORT value
in the message
DSNL004I.

Database
Administrator

1234 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB_PORT =

DB2_JDBC_PATH Path of the DB2
JDBC jar files that
are included in
the installed DB2
environment. The
contents of the
path must include
db2jcc4.jar and
db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar.

Database
Administrator

/sys/DB211/usr/lpp/jc
c/classes

CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB2_JDBC_PATH =

DB2_SUBSYSTEM This option is part
of and unique to the
DB2 JDBC URL. The
subsystem can be
identified in the DB2
initialization job by
the LOCATION value
in the message
DSNL004I. 

Database
Administrator

DB2SUBS CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB2_SUBSYSTEM
=

DB2_DATABASE_N
AME

Name that is used
for the DB2 database
using the CREATE
DDL statement.   

Database
Administrator

CADCDDB CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB2_DATABASE_NAME
=

DB2_QUALIFIER Database qualifier
for each table that is
created.

Database
Administrator

DCDADM CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB2_QUALIFIER =

DB2_SSID DB2 subsystem
identifier.

Database
Administrator

SSID CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB2_SSID =

DB2_DSNTIAD_PL
AN

Plan name that was
bound for program
DSNTIAD.

Database
Administrator

DSNTIA?? CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB2_DSNTIAD_PLAN
=

DB2_SDSN_LOAD SDSNLOAD library
for your DB2 system.

Database
Administrator

DB2.SDSNLOAD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB2_SDSN_LOAD =
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DB2_RUNLIB_LOAD Library that
contains the module
DSNTIAD.
Example: A DB2
subsystem might
have a naming
convention such as
SSID.RUNLIB.LOAD,
where SSID is the
DB2 susbsystem ID.

Database
Administrator

SSID.RUNLIB.LOAD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB2_RUNLIB_LOAD
=

DB_CAT Volume catalog to be
used to define the
database storage
group. 
This value is used in
the VCAT parameter
of the DB2 'CREATE
STORGROUP'
command.

Database
Administrator

VCAT CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB_CAT =

DB_CONNECT_US
ERID

Data Content
Discovery logonid
that is used by the
started tasks that are
connecting to the
database.

Database
Administrator

DCDADM CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB_CONNECT_USERID
=

DB_CONNECT_PS
WD

Password for the
database ID that is
stored and secured
in the DCEKEY
segment.

Database
Administrator

DCDADMXX CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

DB_CONNECT_PSWD
=

DB2_SDSN_EXIT Data set name of
your DB2 SDSNEXIT
library.

DB2 Database
Administrator

DB2.SDSNEXIT CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

DB2_SDSN_EXIT =

XCF_GROUP_NAM
E

Group name of
the XCF group
for Data Content
Discovery to join (8
character maximum)
for a Sysplex
environment.
The default of NONE
lets the server run
standalone on the
LPAR where it is
started.

Systems
Programmer

NONE (literal value) CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

XCF_GROUP_NAME
=
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XCF_MEMBER_NA
ME

Group member
name that is
associated with the
XCF_GROUP_NAME
option (16 character
maximum)
for a Sysplex
environment.
If the
XCF_GROUP_NAME
is set to NONE, set
this option to NONE
also.

Systems
Programmer

NONE (literal value) CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

XCF_MEMBER_NAME
=

JAVA_VER Represents the suffix
of the JVM load
module that resides
in the data set that
was previously
specified in the
JVMLIB variable.

Systems
Programmer

no default CFEYJCL(FEYCFG
05)

JAVA_VER =

TARG_HLQ Represents the
SMP/E target
data set high-level
qualifier (HLQ).

Systems
Programmer

no default CFEYJCL(FEYCFG
05)

TARG_HLQ =

RUN_HLQ Represents your
choice of a runtime
HLQ that is used
to create the Data
Content Discovery
runtime libraries.

Systems
Programmer

no default CFEYJCL(FEYCFG
05)

RUN_HLQ =

JVMLIB Represents the PDS
loadlib where the
IBM JVM resides.
This JVM load
module must be a
minimum Version 7,
64-bit installation.
For example,
SYS1.SIEALNKE.

Systems
Programmer

no default CFEYJCL(FEYCFG
05)

JVMLIB =

DCD_PATH Represents the
SMP/E USS path
that was specified
in the Data Content
Discovery installation
process.

Systems
Programmer

no default CFEYJCL(FEYCFG
05)

DCD_PATH =

JAVAHOME Represents the path
of an IBM Java SDK
1.7 and above, 64-bit
installation.
To determine what
file systems are
mounted and
get the exact file
name, issue the /
D OMVS,FILE
command.

Systems
Programmer

no default CFEYJCL(FEYCFG
05)

JAVAHOME =
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ACF2 Configuration Variables

These variables are defined during the product configuration when you are installing the product on a system that is
running ACF2.

Variable Name Variable Description Typical Role
Responsible for
Defining the Variable

Default Value PDS Member Record Your Site
Value

CADCD_GROUP  ESM group ID for
the started tasks.

Security
Administrator

CADCDGRP CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_GROUP =

CADCD_OMVS_HO
ME

Home path for the
ACID that is defined
for the Data Content
Discovery started
tasks.
This path must be an
existing directory.

Security
Administrator

/u CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_OMVS_HOME
=

A_CADCD_GID OMVS group ID
value.

Security
Administrator

0 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

A_CADCD_GID =

CADCD_CNTL_UID User Identification
(UID) string of
the Data Content
Discovery Controller
started task
(DCDCONTL) .

Security
Administrator

DCDCONTL CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_CNTL_UID
=

CADCD_SRVR_UID UID string of the
Data Content
Discovery
Classification
Server started task
(DCDSRVR) .

Security
Administrator

DCDSRVR CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SRVR_UID
=

A_CADCD_CNTL_O
MVS_UID

OMVS user ID
value for the Data
Content Discovery
Controller started
task (DCDCONTL). 
Using the default
value of a question
mark assigns the
next available non-
zero UID.

Security
Administrator

? CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

A_CADCD_CNTL_OMVS_UID
=

A_CADCD_SRVR_O
MVS_UID

OMVS user ID
value for the Data
Content Discovery
Classification
Server started task
(DCDSRVR).
Using the default
value of a question
mark assigns the
next available non-
zero UID.

Security
Administrator

? CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

A_CADCD_SRVR_OMVS_UID
=
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A_CADCD_DCMM_
OMVS_UID

OMVS user ID
value for the Data
Content Discovery
Data in Motion
Controller started
task (DCMMAIN).
Using the default
value of a question
mark assigns the
next available non-
zero UID.

Security
Administrator

? CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

A_CADCD_DCMM_OMVS_UID
=

A_CADCD_DCMS_
OMVS_UID

OMVS user ID value
for the Data Content
Discovery Data in
Motion Classification
Server started task.
Using the default
value of a question
mark assigns the
next available non-
zero UID.

Security
Administrator

? CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

A_CADCD_DCMS_OMVS_UID
=

CADCD_SCANCRE
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to create a
scan request
(DCD.SCAN.CREATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDCRE CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANCRE_ROLE
=

CADCD_SCANSUB
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to submit a
scan request
(DCD.SCAN.SUBMIT).

Security
Administrator

CADCDUSB CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANSUB_ROLE
=

CADCD_SCANSTA
T_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
view the status
of a scan request
(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW).                                   

Security
Administrator

CADCDSTT CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANSTAT_ROLE
=

CADCD_SCANWHO
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
view the who has
access information
(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.WHOHAS).                                        

Security
Administrator

CADCDWHO CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANWHO_ROLE
=
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CADCD_SETSYSU
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to update Data
Content Discovery
system settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE).                                

Security
Administrator

CADCDSYU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SETSYSU_ROLE
=

CADCD_SETSYSV_
ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to view Data
Content Discovery
system settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW).                                    

Security
Administrator

CADCDSSV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SETSYSV_ROLE
=

CADCD_SETDBU_
ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to update Data
Content Discovery
database settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.UPDATE).                      

Security
Administrator

CADCDDSDU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SETDBU_ROLE
=

CADCD_SETDBV_R
OLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to view Data
Content Discovery
database settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW).

Security
Administrator

CADCDSDV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SETDBV_ROLE
=

CADCD_SCANRES
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to view
the scan results
(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.RESULTS).

Security
Administrator

CADCDRES CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANRES_ROLE
=

CADCD_CUSTVW_
ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to view Data
Content Discovery
custom classifiers
(DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW).

Security
Administrator

CADCDVW CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G2)

CADCD_CUSTVW_ROLE
=

CADCD_CUSTUPD
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to update Data
Content Discovery
custom classifiers
(DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.UPDATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDUPD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G2)

CADCD_CUSTUPD_ROLE
=
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CADCD_CUSTCRE
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to create Data
Content Discovery
custom classifiers
(DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDCCR CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G2)

CADCD_CUSTCRE_ROLE
=

CADCD_CUSTDEL
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
delete Data Content
Discovery custom
data dictionaries.
(DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.DELETE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDCCD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G7)

CADCD_CUSTDEL_ROLE
=

CADCD_DIMPOLCR_ROLERecord ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
create data in
motion policies
(DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE). 

Security
Administrator

CADCDDMC CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIMPOLCR_ROLE
=

CADCD_DIMPOLV
W_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to view data in
motion policies
(DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDMV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIMPOLVW_ROLE
=

CADCD_DIMPOLUP_ROLERecord ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
update data in
motion policies
(DCD.DIM.POLICIES.UPDATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDMU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIMPOLUP_ROLE
=

CADCD_DIMPOLDL
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
delete data in
motion policies
(DCD.DELETE.DIMPOLICIES).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDMD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIMPOLDL_ROLE
=

CADCD_DELSCAN
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
delete Data Content
Discovery scans
(DCD.DELETE.SCANS).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDS CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

CADCD_DELSCAN_ROLE
=
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CADCD_ARCSCAN
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
archive Data Content
Discovery scans
(DCD.ARCHIVE.SCANS).

Security
Administrator

CADCDAS CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

CADCD_ARCSCAN_ROLE
=

CADCD_SCANEXP
_ROLE

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role will be
given authorization
to export scan
results.

Security
Administrator

CADCDSXP CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
GA)

CADCD_SCANEXP_ROLE
=

USER_SCANSTAT_
LID

Logon ID of an
existing user who is
to be added to the
previously defined
role group record
for viewing the
status of a scan
(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW).

Security
Administrator

CADCDUSA CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

USER_SCANSTAT_LID
=

USER_SCANWHO_
LID

Logon ID of an
existing user who is
to be added to the
previously defined
role group record
for viewing who has
access information
(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.WHOHAS).

Security
Administrator

CADCDUWH CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

USER_SCANWHO_LID
=

USER_SETSYSU_L
ID

Logon ID of an
existing user who
is to be added
to the previously
defined role group
record for the ability
to update Data
Content Discovery
system settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDUSU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

USER_SETSYSU_LID
=

USER_SETSYSV_L
ID

Logon ID of an
existing user who
is to be added
to the previously
defined role group
record for the
ability to view Data
Content Discovery
system setting
(DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW).

Security
Administrator

CADCDUSV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

USER_SETSYSV_LID
=
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USER_SETDBU_LI
D

Logon ID of an
existing user who
is to be added
to the previously
defined role group
record for the ability
to update Data
Content Discovery
database settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.UPDATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDDBU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

USER_SETDBU_LID
=

USER_SETDBV_LID Logon ID of an
existing user who
is to be added
to the previously
defined role group
record for the
ability to view Data
Content Discovery
database settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDDBV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

USER_SETDBV_LID
=

USER_SCANCRE_
LID

Logon ID of an
existing user who is
to be added to the
previously defined
role group record
for creating a scan
(DCD.SCAN.CREATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDUCR CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

USER_SCANCRE_LID
=

USER_SCANRES_
LID

Logon ID of an
existing user who
is to be added
to the previously
defined role group
record for viewing
the scan results
(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.RESULTS).

Security
Administrator

CADCDURE CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

USER_SCANRES_LID
=

USER_SCANSUB_
LID

Logon ID of an
existing user who is
to be added to the
previously defined
role group record for
submitting a scan
(DCD.SCAN.SUBMIT).

Security
Administrator

CADCDUSB CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

USER_SCANSUB_LID
=

USER_CUST_LID Logon ID of an
existing user who
is to be added
to the previously
defined role group
record for the ability
to view, create,
and update Data
Content Discovery
custom classifiers
(DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW,
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.UPDATE,
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDCUS CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G2)

USER_CUST_LID =
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JAVALIB_HLQ High-level qualifier
(HLQ) of the library
containing the java
virtual machine
program. 

Security
Administrator

SYS1 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

JAVALIB_HLQ =

Top Secret Configuration Variables

These variables are defined during the product configuration when you are installing the product on a system that is
running Top Secret.

Variable Name Variable Description Typical Role
Responsible for
Defining the Variable

Default Value PDS Member Record Your Site
Value

CADCD_GROUP  ESM group ID for
the started tasks.

Security
Administrator

CADCDGRP CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_GROUP =

CADCD_OMVS_HO
ME

Home path for the
ACID that is defined
for the Data Content
Discovery started
tasks.
This path must be an
existing directory.

Security
Administrator

/u CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_OMVS_HOME
=

CADCD_SCANSTA
T_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to view
the status of a scan
request.       

Security
Administrator

CADCDSTT CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANSTAT_PROF
=

CADCD_SCANRES
_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.RESULTS
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to view
the results of a scan
request.

Security
Administrator

CADCDRES CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANRES_PROF
=

CADCD_SCANCRE
_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.SCAN.CREATE
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
create a scan.

Security
Administrator

CADCDCRE CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANCRE_PROF
=

CADCD_SCANSUB
_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.SCAN.SUBMIT
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
submit a scan.

Security
Administrator

CADCDSUB CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANSUB_PROF
=
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CADCD_SCANWHO
_PROF

ACID of an existing
user who is to
be added to the
previously defined
CA DCD PROFILEs
PROFILE ACID for
DCD.SCAN.WHOHAS
permits, which allows
viewing who has
access information.

Security
Administrator

CADCDWHO CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANWHO_PROF
=

CADCD_SCANEXP
_PROF

PROFILE
ACID for the
DCD.SCAN.RESULTS.EXPORT
PERMITs.
This profile
authorizes a user to
export scan results.

Security
Administrator

CADCDSXP CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
GA)

CADCD_SCANEXP_PROF
=

CADCD_SYSUPDA
TE_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.SYSTEM.UPDATE
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
update Data Content
Discovery system
settings.

Security
Administrator

CADCDSYU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SYSUPDATE_PROF
=

CADCD_SYSVIEW_
PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.SYSTEM.VIEW
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
view Data Content
Discovery system
settings.

Security
Administrator

CADCDSYV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SYSVIEW_PROF
=

CADCD_DATABASE
UPDATE_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.DBASE.UPDATE
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
update Data Content
Discovery database
settings.

Security
Administrator

CADCDDBU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_DATABASEUPDATE_PROF
=

CADCD_DATABASE
VIEW_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.DBASE.VIEW
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
view Data Content
Discovery database
settings.

Security
Administrator

CADCDDBV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_DATABASEVIEW_PROF
=

CADCD_CUST_VIE
W_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to view
custom classifiers.

Security
Administrator

CADCDCVV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G2)

CADCD_CUST_VIEW_PROF
=
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CADCD_CUST_UP
DATE_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.UPDATE
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
update custom
classifiers.

Security
Administrator

CADCDCUP CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G2)

CADCD_CUST_UPDATE_PROF
=

CADCD_CUST_CR
EATE_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
create custom
classifiers.

Security
Administrator

CADCDCCP CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G2)

CADCD_CUST_CREATE_PROF
=

CADCD_CUST_DEL
ETE_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.DELETE
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
delete custom data
dictionaries.

Security
Administrator

CADCDCCD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G7)

CADCD_CUST_DELETE_PROF
=

CADCD_DIM_POLI
CIES_CREATE_PR
OF

PROFILE
ACID for the
DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE
permits.
This ACID authorizes
a user to create data
in motion policies.

Security
Administrator

CADCDDCC CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIM_POLICIES_CREATE_PROF
=

CADCD_DIM_POLI
CIES_VIEW_PROF

PROFILE
ACID for the
DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW
permits.
This ACID authorizes
a user to view data in
motion policies.

Security
Administrator

CADCDDCV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIM_POLICIES_VIEW_PROF
=

CADCD_DIM_POLI
CIES_UPDATE_PR
OF

PROFILE
ACID for the
DCD.DIM.POLICIES.UPDATE
permits.
This ACID authorizes
a user to update data
in motion policies.

Security
Administrator

CADCDDCU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIM_POLICIES_UPDATE_PROF
=

CADCD_DIM_POLI
CIES_DELETE_PR
OF

PROFILE
ACID for the
DCD.DELETE.DIMPOLICIES
permits.
This ACID authorizes
a user to delete data
in motion policies.

Security
Administrator

CADCDDCD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIM_POLICIES_DELETE_PROF
=

CADCD_DELETE_S
CAN_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.DELETE.SCANS
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
delete a scan.

Security
Administrator

CADCDDS CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

CADCD_DELETE_SCAN_PROF
=
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CADCD_ARCHIVE_
SCAN_PROF

PROFILE ACID for
DCD.ARCHIVE.SCANS
permits.
This ACID is given
authorization to
archive a scan.

Security
Administrator

CADCDAS CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

CADCD_ARCHIVE_SCAN_PROF
=

CADCD_USER ACID of an existing
user who will log into
the user interface
(UI) and use various
functions of the
product. By default,
this existing ACID
has all the profiles
that give access
to the different
functions in the UI.
Adjust the accesses
to meet your site
requirements.

Change the default
value to an existing
ACID. The default
is 9 characters,
which exceeds the
character length
and causes an error
(RC=4).

Security
Administrator

CADCDUSR1 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_USER =

CADCD_DEPT Department ACID
for Data Content
Discovery.

Security
Administrator

CADCDDPT CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_DEPT =

CADCD_USER_FAC Top Secret user
facility that is
available to rename
to the Data Content
Discovery facility.

Security
Administrator

USER1 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_USER_FAC
=

CADCD_FAC Top Secret facility
for Data Content
Discovery to further
protect signons.

Security
Administrator

DCDFAC CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_FAC =

CADCD_DB2_FAC Top Secret facility
for the IBM DB2
subsystem.

Security
Administrator
Database
Administrator

DB2FAC CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_DB2_FAC =
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IBM RACF Configuration Variables

These variables are defined during the product configuration when you are installing the product on a system that is
running IBM RACF.

Variable Name Variable Description Typical Role
Responsible for
Defining the Variable

Default Value PDS Member Record Your Site
Value

CADCD_GROUP  ESM group ID for
the started tasks.

Security
Administrator

CADCDGRP CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_GROUP =

CADCD_OMVS_HO
ME

Home path for the
ACID that is defined
for the Data Content
Discovery started
tasks.
This path must be an
existing directory.

Security
Administrator

/u CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_OMVS_HOME
=

R_CADCD_CNTL_O
MVS_UID

OMVS user identifier
value for the Data
Content Discovery
Controller started
task.
Using the default
value of a question
mark assigns the
next available non-
zero UID.

Security
Administrator

? CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

R_CADCD_CNTL_OMVS_UID
=

R_CADCD_SRVR_
OMVS_UID

OMVS user identifier
value for the Data
Content Discovery
Classification Server
started task.
Using the default
value of a question
mark assigns the
next available non-
zero UID.

Security
Administrator

? CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

R_CADCD_SRVR_OMVS_UID
=

R_CADCD_DCMM_
OMVS_UID

OMVS user identifier
value for the Data
in Motion Controller
started task
(DCMMAIN).                                                   
   
Using the default
value of a question
mark assigns the
next available non-
zero UID.

Security
Administrator

? CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

R_CADCD_DCMM_OMVS_UID
=
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R_CADCD_DCMS_
OMVS_UID

OMVS user identifier
value for the Data in
Motion Classification
Server started task.
Using the default
value of a question
mark assigns the
next available non-
zero UID.

Security
Administrator

 ? CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

 R_CADCD_DCMS_OMVS_UID
=

R_CADCD_GID OMVS group ID
value.

Security
Administrator

0 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

R_CADCD_GID =

CADCD_SCANSTAT
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
view the status
of a scan request
(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW).

Security
Administrator

CADCDSTT CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANSTAT_GROUP
=

CADCD_SCANRES
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to view
the scan results
(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.RESULTS).

Security
Administrator

CADCDRES CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANRES_GROUP
=

CADCD_SCANCRE
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
create a scan
(DCD.SCAN.CREATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDCRE CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANCRE_GROUP
=

CADCD_SCANSUB
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to  submit a
scan request
(DCD.SCAN.SUBMIT).

Security
Administrator

CADCDSUB CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANSUB_GROUP
=

CADCD_SCANWHO
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization to
view who has
access information
(DCD.SCAN.STATUS.WHOHAS).

Security
Administrator

CADCDWHO CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SCANWHO_GROUP
=

CADCD_SCANEXP
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group will be
given authorization
to export scan
results.

Security
Administrator

CADCDSXP CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
GA)

CADCD_SCANEXP_GROUP
=
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 CADCD_SETSYSU
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization
to update Data
Content Discovery
system settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDSYU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

 CADCD_SETSYSU_GROUP
=

CADCD_SETSYSV_
GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization
to view Data
Content Discovery
system settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW).

Security
Administrator

CADCDSYV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SETSYSV_GROUP
=

CADCD_SETDBU_
GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This role is given
authorization
to update Data
Content Discovery
database settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.UPDATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDBU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SETDBU_GROUP
=

CADCD_SETDBV_G
ROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization
to view Data
Content Discovery
database settings
(DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDBV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_SETDBV_GROUP
=

CADCD_CUSTVW_
GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization
to view Data
Content Discovery
custom classifiers
(DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW).

Security
Administrator

CADCDCVW CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G2)

CADCD_CUSTVW_GROUP
=

CADCD_CUSTUPD
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization
to update Data
Content Discovery
custom classifiers
(DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.UPDATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDUPD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G2)

CADCD_CUSTUPD_GROUP
=
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CADCD_CUSTCRE
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization
to create Data
Content Discovery
custom classifiers
(DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDCCR CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G2)

CADCD_CUSTCRE_GROUP
=

CADCD_CUSTDEL_
GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization to
delete Data Content
Discovery custom
data dictionaries
(DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.DELETE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDCCD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G7)

CADCD_CUSTDEL_GROUP
=

CADCD_DIMPOLCR
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization to
create data in
motion policies
(DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDMC CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIMPOLCR_GROUP
=

CADCD_DIMPOLV
W_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization to
veiw data in motion
policies
(DCD.DIM.POLICIE
S.VIEW). 

Security
Administrator

CADCDDMV CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIMPOLVW_GROUP
=

CADCD_DIMPOLUP
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization to
update data in
motion policies
(DCD.DIM.POLICIES.UPDATE).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDMU CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIMPOLUP_GROUP
=

CADCD_DIMPOLDL
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization to
delete data in
motion policies
(DCD.DELETE.DIMPOLICIES).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDMD CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G5)

CADCD_DIMPOLDL_GROUP
=

CADCD_DELSCAN_
GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization to
delete Data Content
Discovery scans
(DCD.DELETE.SCANS).

Security
Administrator

CADCDDS CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

CADCD_DELSCAN_GROUP
=
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CADCD_ARCSCAN
_GROUP

Record ID for the
role group record.
This group is given
authorization to
delete Data Content
Discovery scans
(DCD.ARCHIVE.SCANS).

Security
Administrator

CADCDAS CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

CADCD_ARCSCAN_GROUP
=

 USER_PROF Profile of an existing
user who is to
be added to the
previously defined
Data Content
Discovery groups.
Identify an ACID that
you want to have
all the profiles for
granting access to
all the pieces of Data
Content Discovery.
    

Security
Administrator

CADCDUSR1 CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

USER_PROF =

 CADCD_POSIT Numeric value that
identifies a unique
set of options that
are associated with a
resource.
You can specify
POSIT values 19
to 56 and 128 to
527. POSIT values
0,18, 57 to 127, and
528 to 1023 are
reserved.              

Security
Administrator

? CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G)

CADCD_POSIT =

Datacom Scanning and Accessed Reports Configuration Variables

You must define these variables if you plan to scan Datacom records. You must define the DC_JDBC_PATH if you plan to
run Accessed reports and your Datacom repository runs on Datacom.

Variable Name Variable Description Typical Role
Responsible for
Defining the Variable

Default Value PDS Member Record Your Site
Value

DC_LOADLIB Datacom runtime
library. 

Datacom Database
Administrator

DATACOM.CAAXLO
AD

CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

DC_LOADLIB =

DC_CXXNAME Name of the
Datacom MUF
that is specified
in the CXXNAME
parameter in the
DBSIDPR member
of the CUSMAC data
set.

Datacom Database
Administrator

DATACOM.CXXNA
ME

CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

DC_CXXNAME =
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DC_JDBC_PATH Path of the Datacom
Server JDBC
jar files that are
included in the
installed Datacom
environment.
The Datacom JDBC
is used for scanning
Datacom databases
and for the Who Has
Accessed feature
(when the Datacom
repository type is
Datacom).
The contents
of the directory
must include the
cadcjdbc.jar file and
the libcadcdb64.so
file.

Datacom Database
Administrator

/cai/datacom/server/
dbsrv/lib 

CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

DC_JDBC_PATH =

DC_CAAXLOAD_H
LQ

High-level qualifier of
the Datacom runtime
library used for ACF2
rules.

Security
Administrator

DATACOM CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

DC_CAAXLOAD_HLQ
=

CCI_HLQ High-level
qualifier (HLQ)
of the currently
installed Common
Components and
Services product.

Security
Administrator

CAI.CCS CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G3)

CCI_HLQ =

IDMS Scanning Configuration Variables

You must define this variable if you plan to scan IDMS tables.

 Variable Name Variable Description Typical Role
Responsible for
Defining the Variable

Default Value PDS Member Record Your Site
Value

IDMS_JDBC_PATH Path of the IDMS
JDBC jar file that
exists on the USS
file system.
Note: The database
administrator must
FTP the idmsjdbc.jar
file to the USS file
system.

IDMS Database
Administrator

/cai/idms/lib CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G6)

IDMS_JDBC_PATH
=
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IBM IMS Scanning Configuration Variables

You must define these variables if you plan to scan IBM IMS control regions.

 Variable Name Variable Description Typical Role
Responsible for
Defining the Variable

Default Value PDS Member Record Your Site
Value

 IMS_DSN High-level qualifier
(HLQ) for the IBM
IMS RESLIB and
RECON data sets.

IBM IMS Database
Administrator

IMSHLQ CFEYOPTN(FEYCF
G4)

IMS_DSN =

Next Steps

If you are installing the product in a Sysplex, review Sysplex Configuration Overview.

You are ready to install the product.

Sysplex Configuration Overview
You can connect multiple LPARs that are running Data Content Discovery in a Sysplex environment. Running the product
in a Sysplex improves product performance by balancing and scaling the workload among LPARs in the same Sysplex
group. For Sysplex architecture diagrams, see Architecture Overview.

NOTE
The product supports Sysplex with static scans only.

During the product configuration, you specify the XCF group and XCF member that Data Content Discovery is to join.
Specify a unique XCF group for each Controller type: DCDCONTL for managing static scans and DCMMAIN for managing
data in motion scans. To share workload and accomplish load balancing among LPARs in a Sysplex, specify the same
XCF group name for LPARs in the group. For example, if you specify XCF group name DCDGRP1 for LPAR A and LPAR
B, those LPARs share and load balance the workload in DCDGRP1.

To configure the product for a Sysplex environment, do the following tasks:

1. Apply PTF RO95392 and follow the instructions in the ++HOLDDATA. This process involves specifying the following
variables in the FEYCFG5 member and FEYCFG6 member from your CFEYOPTN SMP/E target library, and editing
and running the FEYFEA5 job and the FEYFEA6 job from your CFEYJCL SMP/E target library.

2. Deploy the product to additional systems. For procedures, see Deploy the Product to Additional Systems.

•  XCF_GROUP_NAME
Specifies the group name of the Sysplex that Data Content Discovery is to join. When the value is NONE, the Data
Content Discovery Server runs in standalone mode on the LPAR from which it is started.
Default: NONE
Length: Up to eight characters

•  XCF_MEMBER_NAME
Specifies the group member name of the Sysplex that Data Content Discovery is to join. When the value is NONE,
the Data Content Discovery Server runs in standalone mode on the LPAR from which it is started. If you set the
XCF_GROUP_NAME option to NONE, also set this value to NONE.
Default: NONE
Length: Up to 16 characters

NOTE
 If you change the group to which a member belongs, you must restart the system.
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Next Steps

You are ready to install the product. Choose one of the following installation methods:

•  Install the Product Using Pax ESD 
•  Installing the Product Using CSM 

Install Using Pax ESD
WARNING
 Before you begin this process, verify the installation prerequisites.

After you have completed the installation, you configure the product and verify the installation.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition
and create the directory in this file system. Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who
created the directory.

WARNING
Before you begin this process, verify the installation prerequisites.

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the zFS file system by customizing the following sample to your site requirements. Ensure that the zFS data
set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems. If the allocation of the file
system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the allocation.

WARNING
We recommend that you edit the JCL with NUMBER OFF (no sequence numbers in columns 73 through 80)
and CAPS OFF. However, the JCL may require both uppercase and lowercase values; use the proper case
as appropriate when editing. For example, the YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME value must be uppercase.

WARNING
The SYSIN DD data must be indented at least one space.

//JOBID   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'DEFINE ZFS FOR PAX',

//          MSGCLASS=?,CLASS=?,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class)|VOLUME(volume) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(300 50) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,
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// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

The expected return code is 0. The file system is allocated.
2. Create a directory for the file system. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd yourParentDirectory

mkdir paxDirectory

Example:
cd /u/cai

mkdir CADCDpax

3. Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the Pax ESD
directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the Pax ESD directory for other users in your USS group,
from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourParentDFirectory/paxDirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

4. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample to your site requirements. To do so, use ISPF option 6.

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourParentDirectory/paxDirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, issue the following command from the system console:
/d omvs,file

The file system is mounted. If you receive any errors, resolve the errors before continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax File
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up. 

WARNING
FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. To determine the appropriate FTP
procedure to use at your site, consult your local network administrators.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support to the mainframe.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Confirm the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– You have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– You have available USS file space.
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NOTE

In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Log in to Broadcom Support.
3. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
4. Locate your product in the download management tool.

Your product entry opens at the Product Downloads tab.
5. Locate the appropriate software package.

TIP

 To change the release, select the package and use the release drop-down.

If applicable, agree to the end user license agreement (EULA).
6. Select a download method: 

TIP

 Review the Broadcom Support Online download and FTP  Help topics.

– If you select Enhanced Download Manager, a dialog opens. Follow the prompts to download the installer.
The installer then downloads your product files to the location on your PC, as specified in the installer. Go to Step 9.

– If you select FTP, you are redirected to Cart History.
You receive an email notification when your files are ready. The email includes a link to your Cart History. Go
to Step 7.

– If you have previously set your download preference, the installer begins the download process. Go to Step 7 or 9
based on your download setting.

7. Select FTP next to your package in Cart History.
Your FTP download details appear including hostname, username, and password. 

TIP
To find the file names with the package, click FTP via Browser.

8. Download the shopping cart file to your workstation.
9. If you downloaded a zip file, unzip the file to prepare the product pax files for use.

The pax file is ready for FTP.

NOTE
 Do not change the format of the pax.Z.

10. FTP the pax.Z files in binary mode to your mainframe USS file system.
Sample FTP commands from a Windows command prompt are provided in the following steps.

11. Open a Windows command prompt.
The command prompt appears.

12. Customize and enter the following FTP commands:
FTP mainframe

userid

password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/
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put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

– mainframe 
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.

– userid 
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

– password 
Specifies your z/OS password. 

– C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile 
Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.

NOTE
If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.

– yourUSSpaxdirectory 
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for pax downloads.

– paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Next Steps

Go to Install the Product Using Pax ESD.

Install the Product Using Pax ESD
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring and installing products on your mainframe system.
To install Data Content Discovery with a pax file, you create a product directory, copy the installation files to data sets,
prepare the SMP/E environment, and run the installation jobs.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File

The pax command performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates several USS subdirectories in the same directory where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Use one of the following options for issuing the command:

• Option 1: Issue the command directly .
To issue the command directly, use the following format:

NOTE
The following pax command is case-sensitive.

pax -rvf DVD03153541E.pax.Z

The command creates a subdirectory in the same directory where the pax file resides.
Continue to Copy the Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets.

• Option 2: Issue the command as part of the ESDUNPAX job.
To issue the command as part of the ESDUNPAX JCL (to extract the product pax file into a product installation
directory), use the following sample JCL and complete the steps below the sample to customize this job.

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX ESD PACKAGE',
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// MSGCLASS=?,CLASS=?,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL, ensure that CAPS are turned off.            *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourParentDirectory/paxDirectory" with the name       *

//*    of the USS directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.*

//*    NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,    *

//*          start entering characters in column 16 and make sure     *

//*          the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.          *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourParentDirectory/paxDirectory/; pax -rvf DVD03153541E.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

NOTE

If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, use an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a
second line. If the PARM statement continues to a second line, the continuation must start in column 16 of the
second line. For example:

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,// PARM='sh cd /yourParentDirectory/paxDirectory/; pax                  

            X //             -rvf DVD03153541E.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO and the ? for MSGCLASS and CLASS with values that conform to your site standards.
2. Replace yourParentDirectory/paxDirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

Copy the Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets

The UNZIPJCL file in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. You edit and
submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the AREADME file. This file resides in the DVD03153540E directory in the zFS that you created in Create a
Product Directory from the Pax File.
You have identified the installation details.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. To do so, choose one of the following options:
– Use ISPF EDIT; for example, use the oedit command in USS. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to enter edit mode.

3. Review the entire job and edit the job according to the comments:
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WARNING
If you uncomment the SMPJHOME DD, you must specify Java Version 7 64-bit or higher.Important! Do not
remove CAI after yourhlq. Do not use the same value for yourhlq as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.

4. Submit the job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes. The expected return code is 0. The following messages are acceptable: GIM69158I
and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I in the JES log.

GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these data
sets to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment and Run the Installation Jobs

In this procedure, you customize and run members to prepare the SMP/E environment for the pax installation and install
the product.

You use one of the following options to edit the yourhlq.CAI.SAMPLIB members. This procedure assumes that you are
using Option B.

• Option A: Copy the FEYSEDIT macro to your SYSPROC location. Each time you edit an installation member, type
FEYSEDIT on the TSO command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.

• Option B: Edit all SAMPJCL members sequentially by reading and following the instructions in the FEYEDALL
member.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Create a backup PDS of yourhlq.SAMPJCL in case it is needed for a restart.
2. Retrieve the FEYSEDIT member in yourhlq.SAMPJCL, where yourhlq is the same HLQ that was used in the

UNZIPJCL file.
3. Review the instructions in FEYSEDIT and customize it with your site-specific information.

WARNING
You must specify Java Version 7 64-bit or higher for the variable your/smpjhome/directory in FEYSEDIT.

4. Retrieve the FEYEDALL member in yourhlq.SAMPJCL.
5. Review the instructions in FEYEDALL and customize it with your site-specific information.
6. Run the REXX command that is listed in FEYEDALL.

NOTE
If you receive errors during the FEYSEDIT customization, do the following steps to back out of the
procedure:

1. To cancel out of FEYSEDIT, issue the PA1 function twice in the 3270 emulator.
2. Note the return codes to identify the errors, and resolve the errors in FEYSEDIT.
3. Run the TSO EX command in FEYEDALL.
4. Resume the FEYSEDIT customization.

7. Submit the following members in the order listed:

WARNING
For the following jobs, the expected return code is 0. If you receive a return code other than 0, resolve the
issue before continuing.

• FEY00ALL
Creates the target and distribution data sets and creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data
sets for this target zone.

• FEY03ALU
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Allocates your z/FS file system.
• FEY06MKD

Creates and mounts the directories.
• FEY10CSI

Customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs that are associated with the SMP/E data sets.
• FEY15CSU

Customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs that are associated with the USS paths.
• FEY20RCB

Receives the SMP/E base functions
• FEY30APB

Applies the SMP/E base functions. We recommend that you run this job with the CHECK parameter. After the job
completes successfully, remove the CHECK parameter and rerun the job.

WARNING
If you do not get the expected return code of 0 for the FEY5APP job, see SMP/E Installation APPLY Return
Code is a Non-0 Value.

• FEY40ACB
Accepts the SMP/E base functions. We recommend that you run this job with the CHECK parameter. After the job
completes successfully, remove the CHECK parameter and rerun the job.

Next Steps

You have completed the installation. Go to Apply Preventive Maintenance Using Pax ESD.

Apply Preventive Maintenance Using Pax ESD
To apply preventive maintenance, you download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. Preventive maintenance lets
you apply PTFs that Broadcom has created and made public. You might not have experienced the issue that each PTF
addresses. We recommend that you apply preventive maintenance regularly so that you do not encounter known issues
with published and tested fixes.

The following content may also help you manage your site maintenance:

NOTE

If you are applying maintenance as part of of ongoing preventive maintenance in a non-installation use case,
see the Maintaining information.

Download and Receive Maintenance

Maintenance and HOLDDATA is available at Broadcom Support. After the maintenance process completes, the product is
ready to deploy.

Use this procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases
according to your maintenance strategy.

Follow these steps:

1. Select your download option:

WARNING

We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval option, which significantly simplifies the
download process.

– Download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
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This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe product
maintenance over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom
server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom
Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all
PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.
To use this download option, complete the procedures in SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval.

– Download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support
With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then
use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/
OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and
Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements and complete the following procedures.

2. Log in to Broadcom Support Online.
3. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
4. Locate your product in the download management tool.

Your product entry opens at the Product Downloads tab.
5. Select the Solution Downloads tab.
6. Select the applicable product and software release.
7. Select the applicable solutions and download them using the Cart or Download Now option.

TIP

Review the Broadcom Support Online download and FTP  Help topics.
8. Run the CAUNZIP utility.
9. CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE

FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
11. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
12. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
13. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
14. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the FEYSEDIT macro, which you customized in the

installation steps.
15. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY60RCH in an edit session and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the command

line.

NOTE
Update FEY60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

FEY60RCH is customized.
16. Submit FEY60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
17. (Optional) Apply and accept Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply and optionally accept Broadcom corrective maintenance.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY70RCM in an edit session and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FEY70RCM is customized.

2. Submit FEY70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY80APM in an edit session and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FEY80APM is customized.

4. Submit FEY80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

5. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FEY90ACM in an edit session and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FEY90ACM is customized.

6. (Optional) Submit FEY90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Apply Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
We recommend that you review the CARS overview.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the ASSIGN statements:
a. Determine which ASSIGN statements to download.

• The yearly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

• The monthly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY50CAR in an edit session, update FEY50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the command line.
FEY50CAR is customized.

2. Submit FEY50CAR.
The job downloads the CARS ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the command line.
FEY70RCM is customized.

4. Submit FEY70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CARS ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY80APM in an edit session and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FEY80APM is customized.

6. Submit FEY80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FEY90ACM in an edit session and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the
command line.
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FEY90ACM is customized.
8. (Optional) Submit FEY90ACM.

The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Next Steps

Go to Configure the Product.

Install Using CSM
CSM can help automate acquiring and installing Data Content Discovery software. CSM provides a product list that
enables you to display the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these
packages. Also, you can add to the product list external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they
are ready for installation using CSM.

WARNING
 Before you begin this process, verify the installation prerequisites in Prepare for Installation.

The process of installing Data Content Discovery using CSM includes the following steps:

•  Acquire the Product Using CSM 
•  Install the Product Using CSM 
•  Apply Preventive Maintenance Using CSM 

After you have completed the installation, you configure the product and deploy maintenance, if it was applied.

Acquire the Product Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring products on your mainframe system. To acquire Data
Content Discovery using Common Components and Services, you configure your Broadcom Support account, your 
account, and the download settings. Then you add external product installation packages to the CSM software catalog.
Use the following process:

1.  Configure Common Components and Services.
2. Choose one of the following options:

• If you can download the product package from the Broadcom Support Online website:

1. a.  Update the product list.
b.  Download product packages.

• If you cannot download the product package from the Broadcom Support Online website:

1. a.  Add external product installation packages.
b.  Add external product maintenance packages.

WARNING
 Before you begin this process, verify the installation prerequisites in Prepare for Installation.

NOTE
 For more information about acquiring products, see the CSM online help.

Configure CSM

If you already have a CSM account, skip this topic.
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Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, you can update the product list.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL.
The login page appears.

NOTE
 If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

NOTE
 For more information about the interface, click the online help link at the top right corner of the page.

3. Configure the following settings:
a. Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online website

If proxies are not used, CSM uses HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
 If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

b. The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, CSM sets it up using default settings that you can change later.

NOTE
 These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Click Next.
You are prompted to define your account on the Broadcom Support Online website.

4. Click New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on the Broadcom Support website.

5. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
 These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and click Finish.
A dialog opens, showing the progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of the
actions in a finished task.

7. Click the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.

NOTE
 For more information about the settings, see the online help.

You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of licensed product packages that you can download. To see the up-to-date list of available
product packages for downloading, update the Available Products tree.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Click the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Perform the following steps to update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Click the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
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c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.
4. Click the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.

Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
 Skip this step if you already updated the product list only for a selected filter.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Click the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Select one of the following options:

a. To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

b. To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and click the Update Product Releases link.

5. To view the downloaded packages, you have the following options:
a. To display the downloaded maintenance packages, click the product release icon in the product list.
b. To display the downloaded base installation packages, click the product gen level icon below the product release

in the product list.
The process of acquiring product installation and maintenance packages using CSM is complete. The product
packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, the required
packages are not available from the Broadcom Support Online website. You can use CSM to install these external
packages according to your organization policy. If you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to
the CSM software catalog.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Click the Products tab.
3. Click the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and click OK.

The product is added to the Broadcom product list.
5. Click the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.
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The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Click the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and click OK.

–  UNIX File
Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

–  FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on the Broadcom Support Online website, for example, a beta version
of a product.
•  FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the installation package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide your
FTP server host.
Example: supportftp.ca.com

•  FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
Example: 21

•  FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the installation package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter only
a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

•  Package Name
Defines the package name.
Example: DVD03153540E.pax.Z (Data Content Discovery Version 2.0 pax file)

NOTE
 You can use an asterisk (*) for the package name.

•  User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

•  Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The process of adding an external product installation package to CSM is complete. The product installation package
is now listed in the product list and is ready for installation.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. If you are using this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Click the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Click the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

–  Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

–  UNIX File
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Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
–  FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on the Broadcom Support website. This option is intended for
downloading a PTF to validate it.
•  FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

•  FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

•  FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

•  Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

•  User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

•  Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

–  Solution
Adds a published solution from the Broadcom Support Online website.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The process of adding an external product maintenance package to CSM is complete. The product maintenance
package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation.

Install the Product Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. To install Data
Content Discovery using CSM, you configure the base installation settings and a working set of SMP/E environments,
initiate and review the product installation, select an installation type, review the installation prerequisites, select and SMP/
E environment, and start the installation.

  

WARNING
Before you begin this process, you must acquire the product using CSM.

NOTE
For more information about installing products, see the CSM online help.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.
The Software Installation page opens.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. You select one of the following options:
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– Product Specific File System
– Hierarchical File System (HFS)
– z/OS Distributed File Service zSeries File System

NOTE
If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product is defined
according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding check boxes:
– Execute Apply Check During Base Installation

Verifies that all of the requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply
Check step fails, installation stops and all of the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed.

NOTE
This check box is enabled if you enable the Execute Apply Check During Base Installation check box.

– Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all of the requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all of the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed.

NOTE
This check box is enabled if you enable the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation check box.

4. Click Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set.
A working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

NOTE
CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you will only have the option to create a new SMP/E
environment . In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Click Use as Working Set.
3. Click OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by clicking Show Working Set Only.

Initiate the Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Products tab.
2. From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list under

the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Then, locate the product package that you want to install,
click Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.
The Introduction step of the wizard appears.

Review the Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.

NOTE
If the product license agreement appears, scroll through it to review. If you agree, accept it. If you do not
accept the license agreement, you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Click Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and then
select feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard then automatically excludes feature 1.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and then click Next.
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2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and click Next.
A summary of the features to install appears, with any prerequisites.

Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

For Data Content Discovery installation, there are no prerequisites. Click Next.

You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You can create an SMP/E environment, or you
can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot
perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than
10 minutes, the lock releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, do one of the following steps:
– Click Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a new SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail. For more information, see the online help.

2. Click Next.
You are prompted to set up the SMP/E environment. You can create an SMP/E environment or use an existing SMP/E
environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• SMP/E environment name and prefix of the CSI data set in CSM 
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.
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If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b.  CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

 Follow these steps: 

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
– Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
– Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS or data set parameters.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for SMP/E data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for SMP/E data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for SMP/E data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
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Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.
• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)

Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear. Go
to Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters.

Use an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which need to be allocated for the
installation using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are
prompted to specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are pre-populated with the
values from the existing data set that was found first.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

– SMP/E Environment Name
Identifies the SMP/E environment name.

– Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.

– Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS or data set parameters.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for SMP/E data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for SMP/E data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)
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Defines the data class for SMP/E data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any, appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS or Unit parameters for allocating work
DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the appropriate fields. The following fields are available depending on
your selection:
– Storage Class (SMS only)

Defines the SMS storage class for work DDDEFs.
– Management Class (SMS only)

Defines the management class for work DDDEFs.
– Data Class (SMS only)

Defines the data class for work DDDEFs.
– Unit (Unit only)

Defines the type of the DASD on which to place work DDDEFs.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software Installation
tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Click the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters, and then click OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Click Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You either create a target zone
or select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Click Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions
are deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and
distribution zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if
necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a new target zone.

2. Click Next.
You are prompted to set up the target zone. You can create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are pre-populated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
– Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
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NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS or data set parameters.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for target zone data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for target zone data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for target zone data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears. Go to Set Up Target Zone Parameters.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data sets
that must be added. Update as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

– Target Zone Name
Identifies the name for the target zone.

– Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the target zone data set.

– Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

– Cross-System
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Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
– High-Level Qualifier

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS or data set parameters.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for target zone data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for target zone data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for target zone data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.
Note: This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the parameters. Edit the default parameters as necessary and specify any
missing parameters.

WARNING
The Data Content Discovery zFS data set requires approximately 300 cylinders.

– USS File System HLQ
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) that is used to allocate the data set representing the Data Content Discovery
zFS file system.

– USS Directory
Specifies the UNIX System Services (USS) directory to install Data Content Discovery. This path is then created for
you.

– File Owner
Specifies the user ID that is used to set file owner permissions on all the installed Data Content Discovery files in
the USS. 

– Group Owner
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Specifies the user ID that is used to set file group permissions on all the installed Data Content Discovery files in
the USS.

– Operating System
Specifies the path where the IBM JDK is installed. SMPJHOME will be the name of the DDDEF in the Data Content
Discovery CSI.

WARNING
You must specify IBM Java Version 8 64-bit.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Click the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters, and click OK.

NOTE
The FS01 target name refers to the USS directory and cannot be overridden.

3. Click Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

On this step, you confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product to.
Depending on whether you created a target zone or selected an existing target zone, you either create a distribution zone
or select an existing distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create a new one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Click Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone. You can create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution
zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that
case, the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set will be
allocated using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
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– Distribution Zone Name
Defines the name for the distribution zone.

– Create New CSI Data Set
Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the distribution zone.

– Data Set Name Prefix
Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS or data set parameters. Complete the applicable fields.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for distribution zone data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for distribution zone data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for distribution zone data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears. Go to Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

– Distribution Zone Name
Identifies the name for the distribution zone.

– Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set.

– Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS or data set parameters. Complete the applicable fields.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for distribution zone data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for distribution zone data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for distribution zone data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.
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NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Click the Override link to change
the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters, and then click OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Click Next.
The Summary step appears.

Start the Installation

After you completed setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and click Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to close
the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

You have completed the installation.

Next Steps

If there is maintenance to apply, go to Apply Preventive Maintenance Using CSM. If there is no maintenance to apply, you
are ready to configure the product.

Apply Preventive Maintenance Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that enables you to display the list of licensed product maintenance
packages and to download these packages. Also, you can manage external maintenance packages that you acquired
outside of CSM so that they can be applied using Common Components and Services. To apply maintenance for Data
Content Discovery using CSM, you acquire, receive, apply, and accept the maintenance. Optionally, you can reject the
maintenance or restore the maintenance.

NOTE
 If you are performing this procedure as part of ongoing preventive maintenance in a non-installation use case,
see Maintaining.
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NOTE
 For more information about maintaining products, see the CSM online help.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
 The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. We recommend that you update the product list on a daily or weekly basis
to keep it current.

WARNING

 You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system. 

To use this download option, complete the procedures in SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. After you set up this
service, you can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support online on
the Software Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
– Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
– Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

NOTE
 For more information about automatic maintenance updates, see Configuring CSM to Perform Automatic
Maintenance Updates in the CSM documentation.
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Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products still have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

NOTE
 If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the
nested package is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

–  Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.

–  UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

–  FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it.
•  FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

•  FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

•  FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

•  Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

•  User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

•  Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

–  Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.
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NOTE
 To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
 To see the added package, refresh the page.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, you can apply the maintenance packages.

NOTE
 While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
 If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
 If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

(Optional) Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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NOTE
 While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than
10 minutes, the lock releases.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
 If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link.

NOTE
 You can filter out only received packages.

The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
 If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
 While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot
perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
 If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.
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NOTE
 If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

 CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and
its prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA
and details about the HELD maintenance. You can then either bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD
maintenance. CSM determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• You can select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• You can leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a particular HOLDDATA entry check

box, CSM excludes the HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you decide to exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether any other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is either resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.
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Apply CARS Maintenance

 CSM lets you track and apply Broadcom Recommended Services (CARS) maintenance for your products.

 Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe
integrated system test environment. We recommend that you install CARS maintenance to keep your products up-to-date.
To keep yourself informed about new CARS maintenance available, download (manually or automatically) all CARS files
that list published maintenance for that CARS level.

Broadcom releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To be informed about new CARS maintenance available, download the CARS files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download CARS files automatically, or add CARS files manually.

Based on information in CARS files, you can filter CARS maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section.
You can also select the packages that are applicable for within the CARS level that you want to install.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in a particular SMP/E environment.

NOTE
 A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file
can also reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation
can occur if a maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing
continues as expected, and the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS
level for the product is not updated to the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the
SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the CARS files are stored in a
USS directory under the software catalog.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.
The Software Catalog page opens.

2. In the CARS Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates check box.
The fields in the section become available.

3. Set up values for the following fields, and click Apply:
–  Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
–  Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
–  Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or
–  Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks

Specifies the frequency of downloading CARS files to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value of Recurrence.

NOTE
Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For
example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then
occurs on the third day, Thursday, at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update
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occurs on the same day at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days
to 3 and time to 11.00. The first update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00am.

–  System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application server
time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is not
defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.

NOTE
 Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
 To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, click Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If for any reason you cannot automatically download available CARS files, you can add them to the software catalog
manually. Use the Add CARS File link. The CARS files added manually are stored in the same USS directory as any other
CARS files.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.broadcom.com

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous

password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. CARS files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, click the Products tab, and click the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.
You are prompted to identify the CARS file.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and click OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During
processing, CSM verifies that maintenance packages associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the
products, and then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
 While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab.
A list of SMP/E environments existing in CSM appears.

2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.
Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.
The CARS maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
 If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. When you are on the Summary step, review the summary and click Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

 CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Then,
rerun the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

 CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

 FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. You select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Mask Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:

 CA.System.z/OS.* selects all the categories whose names start with CA.System.z/OS.

 CA.System.z/OS.%% selects all the categories under CA.System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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NOTE
 While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab.
A list of SMP/E environments existing in CSM appears.

2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT maintenance to.
Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix Categories.
The fix category wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
 If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. When you are on the Summary step, review the summary and click Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

 CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Then,
rerun the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

(Optional) Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

NOTE
 While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore maintenance.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
 If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and click the Restore link.

NOTE
 You can filter out only applied packages.

The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.
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NOTE
 If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and click Next.
The packages to restore are listed.

5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Click Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the
maintenance is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Click OK to
confirm the selection and return to the wizard, and click Next.
You are prompted to review prerequisites.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and click Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.
A summary of the task appears.

7. Review the summary, and click Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
 Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, click Update HOLDDATA in
the Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download.

NOTE
 While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance for.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
 If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and click the Accept link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.
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NOTE
 If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next.
The packages to accept are listed.

5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Click Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the
maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Click OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and click Next.
You are prompted to select the installation mode.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and click Next.
You are prompted to review prerequisites.

7. Perform one of the following actions:
– If no prerequisites exist, click Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and click Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Click Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Click Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Clicking Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Click Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

NOTE
 For more information about SMPWRKx and SYSUTx data sets, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
 Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Click Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and click OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation
parameters have been overridden.

To update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically, click Resolve Overrides. CSM provides
values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being accepted. All
DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

• If you want to cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF, clear its check box.
• If you want to edit the allocation parameters for a particular DDDEF after you automatically updated them

using the Resolve Overrides button, click Override. Make the necessary changes. Click OK to confirm
and return to the wizard.

11. (Optional) Click View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the
selected SMP/E environment zones. Click Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
 Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.
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Click Next.
A summary of the task appears.

12. Review the summary, and click Accept.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

 CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

NOTE
 For more information about GROUP and GROUPEXTEND modes, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands. 

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:

•  Accept Check
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

•  Accept
Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

•  Accept Check and Accept
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

We recommend that you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

NOTE
 For more information about the BYPASS options, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.
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You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

NOTE
 While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
 If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and click the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
 If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
 Click a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The zones
indicate where the maintenance package is already received, applied, or accepted. Click Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and click Next.
The Prerequisites tab of the wizard appears.

WARNING
 For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. We recommend that
you run the maintenance in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and click Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and click Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

•  NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

•  NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.
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c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Click Next.

A summary of the task appears.
10. Review the summary, and click Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You have applied and optionally accepted maintenance for Data Content Discovery.

Next Steps

Go to Configure the Product.

Configure the Product
As a system programmer, you are responsible for configuring the product after installation. Configuration of Data Content
Discovery includes specifying the configuration options, creating and configuring the runtime environment, and configuring
the security environment using sample jobs. In addition, you APF-authorize the libraries, configure the repository and
perform DB2 grants, set up auto mount, copy started tasks, deploy maintenance (if required), and change the USS file
permissions.

Specify the Configuration Options

Edit the user options in the FEYCFG and FEYCFGx members to specify the configuration options for the Data Content
Discovery runtime environment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Retrieve the following configuration members from your Data Content Discovery SMP/E target HLQ:
– CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG)

Includes the base configuration parameters.
– CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG2)

Includes the additional configuration parameters for Incremental Release (IR) 2.
– CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG3)

Includes the additional configuration parameters for IR3.
– CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG4)

Includes the additional configuration parameters for IR4.
– CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG5)
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Includes the additional configuration parameters for IR5.
– CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG6)

Includes the additional configuration parameters for IR6.
– CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG7)

Includes the additional configuration parameters for IR7.
– CFEYOPTN(FEYCFGA)

Includes the additional configuration parameters for IR10.
2. Review the instructions in the configuration members, and gather the configuration values that are needed for the Data

Content Discovery application based on your installation standards.
3. Using an ISPF editor, edit the configuration values in the FEYCFG, FEYCFG2, FEYCFG3, FEYCFG4, FEYCFG5,

FEYCFG6, FEYCFG7, and FEYCFGA members.

WARNING
 Verify that the home directory for the Data Content Discovery user ID exists. The home directory is specified
in the CADCD_OMVS_HOME option of the CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG) in your Data Content Discovery SMP/E
target HLQ.

Your user options are configured.

Create and Configure the Runtime Environment

The FEYCFG05 configuration job creates and configures the runtime environment.

WARNING
 Ensure that you edit the JCL with NUMBER OFF (no sequence numbers in columns 73 through 80) and CAPS
OFF. However, the JCL may require both uppercase and lowercase values; use the proper case as appropriate
when editing.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Retrieve the CFEYJCL(FEYCFG05) member from your Data Content Discovery SMP/E target HLQ.
2. Review the entire job and edit it according to the comments.
3. Submit the job.

The expected return code is 0.

The runtime libraries are created in the runtime HLQ, and the USS files that were installed are now configured with the
values that you defined in the FEYCFG and FEYCFGx members.

APF-Authorize the Libraries

Temporarily APF-authorize the libraries, and then optionally make the APF authorizations permanent by adding the
authorized libraries to your PARMLIB.

 Follow these steps: 

1. APF-authorize the Data Content Discovery load library, CFEYLOAD, by entering the following command:
SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=runtime_hlq.CFEYLOAD,<SMS|volume=volume>

   runtime_hlq 
Specifies your runtime high-level qualifier (HLQ).
  volume 
Defines the volume label for the name of the disk. If you are using SMS, do not define a volume.

2. If it is not already authorized, APF-authorize the MVS load library that contains the IBM JZOS Virtual Machine program
by entering the following command:
SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=ibm_jzos_loadlib,<SMS|volume=volume>

   ibm_jzos_loadlib  
Specifies the MVS load library that contains the IBM JZOS Virtual Machine program.
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  volume 
Defines the volume label for the name of the disk. If you are using SMS, do not define a volume.

3. (Optional) We recommend that you permanently APF-authorize these libraries. To do so, add the libraries to
SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx).

Your libraries are APF-authorized.

Configure the Security Environment

To configure the security environment, we provide a configurable sample security job to simplify the one-time configuration
tasks for setting up the Data Content Discovery security environment. This setup involves configuring the resource
protection to control user actions within the Data Content Discovery application.

NOTE
 We recommend that the security administrator and DB2 database administrator review and run these jobs.

Run the Security Configuration Job

To set up the Data Content Discovery security environment, edit and run the sample security job that applies to your
external security manager (ESM).

WARNING
 Each site implements security uniquely. The following sample security jobs try to cover all the required security
setup, but you must verify that the job values are configured to conform to your unique environment. Failure to
do so may cause security errors during the product startup.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Retrieve the job that applies to your ESM. These jobs are included in the data set runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL:
– ACF2: FEYACF
– Top Secret: FEYTSS
– IBM RACF: FEYRACF

2. Review the entire job to confirm that the correct values have been substituted and that the configuration is set up
appropriately for your site's environment.

WARNING
 Within the security job, you must specify an existing user ID.

3. For Top Secret only, manually specify the <password> value for the started task acids. You must specify the
<password> value twice in the DCDSTCID step of the job: once for the Data Content Discovery Controller started task,
and once for the Data Content Discovery Classification Server started task.

NOTE
 Top Secret automatically assigns the next available UID/GID value for the UID(?) parameter. No user
configuration is required for this parameter.

4. Submit the job.
The job runs and completes. The expected return code is 0.

5. Review the job output to verify that no errors were encountered and that the configuration is set up appropriately for
your site's environment.  

WARNING
 If you receive errors or encounter settings that do not conform to your site's environment, you must resolve
the issues and rerun the parts of the job that required changes.

The one-time security configuration is complete.
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Populate a DCE Key Segment to Your ESM

A distributed computing environment (DCE) lets disparate systems cooperatively share data; through sharing, different
applications can work as one unit. Perform this procedure to populate the segment with the security information that is
necessary for Data Content Discovery to access the Data Content Discovery database.

NOTE
 You defined the DCE segment that can supply a user ID, password, and encryption/decryption key for
accessing the Data Content Discovery database when you configured the security job. The DCE segment is
attached to an existing user ID that is already defined within your external security manager (ESM). A user ID
can contain only one DCE segment.

NOTE
 For complete information about DCE, see the IBM documentation.

Having the DCE key segment available and assigned to a user ID lets you safely maintain and store this important
information in the ESM database; Data Content Discovery can retrieve the information when required. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Populate the DCE segment. To do so, retrieve the runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYDCEKP) sample job and edit the job
with the following keyword parameters:
–  DCEKEY_DONOR_USERID=donor_userid 

Specifies the user ID that contains the DCE segment in which to put the user ID, password, and, optionally,
encryption key for accessing the Data Content Discovery database.
Length: Up to eight characters (automatically folded to uppercase)

– DB_CONNECT_USERID=database_user 
Specifies the user ID that holds authority to access the Data Content Discovery database. The Data Content
Discovery component specifies this user ID to access the database.

NOTE
 This user ID is not checked for validity but must meet the criteria for user IDs that is defined within the
ESM.

 Length: Up to eight characters (automatically folded to uppercase)
–  DB_CONNECT_PASSWORD=password 

Specifies the password that database_user uses to access the Data Content Discovery database.
This password specification is treated as a text field and can be mixed-case.

NOTE
 The password is not checked for validity but must meet the criteria for passwords that is defined within
the ESM.

 Length: Up to eight characters
–  DB_ENCRYPTION_KEY=encryption_key (Optional) Specifies the encryption/decryption key to use for

encrypting/decrypting critical Data Content Discovery data within the database. The key is required only if
encryption is desired.
Length: Up to 32 characters (including numeric and special characters as permitted for encryption). The value is
passed to the ESM as is; however, the ESM will truncate trailing blanks. Embedded blanks are permitted.

–  REPLACE
Replaces the DCE key segment that is associated with the specified donor user ID.

NOTE
 If the DCE key is not defined by Data Content Discovery, the FORCE keyword is also required to perform
the replacement.

If this keyword is omitted, only an empty DCE key segment can be updated.
–  CLEAR
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Deletes the contents of the DCE key segment that is associated with the specified donor user ID.

NOTE
 If the DCE key is not defined by Data Content Discovery, the FORCE keyword is also required to perform
the deletion.

After the contents are cleared, any attempt to retrieve the DCE key segment produces a message indicating that
a DCE segment is not defined for the specified user; however, you must use ESM administrative commands to
completely remove the DCE key segment.

–  FORCE
Replaces an existing DCE key segment (regardless of ownership) with a segment that is defined by Data Content
Discovery.

WARNING
 Use caution when specifying this keyword. It is possible to overlay DCE key segments for the user ID that
is specified in the DCEKEY_DONOR_USERID parameter, which might be in use by other applications.

2. Submit the FEYDCEKP job.
The job runs and completes. The expected return code is 0.

You have successfully populated the DCE key segment to your ESM.

(For Top Secret Only) Perform Top Secret Configuration Tasks

Top Secret users need to perform the following configuration tasks:

• Update the Top Secret parameter file.
• Set up facility access for the administrator ACID.

Update the Top Secret Parameter File

If you are using Top Secret, update the parameter file (PARMFILE) to define the facility and activate options that are
required for the who has access report.

1. Add the following command to the Top Secret PARMFILE to define the facility:
FAC(facility_DCD_user=NAME=facility_DCD_name,NOLUMSG,NOSTMSG)

  facility_DCD_user 
The facility that is specified in the FEYTSS job as @CADCD_USER_FAC@.
  facility_DCD_name 
The facility that is specified in the FEYTSS job as @CADCD_FAC@.
Example
FAC(USER1=NAME=DCDFAC,NOLUMSG,NOSTMSG)

2. Add options 4 and 72 to the OPTIONS parameter in the Top Secret PARMFILE. Option 4 lets started tasks (STCs) be
defined with passwords without forcing operators to supply a password at STC startup. Option 72 lets the Controller
started task acid be promoted to unscoped, which is required to see results for the who has access report. 
OPTIONS(n,n,...)

Example
OPTIONS(1,3,4,72)

3. Promote the Controller started task acid to unscoped (SCA) by issuing the following command:
TSS MOVE(DCDCONTL) TYPE(SCA)

4. (Optional) After you have promoted the Controller started task acid to unscoped, you can remove option 72 from the
OPTIONS parameter in the PARMFILE.

The Top Secret PARMFILE is updated for the Data Content Discovery Controller requirements.
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Set Up Facility Access for the Administrator ACID

For Data Content Discovery to access DB2, the administrator ACID (DCDADM by default) requires access to the facility
under which the xxxxDIST DB2 address space runs. To provide this access, perform one of the following three actions:

• Assign the facility that xxxxDIST currently uses to the administrator ACID:
TSS ADD(admin_acid) FAC(facility)

• Assign a default facility (for xxxxDIST to use for all subsequent signons) and add that facility to the administrator ACID.
Important! Issue these commands only for the started task ACID that brings up the address space. The commands
should not be issued for anyone signing on to the address space.
TSS ADD(xxxxDIST) MASTFAC(facility)

TSS ADD(admin_acid) FAC(facility)

• If the APPC facility is used for the xxxxDIST address space, assign that facility to the administrator ACID:
TSS ADD(admin_acid) FAC(APPC)

Facility access is now set up.

(Optional) Protect the Data Content Discovery Application

Optionally, you can control which users can access the Data Content Discovery application by activating APPL validation.
For the steps to implement this level of security, see the following documentation for your external security manager
(ESM). 

•  ACF2 Administrating 
•  Top Secret Using 
• IBM RACF product documentation

(Optional) Expand the Who Has Access Results Information

The default product configuration includes who has access results based on the Data Content Discovery Controller
user ID permissions. These results include the user IDs and their access levels. To expand those results to include the
user name, specify an optional parameter (ACFESAGE, TSSCFILE, RACFUNLD) in the file that is pointed to by the
DCDQMPRM DD statement. Specify one of the following parameters based on your ESM:

 ACFESAGE 

(Optional) Specifies the ACF2 ACFESAGE, an offload utility that provides a flat-file representation of a subset of the
ACF2 databases. The utility produces a file containing equivalent records for logonid records, user profile records,
generalized resource rules including DB2 resource rules, and data set access rules. Data Content Discovery dynamically
locates and processes this file for its who has access feature. To leverage this feature, you must configure the
ACFESAGE parameters and point to ACFESAGE during product configuration. For more information about ACFESAGE,
see ACFESAGE - ACF2 Database Offload to Flat File Utility.
Example: ACFESAGE(CADCD.ACF2.ACFESAGE)

 TSSCFILE 

(Optional) Specifies the Top Secret TSSCFILE, a batch utility that produces customized reports with information extracted
from the Top Secret security file. Data Content Discovery dynamically locates and processes this file for its who has
access feature. To leverage this feature, you must specify the WHOHAS command as input to the utility and point to this
TSSCFILE during product configuration. For more information about the TSSCFILE, see TSSCFILE Utility.
Example: TSSCFILE(CADCD.TSS.CFILE)

 RACFUNLD 

(Optional) Specifies the IBM RACF RACFUNLD, a database unload utility. Data Content Discovery dynamically locates
and processes this file for its who has access feature. To leverage this feature, you must configure the RACFUNLD
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parameters and point to RACFUNLD during product configuration. For more information about RACFUNLD, see the IBM
documentation.
Example: RACFUNLD(CADCD.RACF.UNLOAD)

The user name column will be populated in the who has access results.

Configure the Data Content Discovery Repository and Grant DB2 Authority

Run jobs to configure the Data Content Discovery repository and grant authority to the DB2 database user ID (UID).

WARNING
 If you are using DB2 Data Sharing, be sure that all members of the DB2 Data Sharing group are configured with
the identical bufferpool names. Otherwise, JDBC connection errors might occur.

NOTE
 We recommend that the DB2 database administrator run these jobs.

Configure the Database Tables

The FEYIDB2 job creates and configures the DB2 database tables. These tables store the Data Content Discovery scan
results and information about the data sources.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Retrieve the runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYIDB2) job.
2. Review the job to determine which data set the SYSIN DD points to, and then confirm in that data set that the correct

values have been substituted.
3. Submit the job.

The job runs and completes. The expected return code is 0.

The Data Content Discovery repository is configured.

Grant Authority to the DB2 Database UID

The FEYSQLJG job grants authority to the user ID (UID) that is the DB2 database user.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Retrieve the runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYSQLJG) job.
2. Review the job to determine which data set the SYSIN DD points to, and then confirm in that data set that the correct

values have been substituted.
3. Submit the job.

The job runs and completes. The expected return code is 0.

Authority is granted to the DB2 database UID.

Perform RUNSTATS Against the Tablespaces

The FEYDB2RS job performs RUNSTATS against all the Data Content Discovery tablespaces. Running the RUNSTATS
utility periodically can improve performance by optimizing data access paths. RUNSTATS collects statistics for objects
(such as tablespaces or indexes) and populates the DB2 catalog with the updated information. For complete information
about the utility, refer to the IBM documentation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Retrieve the runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYDB2RS) job.
2. Review the job to confirm that the correct values have been substituted.
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System-specific values were applied when you specified the configuration options and configured the Data Content
Discovery repository. You can review the CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG) member to see all the configuration settings for the
Data Content Discovery application.

3. Submit the job.
The job runs and completes. The expected return code is 4.

The Data Content Discovery repository is configured.

Set Up Auto Mount

To permanently maintain the mount point, set up automatic mounting. To do so, choose one of the following options based
on the installation process that you used:

• If you installed the product using pax ESD, copy the mount command from the SMP/E installation data set with the
low-level qualifier SAMPJCL(FEY3MKD) to SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx). Be sure to remove the "+" character.

• If you installed the product using CSM, copy the following mount command to SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx):
MOUNT FILESYSTEM('Data_Set_Name_Prefix.CFEYUSS') TYPE(ZFS)

MODE(RDWR) MOUNTPOINT('USS_Directory')

  Data_Set_Name_Prefix 
Specifies the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. You supplied this value during the product installation
using CSM.
 USS_Directory Specifies the UNIX System Services (USS) directory. You supplied this value during the product
installation using CSM.

Copy the Data Content Discovery Started Tasks

Copy the Data Content Discovery members DCDCONTL, DCDSRVR, DCMMAIN, and DCMSRVR from
the runtime_hlq.CFEYPROC PDS to SYS1.PROCLIB. Doing so lets you submit the members as started tasks. To locate
the members, browse the procedures FEYCESCP, FEYCTRLP, FEYDMAIN, and FEYDSRVR, which are available in
the runtime_hlq.CFEYPROC data set.

(Optional) Configure Support for JDBC Communications to Scan Datacom Tables

If you plan to scan Datacom tables and your Datacom Server PROTOCOL option is set to CCI or BOTH, run the
FEYCC4DC job. Doing so copies files to support JDBC communications through the Common Components and Services
Common Communications Interface (CAICCI).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Retrieve the runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYCC4DC) job.
2. Review the entire job and submit it.

The job runs and completes. The job might end with CC=256 in step R6LIBCCI because of message EDC5129I No
such file or directory; this message is acceptable. For all other job steps, the expected return code is 0.

The product is now configured to support JDBC communications for scanning Datacom tables.

(Optional) Provide the JDBC Path for Who Has Accessed Reporting

The Who Has Accessed feature (Accessed reports) requires a connection to Datacom. If you plan to use the Who Has
Accessed feature and your Datacom repository is Datacom, you must supply the JDBC path.

WARNING

 You only need to perform these steps if the following situations apply:

• Your instance of Datacom uses a repository type of Datacom.
• You did not run the FEYCC4DC member to configure the product to scan Datacom databases.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Determine the correct JDBC path value. To locate the path value, review the Datacom Datacom classpath statement in
CUSTOM.CFGLIB(CEMETOME):
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"${CEM_USSPATH}/cai/cacem/dcom/dbsrv/lib/cadcjdbc.jar"

2. Edit the DC_JDBC_PATH variable in runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG3), and save the member.

You have provided the JDBC path.

(Optional) Configure Support for JDBC Communication to Scan IDMS Tables

If you plan to scan IDMS tables, you need to access the idmsjdbc.jar file and copy it to the Data Content Discovery
USS file system on z/OS. This file is used with the IDMS listener task IDMSJSRV. How you access the idmsjdbc.jar file
depends on whether the IDMS Server is installed. Choose one of the following options:

• IDMS Server Is Installed
• IDMS Server Is Not Installed

IDMS Server Is Installed

If the IDMS Server is installed, do the following steps to access the idmsjdbc.jar file:

 Follow these steps: 

1. In IDMS, go to the \Program Files\CA\IDMS Server\Java\lib directory on Windows.
2. Access the idmsjdbc.jar file.

IDMS_PATH='/u/lib'

CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"${IDMS_PATH}/idmsjdbc.jar"

3. Copy the idmsjdbc.jar file to the Data Content Discovery classpath.
4. Assign the port number that is defined for the PTERM TCPJSRV.

IDMS Server Is Not Installed

If the IDMS Server is not installed, do the following steps to access the idmsjdbc.jar file:

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download IDMS Server for Windows from Broadcom Support.
2. Expand the zip file and locate the idmsjdbc.jar file from the IDMS Java directory. 
3. Copy the idmsjdbc.jar file into the Data Content Discovery USS file system.
4. Define a TCP/IP line.
5. Add the SYSTCPD module to the central version startup JCL. This step allows you to use the idmsjdbc.jar file.

Refer to the following example:

 Example: IDMS Defining a TCP/IP line 

In the following example, the LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a TCP/IP line with 100 physical terminals,
allowing 100 concurrent JDBC or ODBC connections. For more information, see the IDMS documentation about defining
the IDMS system using TCP/IP.

ADD LINE TCPIP

        TYPE IS SOCKET

        MODULE RHDCD1IP.

ADD PTERM TCPJSRV

        TYPE IS LISTENER

        PORT IS 3781

        TASK IS RHDCNP3J
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        MODE IS SYSTEM

        PARM IS 'TASK=IDMSJSRV'.

ADD LTERM TCLJSRV

        PTERM IS TCPJSRV.

ADD PTERM TCP0001

        TYPE IS BULK

        REPEAT COUNT IS 99.

ADD LTERM TCL0001

        PTERM IS TCP0001.

NOTE
 You must assign an unused port number for an LPAR.

Change the USS File Permissions

If permissions were not granted, run the FEYCHOWN job to change permissions for all the USS files. Doing so lets the
Data Content Discovery started tasks access them.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Retrieve the runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYCHOWN) job.
2. Review the entire job and the following libraries(members) for changes:

–  runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL
–  runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN
–  runtime_hlq.CFEYPROC

3. Submit the job.
The job runs and completes. The expected return code is 0.

The USS file permissions are changed to align with the Data Content Discovery started tasks.

Next Steps

The product installation and configuration is complete. You are now ready to verify your installation, or optionally deploy
the product to additional systems.

Deploy the Product to Additional Systems
After you install and configure the product, you can optionally deploy the product to additional systems in a Sysplex
environment. To deploy Data Content Discovery, you run jobs to package the installation libraries, FTP the packaged data
sets to the remote system, restore the packaged data sets on the target system, and mount the USS files.

Package the Required Data Sets for Deployment

Copy and run the runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYDEP01) job to package the installation and configuration data sets that are
needed for this deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve the FEYDEP01 job in runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL.
2. Make a copy of the job. We recommend that you name the member similarly to the LPAR name.
3. Review the new job and edit it according to the comments. 
4. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The job does the following tasks:
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• Creates the deploy_hlq.lpar_name.STAGE.CONFIG data set:
– Copies all the FEYCFGx members to STAGE(FEYCFG).
– Copies the target_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYDEPCF) job. This job is used later on the target LPAR.

• Creates the deploy_hlq.lpar_name.STAGE.CFEYUSS data set:
– Copies the zFS data sets (USS files) from the SMP/E target.

• Packages the following dump data sets using ADRDSSU:
– deploy_hlq.lpar_name.DEPLOY.CFEYCFG
– deploy_hlq.lpar_name.DEPLOY.CFEYPDS
– deploy_hlq.lpar_name.DEPLOY.CFEYUSS

Transport the Packaged Data Sets to a Remote System  

Make the packaged data sets and the restore job available on the remote target system.

Follow these steps:

Choose one of the following options:

• If your site uses shared DASD, copy the packaged data sets and the restore job (FEYDEP02) to the target volume.
Then go to Restore and Configure the Packaged Data Sets on the Target System.

• If your site does not use shared DASD, FTP the packaged data sets and the restore job to the remote target system
using the following steps:
a. Retrieve the FEYDEP03 job in runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL.
b. Review the entire job and edit it according to the comments.
c. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.

The data sets and the restore job, FEYDEP02, are now available on the remote target system.

Restore and Configure the Packaged Data Sets on the Target System  

Restore and configure the packaged data sets to the target system using the FEYDEP02 job and the FEYDEPCF job.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
P DCDCONTL

2. Unmount the USS file system:
UNMOUNT FILESYSTEM('hlq.CFEYUSS') IMMEDIATE

3. Retrieve the restore job, FEYDEP02. This job resides in the location that you specified in Transport the Packaged
Data Sets to a Remote System.

4. Review the entire job and edit it according to the comments.
5. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0.
The packaged data sets are restored on the target system and the USS file system is remounted.

6. Edit the configuration members, FEYCFGx, in restored_hlq.CONFIG. If you have backup copies of these members
from a previous deployment, you can use those members. Doing so saves you time because you do not need to
reenter all the configuration options.

7. Create a backup copy before continuing. Failure to do so resets the configuration values in the FEYCFGx members
when you run the restore job.

NOTE

If new configuration members have been added since the last backup, edit those members, and then create
backups of them
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8. Retrieve the configuration job, FEYDEPCF, in restored_hlq.CONFIG.
9. Review the entire job and edit it according to the comments.
10. Submit the job.

The job completes. The expected return code is 0. 
11. Start the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:

S DCDCONTL

The packaged data sets are restored and configured on the target system.

Set Up Auto Mount

Add the mount of the Data Content Discovery USS file to SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx). Doing so ensures that the file
system is automatically mounted after future IPLs.

Next Steps

You are ready to verify the installation on the target system.

Verify the Installation
After you install and configure the product, you verify that the installation was successful. To help you validate the
installation, we provide test data sets. The data sets include matches for classifiers as well as data that is similar to, but
not an exact match, of the classifiers. The validation process includes scanning these test data sets, and then verifying
your scan results against the expected outcomes that we provide.

Start the Controller and Log In

Confirm that you have successfully completed the Data Content Discovery installation and configuration process.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start the Data Content Discovery Controller and Data in Motion address spaces:
S DCDCONTL

S DCMMAIN

NOTE
 If you encounter issues when starting the Controller, see the Troubleshooting articles.

2. Open a supported browser, and log in to the Data Content Discovery application. To log in, use the following format:
http://host_name:controller_http_port/dcd

  host_name 
Specifies the Data Content Discovery Controller server host name.
 controller_http_port 
Specifies the port number for the controller server. You set this port number in the FEYCFG member.
Default: 33130
Example: 
http://DCDserver1:33130/dcd

NOTE
 For information about setting up encryption, see Establish an HTTPS Connection Between the Web Browser
and Data Content Discovery.

The Data Content Discovery user interface opens. You have confirmed that you can log in to the Data Content Discovery
application.

Data Content Discovery is installed and configured.
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Scan the Test Data Sets and Verify the Scan Results

Create a scan for each of the test data sets, including the specific classifiers for each data set as listed.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that you have applied PTF RO93723 according to the HOLDDATA instructions, which include editing and
running the CFEYJCL(FEYIVPCR) member. The test data sets referenced in this procedure are available only after
you apply the PTF.

2. Create a compound classifier that includes Payment Card Primary Account Number  and  Expiration Date for use
later when you scan the hlq.TEST.PII.CREDIT.EXP test data set. For the procedure to create a custom compound
classifier, see Create a Compound Classifier by Joining Classifiers.

NOTE
 When you include classifiers in a scan, they are connected by an OR condition, which means that a
separate search occurs for each classifier selection. Compound classifiers let you group these classifiers
with an AND condition, which means the scan registers a match only when the product finds both classifiers.

3. Click Create a Scan from the Scans page.
4. Include a test data set in your scan. To do so, select Data Set from the Type drop-down list, enter one of the following

file names in the Data Source box, and click Add.
–   hlq.TEST.PII.CREDIT

Includes data that matches the Payment Card Primary Account Number classifier.
–   hlq.TEST.PII.CREDIT.EXP

Includes data that matches the Payment Card Primary Account Number and the Expiration Date classifier.
–   hlq.TEST.PII.EMAIL

Includes data that matches the Email Address classifier.
–   hlq.TEST.PII.IPV4

Includes data that matches the IP Address (IPV4) classifier.
–   hlq.TEST.PII.SSN.DELIM 

Includes data that matches the Social Security Number (Delimited) classifier.
Click Next.
The Scan Excludes page appears.

5. Click Next to skip the Scan Excludes page. You do not need to exclude any data sources from the test data sets.
6. Select classifiers to scan for based on the test data set that you have included in your scan. To do so, click a classifier

category—for example, Personally Identifiable Information (PII)—to expand its contents. Or, use the Search box to
narrow the list.
– For hlq.TEST.PII.CREDIT, select Payment Card Primary Account Number.
– For hlq.TEST.PII.CREDIT.EXP, select a Proximity of Record. Expand the Custom Compound

Classifiers category and select the compound classifier that you created in step 2, which includes Payment Card
Primary Account Number  and  Expiration Date.

– For hlq.TEST.PII.EMAIL, select Email Address.
– For hlq.TEST.PII.IPV4, select IP Address (IPV4).
– For hlq.TEST.PII.SSN.DELIM, select Social Security Number (Delimited).

The classifiers appear under Selected Classifiers.
Click Next.
The Classifier Refinement page appears.

7. Click Next to skip the Classifier Refinement page. You do not need to refine the classifiers for these tests.
The Email Alerts page appears.

8. Click Next to skip the Email Alerts page because you have not yet configured your email server.
9. Click Next.
10. Enter a unique name and description for the scan. Keep the default of Run Scan Immediately.
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WARNING
 Scan descriptions appear on the Scans page and are visible to all users. Therefore, we recommend that you
avoid including potentially sensitive information in your scan description.

Click Next.
11. Review the details for your scan. If the scan criteria are correct, click Run Scan. 
12. Repeat this procedure for the remaining test data sets.

Your data discovery scan runs. After your scan completes, the results are available from the Scans page.

Expected Outcomes of the Test Data Scans

After you scan the test data sets, verify your scan results against the expected outcomes.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Scans from the navigation menu.
The list of completed and scheduled scans appears, showing basic scan information.

NOTE
 The Progress indicator on the Scans page shows the percentage completed for each scan. This percentage
is based on the number of files being scanned, not on the amount of data within the files. Therefore, if some
of the files being scanned are larger than others, the progress percentage may seem skewed. For example,
if you have 10 files in a scan and the product has scanned the first 8 files, the Progress shows 80 percent
regardless of the amount of data in those 10 files that are being scanned. 

2. Click a scan name to review its results. For each test data set that you scan, verify your results against the following
expected outcomes:

•   hlq.TEST.PII.CREDIT 
20 rows that match the Payment Card Primary Account Number classifier.
Click 20 to view the details of the scan. Verify that the matches are located in rows 4 through 8, 12 through 16, 20
through 24, and 28 through 32.

•   hlq.TEST.PII.CREDIT.EXP
20 rows that match both the Payment Card Primary Account Number and the Expiration Date classifiers.
Click 20 to view the details of the scan. Verify that the matches are located in rows 5 through 9, 13 through 17, 21
through 25, and 29 through 33.

•   hlq.TEST.PII.EMAIL
5 rows that match the Email Address classifier.
Click 5 to view the details of the scan. Verify that the matches are located in rows 4 through 8.

•   hlq.TEST.PII.IPV4
10 rows that match the IP Address (IPV4) classifier.
Click 10 to view the details of the scan. Verify that the matches are located in rows 4 through 13.

•   hlq.TEST.PII.SSN.DELIM
5 rows that match the Social Security Number (Delimited) classifier.
Click 5 to view the details of the scan. Verify that the matches are located in rows 4 through 8.

Next Steps

Optionally, you can clean up the USS directory and set up encryption.

TIP

 To optimize DB2 performance, we also recommend .Best Practices for Performance v2.0.

You are then ready to scan your files for sensitive data. To do so, see Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data.
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(Optional) Clean Up the USS Directory
To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the Data Content Discovery
pax file, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting the unnecessary z/OS data sets.

If you decide to perform this procedure, do so only after you complete the installation process and when you do not need
the installation files anymore.

You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourhlq.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your pax USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm DVD03153541E.pax.Z

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

Uninstall the Product
To uninstall Data Content Discovery from your environment, perform these procedures.

Remove the ESM Updates

The following jobs identify several External Security Manager (ESM) commands that were executed by your security
administrator. These jobs are included in the data set runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL. Review the commands in the job, and then
issue the corresponding ESM commands to remove the ESM updates.

• ACF2: FEYACF
• Top Secret: FEYTSS
• IBM RACF: FEYRACF
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Reverse the PROCLIB and PARMLIB Updates

Reverse updates to the PROCLIB and PARMLIB that were made during the Data Content Discovery installation.

1. Delete the members from your system PROCLIB that you copied from dcd_runtime_hlq.CFEYPROC.
2. Delete any automount entries that you added to SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx).

Unmount the zFS Files

Unmount dcd_smp_target.CFEYUSS. To do so, you can modify and use the following sample JCL:

//JOBCARD

//MOUNT1 EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=50                              

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSTSIN  DD *                                                     

 UMOUNT FILESYSTEM('dcd_smp_target.CFEYUSS') IMMEDIATE                  

/*  

Delete the Product and Installation Data Sets

1. Delete all the product and installation data sets under the SMP/E target HLQ as follows:
– AFEYJCL
– AFEYMOD1
– AFEYOPTN
– AFEYPROC
– AFEYZFS
– CFEYJCL
– CFEYLOAD
– CFEYOPTN
– CFEYPROC
– CFEYUSS
– SMPLTS
– SMPMTS
– SMPSCDS
– SMPSTS
– SMPLOG
– SMPLOGA
– SMPPTS
– SMPPTS1

2. Delete all the product and installation data sets under the generated runtime HLQ, created at installation, as follows:
– CFEYJCL
– CFEYLOAD
– CFEYOPTN
– CFEYPROC

You can modify and use the following sample JCL:

//JOBCARD

//***************************************************************   

//* DELETE DATASETS                                                 

//***************************************************************   
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//DELDSNS EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU                                          

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//PSEUDO DD DUMMY                                                    

//SYSIN DD *                                                        

 DUMP DS(INCL(dcd_runtime_hlq.**)) OUTDD(PSEUDO) DELETE             

 DUMP DS(INCL(dcd_smp_target.**)) OUTDD(PSEUDO) DELETE                            

 SET MAXCC = 0                                                    

/*         

Remove the USS Directories

Delete any UNIX System Services (USS) directories that were created during the installation process. The installation
instructions referred to the directory that was created as yourUSSpaxdirectory. The value that you recorded for
DCD_USSPATH contains the path where this directory was created.

Remove the DB2 Grants

Remove any IBM DB2 GRANTS that were given to IDs that are associated with Data Content Discovery.

Drop the Databases and Storage Groups

Drop the databases and storage groups for Data Content Discovery using the DB2 commands in
runtime_HLQ.CFEYOPTN(FEYDDB2I). We recommend that a database administrator (DBA) perform this step.
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Administering

This section includes information and procedures to help the system administrator set up and maintain Data Content
Discovery. This information includes the following:

• Assign permissions to Data Content Discovery users.
• Perform data discovery scans of Datacom/AD records.
• Perform scans of IBM® Information Management System (IMS) control regions and databases.
• Configure setting to facilitate more efficient resource use.
• Exclude trusted resources from data in motion policy evaluations.
• Intercept data in motion transmissions and properly analyze the data.
• Automatically exclude specific data sets, SMS storage groups, and volumes from your policies.
• Assess where potential risks exist across your environment.

Authorize a Data Content Discovery User
As a security administrator, you assign permissions to Data Content Discovery users. Doing so lets those users perform
product functions as required for their role. We provide a JCL job to simplify the process of assigning permissions.

WARNING
Configure the security environment before completing this procedure. You should have done so
during the product configuration. When assigning permissions, at a minimum you must give the user
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW resource access. This permission includes the ability to log in to the product.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve the job that applies to your ESM. These jobs are included in the data set yourhlq.CFEYJCL:
– ACF2: Choose one of the following jobs:

• FEYACFID–Use this job if your site uses ROLE rule sets.
• FEYACFUD–Use this job if your site uses UID rule sets.

– Top Secret: FEYTSSID
– IBM RACF: Choose one of the following jobs:

• FEYRACID–Use this job to connect a user to an existing group ID in the access list for the Data Content
Discovery application.

• FEYRACUD–Use this job to permit a single user or group.
2. Review the entire job and edit it according to the comments.
3. Submit the job.

The user or group is authorized to use Data Content Discovery functions.

Resources and Associated Permissions 

The following resources control access for performing specific activities in the product, such as:

• Scanning
• Modifying database and system settings
• Managing classifiers and custom data dictionaries
• Managing data in motion policies

NOTE
These resources are associated with resource class CADCD.
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The following table contains the resource descriptions and examples of the resources required to perform certain tasks:

Resources Resource Descriptions Examples
Resources for Scans Required:

DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
Log in and view the scan status information.
Optional:
DCD.DELETE.SCANS
Delete scans from the database.
DCD.SCAN.CREATECreate a scan and
save the scan criteria for future use only.
Create FTP policy.
DCD.SCAN.SUBMIT
Submit a scan but not create a scan or view
scan results.
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.WHOHAS
View the results for who has access to a
data set.
View the results for who has accessed a
data set.
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.RESULTSView
detailed reporting information and scan
results.
DCD.ARCHIVE.SCANS
Archive scans.

Example: Determine who has access to
a data set
Viewing information about who has
access to a data set requires the following
resources:
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.RESULTS
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.WHOHAS
Example: Create and submit a scan and
review the scan results
Creating and submitting a scan and
reviewing the scan results requires the
following resources:
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
DCD.SCAN.CREATE
DCD.SCAN.SUBMIT
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.RESULTS
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Resources for System and Database
Settings

Required:

DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
Log in and view the scan status information.

Optional:

DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW
View the system settings and Do Not Scan
List but not update their settings.

DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE
Update the system settings and Do Not
Scan List information.

DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.UPDATE
Update the Datacom settings information.
Update the IDMS settings information.
Update the IBM DB2 Subsystem settings
information.
Update the IBM IMS settings information.
Create, update, and delete the Compliance
Event Manager settings information.

DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW
View the Datacom settings information but
not update the settings.
View the IDMS settings information but not
update the settings.
View the IBM DB2 Subsystem settings
information but not update the settings.
View the IBM IMS settings information but
not update the settings.
View the Datacom settings information but
not create, update, or delete the settings.

Example: View database and system
settings
Viewing the system settings requires the
following resources:
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW
DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW

Resources for Classifiers and Custom Data
Dictionaries

Required:
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
Log in and view the scan status information.
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW
View the included/excluded patterns
for existing custom classifiers. Also, view
existing data dictionaries but not update
them.
Optional:
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE
Create custom classifiers (including
compound classifiers) and exclude patterns
from classifiers. Create custom data
dictionaries.
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.UPDATE
Show/hide existing custom classifiers.
Update custom data dictionaries.
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.DELETE
Delete custom dictionaries and custom
classifiers.

Example: Create custom classifiers and
compound classifiers
Creating custom classifiers, compound
classifiers, or both requires the following
resources:
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE
Example: Create a custom data
dictionary
Creating a custom data dictionary requires
the following resources:
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW
DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE
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Resources for Data in Motion Policies Required:
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
Log in and view the scan status information.
DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW
View existing data in motion policies but not
update policy settings.
Optional:
DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE
Create policies for tracking data in motion.
DCD.DIM.POLICIES.UPDATE
Update, activate, or deactivate policies for
tracking data in motion.
DCD.DELETE.DIMPOLICIES
Delete existing data in motion policies.

Example: Create data in motion policies
Creating these policies requires the
following resources:
DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW
DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW
DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE

Best Practices for Performance
We recommend following best practices to improve the system and product performance.

Best Practice: Delete Scans and Policies to Free Space in the Database

Delete unneeded scans and data in motion policies periodically to free space in the database. Before doing so, carefully
consider your company policies around record retention, and consult with your site administrators to determine how long
you must retain scan results.

Business Value:

Deleting unneeded scans and policies frees space in the database and helps narrow the Scan list and Data in Motion
Policies list to only those that are relevant to your current business needs.

Example:

Your company's policy is to retain records for one year for legal and audit purposes. You delete scans that are older than
one year and retain all scans that are less than one year old. Doing so frees up space in the database while still adhering
to your company's policies.

More Information:

• Delete Scans
• Delete Data in Motion Policy

Best Practice: Run the IBM RUNSTATS Utility Periodically to Improve IBM Db2 Performance

Run the RUNSTATS utility periodically to improve performance by optimizing data access paths. RUNSTATS collects
statistics for objects such as tablespaces or indexes and populates the IBM Db2 catalog with the updated information. 

TIP

At a minimum, we recommend running RUNSTATS after product installation and each time that you apply a
PTF.

You can execute RUNSTATS against all the Data Content Discovery tablespaces using the
runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYDB2RS) job.
System-specific values were applied when specifying the configuration options and configuring the Data Content
Discovery repository. You can review the CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG) member to see all the configuration settings for the Data
Content Discovery application.

Business Value:
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Running the RUNSTATS utility periodically improves performance.

More Information:

• Configure the Product
• For complete information about the utility, see the IBM documentation.

Best Practice: Scan Data Against Multiple Classifiers Simultaneously for Faster CPU and Wall Clock Time and
Lower I/O Counts

When scanning data against multiple classifiers, scan your data against all the classifiers in one scan rather than scanning
against each classifier separately.

Business Value:

Scanning your data against all the classifiers of interest in one scan results in the following benefits:

• Faster average CPU time
• Faster average wall clock time
• Lower I/O counts as compared to scanning your data once per classifier

Example:

You want to scan a data set against the PAN, Service Code, and Names classifiers. You create a compound classifier that
includes the PAN, Service Code, and Names classifiers. Then you scan your data set against that compound classifier.

More Information:

Create a Compound Classifier by Joining Classifiers

Best Practice: Schedule Scans of Large Data Stores to Run Off Hours

When running a scan against a large data store, use the batch scheduler to process the scan during off hours.

Business Value:

Using the batch scheduler to run large scans during off hours frees up processing during business hours for other critical
workloads.

Example:

You plan to scan a large SMS storage group for sensitive data. You create and schedule a batch job for this scan to start
running at 9 p.m.

More Information:

Schedule a Scan to Run Using a Batch Job

Best Practice: Set JVM XMX Setting to 1 GB for Faster CPU and Wall Clock Time

Set the maximum storage allocation for the Java Virtual Memory (JVM XMX value) in the JVM startup parameters to 1024
MB (1 GB).

Business Value:

Using these recommended settings results in the following benefits compared to 2048 MB and 4096 MB XMX settings:

• Faster average CPU time
• Faster average wall clock time

Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of Datacom Tables
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To perform data discovery scans of Datacom/AD records, you must provide configuration information to let Data Content
Discovery connect to the Datacom/AD database. The product then connects to the Datacom/AD database with the
supplied configuration information.

WARNING

• To implement the scanning of Datacom/AD tables, you must apply the Data Content Discovery PTF
RO91658 and the Datacom/AD PTF RO90557. Review the ++HOLDDATA in each PTF for instructions.

• Only users
with DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.UPDATE authority and DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW authority
can create and edit database configurations. If you do not have the required permissions, see your system
administrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Gather the database configuration information for your Datacom/AD database.
2.  From the navigation menu, select Settings, Database Settings.
3. From the Datacom tab, click Create Datacom Configuration to add a new configuration. Or, click the View/Edit icon

to edit an existing configuration.
4. Provide the Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF) name using one of the following options. If you are editing an existing

configuration, you cannot edit this field.
– Select a MUF name from the autopopulated list. Click Next.
– To preconfigure a MUF, type the MUF name name and click Create option MUF name . Click Next.

5. Provide the configuration parameters:
–  Connection TypeSpecifies the communication protocol that is running on the Datacom/AD server. Use the

connection type that appears in message DSV00038I within the Datacom/AD server job log.

NOTE
 When the connection type value in the Datacom/AD server job log is BOTH, you can select either
connection type (CCI or TCP) during this configuration task.

•  CCI
Represents the Common Components and Services CAICCI (CCI) facility.

•  TCP
Represents TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol).

–  Server Name
Specifies the name of the server on which the CCITCP address space is running. Use the server name
that appears in message DSV00038I within the Datacom/AD server job log.

–  System ID
(CCI Setting Only) Specifies the CAICCI system ID (SYSID) of the mainframe environment to which the workstation
is to connect. Use the CCI SYSID name that appears in message CAS9850I within the CAICCI startup job output.

–  Application ID
(CCI Setting Only) Specifies the application identifier (APPLID) that is found in the startup JCL for the server
application that is running on the mainframe. Use the APPLID that appears in message DSV00038I within
the Datacom/AD server job log.

–  Host Name 
(TCP Setting Only) Specifies the host name or IP address for the host on which the mainframe server resides. Use
the host name that appears in message DSV00038I within the Datacom/AD server job log.
The host name must match the name of the machine on which Data Content Discovery is running, because scans
of Datacom tables must always run locally.

–  Port Number
(TCP Setting Only) Specifies the port number that is specified in theDatacom/AD server address space. Use the
port number that appears in message DSV00038I within the Datacom/AD server job log.
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Click Next.
6. Provide the User ID and Password for connecting to the database server, and click Next.

WARNING
 If external security is enabled for Datacom/AD, the user ID that connects to the database server must
have READ access to all defined tables. Additionally, the started task ID under which the classification
engine executes requires READ access to any table that is targeted in a scan request. Sample security
commands for providing access are available for ACF2 (see member FEYACFDC), Top Secret (see member
FEYTSSDC), or IBM RACF (see member FEYRACDC).

7. Provide the Datacom/AD CUSLIB Library (Custom Load Library) name. This library name is found in the job log of the
MUF within the STEPLIB of the DD concatenation.

8. Review the details for your configuration. To edit your configuration, click Previous.
9. (Optional) Click Test Connection to validate the Datacom/AD database connection. Doing so verifies your connection

to help you avoid errors when you run a scan against the configuration.

NOTE
 You cannot use the Test Connection option when preconfiguring a Datacom MUF because the MUF does
not yet exist.

A message appears indicating if the test connection was successful or unsuccessful. If unsuccessful, click Previous to
edit your configuration and try again.

NOTE
 The Test Connection button verifies that you can connect to the database but does not verify that you can
access the database tables for reading.

10. Click Save Config to save a new configuration. Or, click Update Config to update an existing configuration.

WARNING

 If you see the following error in the UI when creating or editing a configuration, see Datacom MUF Discovery
Error During Datacom Configuration for help.

An error related to Datacom/AD MUF discovery occurred. The Controller does not have READ

 permission for the Datacom/AD library. Product functionality might be degraded. Contact CA

 Support.

Your database configuration appears in the Database Settings page. Your Datacom/AD configuration is now available
for selection when you create a scan.

Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of IDMS Tables
This topic describes system requirements and procedures to enable scanning of IDMS tables.

Before You Begin

Review the following information before you begin the configuration: 

• IDMSINFO must be running on the same LPAR where the Data Content Discovery system is running. Doing so is
required for the product to discover IDMS systems. For more information, see IDMSINFO Service Provider information
in the IDMS documentation.

• You must grant execute authority on task RHDCNP3J to group PUBLIC or to all groups because the line driver invokes
RHDCNP3J before the user credentials are received. Or, you can turn off security for task RHDCNP3J by including an
entry in the SRTT. For more information about securing IDMS tasks, see Administrating Security for IDMS information
in the IDMS documentation.

• The task specified in the listener PTERM definition PARM string can be restricted to specific users or groups. You
create an IDMSJSRV sample task that can be secured, similar to the RHDCNP3J task. You can also define and secure
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a different task code and override it at runtime. See Defining the IDMS System Using TCP/IP information in the IDMS
documentation.

• Data Content Discovery uses IDMS Culprit to unload a selected table for scanning purposes. If your IDMS Server
installation requires that a batch job have data dictionary authority to perform a select on a table, Culprit provides a
Profile parameter where the defined Data Content Discovery user credentials are required for security purposes. Verify
whether the Data Content Discovery has sufficient rights to perform an IDMS Select.

• Each database to be scanned must contain an SQL catalog. 
• SQL schemas must be created for any network databases to be scanned.

– When creating the SQL schema, the DBNAME that the NONSQL schema maps to must be specified.
– If a NONSQL schema maps to multiple DBNAMES, an SQL schema must be created for each DBNAME.
– The SQL schema is visible to Data Content Discovery only when you are connected to a Database containing the

dictionary with the NONSQL schema. 

For more information about creating SQL schemas, see CREATE SCHEMA information in the IDMS documentation.

Provide the IDMS Configuration Information

To perform data discovery scans of IDMS tables, provide configuration information to let Data Content Discovery connect
to IDMS.

WARNING

 Only users
with DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.UPDATE authority and DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW authority
can create and edit database configurations. If you do not have the required permissions, see your system
administrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Gather the database configuration information for your IDMS database.
2. From the navigation menu, select Settings, Database Settings.
3. From the IDMS tab, click Create IDMS Configuration to add a new configuration. Or, click the pencil edit icon to edit

an existing configuration.
4. Provide the IDMS Region using one of the following options. If you are editing an existing configuration, you cannot

edit this field.
– Select an IDMS region from the autopopulated list. Click Next.
– To preconfigure an IDMS region, type the IDMS region name and click Create option IDMS region . Click Next.

5. Provide the hostname and port number:  
–  Hostname 

Specifies the domain name or IP address of the database server. 
–  Port Number

Specifies the IDMS server port that is used for database communications.
Click Next.

6. Provide the user ID and password for connecting to the database server, and click Next.

WARNING

User IDs must be authorized to access the IDMS server port and the IDMS databases included in a scan.

For more information about the security requirements, see Administrating Security for IDMS information in
the IDMS documentation.

7. Provide the Central Version DMCL and SYSCTL data set name:  
–  DMCL

Specifies the name of the current runtime DMCL used when starting the IDMS system. Obtain this name by issuing
the following command on the IDMS system:
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LOOK DMCL

–  SYSCTL data set
Specifies the idms.sysctl system control file used to access the IDMS Central Version.

NOTE
 The classification engine (default started task name DCDSRVR) requires READ access to this data set.

Click Next.
8. Provide the IDMS program libraries:

–  Runtime Program Library
Specifies the data set name of the load library that contains the executable IDMS software load modules.

–  DBA Program Library
Specifies the name of the IDMS load library that contains the DMCL and database name table load modules.

–  Custom Program Library
Specifies the data set that contains the modules that were customized for your IDMS system and stored
in hlq.CUSTOM.LOADLIB during installation.
 

NOTE
 The classification engine (default started task name DCDSRVR) requires READ access to these libraries.

9. Review the details for your configuration. To edit your configuration, click Previous.
10. (Optional) Click Test Connection to validate the IDMS database connection. Doing so verifies your connection to help

you avoid errors when you run a scan against the configuration.

NOTE
 You cannot use the Test Connection option when preconfiguring an IDMS region because the IDMS region
does not yet exist.

A message appears indicating if the test connection was successful or unsuccessful. If unsuccessful, click Previous to
edit your configuration and try again.

NOTE
 The Test Connection button verifies that you can connect to the database but does not verify that you can
access the database tables for reading. Also, the DCML, SYSCTL, and IDMS program libraries are not
validated.

11. Click Save Config to save the new configuration. Or, click Update Config to update an existing configuration.
Your database configuration appears in the Database Settings page. Your IDMS configuration is now available for
selection when you create a scan.

Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of IBM Db2 Subsystem
Tables
To perform data discovery scans of IBM Db2 tables, you must provide configuration information for the IBM Db2
subsystems that house the Db2 tables you want to scan. Data Content Discovery then connects to the IBM Db2
subsystems with the supplied configuration information.

WARNING
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• If your site uses ACF2 Option for DB2, edit the runtime CFEYJCL(FEYACDB2) member with the variable
values from the runtime CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG). Doing so adds the necessary ACF2 commands to let you
configure IBM Db2 databases in Data Content Discovery.

• Only users with DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.UPDATE and DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW authority can
create and edit the database configuration settings. If you do not have the required permissions, see your
system administrator.

• The product bypasses scanning of the following DB2 column data types: All LOB types (BLOB, CLOB, and
DBCLOB), BINARY, VARBINARY, CHARACTER FOR BIT DATA, VARCHAR FOR BIT DATA, DECFLOAT,
ROWID, and XML.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Issue the following IBM Db2 command to display Distributed Data Facility (DDF) connectivity information:
-DISPLAY DDF

Output appears from which you can gather the information to supply during your configuration.
2. From the navigation menu, select Settings, Database Settings.

The Database Settings page appears.
3. From the DB2 tab, select New DB2 Configuration to add a new configuration. Or, select the View/Edit icon to edit an

existing configuration.
4. Provide subsystem and location information:

–  Subsystem
Specifies a Db2 subsystem. Select a subsystem from the autopopulated list. Or, preconfigure a Db2 subsystem by
typing a name and selecting Create option "subsystem_name . "   (If you are editing an existing configuration,
the Subsystem field is not editable.)

–  Location
Specifies the unique location name that requesters must use to connect to this IBM Db2 subsystem. This name was
defined during the local IBM Db2 installation.

Click Next.
5. Provide the host information:

–  Host Name 
Specifies the domain name or IP address of the database server.

–  Port Number
Specifies the IBM Db2 server port that is used for database communications.

Click Next.
6. Provide the user information:

–  DB2 User ID
Specifies the ID for connecting to the database.
To create scans, this ID requires the appropriate GRANT statements for the specified IBM Db2 subsystem. Use the
following example GRANT statements:
GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSTABLES TO 'DB2 User ID'GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE TO

 'DB2 User ID'

GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS TO 'DB2 User ID'

GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES TO 'DB2 User ID'

GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSINDEXSPACESTATS TO 'DB2 User ID'

GRANT EXECUTE ON PROCEDURE SYSIBM.SQLCOLUMNS TO 'DB2 User ID'

To run scans, this ID requires the SELECT privilege for any table that a user wants to scan. You can meet this
requirement by having an authority such as DATAACCESS that grants select access to all tables in a subsystem, or
by permitting grants to all the tables that will be targeted by scans.
Example: To scan the Db2 table DCDTQ1.CUSTOMER, grant the SELECT privilege to the table using the following
GRANT statement:
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GRANT SELECT ON TABLE DCDTQ1.CUSTOMER TO 'DB2 User ID'

–  DB2 Password
Specifies the password for connecting to the database. If you are editing an existing configuration, select Clear
Password, and enter the password.

Click Next.
7. Provide the configuration information to enable Transport Layer Security (TLS) for secure client communications. TLS

encrypts the data that is sent over the JDBC socket connection and complies with data security regulations.
 Enable TLS
Indicates that the IBM Db2 for z/OS connection uses TLS. This option is selected by default for all new Db2
configurations.

NOTE
 If you are editing an existing configuration that was created before this feature was available, this option is
disabled by default. We recommend enabling TLS to comply with security regulations.

If TLS is enabled, choose one of the following configuration methods:

NOTE
 For information about setting up a key ring or to determine the appropriate JDBC properties, contact your
security administrator and Db2 database administrator, or see the documentation for your external security
manager (ESM).

–  Specify a Key Ring
Specifies the key ring identifiers for a collection of trusted certificates. Enter the Ring ID (8-character maximum)
and Ring Name (237-character maximum).  

–  Specify the JDBC Properties
Specifies additional properties for the Db2 JDBC connection, which are appended to the required property
(sslConnection=true) in the URL. Enter any additional properties as required per your site standards. This field
cannot exceed 3072 characters.
  

8. Review the details for your configuration. To edit your configuration, select Previous.
9. (Optional) Review the JDBC URL for accuracy. Then select Test Connection to validate the IBM Db2 database

connection. Doing so verifies your connection to help you avoid errors when you run a scan against the configuration.

NOTE
 You cannot use the Test Connection option when preconfiguring an IBM Db2 subsystem because the
subsystem does not yet exist.

A message appears indicating if the test connection was successful or unsuccessful. If unsuccessful,
select Previous to edit your configuration and try again.

NOTE
 The Test Connection button verifies that you can connect to the database but does not verify that you can
access the database tables for reading.

10. Select Save Config to save a new configuration. Select Update Config to update an existing configuration.

Your database configuration appears in the Database Settings page. Your IBM Db2 subsystem is now available for
selection when you create a scan.

Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of IBM IMS Control Regions
To perform scans of IBM® Information Management System (IMS) control regions and databases, you must provide
configuration information. Doing so lets Data Content Discovery retrieve information from IBM IMS. If configurations
already exist, you can edit them as needed.

Data Content Discovery supports scanning the following IBM IMS database types:
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• SHISAM (Simple Hierarchical Indexed Sequential Access Method)
• HDAM VSAM (Hierarchical Direct Access Method–VSAM only)

WARNING

• Only users with DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.UPDATE authority
and DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW authority can create and edit the database configuration settings. If
you do not have the required permissions, see your system administrator.

• The started task ID under which the Data Content Discovery Controller executes requires READ access to
the IMS RESLIB/SDFSRESL and RECON data sets. Sample security commands for providing access are
available for ACF2 (see member FEYACIMS), Top Secret (see member FEYTSIMS), or IBM RACF (see
member FEYRAIMS).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Gather the configuration information for your IBM IMS databases.
2. From the navigation menu, select Settings, Database Settings.
3. Click the IMS tab.
4. (Optional) To edit an existing configuration, do the following steps:

a. Click the View/Edit icon to display summary details of your configuration.
b. Click Edit, make your changes, and click Next.
c. Review the settings, and click Update Config to save your changes. You are returned to the Database Settings

page.
5. Click New IMS Configuration to add a configuration.
6. Select an IMS Jobname (the jobname of the started task for the IMS control region), and click Next.
7. Provide the configuration parameters:

–  DFSRESLB Library
Specifies the name of the IMS.SDFSRESL library, which contains the IMS nucleus and executable modules.

–  DBD Library
Specifies the library that contains the database description (DBD).

–  RECON1
Specifies the name of the first DBRC RECON data set.

–  RECON2
Specifies the name of the second DBRC RECON data set.

8. Review the details for your configuration. To make changes, click Previous.
9. Click Save Config to save the new configuration.

Your configuration appears in the Database Settings page. IBM IMS regions and the associated databases are now
available for selection when you create a data discovery scan.

Configure the Data in Motion Settings
The Data in Motion settings control some aspects of the Data in Motion scan processing. Data in Motion scans include
FTP transmissions, SMTP transmissions, and IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS transmissions.

Configure the following settings to facilitate more efficient resource use:

• Scan record limit
• Scan match limit
• Proximity

The product applies the settings when each scan begins. These settings apply to all users.

Select one of the following topics in this section to configure the settings.
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Configure the Settings for FTP Transmissions

As a product administrator, you can customize how the product scans files that are part of FTP transmissions.

NOTE

• Only users with DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE and DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access can
update these settings. Users with DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access can view the settings but cannot
update them. For access, contact your system administrator.

• The scan stops based on whichever limit is reached first, the Scan Match Limit or the Scan Records Limit. 

 

WARNING

When specifying values for the Scan Records Limit and Scan Match Limit, select values that provide an
adequate sample size. Otherwise, valuable information from the remaining records is missed.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select Data in Motion Settings.
2. Select the FTP tab.
3. Configure the following settings:

– Scan Records Limit
Specifies the number of records that are scanned in a file that is part of an FTP transmission.Default: Unlimited

– Scan Match Limit
Specifies the number of matches that are recorded in a file that is part of an FTP transmission.
Default: Unlimited

– Load Library Settings
Specifies whether to exclude all load libraries (LOADLIBs) from being scanned when they are part of an FTP
transmission. If you know the load libraries are free of sensitive data, excluding them can improve the time it takes
to run the scan. A load library is a partitioned data set (PDS/E) that contains programs that are ready for execution.
Default: Exclude Load Libraries

WARNING
Use caution when excluding load libraries. A user might accidentally or maliciously include sensitive data
in a load library and send it off the mainframe undetected.

4. Select Save Changes.

The settings for scans of FTP transmissions are configured.

Configure the Settings for SMTP Transmissions

As a product administrator, you can specify the number of matches that are recorded in a file that is part of an SMTP
transmission.

NOTE

• Only users with DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE and DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access can
update these settings. Users with DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access can view the settings but cannot
update them. For access, contact your system administrator.

• The scan stops when the Scan Match Limit is reached.
• When specifying values for the Scan Match Limit, select values that provide an adequate sample size.

Otherwise, valuable information from the remaining records is missed.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select Data in Motion Settings.
2. Select the SMTP tab.
3. Specify a value in the Scan Match Limit field. The default value is Unlimited.
4. Select Save Changes.

The settings for scans of SMTP transmissions are configured.

Configure the Settings for Connect:Direct Transmissions

 As a product administrator, you can customize how the product scans files that are part of IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct®
for z/OS transmissions.

NOTE

• Only users with DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE and DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access can
update these settings. Users with DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access can view the settings but cannot
update them. For access, contact your system administrator.

• The scan stops based on whichever limit is reached first, the Scan Match Limit or the Scan Records Limit.
• When specifying values for the Scan Records Limit and Scan Match Limit, select values that provide an

adequate sample size. Otherwise, valuable information from the remaining records is missed.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select Data in Motion Settings.
2. Select the Connect:Direct tab.
3. Configure the following settings:

– Scan Records Limit
Specifies the number of records that are scanned in a file that is part of a Connect:Direct transmission.Default:
Unlimited

– Scan Match Limit
Specifies the number of matches that are recorded in a file that is part of a Connect:Direct transmission.
Default: Unlimited  

– Load Library Settings
Specifies whether to exclude all load libraries (LOADLIBs) from being scanned when they are part of a
Connect:Direct transmission. If you know the load libraries are free of sensitive data, excluding them can improve
the time it takes to run the scan. A load library is a partitioned data set (PDS/E) that contains programs that are
ready for execution.
Default: Exclude Load Libraries

WARNING
Use caution when excluding load libraries. A user might accidentally or maliciously include sensitive data
in a load library and send it off the mainframe undetected.

4. Select Save Changes.

The settings for scans of Connect:Direct transmissions are configured.

Configure the Data in Motion Whitelists
As a security administrator, you can exclude trusted resources from data in motion policy evaluations by adding the
resources to a whitelist. Data Content Discovery compares the resources in the data in motion transmission to the
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whitelist before it evaluates the policy. If the product finds a whitelist match, it does not evaluate the transmission but does
record the transmission details.

For example, you might include the following criteria in your FTP whitelist:

• Users who are authorized to move information between a mainframe and a computer
• IDs used to send reports

Create or Edit an FTP Whitelist

As a security administrator, you can exclude trusted data sources, hosts, and users from FTP policy evaluations by adding
the resources to a whitelist. Data Content Discovery compares the resources in the FTP transmission to the whitelist
before it evaluates the policy. If the product finds a whitelist match, it does not evaluate the transmission but does record
the transmission details.

For example, you might include the following criteria in your FTP whitelist:

• Users who are authorized to move information between a mainframe and a computer
• IDs used to send reports

NOTE

 Only users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW and DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE access can view and create
an FTP whitelist. Only users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.UPDATE access in addition to the view and create
permissions can update an FTP whitelist. If you do not have the required permissions, see your system
administrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the navigation menu, select Data in Motion Settings, Whitelist.
2. Select the FTP tab.
3. Specify your whitelist criteria and click Add. You can include one or more of the following criteria:

– Data sets
– UNIX System Services (USS) files
– IP addresses
– Hostnames
– User IDs
For more information about FTP criteria, see Create an FTP Policy.
Note the following information as you build your whitelist:
– Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row.
– Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows. Use parentheses to specify complex patterns.

Example: Complex pattern statement 
(( Data Set Equals ABC AND IPV4 - Source Equals 1.1.1.1 ) OR ( IPV4 - Destination Equals 255.255.0.0 ))

The complex pattern appears under Whitelist Criteria as you add or remove rows.
4. Select Save.

The whitelist is updated. Allow up to five minutes for your changes to take effect.

Create or Edit an SMTP Whitelist

As a security administrator, you can exclude trusted email addresses or emails that are of a certain size from SMTP policy
evaluations by adding them to a whitelist. Data Content Discovery compares email addresses or message size in the
SMTP transmission to the whitelist before it evaluates the policy. If the product finds a whitelist match, it does not evaluate
the transmission but does record the transmission details.
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For example, you might include the following emails in your SMTP whitelist:

• Emails that are sent by business leaders in your organization
• Emails that are sent to employees who are authorized to view confidential information
• Emails that are too small to hold any valuable information, such as an email receipt acknowledgment

NOTE

 Only users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW and DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE permission can view and create
an SMTP whitelist. Only users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.UPDATE permission (in addition to the view and create
permissions) can update an SMTP whitelist. If you do not have the required permissions, see your system
administrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the navigation menu, select Data in Motion Settings, Whitelist.
2. Click the SMTP tab.
3. Specify your whitelist criteria and click Add. You can include one or more of the following criteria:

– Email address patterns of the sender or recipient
– Size of the message in kilobytes (KB)
Note the following information as you build your whitelist:
– Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row.
– Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows. Use parentheses to specify complex patterns.

Example: Complex pattern statement 
(Email Address Contains abc AND Email Domain Does Not Contain org) OR (Email Address Contains abc AND

 Email Domain Does Not Contain ac)

The complex pattern appears under Whitelist Criteria as you add or remove rows.
4. Click Save.

The whitelist is updated. Allow up to five minutes for your changes to take effect.

Create or Edit a Connect:Direct Whitelist

As a security administrator, you can exclude trusted data sources and users from IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/
OS policy evaluations by adding the resources to a whitelist. Data Content Discovery compares the resources in the IBM
Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmission to the whitelist before it evaluates the policy. If the product finds a whitelist
match, it does not evaluate the transmission but does record the transmission details.

For example, you might include the following criteria in your IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS whitelist:

• Users who are authorized to move information between a mainframe and other platforms
• Transmissions originating on certain source nodes

NOTE

 Only users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW and DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE permissions can view and
create a Connect:Direct whitelist. Only users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.UPDATE permission (in addition to the
view and create permissions) can update a Connect:Direct whitelist. If you do not have the required permissions,
see your system administrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the navigation menu, select Data in Motion Settings, Whitelist.
2. Click the Connect:Direct tab.
3. Specify your whitelist criteria and click Add. You can include one or more of the following criteria: 
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– Data sets
– User IDs
– Source nodes
– Destination nodes
For more information about Connect:Direct criteria, see Create an IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS Policy.
Note the following information as you build your whitelist:
– Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row.
– Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows. Use parentheses to specify complex patterns.

Example: Complex pattern statement 
(( Data Set Equals ABC AND Source Node Equals SOURCE-NODE-1 ) OR ( Destination Node Equals DEST-

NODE-2 ))

The complex pattern appears under Whitelist Criteria as you add or remove rows.
4. Click Save.

The whitelist is updated. Allow up to five minutes for your changes to take effect.

Configure Exits to Process Data in Motion
For the product to intercept data in motion transmissions (FTP, SMTP, or IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS) and
properly analyze the data, activate the appropriate z/OS exit.

WARNING

To perform these exit configuration procedures, you must fully configure the product.

Activate an Exit to Capture FTP Transmissions

Broadcom provides access to an IBM exit (EZAFCCMD) for monitoring and inspecting FTP communications.

NOTE

The exit is available at IBM z/OS 2.1 and above.

To capture FTP transactions that leave the mainframe (through GET/PUT commands), configure this FTP exit and make it
available.

Follow these steps:

1. Grant appropriate user authority to ensure that all FTP client requests can be captured:
– Grant UPDATE authority for all users to the following resources:

Class="FACILITY" and entity=CSVDYNEX.EZAFCCMD.DEFINE
Class="FACILITY" and entity=CSVDYNEX.EZAFCREP.DEFINE

– Grant READ authority for all users to the following resource:
Class="FACILITY" and entity=CSVDYNEX.EZAFCCMD.CALL

NOTE
For Top Secret, FACILITY is equivalent to IBMFAC.

2. Choose one of the following options for allocating the client-side exit:
– To dynamically allocate the exit, issue the following command:

SETPROG EXIT,ADD,EX=EZAFCCMD,MOD=FEYFCCMD,DSN=runtime_hlq

– To automatically allocate the exit so that it persists after a system IPL, add the following entry to the
SYS1.PARMLIB PROGxx member:
EXIT ADD EXITNAME(EZAFCCMD) MODNAME(FEYFCCMD) DSNAME(runtime_hlq)

runtime_hlq
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Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) identifying where the runtime libraries were created during product installation/
configuration.

3. Perform one of the following actions:
– To include all FTP servers on the system, add runtime_hlq.CFEYLOAD to the IPL LNKLIST concatenation.
– To include individual FTP procedures, add runtime_hlq.CFEYLOAD to the STEPLIB DD statement of the

procedures that you are using to capture the FTP events, then grant READ access to runtime_hlq.CFEYLOAD for
all users.
runtime_hlq.CFEYLOAD
Identifies the APF-authorized Data Content Discovery load library that was created during product installation and
configuration.

The exit is now active. You can now manage data in motion policies, generate reports about data in motion, or perform
other activities as needed.

Activate an Exit to Capture SMTP Transmissions

Broadcom provides access to an IBM exit (EZBTCPIPSMTPEXIT) for monitoring and inspecting SMTP communications.
To capture email transmissions that leave the mainframe, you need to configure this SMTP exit and make it available.

NOTE

The exit is available at IBM z/OS 2.1 and 2.2.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose one of the following options for allocating the client-side exit:
– To dynamically allocate the exit, issue the following command:

SETPROG EXIT,ADD,EX=EZBTCPIPSMTPEXIT,MOD=FEYSMTPX,DSN=runtime_library 

– To automatically allocate the exit so that it persists after a system IPL, add the following entry to the
SYS1.PARMLIB PROGxx member:
EXIT ADD EXITNAME(EZBTCPIPSMTPEXIT) MODNAME(FEYSMTPX) DSNAME(runtime_hlq)

runtime_hlq
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) identifying where the runtime libraries were created during product installation/
configuration.

2. Start or restart the SMTP server:
– Start the server:

S SMTP_STC_proc_member

– Restart the server (if already running):
P SMTP_STC_proc_member

S SMTP_STC_proc_member

SMTP_STC_proc_member
Identifies the member where you configured a started task procedure for the SMTP server.

The exit is now active. You can now manage data in motion policies, generate reports about data in motion, or perform
other activities as needed.

Activate an Exit to Capture IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS Transmissions

Broadcom provides an application program interface (API) for monitoring and inspecting IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct®
for z/OS transmissions. To capture file transfers that leave the mainframe, you must configure a security exit and then
include code that calls the API.

NOTE
The product does not monitor UNIX file transfers using IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS.
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Follow these steps:

1. Configure the IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS stage 2 security exit for file security.

NOTE

For instructions on configuring and activating this security exit for file security, see the IBM Sterling
Connect:Direct for z/OS Administration Guide.

2. Add code within the exit to call the Data Content Discovery API. Use the sample code in member
CFEYOPTN(FEYCDRXT) as a model.

After the exit is active with the API code in place, you can manage data in motion policies, generate reports about data in
motion, or perform other activities as needed.

Configure the Do Not Scan List
As an administrator, you can automatically exclude specific data sets, SMS storage groups, and volumes from new data
discovery scans. Doing so is useful in the following situations:

• You have data sets that are considered to be temporary or archived, and so you are unconcerned if they are included
in scans.

• You have data sets that, for various reasons, do not need to be included in scans. For example, a data set that is
highly restricted.

NOTE
Only users with DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE access can update these settings. Users with
DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access can view the settings but cannot update them.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select Settings, Do Not Scan List.
2. Add one or more data stores to be automatically excluded from new scans:

a. Select one of the following choices from the Type drop-down list: 
Data Set
Specifies one or more parts of a data set name, which allows you to exclude matching data sets from scans. You
can also include wildcard characters. For example, specify TEST.* to match all data sets that contain TEST as the
first qualifier and contain at least one additional qualifier.
SMS Storage Group
Specifies the name of a Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) storage group to exclude from scans. This is
a group that a storage administrator uses to describe storage requirements (and other characteristics) to the
system.Volume
Specifies the volume that you want to exclude from scans.

b. Enter a specific identifier in the Data Source box.
c. (Optional) Enter a comment to help provide context as to why you are excluding the data store.
d. Click Add.

The entry is added to the Do Not Scan List with a timestamp to identify when it was added to the list and a Creator
ID to identify who added it.

3. Repeat these steps for each data store that you want to be automatically excluded when creating new scans.

You have configured the data stores to be automatically excluded from new scans.

More Information

Exclude Data Sources from All Data Discovery Scans

Scan Data Sources in the Do Not Scan List

Best Practice: Periodically Scan the Data Sources in the Do Not Scan List
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Best Practice: Exclude Archived Data Sets from All Scans

Configure the System Settings
Product administrators can configure default system settings for all users and can control some default aspects of the
scan processing. Doing so can result in more efficient use of resources.

NOTE
Only users with DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE and DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access can update
these settings. Users with DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access can view the settings but cannot update
them.

Limit the Number of Records Scanned in Each Data Set (Scan Records Limit)

As a product administrator, you can customize the number of records that are scanned in each data set. When a scan is
running, records are scanned only up to the scan record limit. When the scan reaches the record limit, scanning stops. For
example, if you specify a scan record limit of 100, the product scans the first 100 records in the data set and then stops
the scan.

NOTE

• The scan stops based on whichever limit is reached first, the Scan Match Limit or the Scan Records Limit.
• IBM IMS scanning does not support a record limit; the entire database is always unloaded.
• Processing of columnar data requires scanning at least 100 rows; therefore, for structured IBM Db2 and

Datacom data sources, the product does not honor the Scan Records Limit or Scan Match Limit until 100
rows are processed. After 100 rows are processed, record and match limits are evaluated normally.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select System Settings.

WARNING
When you specify the number of records to be scanned, be sure that the chosen sample size is adequate.
Otherwise, information of value that is located in the remaining data set records might be skipped.

2. In the Scan Records Limit area, specify the maximum number of records to scan per data set. Or, clear the check
box to scan all the records for each data set (unlimited). The default is unlimited.

3. Select Save Changes.

You have set the maximum number of records to be scanned in a data set.

Limit the Number of Matches Recorded in Each Data Set (Scan Match Limit)

As a product administrator, you can customize the number of matches that are returned from a scan for each data
set. When a scan is running, records are scanned only up to the scan match limit. When the scan reaches the match
limit, scanning stops. For example, if you specify a scan match limit of 200, the product scans the first 200 matches per
selected classifier in the data set and then stops the scan.

NOTE

• The scan stops based on whichever limit is reached first, the Scan Match Limit or the Scan Records Limit.
• Processing of columnar data requires scanning at least 100 rows; therefore, for structured IBM Db2 and

Datacom data sources, the product does not honor the Scan Records Limit or Scan Match Limit until 100
rows are processed. After 100 rows are processed, record and match limits are evaluated normally.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select System Settings.
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WARNING
When you specify the number of matches to be recorded, be sure that the chosen sample size is adequate.
Otherwise, information of value that is located in the remaining data set records might be skipped.

2. In the Scan Match Limit area, specify the maximum number of matches to record per data set. Or, clear the check
box to record all the matches in each data set (unlimited). The default is unlimited.

3. Select Save Changes.

You have set the maximum number of matches to be recorded in a data set.

Example: Scan for Multiple Classifiers with a Scan Match Limit of 200

You set a scan match limit of 200. You then scan a data set for the following classifiers:

• Payment Card Primary Account Number, or
• Card Security Code, or
• Expiration Date

The scan records the first 200 Payment Card Primary Account Number matches, the first 200 Card Security Code
matches, and the first 200 Expiration Date matches. The scan then stops.

Configure the Email Server to Use for Alert Notifications

As a product administrator, you supply your site's email server credentials and decide whether to enable security for
email. Doing so lets you configure email notifications during scan creation to alert people when status changes occur for a
scan.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select System Settings.
2. In the Email area, specify the following information for your site:

Email Security
Determines whether to enable security for email:
None
(Default) Provides no security for email.
TLS
Enables Transport Layer Security (TLS) for delivering email securely.
SMTP Hostname
Specifies the IP address or host name of the server that your email system or provider uses to send emails. For help
determining this host name, contact your system administrator.Originating Email Address
Specifies the email address from which the email alert is sent. This email address is the "From" field in the
email.SMTP Port
(Optional) Specifies the port number that the SMTP server is listening on. For help determining this port number,
contact your system administrator.

3. Select Save Changes.

You have configured the email server.

Configure the Temporary Data Set Allocation for Database Scanning

As a product administrator, you determine how to allocate data. When Data Content Discovery scans database files, the
unload process creates temporary data sets to hold the data. By default, the product allocates these temporary data sets
to DASD. Alternatively, you can configure the product to allocate these temporary data sets to virtual I/O (VIO) as logical
data sets on a paging system. The VIO option keeps your data more secure because a user cannot access the temporary
data if it is orphaned (for example, if the server shuts down abnormally).
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Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select System Settings.
2. In the Temporary Data Set Allocation area, specify whether to allocate the temporary data sets to DASD or VIO.

WARNING
Use caution when selecting the VIO option. Running large database scans using virtual I/O might negatively
impact the z/OS system performance. Consult your system administrator to verify that your site does not
restrict virtual I/O usage.

3. Select Save Changes.

You have configured the allocation of the temporary data sets.

Configure the Generations of a GDG to Scan

As a product administrator, you can globally configure how many generations of a generation data group (GDG) you want
to scan. Users can also configure a different number of generations to scan for an individual scan from the scan creation
wizard. Limiting the number of generations to scan minimizes the use of resources and saves you time.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select System Settings.
2. In the Generation Data Group (GDG) Settings area, specify the number of generations that you want the product to

include in scans. The default is 1.

NOTE
The maximum number of generations in a GDG on a system running z/OS 2.1 and earlier is 250.  The
maximum on a system running z/OS 2.2 and above is 999. When running the application in a sysplex
environment, the maximum number of generations scanned on a system is determined by each system that
is running the application. For example, if you configure your product on a z/OS 2.3 system and specify a
value of 300, systems in the plex that are running z/OS 2.1 will scan only 250 generations, while systems on
the plex that are running z/OS 2.3 will scan 300 generations.

3. Select Save Changes.

You have configured the GDG setting.

Configure the Format Options for Exporting Scans

As a product administrator, you can configure the export option across the product. Doing so lets you control the use of
export in the product.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select System Settings.
2. In the Export Settings area, select CSV option to export data in the CSV format.

NOTE

By default, the CSV option is selected. To disable exporting, clear the check box.
3. Select Save Changes.

You have configured the export settings.

Configure the Confidence Level Match Results

As a product administrator, you can select which confidence level matches are displayed in the scan results. Doing so lets
you filter the matches based upon the confidence levels.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select System Settings.
2. In the Confidence Level Match Results area, select one of the following options:

– Display all matches that have a high confidence level
– Display all matches that have a high and medium confidence level
– Display all matches

3. Select Save Changes.

You have configured the settings for confidence level results.

Example:

Select Display all matches that have a high confidence level to display in the scan details only those matches that have a
high confidence level, and hide all matches with medium and low confidence levels.

Select an EBCDIC Code Page (Character Set) to Use in Scans

As a product administrator, you can select the applicable code page under the EBCDIC mainframe encoding scheme.
Each code page encodes a particular set of characters for languages of certain countries. Data Content Discovery relies
on the selected code page to obtain the necessary character set for classifier data during scans and importing data sets
into a dictionary.

NOTE
For a complete list of IBM code pages under the EBCDIC encoding scheme or a list of applicable code pages by
language/country, see the online IBM content about software globalization.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select System Settings.
2. Select a country name from the Code Page of Data Sources list. The default is the value that is used by the IBM DB2

database, which the product identifies automatically. If the product cannot identify a value, the default is International.
3. Select Save Changes.
4. If you are using the Data in Motion feature, be sure to recycle the Data in Motion Controller (DCMMAIN, by default) for

your changes to take effect:
P DCMMAIN

S DCMMAIN

You have configured the settings for code page selection.

Configure the Connection to Enable Accessed Reports
To obtain information about who has accessed data sets that contain sensitive information, you must provide the Datacom
configuration information. Doing so lets Data Content Discovery connect to the Datacom Event repository, which contains
the data required for the Who Has Accessed reports.

Before You Begin

Review the following information before you begin the configuration:

• Verify that the Datacom Event repository is running and the OBJACCESS table exists. Otherwise, you can create and
save the configuration, but the test connection and report rendering fail.

• Verify that Datacom policy is configured to capture the data that is required for the Who Has Accessed report. For
more information about configuring policy, see the Datacom documentation.

The Datacom Event repository can use a Datacom/AD MUF or an IBM DB2 for z/OS database. Select one of the following
topics, depending on the database type that your Datacom Event repository uses.
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NOTE
Only users with DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.UPDATE access can create, update, and delete these settings.
Users with DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW access can view the settings but cannot create, update, or delete
them.

Configure the Settings for a Datacom Event Repository on a Datacom/AD Database

Configure the Datacom settings to pull who accessed data from a Datacom Event repository that uses Datacom/AD as its
database.

Follow these steps:

1. Gather the database configuration information for your Datacom/AD database.
2. Verify that the DC_JDBC_PATH variable in runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG3) specifies the correct path for the

Datacom Server JDBC jar files. You should have provided this path variable during the product configuration. If the
JDBC path was not provided during the product configuration, see Failure to Connect Error During Test Connection
When Configuring Accessed Reports for the steps to do so.

3. From the navigation menu, select Settings, Compliance Event Settings.
4. From the Datacom tab, select New Datacom Configuration to add a new configuration. Or, select the pencil edit icon

to edit an existing configuration.
5. Provide the configuration parameters:

– Connection TypeSpecifies the communication protocol that is running on the Datacom/AD server. Use the
connection type that appears in message DSV00038I within the Datacom/AD server job log.

NOTE
When the connection type value in the Datacom/AD server job log is BOTH, you can select either
connection type (CCI or TCP) during this configuration task.

• CCI
Represents the Common Components and Services CAICCI (CCI) facility.

• TCP
Represents TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol).

– Server Name
Specifies the name of the server on which the CCITCP address space is running. Use the server name
that appears in message DSV00038I within the Datacom/AD server job log.

– System ID
(CCI Setting Only) Specifies the CAICCI system ID (SYSID) of the mainframe environment to which the workstation
is to connect. Use the CCI SYSID name that appears in message CAS9850I within the CAICCI startup job output.

– Application ID
(CCI Setting Only) Specifies the application identifier (APPLID) that is found in the startup JCL for the server
application that is running on the mainframe. Use the APPLID that appears in message DSV00038I within the
Datacom server job log.

– Host Name
(TCP Setting Only) Specifies the host name or IP address for the host on which the mainframe server resides. Use
the host name that appears in message DSV00038I within the Datacom/AD server job log.

– Port Number
(TCP Setting Only) Specifies the port number that is specified in the Datacom/AD server address space. Use the
port number that appears in message DSV00038I within the Datacom/AD server job log.

Select Next.
6. Provide the user information:

– Datacom User ID
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Specifies the ID for connection to the database. This ID requires SELECT access to the Datacom OBJACCESS
table for the specified Datacom/AD server.

– Datacom Password
Specifies the password for connecting to the database. If you are editing an existing configuration, select Clear
Password, and then enter the password.

7. Provide the Authorization ID for the Datacom Event repository table. This ID is the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for
the Event repository. To determine this value, review the Datacom CONFIG.DATA data set for the CEMW_QUAL
variable (Warehouse repository) or CEMD_QUAL variable (Data Mart repository). If the value does not exist in the
CONFIG.DATA data set, use CEMEQ1 for the Warehouse repository or CEMED1 for the Data Mart repository.

8. Review the details for your configuration. To edit your configuration, select Previous.
9. (Optional) Select Test Connection to validate the Datacom/AD database connection. Doing so verifies your

connection to help you avoid errors when you connect to the Datacom Event repository to gather the who has
accessed information.
A message appears indicating if the test connection was successful or unsuccessful. If unsuccessful, select Previous
to edit your configuration and try again.

10. Select Save Config to save the new configuration. Or, select Update Config to update an existing configuration.
Your configuration appears in the Datacom Settings page. You can now obtain information about who has accessed
scanned data sets from a Datacom/AD system.

Configure the Settings for a Datacom Event Repository on an IBM DB2 Database

Configure the Datacom settings to pull who accessed data from a Datacom Event repository that uses IBM DB2 as its
database.

1. Issue the following IBM DB2 command to display Distributed Data Facility (DDF) connectivity information:

-DISPLAY DDF

Output appears, from which you can gather the information to supply during your configuration.
2. From the navigation menu, select Settings, Compliance Event Settings.

The Datacom Settings page appears.
3. From the DB2 tab, select New DB2 Configuration to add a new configuration. Or, select the pencil edit icon to edit an

existing configuration.
4. Provide the host information:

– Host Name
Specifies the domain name or IP address of the database server.

– Port Number
Specifies the DB2 server port that is used for database communications.

Select Next.
5. Provide the user information:

– DB2 User ID
Specifies the ID for connecting to the database. This ID requires SELECT access to the Datacom OBJACCESS
table for the specified IBM DB2 subsystem.

– DB2 Password
Specifies the password for connecting to the database. If you are editing an existing configuration, select Clear
Password, and then enter the password.

Select Next.
6. Provide the unique IBM DB2 Location name that requesters must use to connect to this IBM DB2 system. This name

was defined during the local IBM DB2 installation.
Select Next.

7. Specify the Schema for the Datacom Event repository table. This value is the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the
Event repository. To determine this value, review the Datacom CONFIG.DATA data set for the CEMW_QUAL
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variable (Warehouse repository) or CEMD_QUAL variable (Data Mart repository). If the value does not exist in the
CONFIG.DATA data set, use CEMEQ1 for the Warehouse repository or CEMED1 for the Data Mart repository.
Select Next.

8. Review the details for your configuration. (To edit your configuration, select Previous.)
9. (Optional) Select Test Connection to validate the IBM DB2 database connection. Doing so verifies your connection to

help you avoid errors when you connect to the Datacom Event repository to gather the who has accessed information.
A message appears indicating if the test connection was successful or unsuccessful. If unsuccessful, select Previous
to edit your configuration and try again.

10. Select Save Config to save a new configuration. Select Update Config to update an existing configuration.

Your configuration appears in the Datacom Settings page. You can now obtain information about who has accessed
scanned data sets from an IBM DB2 system.

User Authentication (APPLID)
When authenticating a user's login or PassTicket access to the Data Content Discovery user interface, Data Content
Discovery passes the application ID (APPLID) of CADCD to the external security manager (ESM).

To configure PassTicket access to Data Content Discovery, see the documentation for your ESM:

• ACF2 product documentation
• Top Secret product documentation
• IBM RACF product documentation

Establish an HTTPS Connection Between the Web Browser and Data
Content Discovery
To secure the communication between the web browser and the Data Content Discovery application, obtain a certificate
for Data Content Discovery to present to the web browser.

Follow this process to set up encryption:

1.  Create a Certificate using your ESM or using keytool.
2.  Store Your Certificate in a SAF keyring or in a USS keystore.
3.  Configure the Data Content Discovery Controller to use SSL.
4.  Configure the Web Browser to Use SSL.

Create a Certificate
Create a certificate using External Security Manager or Keytool.

Create a Certificate Using the External Security Manager

Use your external security manager (ESM) to generate a certificate.

Generate the Certificate Using ACF2

This procedure gives an overview of the steps for generating a certificate using ACF2. Doing so sets up encryption
between your web browser and the Data Content Discovery application.

NOTE
For more information about these commands, see ACF2 Digital Certificate Support information in the ACF2
documentation.
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Follow these steps:

1. Set the profile to the CERTDATA record for reading and writing certificate information using this example command:
Example:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

2. Generate an ACF2 self-signed CA root certificate using this example command. Set the certificate expiration date for
ten years from now. If you have a valid root certificate, you can skip this step.Example:
GENCERT CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF SUBJSDN(CN='DCD-TOMCAT-CA-ACF-CERT') LABEL(DCD CA CERTIFICATE)

3. Generate the server certificate and sign it with the self-signed CA certificate that you generated in step 2 using one of
these example commands.
Examples:
GENCERT DCDCONTL.SYS1ACF SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF) SUBJSDN(CN='DCD-TOMCAT-SERVER-ACF-CERT')

 LABEL(DCDCONTL STC CERT) ALTNAME(DOMAIN=MVSSYS1.EXAMPLE.COM)

OR
GENCERT SITECERT.CADCD1 SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF) SUBJSDN(CN='DCD-TOMCAT-SERVER-ACF-CERT')

 LABEL(CADCD1.SYS1ACF2) ALTNAME(DOMAIN=MVSSYS1.EXAMPLE.COM)

A certificate is generated to provide encryption between the web browser and the Data Content Discovery application. Go
to Store Your Certificate.

Generate the Certificate Using Top Secret

This procedure gives an overview of the steps for generating a certificate using Top Secret. Doing so sets up encryption
between your web browser and the Data Content Discovery application.

NOTE
For more information about these commands, see Top Secret Digital Certificates in the Top Secret
documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Check to see if you have an existing certificate:
TSS LIST(CERTAUTH) DATA(ALL)

2. If you do not have a valid root certificate, generate a Top Secret self-signed CA root certificate using this example
command.
Example:
TSS GENCERT(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(DCDCACRT) SUBJECTN('CN="DCD CA CERT"')

3. Generate the server certificate and sign it with your self-signed CA certificate using one of these example commands.
Example:
TSS GENCERT(DCDCONTL) SUBJECTN('CN="DCD APPL CERT"') DIGICERT(DCDSVCRT) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH,DCDCACRT)

 LABLCERT('DCD SERVER SELF-SIGNED') ALTNAME(DOMAIN=MVSSYS1.EXAMPLE.COM)

OR
TSS GENCERT(CERTSITE) SUBJECTN('CN="DCD APPL CERT"') DIGICERT(DCDSVCRT) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH,DCDCACRT)

 LABLCERT('DCD SERVER SELF-SIGNED') ALTNAME(DOMAIN=MVSSYS1.EXAMPLE.COM)

A certificate is generated to provide encryption between the web browser and the Data Content Discovery application. Go
to Store Your Certificate.

Generate the Certificate Using IBM RACF

This procedure gives an overview of the steps for generating a certificate using IBM RACF. Doing so sets up encryption
between your web browser and the Data Content Discovery application.
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NOTE
For more information about these commands, see the IBM documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate an IBM RACF self-signed CA root certificate using this example command. If you have a valid root
certificate, you can skip this step.
Example:
RACDCERT GENCERT CERTAUTH SUBJECTSDN(CN('DCD-TOMCAT-CA-RACF-CERT')) WITHLABEL('CERTAUTH.SYS1RACF')

2. Generate the server certificate and sign it with the self-signed CA certificate that you generated in step 1 using one of
these example commands.
Examples:
RACDCERT GENCERT ID(DCDCONTL) SUBJECTSDN(CN('DCD-TOMCAT-SERVER-RACF-CERT')) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH

 LABEL('CERTAUTH.SYS1.RACF')) WITHLABEL('DCDCONTL.SYS1RACF') ALTNAME(DOMAIN('MVSSYS1.EXAMPLE.COM')

OR
RACDCERT GENCERT SITE SUBJECTSDN(CN('DCD-TOMCAT-SERVER-RACF-CERT') SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH

 LABEL('CERTAUTH.SYS1.RACF')) WITHLABEL('DCD.SYS1RACF') ALTNAME(DOMAIN('MVSSYS1.EXAMPLE.COM'))  

A certificate is generated to provide encryption between the web browser and the Data Content Discovery application. Go
to Store Your Certificate.

Create a Certificate Using Keytool

To create a certificate using keytool, run the keytool command. Use the keytool command to manage the keystore
database of private keys.

From the $JAVA_HOME/bin directory, enter the keytool command:

keytool -genkey -alias "alias" -keysize keysize -dname "dname"

-validity valDays -keystore keystore –storepass storepass 

NOTE
The genkey option specifies that the command generates a self-signed certificate.

• alias
Defines the name alias to the generated certificate. You use this name to refer to this specific certificate.
Default: "mykey"

• keysize
Specifies the size of the public/private key pair to generate.
Limits: 1024 or 2048
Default: 1024

• "dname"
Specifies the distinguished name for the certificate. Keytool assigns this name as both the subject and issuer name.
Attribute names are case insensitive. Order does matter: each attribute name must appear in the designated order.
You do not need to specify all the attribute names. If any attribute value contains a comma, escape the comma with a
backslash (\) character.
Format: "CN=cName, OU=orgUnit, O=org, L=city, S=state, C=countryCode"
Example: "CN=John Smith, O=Company, C=US"
Default: keytool prompts you for a value for each attribute name.

• valDays
Defines how many days the certificate is valid.
Default: 90 days

• keystore
Defines keystore as the name of the file that contains the key store. If this file does not exist, keytool creates it for you.
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Default: ".keystore" in the user’s home directory
• storepass

Defines storepass as the password for the key store.
Default: keytool prompts you for the password of the key store.

Example:

keytool -genkey -alias "mykey" -keysize 2048 -dname "CN=John Smith, O=Company, C=US"

-validity 120 -keystore /u/user/DCDkeystore –storepass storepass 

You have created a certificate using the keytool command. Go to Store Your Certificate.

Store Your Certificate
Use one of the following methods for storing your certificate.

Store Your Certificate in a SAF Keyring

A keyring is a collection of digital certificates that are associated with an individual user. Keyrings provide enhanced
security over keystores because they are stored within the external security manager rather than exported to an HFS file.
We recommend using keyrings to secure server communication for Tomcat and for ease of use and security.

WARNING
The DCDCONTL requires read access to the IRR.DIGICERT.LISTRING facility.

Generate the Keyring and Connect the Certificate Using ACF2

Generate the Tomcat Server keyring and connect the certificate to the keyring using ACF2.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the keyring mode.
Example:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

2. Generate the Tomcat Server keyring.
Example:
INSERT DCDCONTL.DCDRING RINGNAME(DCDRING)

3. Connect the root CA Certificate to the Tomcat Server keyring.
Example:
CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF) KEYRING(DCDCONTL.DCDRING)

4. Connect the Tomcat Server certificate to Tomcat keyring.
Example:
CONNECT CERTDATA(DCDCONTL.SYS1ACF) KEYRING(DCDCONTL.DCDRING) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

OR
CONNECT CERTDATA(SITECERT.SYS1ACF) KEYRING(DCDCONTL.DCDRING) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

The certificate is stored in the SAF keyring. Go to Configure the Data Content Discovery Web Interface to Use SSL.

Generate the Keyring and Connect the Certificate Using Top Secret

Generate the Tomcat Server keyring and connect the certificate to the keyring using Top Secret.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the Tomcat Server keyring.
Example:
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TSS ADD(DCDCONTL) KEYRING(DCDRING) LABLRING('DCD_APPL_RING')

2. Add CA certificate to the Tomcat Server keyring
Example:
TSS ADD(DCDCONTL) KEYRING(DCDRING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,DCDCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

3. Add the Tomcat Server certificate to the Tomcat keyring.
Example:
TSS ADD(DCDCONTL) KEYRING(DCDRING) RINGDATA(DCDCONTL,DCDSVCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

The certificate is stored in the SAF keyring. Go to Configure the Data Content Discovery Web Interface to Use SSL.

Generate the Keyring and Connect the Certificate Using IBM RACF

Generate the Tomcat Server keyring and connect the certificate to the keyring using Top Secret.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a keyring to be used by the Tomcat Server.
Example:
RACDCERT ADDRING(DCDRING) ID(DCDCONTL)

2. Connect the CA certificate to the Data Content Discovery keyring.
Example:
RACDCERT ID(DCDCONTL) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('CERTAUTH.SYS1RACF') RING(DCDRING))

3. Connect the Tomcat Server certificate to the Data Content Discovery keyring.
Example:
RACDCERT ID(DCDCONTL) CONNECT(ID(DCDCONTL) LABEL('DCDCONTL.SYS1RACF') RING(DCDRING))

The certificate is stored in the SAF keyring. Go to Configure the Data Content Discovery Web Interface to Use SSL.

Store Your Certificate in a USS Keystore

Keystores are a repository of security certificates. Keystores are exported from the external security manager or a third
party into a single HFS file. The HFS file is used by Tomcat to secure server communication and should be password
encrypted to protect the contents of the keystore.

Import the Certificate to the USS Keystore Using ACF2

Follow these steps:

1. Export the server certificate and its associated private key to an MVS data set using one of these example commands:
Example:
EXPORT DCDCONTL.SYS1ACF DSNAME(CADCD1) FORMAT(PKCS12DER) PASSWORD(storepass)

OR
EXPORT SITECERT.CADCD1 DSNAME(CADCD1) FORMAT(PKCS12DER) PASSWORD(storepass)   

NOTE
The PASSWORD(storepass) option assigns a password to the keystore.

2. Copy the MVS data set to a z/OS UNIX file using this example command:Example:
OPUT CADCD1 'keystore' BINARY   

keystore  Specifies the name of the z/OS UNIX file that you want to configure as the key store for the Data Content
Discovery user interface. You can specify a relative or an absolute path name. A relative path name is relative to the
working directory of the TSO/E session, which is usually the HOME directory of the TSO user. We recommend that
you specify an absolute path name.

The certificate is stored in the USS keystore. Go to Configure the Data Content Discovery Web Interface to Use SSL.
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Import the Certificate to the USS Keystore Using Top Secret

Follow these steps:

1. Export the server certificate and its associated private key to an MVS data set using this example command:Example:
TSS EXPORT(DCD) DIGICERT(SYS3TSS) DCDSN(DCD) FORMAT(PKCS12DER) PKCSPASS(storepass)

NOTE
The PKCSPASS(storepass) option assigns a password to the keystore.

2. Copy the MVS data set to a z/OS UNIX file using this example command:
Example:
OPUT DCD 'keystore' BINARY

keystore
Specifies the name of the z/OS UNIX file that you want to configure as the key store for the Data Content Discovery
user interface. You can specify a relative or an absolute path name. A relative path name is relative to the working
directory of the TSO/E session, which is usually the HOME directory of the TSO user. We recommend that you specify
an absolute path name.

The certificate is stored in the USS keystore. Go to Configure the Data Content Discovery Web Interface to Use SSL.

Import the Certificate to the USS Keystore Using IBM RACF

Follow these steps:

1. Export the server certificate and its associated private key to an MVS data set using this example command:
Example:
RACDCERT EXPORT(LABEL('DCD.SYS2RACF')) SITE DSN(DCD) FORMAT(PKCS12DER) PASSWORD('storepass')

NOTE
The PASSWORD(‘storepass’) option assigns a password to the keystore.

2. Copy the MVS data set to a z/OS UNIX file using this example command:
Example:
OPUT CADCD1 'keystore' BINARY

keystore
Specifies the name of the z/OS UNIX file that you want to configure as the key store for the Data Content Discovery
web interface. You can specify a relative or an absolute path name. A relative path name is relative to the working
directory of the TSO/E session, which is usually the HOME directory of the TSO user. We recommend that you specify
an absolute path name.

The certificate is stored in the USS keystore. Go to Configure the Data Content Discovery Web Interface to Use SSL.

Configure the Data Content Discovery User Interface to Use SSL
After you have created and stored your certificate, configure the Data Content Discovery user interface (Tomcat Server) to
use SSL when communicating with the web browser. Doing so lets you connect to the Data Content Discovery application
using a secure https connection.

Configure the Tomcat Server Using SAF Keyrings

To configure the Tomcat server to use SSL when communicating with the browser, you edit the server.xml file. This file is
located in the conf directory within the Tomcat installation directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
P DCDCONTL
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WARNING
We recommend that you create a backup copy of the server.xml file before continuing with this procedure.

2. Open the server.xml file and locate the following inactive lines:

<!--

<Connector port="8443" protocol="HTTP/1.1" SSLEnabled="true"

           maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true"

           clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS" />

-->

3. Replace the inactive lines with the following active lines:
<!-- Define a SSL HTTP/1.1 Connector on port 8443 --> 

     <Connector port="8443" maxHttpHeaderSize="8192" 

          maxThreads="150" minSpareThreads="25" maxSpareThreads="75" 

          enableLookups="false" disableUploadTimeout="true" 

          SSLEnabled="true" 

          algorithm="IbmX509" 

         acceptCount="100" scheme="https" secure="true" 

         clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS" 

         sslEnabledProtocols="TLSv1.2,TLSv1.1,TLSv1" 

         keystoreType="JCERACFKS" 

         keystoreFile="safkeyring://KEY_RING_OWNER/KEY_RING_NAME" 

      sslImplementationName="com.ca.sslsocket.CASSLImplementation" />

4. Modify the following attributes in the active lines with the required values:
– KEY_RING_OWNER

Replace KEY_RING_OWNER with the ID of the user who will run the Tomcat server. This user ID requires READ
authority for that keyring.

– KEY_RING_NAME
For ACF2 and IBM RACF, replace KEY_RING_NAME with the name of the keyring. In our examples, this value is
DCDRING.For Top Secret, replace KEY_RING_NAME with the name of the LABLRING. In our example, this value
is DCD_APPL_RING.

5. Start the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
S DCDCONTL

You have configured Data Content Discovery to use SSL. Go to Configure the Web Browser to Use SSL.

Configure the Tomcat Server Using a Keystore File

To configure the Tomcat server to use SSL when communicating with the browser, you edit the server.xml file. This file is
located in the conf directory within the Tomcat installation directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
P DCDCONTL

WARNING
We recommend that you create a backup copy of the server.xml file before continuing with this procedure.

2. Open the server.xml file that is located at DCD_INSTALL_HOME/catalina-base/conf, and locate the following inactive
lines:
<!--

<Connector port="8443" protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11NioProtocol" SSLEnabled="true"

           maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true"

           clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS" />
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-->

3. Replace the inactive lines with the following active lines:
<Connector port="8443" protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11NioProtocol" SSLEnabled="true"

           maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true"

           clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS"

           keystoreFile="keystore" keystorePass="storepass"

           keystoreType="storetype" keyAlias="alias" />

4. Modify the following attributes:
"keystore"
Defines the name of the file that contains the keystore. If the certificate was created using the keytool application, this
is the name that you assigned to the keystore when it was created. If the certificate was created using the external
security manager, this is the name of the Z/OS UNIX file into which you copied the contents of the MVS data set
that the EXPORT command created.Default: The file ".keystore" in the Data Content Discovery web interface home
directory.
"storepass"
Defines the password for the keystore. If the certificate was created using the keytool application, this is the password
that you assigned to the keystore when it was created. If the certificate was created using the external security
manager, this is the password that you assigned to the keystore on the EXPORT command.
Default: “changeit”
"{JKS|PKCS12}"
Defines the type of the keystore file. If the certificate was created using the keytool application, specify the value
“JKS”. If the certificate was created using the external security manager, specify the value “PKCS12”.
Default: “JKS”
"alias"
Defines the certificate name that you defined in keytool. If the certificate was created using the keytool application,
specify the name you assigned to the certificate when you created it. If the certificate was created using the external
security manager, omit this attribute.
Default: The first key in the keystore.

5. Start the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
S DCDCONTL

You have configured Data Content Discovery to use SSL. Go to Configure the Web Browser to Use SSL.

Configure the Web Browser to Use SSL
To finish setting up encryption between the browser and the Tomcat server, add the root CA certificate that signed the
Tomcat server certificate to the trusted root CA certificate store of the browser. To do so, follow the procedure for your
browser to import this root CA certificate to its trusted root CA certificate store.

After you have configured the root certificate CA store of the browser, use the following sample URL to log in to the Data
Content Discovery user interface securely. Be sure to specify "https" instead of "http" to connect.

https://host_name:ssl_port/dcd

  host_name 
Specifies the Data Content Discovery Controller server host name.
 ssl_port 
Specifies the secure port number for the Controller server. The default is 8443.

Implement z/OS Automatic Restart Management
This article describes how to implement z/OS® Automatic Restart Management (ARM) for Data Content Discovery. z/
OS ARM provides High Availability (HA) system performance to reduce downtime if there is a system failure. Using
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ARM can save you time and money because users do not lose access in a single-fault scenario. If a failure occurs, ARM
automatically restarts an address space on the same system.

Review the Prerequisites

Complete the following tasks before starting this scenario:

1. Review and understand the z/OS Sysplex and coupling facility feature of the z/OS operating system before attempting
to configure it. The following IBM documentation provides detailed information regarding how to configure ARM in a z/
OS environment:
– IBM z/OS MVS Setting up a Sysplex
– IBM z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Guide for configuring VIPA to direct browser requests
– IBM z/OS Distributed File Service zFS Administration Guide
– IBM z/OS MVS Sysplex Services Guide

2. Set up XCF data sets on your z/OS systems. The details of this prerequisite are outside of the scope of this scenario.
For more information, see the IBM documentation ARM in z/OS MVS Setting up a Sysplex. IBM provides sample JCL
streams in SYS1.SAMPLIB to format the XCF ARM data set (IXCARMF) and define policies (IXCARMP0).

Configure the XCF Administrative Data Utility Permissions

The IBM utility IXCMIAPU lets you add, update, delete, and list policy data on the ARM couple data set. Use of this utility
is restricted using a resource named MVSADMIN.XCF.ARM in the IBMFAC resource class. The ARM user must have
update access to add, update, and delete policy data. The ARM user must also have read access to produce reports.

The only task of the ARM user is to update the z/OS ARM policy, which only needs to be done once. The ARM user is
usually not the same as the user that runs the started task that is failed over.

Example: Use ACF2 to Configure XCF Administrative Data Utility Permissions.

The following procedural example shows how to use ACF2 commands to configure access to this utility. For detailed
information about these commands, see the ACF2 documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Give the ARM user access to the ARM resource:
SET RES(FAC)

RECKEY MVSADMIN ADD(XCF.ARM) UID(uid_of_ARM_user) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW)

2. Activate your changes:
F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC),C(R)

The permissions are set.

Example: Use Top Secret to Configure XCF Administrative Data Utility Permissions

The following procedural example shows how to use Top Secret commands to configure access to this utility. For detailed
information about these commands, see the Top Secret documentation.

Follow these steps:

NOTE
Step 1 applies only when the resource is not owned.

1. Add the ARM resource to the appropriate ACID:
TSS ADDTO(ACID) IBMFAC(MVSADMIN.XCF.ARM)

2. Give the ARM user access to the ARM resource:
TSS PERMIT(ARM_user) IBMFAC(MVSADMIN.XCF.ARM) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

The permissions are set.
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Example: Use IBM RACF to Configure XCF Administrative Data Utility Permissions

The following procedural example shows how to use IBM RACF commands to configure access to this utility. For detailed
information about these commands, see the IBM RACF documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Activate the facility class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(FACILITY)

2. Define the ARM resource to the ARM facility:
RDEFINE FACILITY MVSADMIN.XCF.ARM UACC(NONE)

3. Give the ARM user access to the ARM facility:
PERMIT MVSADMIN.XCF.ARM CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ARM_user) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

4. Activate your changes:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

The permissions are set.

Configure the Permissions for the Controller Started Task User IDs

The user IDs that are associated with the Data Content Discovery Controller and Data in Motion Controller started tasks
that use ARM require permission to register and deregister with ARM. The following values apply regardless of the
security system that you use to configure permissions:

stc-userid

Indicates the user ID that is associated with the Data Content Discovery Controller started task (DCDCONTL, by default)
or the Data in Motion Controller started task (DCMMAIN, by default).

IXCARM

Identifies the z/OS Automatic Restart Manager.

Example: Use ACF2 to Configure Broadcom Product Started Task User Permissions

The following procedural example shows how to use ACF2 commands to configure the started task user permissions.

For detailed information about using these commands, see the ACF2 documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Give the STC ID access to the ARM facility:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IXCARM ADD(- UID(stc-userid) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW

2. Activate your changes:
F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC),C(R)

The started task can use ARM.

Example: Use Top Secret to Configure Broadcom Product Started Task User Permissions

The following procedural example shows how to use Top Secret commands to configure the started task user
permissions. For detailed information about using these commands, see the Top Secret documentation.

Follow these steps:

NOTE

Step 1 applies only when the resource is not owned.

1. Add the ARM resource to the appropriate ACID:
TSS ADDTO(ACID) IBMFAC(IXCARM)
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2. Give the STC ACID access to the ARM resource:
TSS PERMIT(stc-acid) IBMFAC(IXCARM.) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

The started task can use ARM.

Example: Use IBM RACF to Configure Broadcom Product Started Task User Permissions

The following procedural example shows how to use IBM RACF commands to configure the started task user
permissions. For detailed information about these commands, see the IBM RACF documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Activate the facility:
SETROPTS GENERIC(FACILITY)

2. Define the ARM resource to the ARM facility:
RDEFINE FACILITY IXCARM.* UACC(NONE)

3. Give the STC ID access to this facility:
PERMIT IXCARM.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(stc-userid) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

4. Activate your changes:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

The started task can use ARM.

Define the Restart Policies for the Started Tasks

For each system that you want to manage with ARM, you must define a restart group policy for each LPAR where a Data
Content Discovery Controller or Data in Motion Controller executes. A Controller must be restarted on the same LPAR
where it is originally started. When each Controller registers to ARM, it must provide a unique eight character element
name per Controller in a Sysplex. The element name that is provided during registration assigns the job to the policy
definitions for that element.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the sample JCL that is displayed in the example below.
2. Execute the following z/OS console command to apply your changes:

SETXCF START,POLICY,TYPE=ARM,POLNAME=(policy name) 

The restart policies are defined.

Example: Sample JCL

The following sample JCL defines a Data Content Discovery ARM policy. In this example, two restart groups are
defined (specified with the TARGET_SYSTEM parameter), one for each LPAR in the Sysplex. A Data Content Discovery
Controller and a Data in Motion Controller execute on each LPAR, so each Controller is defined as an element within the
corresponding restart group.

//* ADD JOBCARD ABOVE                                                          

//*                                                                                                           

                                      

//*                                                                           

//*********************************************************************       

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*        

//*         Execute the XCF Administrative utility                    *        

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*        

//*********************************************************************        

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU                                                   

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=SYS1.MIGLIB,DISP=SHR                                        

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                                      

//SYSABEND DD   SYSOUT=*                                                       
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//SYSIN    DD   *                                                               

 

     DATA TYPE(ARM) REPORT(YES)                                                

 

     DEFINE POLICY NAME(name) REPLACE(YES)                                 

 

       RESTART_GROUP(DCDGRP1)         

            TARGET_SYSTEM(System where Data Content Discovery started tasks originally started)               

                                     

 

         RESTART_PACING(10)                                                    

 

         ELEMENT(DCD_element_name)                                                       

           RESTART_ATTEMPTS(3,500)                                             

           RESTART_TIMEOUT(600)                                                

           READY_TIMEOUT(500)                                                 

           TERMTYPE(ALLTERM)                                                  

           RESTART_METHOD(BOTH,STC,                                           

             'S DCDCONTL_PROC')  

            ELEMENT(DCM_element_name)                                                       

           RESTART_ATTEMPTS(3,500)                                              

           RESTART_TIMEOUT(600)                                                

           READY_TIMEOUT(500)                                                  

           TERMTYPE(ALLTERM)                                                   

           RESTART_METHOD(BOTH,STC,                                            

             'S DCMMAIN_PROC')                 

 

       RESTART_GROUP(DCDGRP2)         

            TARGET_SYSTEM(System where the Data Content Discovery started tasks originally started)           

                                         

 

         RESTART_PACING(10)                                                    

 

         ELEMENT(DCD_element_name)                                                       

           RESTART_ATTEMPTS(3,500)                                             

           RESTART_TIMEOUT(600)                                                

           READY_TIMEOUT(500)                                                  

           TERMTYPE(ALLTERM)                                                    

           RESTART_METHOD(BOTH,STC,                                            

             'S DCDCONTL_PROC')   

            ELEMENT(DCM_element_name)                                                       

           RESTART_ATTEMPTS(3,500)                                             

           RESTART_TIMEOUT(600)                                                

           READY_TIMEOUT(500)                                                  

           TERMTYPE(ALLTERM)                                                    

           RESTART_METHOD(BOTH,STC,                                            

             'S DCMMAIN_PROC')                                                         
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Modify the Started Task JCLs to Register and Deregister the Controllers

You use the CCSARMI utility to register and deregister the Data Content Discovery Controller started tasks. You then add
steps in the JCL PROC that runs your started task to perform the register (before your Controller starts) and deregister
(after your Controller stops normally).

ARM uses the following process to determine whether to restart a started task:

• If the main step terminates with a non-zero condition code or abends, the ARMDEREG step does not execute.
• If either option occurs, ARM automatically restarts the started task after address space termination.
• The registration step specifies an element name. The default is the job name. Ensure that the element name

corresponds to an element name in the ARM policy that you created in the previous step.

Example: Sample JCL PROC to Register and Deregister Started Tasks

The following sample JCL shows how to complete the following tasks:

• Register the started task with ARM before the main step execution (ARMREG).
• Deregister the started task with ARM after the main step has successfully terminated (ARMDEREG).

This example shows sample JCL for the Data Content Discovery Controller started task PROC (DCDCONTL, by default).
For the Data in Motion Controller started task PROC, replace DCDCONTL in the sample below with the Data in Motion
Controller value (DCMMAIN, by default).

//* Automatic Restart Management registration (ARM)                            

//*                                                                            

//ARMREG   EXEC PGM=CCSARMI,                                                   

//  PARM='-r -e DCDCONTL'                                                      

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CCS.CAW0PLD,                                                 

//         DISP=SHR                                                            

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                         

//*                                                                             

//* Start the CA Data Content Discovery system                                                

//*                                                                            

//DCDCONTL  EXEC PGM=FEYQMINT,                                                 

//             REGION=0M                                                       

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                                        

//*                                                                             

//* Automatic Restart Management registration (ARM)                            

//*                                                                            

//* Uncomment this step if you're using ARM to automatically                   

//* restart CA Data Content Discovery in the case of a failure.                                

//*                                                                            

//ARMDEREG EXEC PGM=CCSARMI,COND=(0,LT,DCDCONTL),                              

// PARM='-d'                                                                   

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CCS.CAW0PLD,                                                 

//         DISP=SHR                                                             

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*   

Integration with OPS/MVS
Data Content Discovery provides seamless integration with OPS/MVS. This integration lets you quickly and easily monitor
the active status events of the Data Content Discovery Controller.

You do not need to perform any configuration in OPS/MVS to enable the product interface to OPS/MVS. Event
communication is active when Data Content Discovery and IDMS are active in the same z/OS image. By default, the OPS
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API event parameter, APIACTIVE, is set to YES by OPS/MVS. This setting automatically enables the integration with Data
Content Discovery, letting the product provide information to OPS/MVS rules, or read information from OPS/MVS. For
more information, see the OPS/MVS documentation about integrating with other products.

When integrated, active status events let Data Content Discovery communicate with the OPS/MVS System State
Manager (SSM) component. The following list describes the event states:

• starting
Indicates that Data Content Discovery is initializing.

• up
Indicates that Data Content Discovery is active.

• stopping
Indicates that Data Content Discovery is terminating.

• down
Indicates that Data Content Discovery is inactive.

Populate the User Name in the Access Report
The User Name field in the Access report is populated based on the unload data set that is pointed to by an optional
parameter (ACFESAGE, TSSCFILE, RACFUNLD) in the file that is pointed to by the DCDQMPRM DD statement. If you
do not specify an unload data set, the User Name column does not appear. If you specify an unload data set but the
External Security Manager (ESM) does not provide a user name for each user ID, the User Name column appears but
some fields are blank.

To populate the User Name column, verify that the optional parameter (ACFESAGE, TSSCFILE, RACFUNLD) in the file
that is pointed to by the DCDQMPRM DD statement is set. To determine your site's file name and gain access to the file,
contact your security administrator.

• ACFESAGE
Specifies the ACF2 ACFESAGE, an offload utility that provides a flat-file representation of a subset of the ACF2
databases. The utility produces a file containing equivalent records for logonid records, user profile records,
generalized resource rules including DB2 resource rules, and data set access rules. Data Content Discovery
dynamically locates and processes this file for its Access report feature. To leverage this feature, you must configure
the ACFESAGE parameters and point to ACFESAGE during product configuration. For more information about
ACFESAGE, see the article ACFESAGE - ACF2 Database Offload to Flat File Utility in the ACF2 documentation.
Example: ACFESAGE(CADCD.ACF2.ACFESAGE

• TSSCFILE
Specifies the Top Secret TSSCFILE, a batch utility that produces customized reports with information extracted
from the Top Secret security file. Data Content Discovery dynamically locates and processes this file for its Access
report feature. To leverage this feature, you must specify the WHOHAS command as input to the utility and point to
this TSSCFILE during product configuration. For more information about the TSSCFILE, see the article TSSCFILE and
TSSCFBK Utilities in the Top Secret documentation.
Example: TSSCFILE(CADCD.TSS.CFILE)

• RACFUNLD
Specifies the IBM RACF RACFUNLD, a database unload utility. Data Content Discovery dynamically locates
and processes this file for its Access report feature. To leverage this feature, you must configure the RACFUNLD
parameters and point to RACFUNLD during product configuration. For more information about RACFUNLD, see the
IBM documentation.
Example: RACFUNLD(CADCD.RACF.UNLOAD)

If the User Name column appears but some fields are blank, do the following steps:

1. Assign user names to the user IDs in your ESM.
2. Rebuild your ESM unload data set.
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3. Recycle the Data Content Discovery Controller address space using the following commands:
P DCDCONTL

S DCDCONTL

Set the WLM Dispatch Priorities to Handle the Workload
Assign the appropriate dispatch priorities (services classes) to Data Content Discovery components so that Workload
Manager (WLM) can dispatch the workload (scan requests) at an acceptable level. Doing so improves product
performance and avoids interference with other mission essential workloads in the LPARs where the product executes.

Workloads on the mainframe, including Data Content Discovery workloads, are ordered by the WLM component of the z/
OS operating system. Based on inputs which include dispatching priority, WLM determines when a workload is released
for processing. The three main dispatching priorities are in a sequence from 192 through 255, with 255 being the highest.
Workloads with higher dispatching priorities take precedence over those workloads with lower priorities. Setting the
appropriate dispatching priorities for the product components helps to ensure the important but non-production scans do
not take processing capacity away from critical production workloads.

Dispatch Priorities for Data-at-Rest Components

When classifying data-at-rest, the Classification Servers open the file to be scanned as input. When scanning a file,
if WLM swaps out the address space being used by the Classification Servers for a long duration, the file cannot be
opened for output. Therefore, the Classification Servers require a reasonable dispatching priority. However, because
these components handle data-at-rest, these priorities can be lower than those components that handle data-in-motion.

We recommend that you assign a WLM Service Class that meets or exceeds the following dispatching priorities for the
data-at-rest started tasks:

• Controller Started Task (DCDCONTL): 200 or higher
• Classification Server Started Task (DCDSRVR): 230 or higher

WARNING
Do not assign a Service Class with a dispatching priority in the discretionary range (201 through 192) to the
Classification Server started task. Doing so might adversely affect performance if the server is swapped out
for extended time periods while classifying a file.

Dispatch Priorities for Data-in-Motion Components

When classifying data-in-motion, both the Controller and the Classification Servers must run at a higher dispatching
priority. Because these scans execute in parallel to the data transmission, these scans must complete quickly. Therefore,
you want the scan results to be available as soon as possible so that you can apply the appropriate action in a timely
manner. Once initiated, the scan jobs should proceed without interruption for anything less than mission critical production
work, which implicitly should have a higher dispatching priority.

We recommend that you assign a WLM Service Class that meets or exceeds the following dispatching priorities for the
data-in-motion started tasks:

• Data in Motion Controller Started Task (DCMMAIN): 240 or higher
• Data in Motion Classification Server Started Task (DCMSRVR): 240 or higher

WARNING
Do not assign a Service Class with a dispatching priority below 230 to the Data in Motion Controller or
Classification Server started tasks. Doing so might adversely affect performance.

More Information:

To learn more about WLM and how scan requests are prioritized, see Architecture Overview.
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Using

As a security administrator, you discover and classify data to help understand where sensitive and critical data is in
your enterprise. Knowing the location of this data is helpful for internal and external auditing, risk mitigation, and other
purposes. You can then take your own steps to achieve business goals. These goals might include minimizing the
accidental, negligent, or malicious misuse of data or complying with data protection standards and regulations.

You can identify and classify data that is related to the following compliance areas:

EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

Involves regulatory requirements intended to strengthen and protect personal data for all individuals in the European
Union (EU). GDPR restricts how personal data is collected, handled, and applied. Non-compliance can lead to fines. All
companies who do business across international boundaries are potentially subject to compliance.

Data Content Discovery for z/OS can help you prepare for a GDPR audit by scanning your mainframe environment for
sensitive data that falls under the GDPR guidelines. Doing so can help your company avoid sanctions and fines for non-
compliance. For more information, see Example: Discover Regulated Personal Data to Prepare for GDPR Audit.

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)

Consists of policies and procedures that major companies have enacted to protect against the misuse of payment
card transactions and to help prevent the misuse of cardholder personal information. PCI-DSS provides a baseline of
requirements for protecting your account data.

Using Data Content Discovery for z/OS, you can search for payment card primary account numbers, card service codes
(for example, CVV, CVC, CID), expiration dates, magnetic stripe data (track 1 and track 2), and other payment card items.
You can also create your own custom data pattern for which to search. You can also group classifiers to improve a search
for combinations of sensitive payment card data that exist in close proximity.

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Data Protection

Involves the effort of protecting any data that could potentially identify a specific individual, distinguish one person
from another person, or de-anonymize anonymous data. The National Institute of Standards and Technology provides
significant recommendations for protecting PII. Protecting this type of data is an important focus in countries around the
world.

Using Data Content Discovery for z/OS, you can search for Social Security numbers, driver's license numbers,
names, and other PII data. You can also create your own custom classifier (such as a driver's license or passport
information). You can also group classifiers to improve a search for combinations of sensitive PII data that exist in close
proximity.

Follow this process to discover, classify, and report on your sensitive data:

1. Create a scan using a browser-based UI wizard to discover sensitive data.
During the scan, the product classifies the data sources by comparing the data to the classifier. Doing so indicates
where sensitive data exists.

2. View and analyze the scan results for data sources that contain the classified data. Doing so helps you understand the
following information around your sensitive data:
– What types of sensitive data exist in your overall environment
– Where that data exists
– Who has access to this sensitive data or has accessed this sensitive data in the past
This information helps you plan and possibly take your own actions to remedy any areas of concern.
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3. Generate a report based on classifier types, data sets, or Data in Motion policy and whitelists. Doing so helps you
prepare for audits or quickly catalog sensitive information by classifier types, specific data sets, date ranges, and user
IDs.

Start the Product and Log In
This article includes the procedure to start the Controllers and log in to the user interface, the procedure to convert from
trial mode to the full product version, and a description of the 15 minute session timeout policy. Review the following
topics:

Start the Controller and Log In to the User Interface

NOTE
If you do not have authority to start the Controller, see your administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Data Content Discovery Controller (if not already running) by issuing the following command:
S DCDCONTL

2. If you are using the Data in Motion feature (FTP, SMTP, IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS transmissions, or on-
access scans), start the Data Content Discovery Controller (if not already running) by issuing the following command:
S DCMMAIN

3. Open a supported browser and log in to the Data Content Discovery user interface using the following format:
http://host_name:controller_http_port/dcd

host_name
Specifies the host name of the Data Content Discovery Controller server.
controller_http_port
Specifies the port number for the Controller server.
Default: 33130 for http; 8443 for https
Example URL:
http://DCDserver1:33130/dcd

Example URL when you have set up encryption:
https://DCDserver1:8443/dcd

The Data Content Discovery user interface opens to the Login screen.
4. Enter your login credentials, select your locale, and click Login.

The product runs in trial mode by default, with limited functionality. For the full version of the product, contact your
Broadcom Sales Representative to obtain a valid product key.

Convert from Trial Mode to a Full Product Version

The trial version of the product lets you investigate and test key pieces of functionality and determine whether the
capabilities match your business needs. By default, the initial product that you download during the installation process is
the trial version.

A trial version lets you scan a fully qualified data set (unlimited scans) or perform scans based on masked data set names
(with a maximum of three masked scans allowed). 

NOTE

In trial mode:
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• If a PDS is in a masked list, the PDS members count toward the maximum number of masked scans allowed.
• You can receive no more than three results for a scan based on a masked data set.
• Batch job scans are disabled.

To gain access to the full version of the product, you can obtain a product LMP key.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you have installed Common Components and Services and applied all necessary PTFs.
2. Contact Broadcom to obtain a valid product LMP key.

Session Timeout after 15 Minutes of Inactivity

Because a product session typically involves the display of sensitive data, a session timeout helps protect against
unauthorized access to an unattended session. After 15 minutes of inactivity, your Data Content Discovery UI session
expires and you are automatically logged out of the product. You receive a session timeout warning two minutes before
your session expires. To remain logged in, click Continue.

After 9 hours, your session expires and you are automatically logged out of the Data Content Discovery UI, regardless of
the session timer restart.

NOTE
Any in-progress activities (for example, data discovery scans) continue uninterrupted, despite the user session
timeout.

Examples of Discovering, Classifying, and Reporting on Sensitive Data
Review these real-world examples to learn how you can use Data Content Discovery to meet your business needs:

Identify and Report on Regulated Data to Prepare for an Audit

The Chief Information Security Officer requires comprehensive efforts to meet auditing requirements by locating specific
data that is subject to Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) regulations.

As a systems operations staff member, you are preparing for an internal audit. Your organization does not know where all
the regulated data is located within your mainframe data stores. Also, you are concerned that regulated data is sometimes
available to more individuals than necessary, creating a security exposure/risk for your organization. You and your security
administrators need to find out where the regulated data is located, report on those locations, review who has access, and
then lock down access accordingly. To do so, use the following process:

1. Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data, focusing on the regulated data that is of interest.
The scan process includes the following activities:
– Discovering where the data is located (for example, identifying the records in a data set that contain the regulated

data in which you are interested)
– Classifying the data to determine its sensitivity level
– Reporting on the scan results (including the data locations and who has access)

2. Drill down into the sensitive data that the product has identified to see who has access to the data.
The access results include the user ID, user name, and the access levels for each user who has access to the data
set.

3. Follow your internal process for restricting access to users as needed.

You have successfully discovered regulated data, reviewed the possible access permission risks, and locked down
access as needed.
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Reduce Risk Before Moving or Sending Data

As a security administrator, you periodically move data to the cloud or send a dump data set to a third party. Before doing
so, you want to understand what regulated information is included in the data that is being moved or sent. This practice
can help reduce the risk of unintentionally exposing regulated information.

Use Data Content Discovery to reduce the risk of unintentionally moving or sending regulated information. The process
includes the following activities:

1. Creating and running a scan against the data that you plan to move or send.
2. Managing your list of scans and analyze scan results to determine what regulated information is included in the data

that you plan to move or send.

Scan a Profile Before Permitting It

As a security administrator, you assign profiles to users. Before doing so, you want to verify that you are not inadvertently
giving a user access to sensitive information.

Use Data Content Discovery to scan the data sets in the profile to verify that the data sets do not include sensitive
information. The process includes the following activities:

1. Creating and running a scan against the data sets that you plan to include in the profile.
2. Managing your list of scans and analyze scan results to determine what sensitive information is included in those data

sets and if the user should have access to it.

Monitor Data in Motion Transmissions

As a security administrator at a financial institution, you learn that several employees might be using FTP or SMTP to
send customer credit card information from the mainframe to their PCs. This activity is in violation of company policy.

Create FTP and SMTP policies to monitor the activities of these employees. In your FTP policy, provide specific criteria
to target the data sources, hosts, and users. In your SMTP policy, target specific email address patterns, email domain
patterns, message size, keywords, and data.

In each policy, include one or more of the following predefined classifiers in combinations of AND or OR:

• Payment Card Primary Account Number
• Card Security Code
• Expiration Date

This process includes the following activities:

1. Creating an FTP Policy and an SMTP Policy.
2. Managing your list of scans and analyze scan results to determine whether the employees are using FTP, SMTP, or

both to send customer credit card information from the mainframe to their PCs.

Use Case: Discover Regulated Personal Data to Prepare for GDPR Audit

Being compliant with the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a growing concern. Data Content Discovery
for z/OS can help you prepare for a GDPR audit by scanning your mainframe environment for sensitive data that falls
under the GDPR guidelines. Doing so can help your company avoid sanctions and fines for non-compliance.

Review this example scenario about how a fictitious company, Hedmoral Technologies, prepares for a GDPR audit using
Data Content Discovery. From this example, you can extrapolate ideas about how best to accomplish this goal at your
company.
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Meet the Hedmoral Technologies Staff

Tom is the data protection officer (DPO), based out of United Kingdom. His major concerns are security breaches and he
must ensure that their organization’s data is effectively protected. He needs to prepare for an annual EU GDPR personal
and privacy audit. Failure to comply with GDPR could cost his company 10 to 20 million euro in fines. 

Larry is an experienced security administrator. He is responsible for implementing and integrating security solutions and
processes to address enterprise risks and exposures. One of his core responsibilities include implementing compliance
measures and continuously ensuring that those requirements are being met.

Shelly is an internal auditor. She is primarily responsible for auditing enterprise-wide IT security controls. She sets the
audit standards at the machine level and she is responsible for identifying event audit records and sometimes providing a
secure place to store them.

How Can Hedmoral Technologies Prepare for a GDPR Audit?

The Chief Information Officer (CIO) tells Tom that mainframe data is included in the scope of GDPR. However, Tom’s
background is in UNIX and network security, focusing on firewalls and intrusion detection. Tom is clueless about
mainframe and does not know how to find the data and protect it. If he does not prepare for the annual EU GDPR audit
right and on time, he might lose his job.

Tom approaches Larry to determine whether any sensitive personal information that is subject to Data Protection Impact
Assessments (DPIAs) regulations is in his mainframe enterprise.

Larry informs Tom that scanning their mainframe environment for any sensitive personal data using Data Content
Discovery helps their organization prove compliance with the EU GDPR. He ensures Tom that it will scan their mainframe
environment for sensitive data, which saves them weeks, if not months, worth of work.

In preparation for the GDPR audit, Larry is interested only in sensitive data when it is found with other related data. He
also wants to exclude any matches that are found in log files. Using Data Content Discovery, he scans his mainframe
environment for predefined classifiers, excluding data sets that are irrelevant to the scan. He can then share the scanned
results with Shelly, who views and analyzes the results for auditing purposes.

By scanning for sensitive personal data in support of GPDR compliance guidelines, Larry and Shelly help ensure that their
enterprise is internal- and external-audit compliant, thus avoiding any federal penalties.

Prepare for a GDPR Audit with Data Content Discovery 

The following illustration shows how Larry and Shelly use Data Content Discovery to accomplish their goals by
discovering regulated sensitive personal data to prepare for GDPR audit:
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Figure 4: Discover and Report Personal Data for GDPR Audit

1. Larry initially reviews the product's predefined classifiers to determine whether these out-of-the-box offerings suit
his needs. He finds that many classifiers under the PII and GDPR categories be helpful in his scan and selects the
following classifiers:
– First Name (United Kingdom)
– Last Name (United Kingdom)
– Street Address (United Kingdom)
– Driver's License (United Kingdom)
– Birthdate (Four-digit year)

2. He then creates compound classifiers based on these out-of-the-box offerings for street address and date of birth,
which together uniquely identify an individual.
Doing so improves the accuracy of match results by searching for multiple, closely associated patterns.

3. Next, he creates and runs a scan to discover sensitive data by providing the following criteria:
a. Includes the data sources that he wants to scan
b. Excludes the data sources that he is unconcerned with, for example: log files
c. Selects the out-of-the-box individual classifiers with his custom compound classifier, created in step two
d. Names and runs his scanNow, the product scans the selected data sources and classifies the data by comparing it

to the classifiers. Doing so indicates where sensitive data exists. 
4. Shelly picks up the scan results from Larry to view and analyze the scan results for data sources that contain the

classified data.
Doing so helps her understand the following information around the sensitive data:
– What types of sensitive data exist in the overall environment
– Where that data exists
– Who has access to this sensitive data.
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Larry has scanned his mainframe environment for sensitive personal data in preparation for his upcoming GDPR audit
regarding DPIAs regulations. Shelly analyzes the scan results for auditing purposes. They both share the scan results and
associated findings pertaining to personal data with Tom, who in turn shares it with the CIO.

Now, the CIO is relieved as they are well prepared for the GDPR privacy audit, thus avoiding any federal penalties.

Best Practices for Scanning
Review the best practices around creating and running scans in this section. These best practices can improve the
relevancy of scan matches and scan performance by doing the following:

• Determine how best to scan your mainframe.
• Determine the high-level qualifiers (HLQs) of the data sources that represent the most risk.
• Build custom data dictionary classifiers to search your data stores against.
• Exclude patterns that are not pertinent.
• Exclude file types that do not contain sensitive data.
• Create a global Do Not Scan list.

Best Practice: How to Approach Scanning

When you are determining how best to scan your mainframe environment with Data Content Discovery, we recommend
that you start with small and focused objectives. Narrow your scan to a specific, focused set of classifiers (data patterns)
and data stores. Do not start by scanning your entire environment for vague or publicly available data.

Business Value:

Honing your scan criteria to include small data stores and focused classifiers can yield pertinent scan results that target
PII or other regulations of interest. You are also likely to experience faster scan times and fewer scan results to review and
remediate.

Examples:

• Do create a single scan of a data set to search for the Names, Phone Number, and Birthdate classifiers. Doing so
scans a specific data store with classifiers that constitute a good representation of PII.

• Do not create a single scan of an entire volume to search for the Phone Number classifier. Doing so scans a large
amount of data (slowing your scan time) for publicly available information that you can find in the phone book, which
does not constitute a good representation of PII.

• Do not create a single scan of a data store to search for every US State Driver's License classifier in an OR
configuration. Doing so scans for a large number of generic patterns that are likely to yield false positives.

More Information:

Best Practice: Create a Risk Profile to Determine What Data to Scan

Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data

Best Practice: Create a Risk Profile to Determine What Data to Scan
Create a risk profile of the storage in your environment. To do so, work with your storage administrator to determine the
high-level qualifiers (HLQs) of the data sources that represent the most risk, and scan those HLQs first.

Business Value:

Creating a risk profile helps you identify which data to scan and in what order.

Example:
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Your company stores payment card holder information in the HLQs of PYMT.* and PAN.*. Based on the likelihood
of finding regulated data in the files under these HLQs and the requirement to ensure that the data is secured, we
recommend that you prioritize these HLQs for scanning, followed by other HLQs in the order of highest perceived risk.

 

Best Practice: Create Classifiers Specific to Your Unique Environment
Consider extracting from your content management system (CMS) a list of first names, last names, and street names.
This list comprises data that is pertinent and specific to your unique environment and geography. You can then use this list
to build custom data dictionary classifiers to search your data stores against.

Business Value: 

Creating custom data dictionary classifiers that target data that is specific to your environment improves the accuracy and
relevancy of your scan matches.

Example: 

If your company's customer base is comprised of people from various cultures with varied names, the best results are
achieved by using a custom data dictionary created from an extraction of name data from your CMS. 

More Information: 

Create and Manage Custom Data Dictionaries 

Create a Custom Data Dictionary Classifier  

Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data 

Available Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns  

Best Practice: Exclude Patterns from Your Scan to Narrow Scan Results
Narrow the matches in your scan results by excluding patterns that are not pertinent to your scan. To do so, create a Data
Dictionary Classifier with Excludes or a Custom Classifier with Excludes. These custom classifiers let you search your
data stores for your unique data while excluding patterns from that search that you know are irrelevant.

Business Value:

Excluding the patterns that you know are not pertinent to a particular scan can narrow your scan results. This practice can
save you time and effort because you have fewer scan matches to review and remediate.

Example: Scan for first names but exclude names that are part of an email address
You want to scan your data stores for first names of employees at your company. However, you do not want first names
within email addresses to register as matches.

• You create a custom data dictionary of employee first names.
• You .Create a Custom Data Dictionary Classifier v2.0 as follows:

– You add your "employee names" custom data dictionary.
– You add the following RegEx pattern as an exclusion to exclude email addresses:

[A-Z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-Z]{2,6}

• You create and run a scan against your data, specifying this dictionary-based classifier in your scan criteria.

When the product scans your data stores, first names do not register as matches when the names are included in an
email address. For example, Sue Anderson registers a match in a scan, but sueanderson@example.net does not register
a match.

Example: Scan for first names but exclude first names that are part of a common street name
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You want to scan your data stores for first names of employees at your company. However, you do not want names within
common street names to register as matches.

• You create a custom data dictionary of employee first names.
• You .Create a Custom Data Dictionary Classifier v2.0 as follows:

– You associate your "employee names" custom data dictionary.
– You add a RegEx pattern that excludes data that immediately follows the common street names.

For example, this pattern excludes data that follows common Italian street names:

\b(([Vv]iale\s|VIALE\s|[Vv]ia\s|VIA\s|[Pp]iazza\s|PIAZZA\s|[Cc]asella\s|CASELLA\s)([A-Za-z]+)(\s)*([A-

Za-z])*)(\s)*([0-9/]*)

• You create and run a scan against your data, specifying this dictionary-based classifier in your scan criteria.

When the product scans your data stores, first names do not register as matches when the names follow common street
addresses. For example, Antonio registers a match in a scan, but Via Antonio does not register a match.

Example: Scan for card numbers but exclude internal account numbers
You want to scan a data set for credit card numbers. However, you do not want your 15-digit internal account numbers to
register as matches.
You create a custom classifier with excludes as follows:

• You select the Payment Card Primary Account Number classifier from the Search Classifier drop-down list.
• You add a RegEx pattern that matches your internal account number.

For example, this pattern excludes any 15-digit number that starts with 999:
[9][9][9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9]

• You create and run a scan against your data, specifying this custom classifier in your scan criteria.

When the product scans your data set, your 15-digit internal account numbers do not register as matches.

More Information:

For the steps to create custom classifiers with excludes, see the following topics:

Create a Custom Data Dictionary Classifier

Create a Custom Classifier by Excluding Patterns from an Existing  Cla ssifier

Best Practice: Exclude File Types from Scans

Exclude file types such as load libraries, partitioned data sets, and/or VSAM data sets from a scan if you know that the
files do not contain sensitive data. Doing so means that you are likely to have fewer scan results to review and remediate
and faster scan times because the product is scanning fewer files. Specify the file types to exclude from your scan during
scan creation in the Scan Excludes step of the Scan Wizard.

Business Value:

Excluding file types helps scans run faster.

Example:

You create a scan to search for PCI data in HLQ.** which includes several load libraries that do not require scanning. For
faster scanning, you exclude load libraries as you build your scan criteria. You then submit your scan, which skips any
load libraries under HLQ.**.

More Information:

Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data
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Best Practice: Exclude Archived Data Sets from All Scans
Exclude archived data sets from being scanned by adding them to the global Do Not Scan List.

Archived data sets are typically labeled as belonging to a Volume of ARCIVE or MIGRAT. To add the archived data sets
to the Do Not Scan List, select Settings, Do Not Scan List, select a Type of Volume, enter a Data Source of ARCIVE
or MIGRAT (depending on your site-specific label), and click Add. The archived data sets are now excluded from future
scans.

Business Value:

Excluding archived data sets helps scans run more efficiently.

Example:

You create a scan to search for PII data in HLQ.** which includes 500,000 data sets. Of these data sets, half are archived
and do not require scanning. For better efficiency, you add an entry of Type=Volume and Data Source=ARCIVE to the Do
Not Scan List. You then submit your scan, which skips any data sets under HLQ.** that are archived.

More Information:

Configure the Do Not Scan List

Best Practice: Exclude Data Stores and Configure Scan Limits to Improve Scan
Time

Implement the following best practices to improve the time that a scan takes to complete:

Exclude Data Stores from Your Scan

If there are data stores within the data that you are scanning that you do not need to scan, exclude those data stores from
the scan during scan creation.

Business Value:

Excluding unneeded data stores from the scan decreases the time that it takes to complete the scan.

Example:

You want to scan a volume that includes a temporary data set, so you exclude the temporary data set from the scan
criteria.

Limit the Number of Matches Read from a File

Limit the number of matches that are returned from a scan using the Scan Match Limit.

Business Value:

Using the Scan Match Limit decreases the time that it takes to complete the scan while still flagging the file that includes
sensitive or regulated data that must be protected.

Example:

You are scanning data for social security numbers, which are regulated PII data elements. If a data set that is being
scanned has even a few matches, you can be fairly certain that the data set requires review and protection. Therefore,
there is no need to spend time scanning the data set for all matches. You specify a scan match limit of 20, the first 20
matches in the data set are found, and the scan stops.

More Information:
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Configure the System Settings

Configure the Data in Motion Settings

Limit the Number of Records Read from a File

Limit the number of records that are scanned in each file using the Scan Records Limit. For on-access scans, specify a
low record limit initially to determine a baseline, and adjust the limit to best meet your business needs.

Business Value:

Using the Scan Records Limit decreases the time it takes to complete the scan while still scanning a portion of the data to
give an indication as to whether the data set includes sensitive or regulated data.

Example:

You are scanning data for payment card primary account numbers. Based on your company's practices, you are certain
that if the data set includes payment card primary account numbers, they are likely included in the first 50 records.
Therefore, there is no need to spend time scanning all records in the data set. You specify a scan record limit of 50, the
first 50 records in the data set are scanned, and then the scan stops. The product reports results for the 50 records that it
scanned.

More Information:

Configure the System Settings

Configure the Data in Motion Settings

 

Best Practice: Group and Refine Classifiers to Improve Scan Match Results

Implement the following best practices to improve the relevancy of your scan match results.

Group Classifiers to Improve Scan Match Results

When possible, group classifiers using the compound classifier feature to search for multiple, closely associated patterns.

Business Value:

Grouping classifiers improves the relevancy of the scan match results.

Example:

Scanning for the Service Code classifier alone might return false positives because the scan will match any three-digit or
four-digit value. Group the Service Code classifier with the Payment Card Primary Account Number classifier to optimize
the relevance of match results.

Refine Classifiers to Improve Scan Match Results

During scan creation, refine the selected classifiers by applying word boundary checks, excluding repeating digit patterns,
and ignoring sequence numbers.

Business Value:

Applying classifier refinement can improve the relevancy of the scan match results.

Example: Word Boundary

You select the First Name classifier for the word boundary check. The scan results include records with Joe but exclude
records with joesmith@example.com.
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Example: Repeating Digits

You select the Payment Card Primary Account Number classifier and specify a repeating digit of 0 and the number of
repetitions of 5. The scan excludes matches such as 1234500000789012 and 1234567000000012.

You select the Social Security Number classifier and specify a repeating digit of 0 and the number of repetitions of 4. The
scan rejects matches such as 1234500007890123 or 123450000.

Example: Sequence Numbers

You select the Driver’s License (Pennsylvania) classifier to ignore sequence numbers in a scan of a data set using
variable blocked record format.

Best Practice: Periodically Scan the Data Sources in the Do Not Scan List
Data sources in the Do Not Scan List are automatically omitted from any data discovery scan. Periodically create a scan
to search these data stores.

Business Value:

Periodically scanning the Do Not Scan List provides the following benefits:

• Allows discovery of any sensitive information that might have been introduced over time.

• Provides documented proof to auditors that all areas of the business are being monitored appropriately.

Example:

You want to provide up-to-date results in your monthly PCI-DSS report to an auditor, so you run a scan that reviews the 15
data sources in your Do Not Scan List.

More Information:

Scan the Data Sources in the Do Not Scan List

Best Practice: Scan Database and USS Data Sources Separate from Other Data
Sources

In a Sysplex environment, do not include database and USS data sources in the same scan as PDS/PDSE and VSAM
data sources. Scans of database (Datacom, IBM DB2, and IBM IMS) data sources and UNIX System Services (USS)
files always run on your local system, even in a Sysplex environment. Therefore, if your scan request includes a mix of
database and/or USS data sources and other data sources (PDS/PDSE and VSAM), all the data sources in the scan are
run on the local system.

Business Value:

Creating separate scans for database and USS data sources lets the scan of the PDS/PDSE and VSAM data sources run
in the Sysplex environment to take advantage of load balancing.

Example:

You want to scan IBM DB2 files and PDS files. You create one scan that includes the IBM DB2 files and another scan
that includes the PDS files. The scan of the IBM DB2 files runs on the local system. The scan of the PDS files runs in the
Sysplex environment, taking advantage of the load balancing that Sysplex provides.

Best Practices for Data in Motion Policy
We recommend following best practices around Data in Motion policy and whitelist setup. These best practices can
improve scan performance.
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Best Practice: Include Policy Criteria when Creating Data in Motion Policies
When creating FTP, SMTP, or IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS policies, use policy criteria to target specific data
sources, hosts, email addresses, and users. Otherwise, the product scans every transmission that leaves your mainframe.

Business Value:

Including criteria narrows the scope of your policies and helps reduce the impact on system performance.

Example:

You are concerned that an employee is sending Social Security Numbers from the mainframe to their personal PC
through FTP, email, or Connect:Direct.

Create the following FTP policy to monitor the situation:

• Source user ID of the suspicious employee (JOSMI03)
• Source hostname (PRODHOST1)
• Classifiers of interest (Social Security Number, Social Security Number (Delimited), Social Security Number Pre June

2011)

Create the following SMTP policy to monitor the situation:

• Email address of the suspicious employee (JOSMI03@example.com)
• Classifiers of interest (Social Security Number, Social Security Number (Delimited), Social Security Number Pre June

2011)

Create the following Connect:Direct policy to monitor the situation:

• User ID of the suspicious employee (JOSMI03)
• Source node (PRODHOST1)
• Classifiers of interest (Social Security Number, Social Security Number (Delimited), Social Security Number Pre June

2011)

More Information:

Create an FTP Policy

Create an SMTP Policy

Create a Connect:Direct Policy

Best Practice: Use Whitelists to Reduce the Number of Data in Motion Scans

Assign trusted resources to global whitelists. Doing so indicates that FTP, SMTP, or IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for
z/OS transmissions that meet the whitelist criteria are transmitted without being evaluated against your FTP, SMTP, or
Connect:Direct policies. 

Consider including the following types of information in your FTP whitelist and your Connect:Direct whitelist:

• Production data sets
• IDs that are used to send reports

Consider including the following types of information in your SMTP whitelist:

• Email addresses of known authorized users
• Very small or zero-sized emails

Business Value:

Using whitelists helps reduce the number of data in motion transmissions that require scanning.
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Example: FTP Whitelist

You notice that user ERINGIL5 is using FTP to transmit hundreds of files daily from the mainframe to a remote system.
Erin is the administrator for both systems and is authorized to move these files using FTP. You add the information about
these transmissions to the whitelist. As a result, these FTP transmissions are sent without being scanned.

Example: SMTP Whitelist

You notice that jsmith@example.com is emailing the product documentation and demos frequently. Jason Smith is the
Pre-Sales executive for the organization. His role requires that he send these files as part of his recurring interactions with
customers. You add his email address to the SMTP whitelist so that his outgoing email transmissions are not scanned.

Example: Connect:Direct Whitelist

You are not concerned with Connect:Direct transmissions of the SYS1.PARMLIB data set. You add the SYS1.PARMLIB
data set to the whitelist. As a result, the Connect:Direct transmissions for SYS1.PARMLIB are sent without being scanned.

More Information:

Create or Edit an FTP Whitelist

Create or Edit an SMTP Whitelist

Create or Edit an IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS Whitelist

Create and Manage Policies
A data in motion policy automatically triggers a scan of FTP, SMTP, or Connect:Direct transmissions that leave your
mainframe and match your policy criteria. Policy criteria can include users, hosts, nodes, data sources, classifiers (data
patterns), and email addresses. These policies help you automate the process for determining whether sensitive or
regulated data is leaving the mainframe and being exposed to security risks.

Data in Motion Process Overview

The following process describes how you can use Data Content Discovery to monitor data in motion transmissions that
leave your mainframe. 

1. The security administrator creates a data in motion policy, designating the policy criteria and the classifiers of interest.
2. The policy captures the transmissions that leave the mainframe in the following scenarios:

– GET actions from an FTP client on a PC or mainframe to get a file from the mainframe where the FTP policy is
running.

– PUT actions from an FTP client on a mainframe where the FTP policy is running to load a file to a PC or mainframe.
– RECEIVE actions from an IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS client on a PC or mainframe to get a file from the

mainframe where the Connect:Direct policy is running.
Note: The product does not monitor UNIX file transfers using IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS.

– SEND actions from a IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS client on a mainframe where the Connect:Direct policy is
running to load a file to a PC or mainframe.

– Email transmissions sent from the mainframe where the SMTP policy is running.
3. Data Content Discovery compares the policy to the transmission:

– If the transmission matches the policy criteria and does not match the whitelist, or if your policy does not include
criteria, the product scans the file against the classifiers in the policy.

– If the transmission does not match the policy criteria, the process is complete.
4. The security administrator reviews the scan results to determine whether further remediation is needed.

Manage Data in Motion Policy
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Data in motion policy lets you monitor and report on files that leave your mainframe through FTP, SMTP, and IBM®
Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS transmissions. To do so, you create data in motion policies and configure whitelists to
exclude trusted entities from the policy evaluations.

NOTE
For the product to intercept data in motion transmissions, you must configure and activate the appropriate exit.

When policy is configured, the product automatically initiates a scan when an FTP, SMTP (email), or IBM Sterling
Connect:Direct for z/OS transmission leaves the mainframe that matches the policy and does not match the whitelist.
Doing so helps you determine whether sensitive or regulated data is leaving the mainframe and being exposed to security
risks.

Create an FTP Policy

As a security administrator, you create a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) policy to monitor your mainframe environment.
Doing so helps you determine whether sensitive or regulated data leaves the mainframe through FTP transmission.

In your FTP policy, you can target specific data sources, hosts, and users for monitoring. The policy wizard lets you create
FTP policies that are as granular or as flexible as needed for your business goals. You can create multiple FTP policies.

For an overview of the FTP policy process, see Create and Manage Policies.

NOTE

• Only users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE access can create an FTP policy. If you do not have the
required permissions, see your system administrator.

• For the product to intercept data in motion transmissions, you must configure and activate the appropriate
exit.

Create an FTP policy to define your policy criteria and the classifiers of interest.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the product and select Data in Motion Settings, Policies from the navigation menu.
2. From the FTP tab, select Create a Policy.
3. (Optional) Build your policy criteria, and select Next. Your policy can monitor data sets, UNIX System Services (USS)

files, IP addresses, hostnames, and user IDs.

WARNING
 While including criteria is optional, we recommend doing so to narrow the scope of your policy. An FTP
policy that includes no criteria triggers a scan of every FTP transmission that leaves your mainframe. This
behavior might affect system performance.

Note the following information as you build your policy:

•  Operators and parentheses 
– Use logical operators and parentheses to specify complex patterns.
– Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row.

WARNING
 Use caution when specifying the operators because improper use can negate the policy criteria.
For example, you specify data sets PUBLIC.TEST AND PUBLIC.PROD. These data sets are never
scanned because a data set cannot be two names. Instead, use the OR operator.

– Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows.

–  Data sets 
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• When adding data sets, use qualifiers that follow IBM data set naming conventions. To specify the qualifiers of a
data set rather than the exact data set name, use the Contains option. Doing so is useful, for example, when you
do not know all the qualifiers in a data set name.

• To execute a policy against a partitioned data set (PDS), use the Contains option. For example, specifying "Data
Set Contains KC00852.PDS.NAMES" triggers a scan of PDS member KC00852.PDS.NAMES(PROPER) when
this member is part of an FTP transmission.

• Data sets names are not case-sensitive because they are source data sets that reside on the mainframe only.
–  USS files 

• To expand your policy to include the files in a USS directory and not the directory name only, use the Contains
option. For example, specify USS File Contains /u/dev to match any USS file in that directory, such as /u/dev/
file1 and /u/dev/file2.

–  Hostnames and IP addresses 
• The source hostname or IP address is the system that is sending the file (the mainframe where Data Content

Discovery is running). This value is useful to include in your policy in a sysplex environment where there are
multiple LPARs. However, in a non-sysplex environment this value is less useful because the value never
changes.

• The destination hostname or IP address is the system that is receiving the file.
• The hostname must be the name that the DNS uses when it resolves the IP address to a host. If a host has

multiple hostnames, you must specify the proper DNS name or the product cannot resolve the hostname.
• To match any IP address in a subnet, use the Matches option and use the following format: xxx.xx.xxx.xxx/yy,

where yy is the number of bits for dividing the host and address. For example, specify 172.16.0.0/16 to match
any IP address on the 172.16 subnet. Specify 172.16.0.0/24 to match any IP address on the 172 subnet.

–  User IDs 
• The source user ID is that of the user who is logging in to the system that is sending the file. This value is not

case-sensitive because it is a mainframe user ID.
• The destination user ID is that of the user who is logging in to the system that is receiving the file. This value is

case-sensitive. The product captures this value only for FTP transmissions that are sent from a source system to
a destination system because the user must log in to the destination system.

 Example: Complex policy criteria statementThe FTP transmission triggers a scan when the transmission includes
a data set in PROD.FIN or PROD.ACCT and the source user ID is JSMITH3 or BADAMS5.
(Data Set Contains PROD.FIN OR Data Set Contains PROD.ACCT) AND User ID (Source) Equals JSMITH3 OR User ID

 (Source) Equals BADAMS5

4. Select the classifiers to be included in the FTP policy, and select Next. To do so, click a classifier category—for
example, Personally Identifiable Information (PII)—to expand its contents. Or, use the Search box to narrow the list.

NOTE
 If you have created custom classifiers to scan for specific data patterns, those classifiers are also available
for selection. The classifiers that you select are connected by an OR condition. An OR condition means that
a separate search occurs for each classifier selection. To group classifiers to search for multiple, closely
associated patterns and produce relevant matches, build compound classifiers.

Your selected classifiers appear under Selected Classifiers. If an FTP transmission triggers a scan against this policy,
the scan records matches against these classifiers.

5. Enter a unique Name and Description for the FTP policy, and select Next. 

WARNING
 Avoid including potentially sensitive information in your policy names. Policy names appear on the Data
in Motion Policies page and are visible to all users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW access. For more
information about character limits for these fields, see Supported Characters.

6. Review the details for your FTP policy and continue accordingly.
– Select Previous to edit your FTP policy configuration.
– Select Save when you are ready to save your work.
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Your policy appears in the Data in Motion Policies page. From this page, you can view and edit your policy, delete a policy,
or activate or deactivate a policy. Policies are active by default. Allow up to five minutes for the new policy to take effect.

 Example: Create an FTP Policy to Monitor a Suspicious User 

You are concerned that an employee is sending credit card information from the mainframe to his personal PC through
FTP. You create the following FTP policy to monitor the situation:

• Data sets that contain the financial records for your department (PROD.FIN) AND 
• Source user ID of the suspicious employee (JSMITH3) AND 
• Classifier of interest (Payment Card Primary Account Number)

With this policy, the following process occurs:

1. Employee JSMITH3 sends an FTP transmission from the mainframe to his personal PC.
2. Data Content Discovery intercepts the FTP transmission and compares the FTP transmission to the FTP policy.
3. Data Content Discovery finds matches for the data set and user ID.
4. Because the FTP transmission matches the FTP policy, Data Content Discovery scans PROD.FIN.* against the

Payment Card Primary Account Number classifier.  
5. You review the scan results to determine whether the FTP transmission violates your company policies for moving

data off the mainframe. You find that JSMITH3 is sending sensitive data off the mainframe. He does not have
permission for this activity.

6. You follow your company process for remediation.

Create an SMTP Policy

As a security administrator, you create a Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) policy to monitor your mainframe
environment. Doing so helps you determine if sensitive or regulated data leaves the mainframe through email
transmission. In your SMTP policy, you can target specific email address patterns, email domain patterns, message size,
keywords, and data for monitoring. The policy wizard lets you create SMTP policies that are as granular or as flexible as
needed for your business goals. You can create multiple SMTP policies.

For example, you are concerned that an employee is sending sensitive credit card information of customers from the
mainframe to a friend through email. You create the following SMTP policy to monitor the situation:

• Email address of the sender (cattaylor@example.com)
• Email address of the recipient (paul.martin@example.com)
• Classifier of interest (Payment Card Primary Account Number)

Data Content Discovery compares the contents of the email with the classifiers that you specified in the SMTP policy
criteria.

NOTE

• Only users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE access can create SMTP policy. If you do not have the
required permissions, see your system administrator.

• For the product to intercept data in motion transmissions, you must configure and activate the appropriate
exit.

• Support for SMTP scanning is valid with IBM z/OS 2.1 and 2.2.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the product and select Data in Motion Settings, Policies from the navigation menu.
2. Click the SMTP tab, and select Create SMTP Policy.
3. (Optional) Specify one or more of the policy criteria as follows:
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– Email address patterns of the sender or recipient.
– Size of the message in kilobytes (KB)

Select Add.
A new row appears.

Repeat this step until all the required policy criteria are added.
Note the following information as you build your policy:
– Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row.
– Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows. Use parentheses to specify complex patterns.

Example: Complex pattern statement 
(Email Address Contains abc AND Email Domain Does Not Contain org) OR (Email Address Contains abc AND

 Email Domain Does Not Contain ac)

WARNING
 While including criteria is optional, we recommend doing so to narrow the scope of your policy. An SMTP
policy that includes no criteria triggers a scan of every SMTP transmission that leaves your mainframe, which
might affect system performance.

4. Select Next.
5. (Optional) Specify the keywords to search for in the email body or in the email subject as follows:

– Specify a keyword, and select Add. To specify multiple keywords at once, separate them with commas.
– Select where to search for the keywords: Email Body, Email Subject, or both

6. Click Next.
7. Select the classifiers to be included in the SMTP policy, and select Next. To do so, click a classifier category—for

example, Personally Identifiable Information (PII)—to expand its contents. Or, use the Search box to narrow the list.

NOTE
 If you have created custom classifiers (to scan for your own specific data patterns), those classifiers are
also available for selection. The classifiers that you select are connected by an OR condition, which means
that a separate search occurs for each classifier selection. To group classifiers to search for multiple, closely
associated patterns and produce relevant matches, build compound classifiers.

Your selected classifiers appear under Selected Classifiers. If an email transmission triggers a scan against this policy,
the scan records matches against these classifiers.

8. Enter a unique Name and Description for the SMTP policy, and select Next.

WARNING
 Avoid including potentially sensitive information in your SMTP policy description. Policy descriptions
appear on the SMTP tab of the Data in Motion Policies page and are visible to all users with
DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW access. For more information about character limits for these fields,
see Supported Characters.

9. Review the details for your SMTP policy and continue accordingly:
– Select Previous to edit your SMTP policy configuration.
– Select Save when you are ready to save your work.

Your SMTP policy now appears in the Data in Motion Policies page. From this page, you can view and edit your
policy, delete a policy, or activate or deactivate a policy. Policies are active by default. Allow up to five minutes for the new
policy to take effect.

Create a Connect:Direct Policy

As a security administrator, you create an IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS policy to monitor your mainframe
environment. Doing so helps you determine whether sensitive or regulated data leaves the mainframe through a file
transfer using IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS.
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The policy wizard lets you create policies that are as granular or as flexible as needed for your business goals. You can
create multiple IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS policies.

NOTE

• Only users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE access can create a IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS
policy. If you do not have the required permissions, see your system administrator.

• For the product to intercept data in motion transmissions, you must configure and activate the appropriate
exit.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the product and select Data in Motion Settings, Policies from the navigation menu.
2. From the Connect:Direct tab, select Create Connect:Direct Policy.
3. (Optional) Build your policy criteria, and select Next. Your policy can monitor data sets, users, and nodes.

NOTE
 The product does not monitor UNIX file transfers using IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS.

WARNING
 While including criteria is optional, we recommend doing so to narrow the scope of your policy. A policy that
includes no criteria triggers a scan of every IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmission that leaves
your mainframe. This behavior might affect system performance.

Note the following information as you build your policy:

•  Operators and parentheses 
– Use logical operators and parentheses to specify complex patterns.
– Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row.

WARNING
 Use caution when specifying the operators because improper use can negate the policy criteria.
For example, you specify data sets PUBLIC.TEST AND PUBLIC.PROD. These data sets are never
scanned because a data set cannot be two names. Instead, use the OR operator.

– Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows.
•  Data sets 

– When adding data sets, use qualifiers that follow IBM data set naming conventions. To specify the qualifiers of
a data set rather than the exact data set name, use the Contains option. Doing so is useful, for example, when
you do not know all the qualifiers in a data set name.

– Data sets names are not case-sensitive because they are source data sets that reside on the mainframe only.
•  Nodes 

– The source node is the system that is sending the file (the mainframe where Data Content Discovery is running).
This value is useful to include in your policy in a sysplex environment where there are multiple LPARs. In a non-
sysplex environment, this value is less useful because the value never changes.

– The destination node is the system that is receiving the file.

•  User ID 
– The user ID is that of the user who is logging in to the system that is sending the file. This value is not case-

sensitive because it is a mainframe user ID.

 Example: Complex policy criteria statementThe transmission triggers a scan when the transmission includes a
data set in PROD.FIN or PROD.ACCT and the source user ID is JSMITH3 or BADAMS5.  
(Data Set Contains PROD.FIN OR Data Set Contains PROD.ACCT) AND (User ID Equals JSMITH3 OR User ID Equals

 BADAMS5)

4. Select the classifiers to be included in the policy, and click Next. To do so, click a classifier category—for example,
Personally Identifiable Information (PII)—to expand its contents. Or, use the Search box to narrow the list.
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NOTE
 If you have created custom classifiers to scan for specific data patterns, those classifiers are also available
for selection. The classifiers that you select are connected by an OR condition. An OR condition means that
a separate search occurs for each classifier selection. To group classifiers to search for multiple, closely
associated patterns and produce relevant matches, build compound classifiers.

Your selected classifiers appear under Selected Classifiers. If a transmission triggers a scan against this policy, the
scan searches for matches against these classifiers.

5. Enter a unique Name and Description for the policy, and select Next.

WARNING
 Avoid including potentially sensitive information in your policy names. Policy names appear on the Data
in Motion Policies page and are visible to all users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW access. For more
information about character limits for these fields, see Supported Characters.

6. Review the details for your policy and continue accordingly.
– Select Previous to edit your policy configuration.
– Select Save when you are ready to save your work.

Your policy appears in the Data in Motion Policies page. From this page, you can view and edit your policy, delete a policy,
or activate or deactivate a policy. Policies are active by default. Allow up to five minutes for the new policy to take effect.

 Example: Create an IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS Policy to Monitor a Suspicious User 

You are concerned that an employee, Lynn Parker, is sending employees' personal information from the mainframe to her
personal PC through IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmissions. You create the following policy to monitor the
situation:

• Data sets that contain the employee records for your department (PROD.EMPDATA) AND 
• User ID of the suspicious employee (LPARKER3) AND 
• Classifiers of interest: First Name, Last Name, Phone Number, Postal Address (United States), Telephone Number

(United States), Birthdate (Four-digit year), Social Security Number, Social Security Number (Delimited), Social
Security Number Pre June 2011

With this policy, the following process occurs:

1. Employee LPARKER3 sends an IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmission from the mainframe to her
personal PC.

2. Data Content Discovery intercepts the transmission and compares the transmission to the policy.
3. Data Content Discovery finds matches for the data set and user ID.
4. Because the IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmission matches the policy, Data Content Discovery scans

PROD.EMPDATA.* against all the selected classifiers (First Name, Last Name, Phone Number, and so on).  
5. You review the scan results to determine whether the transmission violates your company policies for moving data off

the mainframe. You find that LPARKER3 is sending sensitive data off the mainframe. She does not have permission
for this activity.

6. You follow your company process for remediation.

View or Edit Data in Motion Policies
As a security administrator, you view or edit the details of a saved data in motion policy to verify or modify the criteria. For
example, the email address of a recipient that is included in your SMTP policy has changed.

WARNING

 Only users with Authorize a Data Content Discovery User access can edit a policy. If you do not have the
required permissions, see your system administrator.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the product and select Data in Motion Settings, Policies from the navigation menu.
The Data in Motion Policies page appears.

2. Click the applicable tab: FTP, SMTP, or Connect:Direct 
3. Click the View/Edit icon for the applicable policy.

The View Policy slide-out panel appears.
4. View the details of the policy.
5. If necessary, modify the policy:

a. Click Edit, modify the policy criteria, and click Next..
b. Review the changes, and click Update.

The updated policy is saved. Allow up to five minutes for your changes to take effect.

Activate or Deactivate a Data in Motion Policy
As a security administrator, you might need to create a data in motion policy for future use. Or, you might need to suspend
a policy temporarily due to high CPU usage. To do so, use the active status option to manage which policies are active in
the system.

WARNING
 Only users with DCD.DIM.POLICIES.UPDATE access can activate or deactivate policy. Use caution when
giving this access because deactivating and reactivating policy can circumvent the data in motion policy.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the product and select Data in Motion Settings, Policies from the navigation menu.
2. Select the applicable tab: FTP or SMTP 
3. Click the Active Status toggle for the applicable policy to activate or deactivate the policy. (By default, policies are

active.)

You have activated or deactivated a data in motion policy. Allow up to five minutes for your changes to take effect.

Delete a Data in Motion Policy
As a system administrator, you are responsible for managing the Data in Motion policies. The database administrator tells
you that the database where Data Content Discovery is running is low on space. To clear space in the database, you want
to delete policies that are no longer needed. After carefully considering your company's policies around record retention
and audits, you determine which policies you can safely delete.

WARNING
Your company might have guidelines in place regarding record retention. Deleting policies without following
these guidelines can have serious legal repercussions. Therefore, we recommend that you limit access to the
policy delete function (DCD.DELETE.DIMPOLICIES resource access) to only those users who have a clear
understanding of your company's guidelines around record retention.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select Data in Motion Settings, Policies from the navigation menu.
The Data in Motion Policies page appears.

2. Click the applicable tab: FTP, SMTP, or Connect:Direct.
3. Click the trash can icon for the policy configuration that you want to delete.

A confirmation box appears.
4. Click Yes to delete the policy.
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The selected policy is deleted from the Data Content Discovery database and the user interface. When running a report,
the deleted policy is no longer included in the report results.

Create a Scan to Discover Sensitive Data
Before you create a scan, consider the following scan criteria. You will define this criteria during the scan creation.

• What data sources do you want to include in or exclude from the scan (for example, SMS storage groups, volumes,
data sets, and so on)?

• Which classifiers do you want to scan for (for example, payment card primary account number or expiration date)?
• Who do you want to alert through email when a scan status change occurs?
• What name and description do you want to give your scan?

NOTE
Only users with DCD.SCAN.CREATE access can create a scan.

To create a scan, log in to the product and select Create a Scan from the Scans page. The Scan Wizard launches.
Perform the following steps in the Scan Wizard:

Scan Includes

Select the data sources to include in this scan and the number of generations of a GDG per data source to be scanned.
You can include data sets, SMS storage groups, volumes, USS data sources, and database files (Datacom, IDMS, IBM
DB2, and IBM IMS).

Follow these steps:

1. Select the data sources to include in this scan. You can include multiple data sources in a single scan.
– Select Data Set, enter a data set name (using qualifiers that follow IBM data set naming conventions), and select

Add to include each data set.

NOTE
 Data Content Discovery does not scan archived data sets, uncataloged data sets, or data sets that do
not have fully qualified names per IBM conventions. Data Content Discovery does not support VSAM
variable-length relative record data sets (VRRDS) or linear data sets (LDS).

You can include wildcard (mask) characters for data sets. Using a wildcard is useful, for example, if you do not
know all the qualifiers in a data set name. For more information, see Wildcards.

WARNING
Exercise caution when using a wildcard. Using wildcard characters might significantly increase the time
that it takes to return scan results (depending on data set size).

– Select SMS Storage Group, choose from an autopopulated list of groups in the active SMS configuration, and
select Add to include each group.

– Select Volume, enter a volume name, and select Add to include each volume.

WARNING
When scanning a volume, the high-level qualifier (HLQ) of the VSAM cluster and the data component
must match. If the HLQs do not match, the scan does not return any results. 

– Select  USS Data Source, enter a zFS or HFS directory or file path, and select Add to include each UNIX System
Services (USS) data source. If you specify a directory, the product scans every file in the directory and in its
subdirectories.
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NOTE
You must begin the entry with a forward slash (/). Additionally, wildcard characters (sometimes called
glob characters) are not supported and are treated literally in the entry. For example, /u/users/file[123].txt
searches for the literal file name file[123].txt in the directory.

– Select Database - Datacom, choose from an autopopulated list of multi-user facilities (MUFs), select a schema and
a table, and select Add to include each instance.

WARNING

• For a Datacom configuration to appear in the list, you must configure the database settings.
• You must enable SQL access to any table that you want select for scanning.
• If external security is enabled for Datacom, the user ID that connects to the database server must

have READ access to all defined tables. Additionally, the started task ID under which the classification
engine (default started task name DCDSRVR) executes requires READ access to any table that is
targeted in a scan request. Sample security commands for providing access are available for ACF2
(see member FEYACDCM), Top Secret (see member FEYTSDCM), or IBM RACF (see member
FEYRFDCM).

– Select Database - IBM DB2, choose from an autopopulated list of active subsystems, select a schema and a table,
and select Add to include each subsystem.

WARNING
For a DB2 subsystem to appear in the list, you must configure the database settings. The product
bypasses scanning of the following DB2 column data types: All LOB types (BLOB, CLOB, and DBCLOB),
BINARY, VARBINARY, CHARACTER FOR BIT DATA, VARCHAR FOR BIT DATA, DECFLOAT, ROWID,
and XML 

Note: The started task ID under which the classification engine (default started task name DCDSRVR) is executing
requires the SELECT privilege for any table that a user wants to scan. You can meet this requirement by permitting
grants to all the tables that will be targeted by scans or by having an authority such as DATAACCESS that grants
select access to all tables in a subsystem.
Example: To scan the DB2 table DCDTQ1.CUSTOMER, grant the SELECT privilege to the table using the following
GRANT statement:
GRANT SELECT ON TABLE DCDTQ1.CUSTOMER TO started_task_id

started_task_id
User ID that is assigned to the classification engine (default started task name DCDSRVR).

– Select Database - IBM IMS, choose from an autopopulated list of active control regions, select an IMS database,
and select Add to include each database.
The product supports scanning only SHISAM (Simple Hierarchical Indexed Sequential Access Method) and HDAM
VSAM (Hierarchical Direct Access Method–VSAM only) IMS database types.

WARNING
For IBM IMS control regions and databases to appear in the list, you must configure the databases
settings. IMS does not support a record limit; the entire database is always unloaded, which could
lengthen scan times.

– Select Database - IDMS, choose from an autopopulated list of regions, select a database, a schema, and a table
name, and select Add.

WARNING
For an IDMS region to appear in the list, you must configure the database settings.

2. (Optional) For each data source selected, edit the number of generations of a GDG to scan in the Generation Data
Group (GDG) Settings box. The range is 1 to 999. By default, the value from the global system setting is used.
Limiting the number of generations to scan minimizes the use of resources and saves you time.
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WARNING

 To honor the GDG setting for data sets, you must add a mask (.*) to the data set name. For example,
specify PROD.FIN.DATA.*.

3. Select Next.

Scan Excludes (Optional)

Select the data sources and file types to exclude from this scan. Excluding data sources or file types can save time
because the product is not scanning files that you know do not include sensitive data.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the data sources to exclude from your scan.
– Data Set. Designate a data set to exclude, and select Add. Repeat this step until you have added all of the exclude

criteria for this scan.
You can include wildcard (mask) characters for data sets.
Example: You specified SYS%.PLAT%% on the Scan Includes page, so data set SYS1.PLAT13 is included in the
scan. You can exclude SYS1.PLAT13 from the scan, or you can specify SYS1.PLAT%% exclude all matching data
sets with a second qualifier of PLAT plus two other characters.

– SMS Storage Group. Designate an SMS storage group to exclude, and select Add. Repeat this step until you
have added all of the exclude criteria for this scan.
Example: You included volumes VOL3, VOL4, and VOL5 in your scan; however, you have been directed not to
scan any volumes in SMS storage group SMSSHR until further notice. You do not know whether VOL3, VOL4, and
VOL5 are contained in SMSSHR, so you exclude SMSSHR from the scan.

– Volume. Designate a volume to exclude, and select Add. Repeat this step until you have added all of the exclude
criteria for this scan.
Example: You included SMS storage group SMSVOL in your scan. This group includes volumes VOL1, VOL2, and
VOL3. You do not want to scan anything on VOL2, so you exclude this volume.

2. Select whether to scan items that are in the Do Not Scan List. By default, the Apply Do Not Scan List check box
is selected and data stores in the Do Not Scan List are not scanned. Optionally, clear this check box to include data
stores that are in the Do Not Scan List from this scan.

3. Select whether to exclude file types. You can exclude all load libraries, partitioned data sets, and/or VSAM data sets
from this scan. Doing so saves time because the product is not scanning files that you know do not include sensitive
data. To exclude a file type, select it from the drop-down box:
– Exclude Load Libraries.Select this option to exclude all load libraries from this scan. By default, this option is

selected and the load libraries are not scanned.A load library is a partitioned data set that contains programs that
are ready for execution.

WARNING
Use caution when excluding load libraries. A user might accidentally or maliciously include sensitive data
in a load library and send it off the mainframe undetected.

– Exclude Partitioned Data Sets. Select this option to exclude partitioned data sets (PDS/E) from this scan. By
default, this option is not selected and PDS and PDSE data sets are scanned.

NOTE
If you exclude partitioned data sets, the load libraries are also automatically excluded because load
libraries are partitioned data sets. You cannot exclude partitioned data sets and include load libraries.

– Exclude VSAM Data Sets. Select this option to exclude Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM) data sets from this
scan. By default, this option is not selected and VSAM data sets are scanned.

4. Select Next.
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Classifier Selection

Select classifiers to search for specific patterns of sensitive data. If you have created custom classifiers (to scan for your
own specific data patterns), those classifiers are also available for selection.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a classifier category—for example, Personally Identifiable Information (PII)—to expand its contents. Or, use the
Search box to narrow the list. Select classifiers as needed.

NOTE
The selected classifiers are connected by an OR condition, which means that a separate search occurs for
each classifier selection. To group classifiers to search for multiple, closely associated patterns and produce
relevant matches, build compound classifiers.

The classifiers appear under Selected Classifiers.
2. Review your selections and, optionally, remove any classifiers that you do not want.
3. For compound classifiers, determine if the data matches must occur by file or record:

File Proximity
Specifies that all data matches must occur within the same file.
Record Proximity
Specifies that all data matches must occur on the same record.

4. Select Next.

Classifier Refinement (Optional)

Refine your selected classifiers to apply word boundary checks, exclude repeating digit patterns (applicable to the
Payment Card Primary Account Number and all the Social Security Number classifiers), or ignore sequence numbers (not
applicable to all classifiers). Doing so can improve the accuracy of your scan results.

Follow these steps:

1. To apply the Word Boundary check, select one or more classifiers. To select all the classifiers, select All Included
Classifiers.
This check requires a proper boundary surrounding a target string to mark that target string as a match. For
example, if you select the First Name classifier, the product extracts a match from Joe Smith but no match from
joesmith@example.com). However, the check (like normal scan processing) still ignores non-word or non-digit
adjoining items (for example, tabs, spaces, or special characters) that occur before/after the target string.

NOTE
Underscores (_) are not recognized as boundaries. They are considered valid word characters. For example,
Joe_Smith is disqualified as a match during a word boundary check because no valid boundary separates
the words Joe and Smith.

2. To specify Repeating Digits, type a digit in the Repeating Digit column, then type the number of times the digit can be
repeated in the Number of Repetitions column, and select Add.
This option indicates that the scan ignores the specified numerical patterns for the Payment Card Primary Account
Number and all the Social Security Number classifiers. For example, you specify a repeating digit of 0 and the number
of repetitions of 4. The scan rejects matches such as 1234500007890123 or 123450000.

NOTE
Type * to specify any digit from 0 to 9. If you type *, the Add button is disabled because all valid values are
now included.

3. To ignore Sequence Numbers in data sets, select one or more classifiers. To select all the classifiers, select All
Included Classifiers.
This option indicates that for the selected classifiers, a scan ignores the first eight characters (for variable blocked
record format) or the last eight characters (for fixed blocked record format) of each data row in a data set. For the
classifiers that support this feature, see Predefined Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns.
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4. Select Next.

Email Alerts (Optional)

Create email alerts to notify users via email about scan status changes (when a scan starts, fails, and completes).

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the alert type, email address for the alert recipient, language, and click Add.
2. Repeat this step for each recipient.
3. Select Next.

NOTE
The alert email includes a link that takes the email recipient to the Scan Details page. If the email recipient
selects the link in the email but is not logged in to the product, the user is prompted to log in. After doing so,
the user is taken to the Scans page rather than the specific Scan Details page. Select the link again to be
taken directly to the Scan Details page.

Name and Description

Identify your scan and select how to run it.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a unique Name and Description for the scan. 

WARNING

Policy descriptions are visible to all users. Avoid including potentially sensitive information in your policy
description. For more information about character limits for these fields, see Supported Characters.

2. (Optional) Clear the Run scan immediately check box to save the scan definition for future use. By default, the check
box is selected and the scan runs when you are finished creating and reviewing the scan definition.

3. (Optional) Select Run scan locally to run this scan on your local system. By default, the check box is not selected and
the scan runs on the Sysplex.
If you have not configured the product in a Sysplex environment, the scan must run on your local system. Therefore,
the check box is selected by default and is not editable.
If your scan includes USS files or database data sources (Datacom, IDMS, IBM DB2, and IBM IMS), the scan must run
on your local system. Therefore, the check box is selected by default and is not editable.

TIP

Scans of USS files and database data sources (Datacom, IDMS, IBM DB2, and IBM IMS) always run on your
local system, even in a Sysplex environment. Therefore, if your scan request includes a mix of USS files,
database data sources, and other data sources (PDS/PDSE and VSAM), all the data sources in the scan
run on the local system. We recommend that you create a separate scan for the PDS/PDSE and VSAM data
sources so that the scan runs in the Sysplex environment to take advantage of load balancing.

4. Select Next.
5. Review the details for your scan and continue accordingly:

– Select Run Scan to execute the scan immediately.
– Select Save Scan to save the scan definition for future use.
– Select Previous to edit your scan configuration.

Your data discovery scan is saved, launched, or both. After your scan completes, the results are available from the Scans
page. 

Manage Existing Scans
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You can manage scans in the following ways:

• Discover sensitive data, archive scans, delete scans, or re-run scans.
• See a list of all the scans that have been initiated.
• Manage scans to ensure they run at the appropriate times, or cancel and correct an erroneous scan.
• Schedule a scan to run as a batch job during off-hours.
• Clear space in the database by deleting scans that are no longer needed.
• Determine which data sources and matches are the most likely to contain sensitive or regulated data.
• Globally exclude specific data sets, volumes, and SMS storage groups from data discovery scans.

Manage Your List of Scans and Analyze Scan Results

After running scans to discover sensitive data, you can manage your list of static or data-in-motion scans. For example,
you can archive scans, delete scans, or re-run static scans. You can also drill in to analyze scan results for:

• Structured data sources (including columnar classifications and metadata information)
• Unstructured data sources

Viewing and analyzing scan results helps you determine:

• What types of sensitive data exist in your overall environment
• Where the data exists
• Who has access to this sensitive data
• (Data-in-motion scans) Whether sensitive or regulated data is leaving the mainframe

This information helps you plan and possibly take your own actions to remedy areas of concern.

 Contents 

  

Review and Manage Your Static Scans List 

Running data discovery scans produces a list of in-progress, completed, or pending scan jobs. This procedure describes
how to manage your list of scans.

TIP

 If any scans have failed, you can view the cause of the failure by selecting the status icon for that scan.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the navigation menu, select All Scans, Static Scans.
The list of scans appears, showing basic scan information.

NOTE
 The Progress percentage is based on the number of files being scanned, not the amount of data within the
files. For example, if the product has scanned 8 of 10 files, progress is 80 percent regardless of the amount
of data in those 10 files. 

2. (Optional) Select Filters to filter the scan list based on the progress status or other criteria.
3. (Optional) Select the checkbox for one or more scans to take the following actions:

– Select Actions, Archive to archive a scan to clean up the scan list.
– Select Actions, Delete to delete scans to free space in the database.

4. (Optional) Select the + icon for a completed scan to take the following actions:
– Re-run a scan.
– Copy a scan.
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NOTE
 For an in-progress scan, you can copy, cancel, or pause/resume the scan.

5. Select a scan name and review its Scan Details page.

TIP

 You can export scan detail results of data sources to CSV format.

Scan details include the following information:
– Scan status
– ID of scan initiator
– Selected and matched classifiers
– Included and excluded data sources
– Confidence Level setting (displaying a value that is based on configured system settings)

Example: Confidence Level: High means the system setting instructs the product to display only matches with a
high confidence level.

– Indicator of whether the data source is structured or unstructured. (A check mark under the Structured column
indicates that the data is structured.) Db2 tables are examples of structured data sources.

Review and Manage Your Data-in-Motion Scans List

Running data-in-motion scans produces a list of in-progress, completed, or pending scan jobs. This procedure describes
how to manage your list of scans.

TIP

 If any scans have failed, you can view the cause of the failure by selecting the status icon for that scan.

Data Content Discovery scans FTP transmissions, SMTP transmissions, and Connect:Direct transmissions when the
transmissions match an applicable policy. The results of each scan include information (such as the policies that triggered
the scan).

NOTE
 When the Data in Motion component fails to scan an SMTP or FTP transaction, the event is audited.

This procedure describes how to manage your list of data-in-motion scans.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the navigation menu, select All Scans, Data in Motion Scans.
2. Select the applicable tab: FTP, SMTP, or Connect:DirectThe list of scans appears, showing basic scan information.
3. (Optional) Select Filters to filter the scan list based on the progress status or other criteria.
4. (Optional) Complete any of the following tasks:

– Select Actions, Archive to archive a scan to clean up the scan list.
– Select Actions, Delete to delete scans to free space in the database.

5. Select a scan name and review its Scan Details page.

TIP

 You can export scan detail results of data sources to CSV format.

Scan details include the following information:
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– Scan status
– ID of scan initiator
– Selected and matched classifiers
– Included and excluded data sources
– Source and destination hostname/IP address
– Confidence Level setting (displaying a value that is based on configured system settings)

Example: Confidence Level: High means the system setting instructs the product to display only matches with a
high confidence level.

– Indicator of whether the data source is structured or unstructured. (A checkmark under the Structured column
indicates the data is structured.) Db2 tables are examples of structured data sources.

Analyze Scan Results for Unstructured Data Sources

Unstructured data sources have a blank (empty) Structured field on the Scan Details page. This procedure describes how
to analyze scan results for unstructured data sources. Optionally, you can export the results to CSV format.

TIP

 After reviewing the results for a data source, you can add the data source to the Do Not Scan List to omit it from
subsequent scans. Doing so lets you focus on data that still requires discovery, clean up, and protection. To do
so, select a data source, and then select Actions, Add to Do Not Scan List.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the list of scans, select a scan name.
The Scan Details page appears.

2. View scan result details for the data source: 
a. Select the name of the unstructured data source.

The Details page identifies specific classifiers, number of rows scanned, number of rows with matches, match
percentage, and confidence level. Select the number under Rows with Matches to drill down to more details.

b. Return to the Scan Details page.
3. (Optional) Select the number under Classifiers Matched to see the list of discovered classifiers and their descriptions.
4. (Optional) Review access details for the data source:

– Select the Access Report icon to review who has access to the data set.
– Select the Accessed Report icon to see who has accessed the data set.

You have reviewed your scan results. You can take your own steps to achieve business goals, minimize misuse of data, or
comply with data protection standards and regulations.

Analyze Scan Results for Structured Data Sources

When discovering sensitive or regulated data in structured database tables, Data Content Discovery provides the
following detailed results:

• Summary of the schema (structure) and metadata details of the scanned data source
• Columnar classification, if any

Example: Assigning a “Social Security Number” classification to column PD_210 after discovering that sensitive data
within the column’s records

• Scan coverage details (for example, the number of sensitive data matches in the data source)
• Record number and column name where individual classifier matches occurred. This granularity can help with

discovering otherwise unobtrusive data (for example, sensitive data left in a MEMO free-form input column).

From the data source summary (schema) view, you can filter your view to see columnar-based classifications, record-level
matches, or both. You can further drill down into a column detail view to review record-level individual matches within a
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column. This procedure describes how to analyze scan results for structured data sources. Optionally, you can export the
results to .csv format.

WARNING

• Support for providing columnar classifications and structural metadata is currently limited to IBM Db2 and
Datacom data sources.

• Exporting extremely large amounts of data—for example, a table with several million records—can produce
lengthy delays; additionally, Microsoft Excel limits the export to a maximum of 1,048,576 rows.

• Processing of columnar data requires scanning at least 100 rows; therefore, for structured IBM Db2 and
Datacom data sources, the product does not honor the Scan Records Limit or Scan Match Limit until 100
rows are processed. After 100 rows are processed, record and match limits are evaluated normally.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the list of scans, select a scan name.
The Scan Details page appears.

2. Select a structured data source (identified by a check mark under the Structured column) to access its schema page.
The schema page gives details about the matches within this structured data source (column classifications and
individual sensitive data matches). The page also lists structural information about the data source (for example,
numbers of columns and records).

3. (Optional) Select the drop-down and select your preferred view:
–  Column Level

Displays only columnar classification results, showing which classification category (if any) the product gave to a
column, based on sensitive data matches within the column.

–  Record Level
Displays only a listing of matches that the product discovered within a column (for example, a list of four name-
related classifiers discovered within column COL1). Select the + icon for the option to view details about a record-
level match (for example, total classifier matches and column metadata information).

–  Column and Record Level
(Default) Displays columnar classification results and record-level match listings simultaneously, with the option to
drill into more explicit details in a separate view.

4. (Optional) Expand any row and click View Details to display detailed column results. The Column Name page
appears, where you can analyze column details such as:
– Total classifier matches (how many times each piece of sensitive data was found in the column) and total rows

scanned
– Confidence levels rankings for the discovered matches
– Column metadata details (for example, data type and any remarks)
– Exact positions of sensitive data matches at the record level—that is, the offset from the start of the column where

the match was found
Tips! If results list multiple classifier types (for example, zip code and social security number), you can apply
filtering by selecting a specific classifier from the drop-down list. You can also apply filtering to the list of confidence
level rankings—for example, to view only matches that have a High confidence level.

You can select the “breadcrumbs” navigation links at the top of the page to access any page in your current navigation
path.

 Use Case: Discover “Free Form” Sensitive Data in Structured Database Table Scan Results 

As a systems operations staff member, you are preparing for an internal audit. Your organization does not know where all
regulated data is located within your mainframe data stores. You and your security administrators are in the process of
systematically performing the following activities:
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• Discovering regulated/sensitive data
• Reporting on your findings
• Reviewing who has access and locking down access accordingly
• Taking any additional steps to protect and safeguard your organization’s data

You believe that you have many instances where database tables have sensitive data within notes and comments in the
table data. Among your latest scan results, you notice that the product applied a Social Security Number classification to
the MEMO column in DB2 subsystem table PROFILE18.TEXTSML01.

Drilling into a column details view, you review how many times a classifier matched in the column and where matches
occurred. You independently review the data source and confirm that four occurrences of social security number exist in
the MEMO free-form input column.

Through further research, you discover that many database data sources include this type of data entry in “free form”
column areas. You and your colleagues determine that further remediation is needed. You then execute additional,
independent steps to address this major business and compliance risk.

Filter the List of Scans
From the All Scans page, you can see a list of all the data discovery scans that have been initiated. You can click a scan
name to view detailed results information, or click the + icon in a scan row to see minor details for that scan. To reduce a
large list or refine the focus of your list, you can filter the lists of scans. For example, filtering the scan list can help you in
the following ways:

• Find relevant scans more easily (for example, filtering by scan description).
• Review by scan status (for example, see all failed scans during the last two weeks).
• Hide data that does not interest you (for a more efficient review process).

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select the applicable tab for your scan type: Static Scans or Data in Motion Scans
2. For data in motion scans, select the applicable type: FTP,  SMTP, or Connect:Direct.
3. Click Filters.

The filtering options appear.
4. Choose from the following filtering options according to your needs:

a. Select one or more scan statuses.
b. Click the Date Range box, and choose one of the following options:

• Select a quick selection item (for example, Today).
• Click Custom Range, select a date range, and click Apply.

WARNING
If you manually enter dates, you must use the format shown in the entry box; otherwise, date entries
might not be incorporated correctly.

c. Enter a scan name, description, or the user who initiated the scan. Partial matches apply; for example, specifying
"sc" matches "descent" and "scan" in the Name or Description fields.

5. Click Apply.
The scan list is filtered based on the criteria that you specified.

Example: Display Failed Scans for a Two-Week Period

You want to determine which scans failed between February 1 and February 15. To do so, click Filters, select a status of
Failed, click Date Range and specify the two-week time period, and click Apply.
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Example: Find Specific Scans that Pertain to Payment Card Industry-Regulated Data

A systems operations staff member asked about which payment card data scans occurred in the last two weeks of July.
You have been following your internal scan naming standards and are confident that you can quickly obtain a list. You filter
for a date range of July 15 through July 31 and enter a scan name of PCI Data Scan (to find matches against all scans
that contain that content in the name). You apply these filters to refine the displayed items.

Copy a Scan
As a security administrator, you run scans to determine the risk in your environment. To save time and effort, you want to
create scans quickly by copying the scan criteria from an existing scan and editing its details. 

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product to view the list of scans.
2. Select the + icon to expand the row for the saved scan that you want to copy.
3. Select Copy Scan.

The scan creation wizard opens in a single-page view. The scan criteria is pre-populated with the values from the
original scan.

4. Review the scan criteria and edit it as needed. For more information about the scan criteria, see Create a Scan to
Discover Sensitive Data.

5. Identify your scan and select how to run it:
a. Enter a unique Name and Description for the scan.

NOTE

By default, your copied scan name appears as Copy of <selected scan name>.

WARNING
Policy descriptions are visible to all users. Avoid including potentially sensitive information in your policy
description. For more information about character limits for these fields, see Supported Characters.

b. (Optional) Clear the Run scan immediately check box to save the scan definition for future use. By default, the
check box is selected and the scan runs when you are finished creating and reviewing the scan definition.

c. Select Next.
6. Review the details for your scan and continue accordingly:

– Select Run Scan to execute the scan immediately.
– Select Save Scan to save the scan definition for future use.
– Select Previous to edit your scan configuration.

Your data discovery scan is saved, launched, or both. After your scan completes, the results are available from the Scans
page.

Run a Saved Scan
If you created a data discovery scan and saved the scan definition, you can launch that scan at any time from the user
interface.

NOTE
You can also schedule and run a saved scan as a batch job.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product to view the list of scans.
2. Click the plus sign icon to expand the row for the saved scan that you want to run.
3. Click Run Scan.
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Your scan is launched. You can view the scan progress from the Scans page, and you can also perform the following
actions:

NOTE
The Progress indicator on the Scans page shows the percentage completed for each scan. This percentage is
based on the number of files being scanned, not on the amount of data within the files. Therefore, if some of the
files being scanned are larger than others, the progress percentage might seem skewed. For example, if you
have 10 files in a scan and the product has scanned the first 8 files, the Progress shows 80 percent regardless
of the amount of data in those 10 files that are being scanned.

• Click the scan name to view summary information and view results for a completed scan.
• Filter the scan list based on the progress status or other criteria.

Example:

A systems operations staff member has defined and saved several scans to launch later. Now that audit time is
approaching, you can launch one of the scans to obtain results from the environment as it exists today.

Re-Run a Scan
If you previously ran a data discovery scan or canceled a scan, you can re-run that scan at any time. For example, a scan
might have previously failed, or you might need a new scan to produce results that reflect the latest environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product to view the list of scans.
2. Click the + icon to expand the row for the scan that you want to re-run.
3. Click Re-run Scan.

Your data discovery scan is launched again as a new entry in the Scans page. You can view the scan progress from the
Scans page, and you can also perform the following actions:

• Click the scan name to view summary information and view results for a completed scan.
• Filter the scan list based on the progress status or other criteria.

NOTE
The Progress indicator on the Scans page shows the percentage completed for each scan. This percentage is
based on the number of files being scanned, not on the amount of data within the files. Therefore, if some of the
files being scanned are larger than others, the progress percentage might seem skewed. For example, if you
have 10 files in a scan and the product has scanned the first 8 files, the Progress shows 80 percent regardless
of the amount of data in those 10 files that are being scanned.

Examples:

• Another systems operations staff member previously defined and ran several scans. Now that audit time is
approaching, you re-run one of the scans (Volume Scan for PCI-DSS Search) to obtain results from the environment
as it exists today.

• A previous scan failed due to problematic conditions in your environment. After correcting the problems, you re-run the
scan successfully and produce up-to-date results.

Pause, Resume, or Cancel a Scan
As a system administrator, you manage scans to ensure that scans run at the appropriate times or to cancel and correct
an erroneous scan. Doing so helps you manage system resources. You can take the following actions to manage scans:
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NOTE

You cannot pause or resume scans of data in motion transmissions. You can cancel data in motion transmission
scans that are in a Not Started status only.

Pause an Unstarted or In-Progress Scan

You can pause an unstarted or in-progress scan from the user interface. Pausing a scan is useful, for example, if you are
running a large scan and want to pause it to start another scan, or if you want to run some scans overnight only and need
to pause those scans during working hours.

TIP

If you start a scan and need to stop it immediately, we recommend canceling and restarting the scan instead of
pausing and resuming it. Doing so is more time- and resource-efficient.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product to view the list of scans.
2. Click the plus sign icon to expand the row for the unstarted or in-progress scan that you want to pause.
3. Click Pause Scan.

A confirmation box appears.
4. Click Yes to pause the scan.

Your scan is paused.

• When you pause an in-progress scan, the scan Status on the Scans page changes to PAUSED.
• When you pause an unstarted scan, the scan Status on the Scans page changes to PAUSING while it is in the WLM

queue. When the scan starts, the scan is immediately paused and the Status changes to PAUSED.

Resume a Paused Scan

You can resume a paused scan from the user interface. Doing so is useful, for example, if you are running a large scan
overnight only and have paused it during working hours. At the end of working hours, you can resume the scan.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product to view the list of scans.
2. Click the plus sign icon to expand the row for the paused scan that you want to resume.
3. Click Resume Scan.

A confirmation box appears.
4. Click Yes to resume the scan.

Your scan resumes. From the Scans page, the Status of the scan changes to IN-PROGRESS after the resume action is
complete.

When the scan resumes, the scan process starts with the data source that was in the process of being scanned. For
example, you start a scan that includes three data sets. The product has completed its scan of the first data set and is in
the process of scanning the second data set when you pause the scan. When you resume the scan, the product resumes
the scan at the beginning of the second data set and continues until all the remaining data sets are scanned. The product
does not re-scan the first data set but does rescan the entire second data set.

Cancel a Scan

You can cancel a scan from the user interface. Doing so is useful, for example, if you realize that the scan criteria is
incorrect after you have launched the scan, or if you launched the scan by mistake.

NOTE
You cannot cancel a failed, completed, or canceled scan because the scan is already finished.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product to view the list of scans.
2. Click the plus sign icon to expand the row for the scan that you want to cancel.
3. Click Cancel Scan.

A confirmation box appears.
4. Click Yes to cancel the scan.

Your scan is canceled. From the Scans page, the Status of the scan changes to CANCELED after the action is complete.

Schedule a Scan to Run Using a Batch Job

After you have created a scan in the Data Content Discovery user interface (UI), you can execute the scan as a batch job
at a scheduled time (for example, on a weekend). This method lets you automate the process of running existing scan
jobs and precludes having to log in to the UI to run the jobs. After the batch job is executed, you can view the scan results
and reporting information in the UI.

WARNING
The person who is creating and scheduling the JCL needs proper authorization to log in to the product, create a
scan, and submit a scan.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and create a data discovery scan.
After you create the scan, the product generates a scan ID that you can insert into the JCL to launch the batch job.

2. Find your scan on the Scans page, click the plus icon (+) to expand the scan row information, and record the scan ID.
3. Make a copy of the sample job FEYBTREQ in rthlq.CFEYJCL.
4. Review the copy of the sample job, and then customize the job according to the comments.

NOTE
Ensure that you have specified the scan ID as instructed. (You recorded this scan ID in an earlier step.)

5. Set up the JCL execution using a job scheduler.

You have scheduled a scan to run using batch JCL. After the scan runs, view the results and reporting information in the
UI.

Archive Scans to Clean Up the Scan List
As a product administrator, you are responsible for managing the scan list on the Scans page. You notice that the scan list
has grown quite large and that many of the scans that are listed are no longer needed. You can archive scans to remove
them from the Data Content Discovery user interface. After you archive a scan, the scan no longer appears on the Scans
page and is not included in future report results, but the scan remains in the database for auditing purposes.

NOTE
Only users with DCD.ARCHIVE.SCANS access can archive scans.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product to view the list of scans.
2. Click the check box to the left of the scan name for each scan that you want to archive.

NOTE
You cannot archive scans with a status of In-Progress or Not Started.

3. Click Actions, Archive.
A confirmation box appears.

4. Click Yes to archive the scan.
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The selected scans are removed from the Scans page. When running a new report, the archived scans are no longer
included in the report results.

Delete Scans
As a system administrator, you are responsible for managing the scan list on the Scans page. The database administrator
tells you that the database where Data Content Discovery is running is low on space. In an effort to clear space in the
database, you want to delete scans that are no longer needed. After carefully considering your company's policies around
record retention and audits, you determine which scans you can safely delete.

WARNING
Your company might have policies in place regarding record retention. Deleting scans without following
this policy can have serious legal repercussions. Therefore, we recommend that you limit access to the
delete function (DCD.CLEANUP.DELETE.SCANS resource access) to only those users who have a clear
understanding of your company's policies around record retention.

TIP

If you want to clean up the scan list but need to retain the scans in the database for auditing purposes,
see Archive Scans to Clean Up the Scan List.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product to view the list of scans.
2. Select the scans you want to delete:

– To delete one or more scans, click the check box to the left of the scan name for each applicable scan.
– To delete a group of scans, use the Filter options to narrow the scan list to the applicable scans. Then, select the

check box to the left of Name heading to select all scans.
– To delete all scans, click the check box to the left of the Name heading.

NOTE
You cannot delete scans with a status of In-Progress or Not Started. When using the select all option,
scans with these statuses are not selected.

3. Click Actions, Delete.
A confirmation box appears.

4. Click Yes to delete the scans.

The selected scans are deleted from the Data Content Discovery database and the user interface. When running a report,
the deleted scans are no longer included in the report results.

Example: Delete Scans Per Your Company's Record Retention Policy

You want to delete scans to free space in the database. Your company's policy is to retain all records for one year for legal
and audit purposes. You filter the scan list using the custom date range option to view scans that are older than one year;
for example, you specify dates that encompass the prior year. Doing so ensures that you are adhering to your company's
record retention policy. You then select all the scans on the Filtered Scans page (using the check box to the left of the
Name heading) and delete them (Actions, Delete).

The scans are deleted from the Data Content Discovery database and user interface.

View the Confidence Level

Data Content Discovery gives a confidence level for each data source that is included in a scan and a confidence level for
each match that it finds during a scan. This information can help you determine which data sources and matches are the
most relevant.
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If a classifier that is being scanned does not support the Confidence Level feature, the confidence level displays as N/A
(not applicable). See Predefined Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns to determine which classifiers support
the confidence level feature.

View the Confidence Level for a Scanned Data Source

The product assigns an overall confidence level of high, medium, or low to each data source that is included in a scan.
The confidence level is based on the following criteria: 

• Confidence levels of the individual matches within the data source
• If many matches are found in the same position across the data records, the confidence level is high.

To view the confidence level of each data source, go to the Scan Details page. A confidence level of High, Medium, Low,
or N/A (for classifiers that do not support the Confidence Level feature) is listed for each data source.

Example:

You scan a data set with three members. The scan reports the following overall confidence levels:

• Data source 1 and 2 show a confidence level of High because the matches within the scan all had a high confidence
level.

• Data source 5 shows a confidence level of Medium because the matches within the scan had mostly medium
confidence levels and a few low confidence levels.

View the Confidence Level for a Scan Match

The product assigns a confidence level of high, medium, or low to scan match results. The confidence level is based on
the quantity and strength of additional related data elements that the product finds in the same scan record as a given
classifier.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Scan Details page, select the data source for which you want to view match confidence levels.
2. Select the number under Rows with Matches to view the confidence levels.

A confidence level of High, Medium, Low, or N/A (for classifiers that do not support the Confidence Level feature) is
listed for each match in that data source.

Example:

You scan a data set for the Driver’s License (Illinois) classifier. The scan finds five rows with matches in the data set and
reports the following confidence levels:

• Row 1 shows a confidence level of High because highly related additional data elements were found in this row.
• Rows 2 through 4 show a confidence level of Medium because fewer or less-related additional data elements were

found in each of those rows.
• Row 5 shows a confidence level of Low because no additional related data elements were found in this row.

Exclude Data Sources from All Data Discovery Scans

As a systems operations staff member, you need to globally exclude data sets, volumes, and SMS storage groups from
data discovery scans. Adding these data sources to the Do Not Scan List omits them from all subsequent scans, letting
you focus on the data that you still need to discover, clean up, and protect.

NOTE
Only users with DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE access can add a data source to the Do Not Scan List.
Users with the DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access can view the Currently Excluded from Scans column but
cannot add a data source to the Do Not Scan List.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the Scans page, click the name of a completed data discovery scan to display the results.
2. Select the check box for each data source that you want to exclude, and click Actions, Add to Do Not Scan List.

A comment box appears.
3. (Optional) Enter a comment, and click Save.

The status changes from No to Yes for the Currently Excluded from Scans column, indicating that the data source is
now included in the Do Not Scan List.
If any of the data sources that you are trying to add are already in the Do Not Scan List, a message appears letting
you know that the duplicate entry will not be added.

4. (Optional) To verify that the data source was added to the Do Not Scan List or to remove a data source from the list,
go to Settings, and click the Do Not Scan List tab.
You have globally excluded data sources from the data discovery scans.

Example: Add a Data Set to the Do Not Scan List

Results from the most recent data discovery scan have proven to your organization that data set USER01.DATA100 is
now secure. To help narrow the focus of subsequent scans while preparing for this month's upcoming audit, you want to
remove this data set from future scan results. You access results for the USER01 PCI-DSS October scan, find the listing
for USER01.DATA100, and add the data source to the Do Not Scan List.

Manage Custom Classifiers
As a systems operations staff member, you need to create customized classifiers to search for data patterns that you
define. Custom classifiers give you the flexibility to discover many different types of at-risk data that your business might
need to protect.

The process for using custom classifiers for searching your own data patterns is as follows:

1. Create one or more custom classifiers. We provide the following methods for creating a custom classifier:
–  Build regular expression (regex) patterns by inserting free-form patterns and/or using our setup tool to form

patterns.
–  Join classifiers to create a custom compound classifier.
–  Exclude patterns from an existing classifier.
–  Create a Custom Data Dictionary classifier. A set of default data dictionary classifiers is packaged with this product.

You can use these classifiers when creating your custom data dictionary classifier.
2. (Optional) Manage Existing Custom Classifiers.
3.  Create a data discovery scan that includes the custom classifiers.

  

Create a Custom Classifier by Building Regex Patterns or Supplying Content

To find unique data patterns within your mainframe data stores, create custom classifiers and then create a scan that
includes your custom classifiers. You can create a custom classifier by building your own regular expression (RegEx)
patterns or supplying your own content:

• If you are unfamiliar with RegEx or you want to build a pattern incrementally, use our setup tool. Using the setup tool,
you can construct one piece of the pattern at a time. The RegEx statement expands as you build the pattern. You can
add one or more custom patterns.

• If you have constructed your own RegEx patterns or you want to supply free-form text, you can supply that content
from a separate entry area.
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NOTE
Only users with DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE access can create a custom classifier. If you do not
have the required permissions, see your system administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select Classifier Management.By default the Custom Classifiers tab is selected.
2. Select Create Regex Classifier.
3. Perform any of the following actions to create the content to search for in your custom classifier. Repeat these actions

as many times as needed.
This field supports a maximum of 5,000 characters for creating one or more RegEx patterns.
– Build a RegEx pattern by using the following components:

Letter
Specifies a through z, or specifies * to match any letter in that position.
Number
Specifies 0 through 9, or specifies * to match any number in that position.
Delimiter
Acts as the boundary between other separate characters in the pattern.
Chinese or JapaneseSpecifies a Chinese or Japanese character.
The RegEx pattern appears in the Regex under Construction box as you build it. When your pattern is complete,
select Add from the Regex under Construction box. The RegEx is included in the specified input box.

NOTE

When building your RegEx, you select a single character. However, the product automatically translates
the selected character to the required RegEx pattern, which consists of more than the single character
that you selected. As you build your RegEx, account for the additional characters that are required to
translate the RegEx. Doing so helps you avoid inadvertently exceeding the 5,000 character maximum.

Example: When you select the letter A (one character), the product translates the A to [aA], which counts
as four characters against the 5,000 character maximum.

More examples of translated characters in RegEx:

[aA][A-Za-z][9][0-9][\&][\~]

– Select Supply Your Own Input, Insert fully assembled regex, and then type or paste your RegEx pattern and
select Add. The RegEx is included in the specified input box.

– Select Supply Your Own Input, Insert free-form text, and then type or paste your plain text and select Add. The
text is included in the specified input box.

4. After you have added all your custom content, select Next.
5. Enter a unique Name and Description for your custom classifier, and select Next.

NOTE

For more information about character limits for these fields, see Supported Characters.

TIP

Choose a descriptive name that clearly identifies the intent or helps you group together several custom
classifiers. For example, “CUSTOM: IL Driver’s License."

6. Review the details for your custom classifier and perform one of the following actions:
– Click Previous to edit the preceding pages of your custom classifier definition.
– Click Save to create the custom classifier.

The custom classifier now appears in the list on the RegEx Classifiers tab of the Classifier Management, Custom
Classifiers page. The custom classifier is now available for use when you create a data discovery scan or when you build
a data in motion policy.
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Example: Create a Custom Classifier to Search for a Driver's License

To search for a driver’s license number (for example, G012-3456-7890), you can create either of the following RegEx
entries:

[A-Z]\d{3}-\d{4}-\d{4}

[A-Z][0-9]{3}-[0-9]{4}-[0-9]{4}

Create a Custom Classifier by Excluding Patterns from an Existing Classifier

To include custom classifiers in a data discovery scan and find your unique data patterns, you first create the custom
classifiers. If an existing classifier closely meets your needs but you want to exclude one or more patterns from it, you
can designate exclude patterns for that classifier to create a custom classifier. Doing so improves the relevancy of match
results and reduces the number of match results that you need to review, saving you time.

When scanning against a custom exclude classifier, the product examines the records as follows:

• Prioritizes the excluded patterns over the included patterns and, therefore, does not report a match when excluded
patterns are subsets of included patterns. For example, if your custom exclude classifier is based on the First Name
classifier but excludes the nickname Pat, the full name of Patrick is not returned as a match because Pat is a subset of
characters within Patrick.

• Considers record proximity of the included and excluded patterns. For example, if your custom exclude classifier is
based on the State Full Name (United States) classifier but excludes the state name West Virginia, the product returns
the state name Virginia as a valid match unless the word West directly precedes it.

NOTE
Only users with DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE access can create a custom classifier. If you do not
have the required permissions, see your system administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select Classifier Management.
By default the Custom Classifiers tab is selected.

2. Select the Classifiers with Excludes tab, and select Create Classifier with Excludes.
3. Select the classifier from which to exclude patterns from the Search Classifier drop-down list, and select Next.

NOTE
Custom compound classifiers are not available for selection.

You can also type directly into the Search Classifier drop-down box to narrow the list of classifiers.
4. Perform any of the following actions as many times as needed to build the patterns that you want to exclude:

This field supports a maximum of 5,000 characters for creating one or more RegEx patterns.
– Build a RegEx pattern by using the following components: 

Letter
Specifies a through z or specifies * to match any letter in that position.
Number
Specifies 1 through 9 or specifies * to match any number in that position.
Delimiter
Acts as the boundary between other separate characters in the pattern.
The RegEx pattern appears in the Regex under Construction box as you build it. When your pattern is complete,
select Add from the Regex under Construction box. The RegEx is included in the specified input box.

NOTE

When building your RegEx, you select a single character. However, the product automatically translates
the selected character to the required RegEx pattern, which consists of more than the single character
that you selected. 
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Example: When you select the letter A (one character), the product translates the A to [aA], which
counts as four characters against the 5,000 character maximum. Ensure that you consider the additional
characters that are required to translate the RegEx as you build your RegEx to avoid inadvertently
exceeding the 5,000 character maximum.

More examples of translated characters in RegEx:

[aA][A-Za-z][9][0-9][\&][\~]

– Select Supply Your Own Input, Insert fully assembled regex, then type or paste your RegEx pattern and select
Add. The RegEx is included in the specified input box.

– Select Supply Your Own Input, Insert free-form text, then type or paste your plain text and select Add. The text
is included in the specified input box.

5. After you have added all your custom exclude patterns, select Next.
6. Enter a unique Name and Description for your custom classifier, and select Next.

The Name field cannot exceed 50 characters. The Description field cannot exceed 256 characters.
The Name and Description fields support the following characters:
The Name and Description fields do not support the following characters:

NOTE

For more information about character limits for these fields, see Supported Characters.

TIP

Choose a descriptive name that clearly identifies the intent or helps you group together several custom
classifiers. For example, “CUSTOM: Acct Number Exclude 15 Digit Number”.

7. Review the details for your custom classifier and perform one of the following actions:

• – Select Previous to edit the preceding pages of your custom classifier definition.
– Select Save to create the custom classifier.

After you save the custom classifier definition, the custom classifier appears in the list on the Classifiers with Excludes tab
of the Classifier Management, Custom Classifiers page. The custom classifier is now available for use when you create a
data discovery scan or build a data in motion policy.

Example: Exclude a 15-Digit Number from the Payment Card Primary Account Number Classifier

You scan a data set for credit card numbers using the Payment Card Primary Account Number classifier. Your scan
results frequently match a 15-digit internal account number which always begins with 999. You want to exclude the 15-
digit account number from the Payment Card Primary Account Number classifier to improve your scan results. To do so,
you select Payment Card Primary Account Number from the Search Classifier drop-down list, build the following RegEx
entry that matches your account number pattern to be excluded from the classifier, and name your custom classifier
CUSTOM: Acct Number Exclude 15 Digit Number:

[9][9][9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9]

You then scan your data set using the CUSTOM: Acct Number Exclude 15 Digit Number custom classifier. Your scan
match results no longer include the 15-digit internal account numbers, saving you time as you review the scan matches.

Create a Compound Classifier by Joining Classifiers

To include custom classifiers in a data discovery scan and find your unique data patterns, you first create the custom
classifiers. You can join two or more classifiers together as one custom compound classifier. The compound classifier
joins classifiers together as an AND condition. An AND condition means that the scan records a match only when it finds
all the classifiers that you included in the compound classifier. Grouping classifiers improves the accuracy of match results
by searching for multiple, closely associated patterns. 
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NOTE
Only users with DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE access can create a custom classifier. If you do not
have the required permissions, see your system administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select Classifier Management from the navigation menu
2. Select the Compound Classifiers tab, and select Create Compound Classifier.
3. Select a classifier category (for example, Payment Card Industry Attributes) to view the available classifiers. Then

select individual classifiers to add them to the Selected Classifiers area.

NOTE
Existing custom compound classifiers are not available for selection.

4. After you have added all the classifiers that you want to compound, select Next.
5. Enter a unique Name and Description for your compound classifier, and select Next.

NOTE

For more information about character limits for these fields, see Supported Characters.

TIP

Choose a descriptive name that clearly identifies the intent or helps you group together several custom
classifiers. For example, “CUSTOM COMPOUND: Payment Card and Expiration Date."

6. Review the details for your custom compound classifier and perform one of the following actions:

• – Select Previous to edit the preceding pages of your custom compound classifier definition.
– Select Save to create the custom compound classifier.

After you save the custom compound classifier definition, the compound classifier appears in the list on the Classifier
Management, Compound Classifiers page. The compound classifier is now available for use when you create a data
discovery scan or build a data in motion policy.

Example: Join Payment Card Primary Account Number and Expiration Date

You want to scan a data set for credit card numbers, and you know that it is site policy to store credit card numbers with
expiration dates. To improve the accuracy of the scan results, you create a compound classifier that includes the Payment
Card Primary Account Number classifier and the Expiration Date classifier; you name your custom classifier CUSTOM
COMPOUND: Payment Card and Expiration Date. You then scan your data set using this custom compound classifier.
Your scan match results are narrowed to instances that include primary account numbers and expiration dates. Doing so
reduces the number of scan matches that you need to review, saving you time.

Create a Custom Data Dictionary Classifier

To find your unique data patterns within your mainframe data stores, you first create the custom classifiers and then
create a scan that includes your custom classifiers. You have the following options for creating a custom data dictionary
classifier:

  

A data dictionary is a list of items that are relevant to your organization. For example, a list of user IDs in your
organization. After creating a data dictionary, you associate the data dictionary with a custom data dictionary classifier.
Your custom data dictionary classifier is then available for selection during scan creation or data in motion policy creation.

NOTE
Only users with DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE access can create a custom data dictionary classifier. If
you do not have the required permissions, see your system administrator.
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 Create a Data Dictionary Classifier by Associating Data Dictionaries  

Associate custom and/or default data dictionaries to create a custom data dictionary classifier. Doing so lets you scan your
data stores to search for data dictionary keywords that are meaningful to your organization. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the navigation menu, select Classifier Management.
2. Select Dictionary Classifiers.

By default, the Custom Data Dictionary Classifiers tab is selected.
3. Select Create Dictionary Classifier.
4. Enter a unique Name and Description for your custom classifier and select Next.

NOTE

For more information about character limits for these fields, see Supported Characters.

TIP

 Choose a descriptive name that clearly identifies the intent of your custom classifiers. For example,
“CUSTOM: Dictionary Classifier European First Names."

5. Select the data dictionaries to be included in your custom classifier. To do so, select one or more data dictionaries from
the Custom Dictionaries tab or the Default Data Dictionaries tab and select Next.
Use the search box to narrow the list of data dictionaries.

TIP

Select the View icon to view the details of the data dictionary before you add it. The details include the
name, description, total number of keywords, and the list of keywords in the data dictionary.

6. Review the details of your custom classifier and continue accordingly:
a. Select Previous to edit your custom classifier configuration.
b. Select Save to create the custom classifier.

After you save the custom classifier definition, the custom classifier appears in the list on the Custom Data Dictionary
Classifiers tab of the Classifier Management, Dictionary Classifiers page. The custom classifier is now available for use
when you create a data discovery scan or build a data in motion policy.

 Create a Data Dictionary Classifier by Associating Data Dictionaries and Excluding Patterns  

Associate custom and/or default data dictionaries and then exclude patterns from them to create a custom data dictionary
classifier. Doing so lets you scan your data stores to search for data dictionary keywords that are meaningful to your
organization while excluding patterns that you know are not relevant.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the navigation menu, select Classifier Management.
2. Select Dictionary Classifiers.
3. Select the Data Dictionary Classifiers with Excludes tab, and select Create Dictionary Classifier with Excludes.
4. Enter a unique Name and Description for your custom classifier and select Next.

NOTE

For more information about character limits for these fields, see Supported Characters.

TIP

 Choose a descriptive name that clearly identifies the intent of your custom classifiers. For example,
“Dictionary Classifier Employee Names Exclude Email."

5. Select the data dictionaries to be included in your custom classifier. To do so, select one or more data dictionaries from
the Custom Dictionaries tab or the Default Data Dictionaries tab and select Next.
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Use the search box to narrow the list of data dictionaries.

TIP

 Select the View icon to view the details of the data dictionary before you add it. The details include the
name, description, total number of keywords, and the list of keywords in the data dictionary.

6. Build the patterns that you want to exclude from the selected data dictionaries using the following options:
This field supports a maximum of 5,000 characters for creating one or more RegEx patterns.
– Build a RegEx pattern by using the following components:

Letter
Specifies a through z or specifies * to match any letter in that position.
Number
Specifies 1 through 9 or specifies * to match any number in that position.
Delimiter
Acts as the boundary between other separate characters in the pattern.
The RegEx pattern appears in the Regex under Construction box as you build it. When your pattern is complete,
select Add from the Regex under Construction box. The RegEx is included in the specified input box.

NOTE

 When building your RegEx, you select a single character. However, the product automatically translates
the selected character to the required RegEx pattern, which consists of more than the single character
that you selected. 

 Example: When you select the letter A (one character), the product translates the A to [aA], which
counts as four characters against the 5,000 character maximum. Ensure that you consider the additional
characters that are required to translate the RegEx as you build your RegEx to avoid inadvertently
exceeding the 5,000 character maximum.

More examples of translated characters in RegEx:

[aA][A-Za-z][9][0-9][\&][\~]

– Select Supply Your Own Input, Insert fully assembled regex, then type or paste your RegEx pattern and
select Add. The RegEx is included in the specified input box.

– Select Supply Your Own Input, Insert free-form text, then type or paste your plain text and select Add. The text
is included in the specified input box.

7. After you have added all your exclude patterns, select Next.
8. Review the details of your custom classifier and continue accordingly:

a. Select Previous to edit your custom classifier configuration.
b. Select Save to create the custom classifier.

After you save the custom classifier definition, the custom classifier appears in the list on the Data Dictionary Classifiers
with Excludes tab of the Classifier Management, Dictionary Classifiers page. The custom classifier is now available for
use when you create a data discovery scan or build a data in motion policy.

 Example: Create a Custom Data Dictionary of Employee Names and Exclude Email Address Patterns 

You want to scan your data stores for names of employees at your company, but you do not want email addresses with
these names to register as matches. You create a custom data dictionary of employee names. You then create a custom
data dictionary classifier in which you associate your "employee names" custom data dictionary, and you exclude email
addresses using the following pattern:

[A-Z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-Z]{2,6}

When you scan your data stores, those names do not register as matches when they are part of an email address. For
example, Sue Anderson registers a match in a scan, but sueanderson@example.net does not register a match.
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Manage Existing Custom Classifiers

After you have created custom classifiers, you can manage those classifiers.

• RegEx Classifiers are classifiers that you built using our setup tool and/or by supplying your own free-form regular
expression (RegEx) pattern.

• Classifiers w/Excludes are classifiers that you created by excluding patterns from a predefined classifier.
• Compound Classifiers are classifiers that you created by joining two or more classifiers.
• Data Dictionary Classifiers are classifiers that you created by associating data dictionaries and optionally excluding

patterns from them.

NOTE
Only users with DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW access can view a custom classifier. If you do not have the
required permissions, see your system administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select Classifier Management from the navigation menu.
2. Select the appropriate tab: Custom Classifiers, Compound Classifiers, or Dictionary Classifiers, and drill down to

the applicable custom classifier type.
3. Review the following details for your custom classifiers:

– Name, description, and other details for the custom classifier. To view additional details, select the View/Edit
(pencil) icon. The View Classifier slide-in panel shows the details of the classifier.

– Show/Hide toggle status:
Show indicates that the classifier currently appears in the classifiers list during scan creation.
Hide indicates that the classifier is currently hidden from the classifiers list during scan creation.

4. (Optional) To hide custom classifiers from the classifier selection list during scan creation, locate your custom classifier
and select its Show/Hide toggle.
For any hidden custom classifier, you can select the toggle to change it back to Show. The toggle changes to Hide.
When you create a scan, the classifier no longer appears in the list of classifiers. By default, classifiers appear in the
classifier list (toggle set to Show).

5. To search for a custom classifier, type its name in the search box to narrow the list.
6. To delete a custom classifier, select the Delete (trash) icon.

If the classifier is being used, a pop-up box appears listing the classifier reference count. Select View Details to view
the references. You cannot delete a classifier that is used in the product.
If the classifier is not being used, a confirmation message to delete the classifier appears.

You have reviewed your custom classifier information.

Manage Default Data Dictionary Classifiers

Data Content Discovery provides default data dictionary classifiers. These classifiers are available automatically in the
classifier selection list when you are creating a scan.

The list of default data dictionary classifiers is available within the product user interface (UI).

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select Classifier Management from the navigation menu.
2. Select Dictionary Classifiers.
3. Select the Default Data Dictionary Classifiers tab.

The list of default data dictionary classifiers that the product provides appears.
4. Review the name, description, and creation date. To view a list of the keywords that are included in the default data

dictionary classifier, select the View (magnifying glass) icon. The View Classifier slide-in panel appears.
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5. Search for a default data dictionary classifier by typing its name in the search box to narrow the list.

Manage Data Dictionaries
A data dictionary is a list of keywords that are meaningful to your organization. For example, a list of first and last names
of employees in your organization. You can use out-of-the-box, default data dictionaries, or you can create a custom data
dictionary by copying and editing default data dictionaries, by importing keywords from a file, or by manually entering
keywords.

You then associate one or more data dictionaries with classifiers by creating a custom data dictionary classifier. You
can select your custom data dictionary classifier during scan creation or data in motion policy creation to search your
mainframe data stores for the sensitive data that is meaningful to your organization. Doing so can improve the relevancy
of your scan matches.

For example, you create a data dictionary of all the internal account numbers in your payroll department and associate
that data dictionary with a custom data dictionary classifier. You then create a scan against your payroll data sets and
include this custom data dictionary classifier. The scan then flags any matches for the internal account numbers in those
data sets.

Create and Manage Custom Data Dictionaries

You can create custom data dictionaries by copying keywords from an existing dictionary, by importing keywords from
a file, or by manually adding keywords. After you have created a custom data dictionary, you can view and edit the
keywords and view or add classifier associations.

Create a Custom Data Dictionary

NOTE
Only users with DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE access can create a data dictionary. If you do not have
the required permissions, see your system administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select  Classifier Management , Dictionary Management.
2. Click Create Data Dictionary, and choose one of the following methods for adding keywords:

WARNING
Note the following requirements for importing keywords:

- To import keywords from a file, you must have an OMVS segment associated with your user ID.

- The total size of the data that you import cannot exceed 10MB. To import larger dictionaries, we
recommend that you split the dictionary into chunks of 10 MB (or less) and import one chunk at a time. 

- The data in the file that you are importing must be formatted with one entry per line, which is treated as one
word.

Method 1: Import keywords
a. Click Import, select one of the following options, and select  Next:

• Copy keywords from an existing dictionary
Select one or more custom dictionaries, and select    Next.
Select one or more default dictionaries, and select  Next.
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TIP

To locate a dictionary more quickly, use the search box to narrow the list of dictionaries.
• Import from a data set

Type a data set name, and select   Add.
Add additional data sets as needed, and select   Next.

• Import from a PDS
Type a PDS file name, and select   Add.
Add additional PDS files as needed, and select    Next.

• Import from a USS file
Type a USS file name, and select   Add.
Add additional USS files as needed, and select   Next.

b. Review the first 20 records to be imported into your custom data dictionary, and select   Import.
Method 2: Manually add keywords
Type a keyword in the Add keywords text box, and select Add. Add additional keywords as needed, and select Next.
To remove a keyword, select  remove.

3. Optionally, review the Total number of keywords added. Select the View icon to review a complete list of the
keywords that have been added.

4. Select  Next.
5. Review the count and list of keywords, and select   Next.

To remove keywords, select one or more keywords and select   Actions, Delete.
6. Enter a Name and Description for the data dictionary, and select   Next.

NOTE

For more information about character limits for these fields, see Supported Characters.
7. Review the details for your custom data dictionary and select Save.

Your custom data dictionary is saved and appears in the Data Dictionary Management page. You can now associate
this data dictionary with a classifier by creating a custom data dictionary classifier, which can be used during scan
creation of data in motion policy creation to improve the relevancy of your scan matches.

Manage a Custom Data Dictionary

After you have created a custom data dictionary, you can manage it in the following ways from the Data Dictionary
Management page:

• View the Name, Description, Modified By, and Date Modified for a custom data dictionary.
• Search for a data dictionary by typing its name in the search box to narrow your results.
• View the details of a data dictionary by clicking its View/Edit (pencil) icon. Details for the data dictionary include the

name, description, total number of keywords, and the list of keywords in the data dictionary.

NOTE
Only users with DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW access can view a data dictionary. If you do not have
the required permissions, see your system administrator.

• Edit a data dictionary by selecting its View/Edit (pencil) icon. The details of the data dictionary appear. Select Edit,
make the required changes, and select Next. Review the changes and select Update. Your changes are saved.

• Delete a data dictionary by selecting its Delete (trash can) icon. Remove the classifiers that are associated with a
dictionary before deleting the dictionary.

• View the classifiers that are linked with a data dictionary by selecting its View Linked Classifiers (link chain) icon. 
– To delete the link between a data dictionary and a classifier, select Delete Classifier Link in the View Data

Dictionary Classifier Links slide-in panel. If you delete all the links, the Show/Hide state for the classifier toggles
to the hide state in the Custom Data Dictionary Classifiers page.
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NOTE
Only users with DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.UPDATE access can delete the data dictionary classifier
links. If you do not have the required permissions, see your system administrator.

Manage Default Data Dictionaries

Data Content Discovery provides default data dictionaries. These data dictionaries are available for selection when you
are creating a custom data dictionary classifier. You can then include this classifier in your scan criteria when creating a
scan.

NOTE
Only users with DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.UPDATE access can delete the data dictionary classifier
associations. If you do not have the required permissions, see your system administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select Classifier Management, Dictionary Management from the navigation menu.
2. Select the Default Data Dictionaries tab.

The list of default dictionaries that Data Content Discovery provides appears.
3. Review the name, description, and creation date. To view a count and list of the keywords that are included in the

default data dictionary, select the View/Edit (pencil) icon. The View Data Dictionary Keywords slide-in panel
appears.

4. Search for a default data dictionary by typing its name in the search box to narrow the list.
5. View the classifiers that are linked to a default data dictionary. To do so, select the corresponding View Linked

Classifiers (link chain) icon.
The View Data Dictionary Classifier Links slide-in panel appears.

View the Regex Patterns for Classifiers
Classifiers contain patterns for identifying and locating sensitive data. For each classifier selected when creating a scan,
the product searches for applicable data matches, based on the associated regular expression (RegEx) pattern for the
classifier. This procedure describes how to review the RegEx patterns for each classifier. 

Having this quick reference lets your organization fully understand these patterns and confirm what to target in your scans
of mainframe data stores. Access to RegEx patterns might also help when you create a custom classifier and you want to
use an existing pattern as a model.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Create a Scan from the All Scans page.
2. From the Classifier Selection step of the scan creation wizard, do one of the following actions to view classifier RegEx

patterns:
– Expand the classifier categories, and select Info for any classifier.
– Use the Search box to narrow the list, and select Info for any classifier.
The product displays a full description, the associated data dictionaries (if applicable), and the RegEx patterns for the
classifier.

Example: Analyze a Regex Pattern for Germany’s Personalausweis National Identifier

As a systems operations staff member, you want to ensure compliance with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
standards. In preparation for a GDPR audit, you are creating a scan that targets GDPR-applicable classifiers.

You want to analyze the RegEx patterns for Germany’s Personalausweis national identifier. Inspecting the patterns helps
you confirm what exactly your scan is targeting for this classifier. To do so, you find the Personalausweis classifier (during
classifier selection), and select the Info hyperlink for the classifier. The targeted RegEx patterns appear:
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[A-Za-z]{1}[0-9]{8})|

[0-9]{10}

Seeing multiple targeted patterns gives you confidence in your strategy to search for this GDPR-related sensitive data.

Scan Data Sources in the Do Not Scan List
Data sources in the Do Not Scan List are automatically omitted from any data discovery scan. However, you can
periodically create a scan to search these data stores. Doing so provides the following benefits:

• Allows discovery of any sensitive information that might have been introduced over time.

• Provides documented proof to auditors that all areas of the business are being monitored appropriately.

NOTE
To view the Do Not Scan List, you must have DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW access. For more information
about setting up global exclusions, review the content about configuring the Do Not Scan List settings.

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select Settings, Do Not Scan List.
The list of globally excluded data sources appears.

2. Select Actions, Scan all data sources.
A new scan definition is established.

TIP

Although you can individually remove data sources from the new scan definition, we recommend keeping the
list intact for the purposes of this scan.

3. Continue creating the data discovery scan definition, and then launch the scan.
When the scan is complete, you can view and analyze the scan results.

Generate Reports
You can generate Data Content Discovery reports based on regulated data types, classifier type, data sets, or data in
motion policies and whitelists. Generating reports helps you prepare for audits or quickly catalog sensitive information.

To avoid excluding potentially important classifier matches from your reports, carefully consider how you scan for sensitive
data pattern matches in groups or individually. Review the following example for more information.

Example: Classifier Selection and the Subsequent Scan/Report Results

Data set TDJHE.UTILITY.WORK contains the following sensitive data:

• Payment card numbers in records 1, 2, 3, and 4
• Expiration dates in records 1 and 2

A colleague created and ran a scan for the data set. The scan definition grouped the following classifiers:

• Payment Card Primary Account Number
• Expiration Date

In the scan, your colleague specified to produce matches only when the items are discovered in the same record (record
proximity). As expected, the scan results include the expiration date matches only when an expiration date existed in the
same record as an account number (records 1 and 2).

If you create a classifier report for scans with Payment Card Primary Account Number, the report shows the results for
records 1 and 2 from the TDJHE.UTILITY.WORK scan. However, the results do not reflect matches for account number
from records 3 and 4, because the scan recorded a match only when both classifiers existed together.
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Identify Who Has Access to a Data Set

As a security administrator, you want to know who can access data sets that contain sensitive information. Doing so helps
you safeguard that sensitive information. For example, say you think that an unauthorized employee was erroneously
given access to a data set that includes customer credit card numbers. You can review the access results for the data set
to determine whether the unauthorized employee has access.

NOTE
Information about who has access is returned for data sets only.

WARNING

Your Data Content Discovery Controller user ID requires the following resources to view who has access
information: 

• DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW to log in and see status information
• DCD.SCAN.STATUS.RESULTS to view reporting and scan results 
• DCD.SCAN.STATUS.WHOHAS to view the who has access results

To identify which users can access a data set, view the access results for a given data set. Optionally, export the results to
a .csv file.

Follow these steps:

1.  Select the scan name that includes the applicable data set.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have already created and run a scan against the data set.

The scan results appear.
2. Select the Access Report icon for the applicable data set.

NOTE
If you specify a member within a data set, the results are supplied at the data set level, not at the member
level. For example, if you specify SYS1.MACLIB(xyz), the product ignores the xyz member and uses only the
SYS1.MACLIB data set name when returning the access results.

The who has access results are based on your external security manager (ESM) as follows:
– ACF2: Results are limited by the authority that is granted to you by the ACCESS|NOACCESS field in the GSO

OPTS record. Results reflect what ACF2 returns through the ACCESS subcommand. Activating the ACCESS
subcommand requires a refresh of the OPTS record and an F ACF2,NEWUID operator command to build the LID/
UID cross-reference table.
Example ACF2 commands to active the ACCESS subcommand:

set control(gso)

change opts access

f acf2,refresh(opts)

f acf2,newuid

– Top Secret: Results are limited by the authority that is granted to you for using the WHOHAS command. Results
reflect what Top Secret returns through the WHOHAS command. In the results, each profile listing is expanded to
show all ACIDs in the profile.

– IBM RACF: Results are limited by the authority that is granted to you to use the LISTDSD command. In the results,
each group listing is expanded to show all userids in the group.

WARNING
The who has access list shows only those users within the scope of the Controller user ID. We
recommend that the Controller user ID is not scoped.
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The who has access report gives the following information:
– ESM name and response message
– Date and time that you requested the access results
– User ID, user name (optional), and access levels (Execute, Read, Update/Write, and Alter/Alloc) for each user who

can access the data set

NOTE
The User Name column is optional. This column appears when an unload data set is specified in the
DCDQMPRM DD statement. If you do not specify an unload data set, the User Name column does not
appear. If you specify an unload data set but the ESM does not provide a user name for each user ID,
the User Name column appears but some fields are blank. For more information, see Populate the User
Name in the Access Report.

3. Review the list of users who can access the data set to determine whether any user access should be restricted.
4. (Optional) To export the who has access information to .csv format, select Export, CSV.

You have identified who can access the data set.

Identify Who Has Been Accessing a Data Set

As a security administrator, you want to know who has been accessing data sets that contain sensitive information. Doing
so helps you safeguard that sensitive information. For example, you think that an unauthorized employee has been
accessing a data set that includes customers' personally identifiable information (PII). You can review a list of users who
have been accessing the data set to determine whether the unauthorized employee is among those users.

NOTE
Information about who has been accessing is returned for data sets only.

WARNING

Your Data Content Discovery Controller user ID requires the following resources to view who has been
accessing information:  

• DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW to log in and see status information 
• DCD.SCAN.STATUS.RESULTS to view reporting and scan results  
• DCD.SCAN.STATUS.WHOHAS to view the results of who has been accessing the data sets

Before You Begin

Verify the following prerequisites before you begin:

• You must have a licensed version of Compliance Event Manager 6.0.
• The Compliance Event Manager Event repository must be running.
• Compliance Event Manager policy must be capturing all the successful object access events. The who has accessed

results are based on the policies that you have in place in Compliance Event Manager. For more information, see the
article Use Case: Set Up Policy for Who Has Accessed Reporting in Data Content Discovery in the Compliance Event
Manager documentation. 

• You must configure the connection to the Compliance Event Manager Event repository. See Configure the Connection
to Enable Accessed Reports.

View the Accessed Report

To identify which users have been accessing a data set, view the Accessed Report results for a given data set. Optionally,
you can export these results to a .csv file.
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Follow these steps:

1.  From the All Scans page, select the scan name that includes the applicable data set.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have already created and run a scan against the data set.

The scan results appear.
2. Select the Accessed Report icon for the applicable data set.

NOTE
If you specify a member within a data set, the results are supplied at the data set level, not at the member
level. For example, if you specify SYS1.MACLIB(xyz), the product ignores the xyz member and uses only the
SYS1.MACLIB data set name when returning the accessed report results.

The Who Has Accessed Details page appears and includes the following information: 
– Response message from Compliance Event Manager
– Date and time that you requested the Accessed Report results
– User ID for each user who has been accessing the data set
– Data and time when the user ID first accessed the data set and last accessed the data set
– Total number of times that the user ID has accessed the data set (Access Count)

3. Review the list of users who have been accessing the data set to determine whether you should restrict any user
access.

4. (Optional) To narrow your results, select Filter, specify the filter criteria, and select Apply. For example, to see only
those users who have accessed the data set more than 10 times, set the Access Count Min Value filter to 10.

5. (Optional) To export the information to .csv format, select Export, CSV.

You have identified who has been accessing the data set.

Report on Regulated Data

You can generate a report about the regulated data that Data Content Discovery scans found in your mainframe data
stores. Doing so provides an at-a-glance view of the regulated data by regulation type. This information helps you
determine where regulated data might reside which needs further review and possible remediation.

You can report on the following regulated data categories:

• EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
• Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI)
• Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
• All Categories (all classifiers)

WARNING
The regulated data reports do not represent a comprehensive list of all sensitive data under the regulations. For
example, the GDPR report category includes classifiers that represent some but not all data that is protected
under the EU GDPR guidelines. Therefore, a regulated data report that returns no results does not necessarily
mean that your data sources are compliant with the regulation.

Using the regulated data report, you can see the following information:

• An aggregate view of the classifiers that were matched in a data source across all scans within the filter criteria
• A detailed list of the classifiers that were found in each data source
• A mapping of the column per the schema to the classifiers that were found for structured data sources

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select Reports, Regulated Data Reports.
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2. Select a regulated data category from the Classifier Category drop-down box.
– All CategoriesYour report shows the classifiers that were found in your most recent scans across all categories,

inclusive of all the predefined classifiers and your custom classifiers.
– GDPRYour report shows the predefined classifiers that are related to GDPR that were found in your most recent

scans.
– PCIYour report shows the predefined classifiers that are related to PCI that were found in your most recent scans.
– PIIYour report shows the predefined classifiers that are related to PII that were found in your most recent scans.

NOTE
For a list of the predefined classifiers by regulated data category, see Predefined Classifiers for Identifying
Sensitive Data Patterns.

3. (Optional) To limit your report results to a specific date range, select the Date Range box to display the available date
filtering options. Then do one of the following steps:

NOTE
The default date range is the past 7 days.

– Select a quick selection item (for example, Today).
– Select Custom Range, select a date range, and select Apply.

WARNING
If you manually enter dates, you must use the format that is shown in the entry box. Otherwise, date
entries might not be incorporated correctly.

4. Select Apply to generate your report.
The product generates a report based on the criteria that you selected. You can then do the following tasks:
– View a graphical representation of the number of data sources that matched the regulated data category as

opposed to the total number of data sources that were scanned. This graph lets you see quickly what portion of
scanned data is regulated data. For example, a graph might show that 109 data sources were scanned. Of those,
102 data sources match GDPR-related classifiers, and 7 do not.

– View a table showing the results by data source, including the file type, the data source name, the classifiers
that were matched in the data source that were related to the regulated data category that you selected, and the
number of classifiers that were scanned.

– For structured data sources, view the schema by selecting the data source name. Schema information includes the
column names, classifications, data type and length, and remarks.

NOTE
Rows that are highlighted in blue indicate columns with classifications matching the classifiers that were
specified in the most recent scan of the data source. Non-highlighted (gray) rows indicate columns with
classifications that include potentially sensitive data matching classifiers that were not specified in the
scan.

– View the classifier details by selecting the number that is listed under the Classifiers Matched column.
A dialog box appears, showing the classifier name and description for each classifier that was matched for the
given data source.

– Export the regulated data report landing page information to .csv format by selecting the export icon.
– View a matrix of the classifiers that were matched per data source by selecting View Match Details. A circle in

a column indicates that the classifier was found in that data source. Optionally, select Export, CSV to export the
regulated data report match details to .csv format.

• Example: Generate a Regulated Data Report for GDPR to Prepare for an Audit
To prepare for an upcoming quarterly audit, you want to review scans with GDPR-related data from the past three
months to determine whether the data is safeguarded. You create and run a report that includes the following
selections:
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– Select a Classifier Category of GDPR.
– Select a Date Range of the past three months. To do so, select Custom Range, enter the data range, and select

Apply.
– Select Apply to generate your report.
The report shows GDPR-related data in three data sources. You follow company policies to safeguard those three data
sources.

Report on Classifiers

You can generate a report that includes detailed scan results information based on classifiers that you specify. For
example, you can generate Classifier reports to identify the following information:

• All scans during a time frame that identified specific classifiers (such as credit card numbers)
• The percentage of scanned data set rows that included classified data of a given type (for example, 65.79%, based on

finding sensitive data in 100 out of 152 scanned rows)
• All scans that a particular user ID ran during a time frame, focusing on specific classifiers

You can also review a video tutorial of this process:

Follow these steps:

1. From the navigation menu, select Reports, Classifier Reports.
2. Select one or more classifiers, and click Next.

NOTE

Compound classifiers are not available for selection. Custom classifiers (those built with RegEx patterns and
Exclude patterns) are available for selection.

The report that you create will show only those scans that include the selected classifiers.
3. (Optional) To limit your report results to specific data sets, enter a data set name and click Add. Repeat this step for

each data set to be included in your report, and click Next.
Data set qualifiers must follow IBM data set naming conventions. Wildcard characters are supported. For more
information, see Wildcards.

WARNING
Exercise caution when using a wildcard. Using wildcard characters might significantly increase the time that
it takes to return results (depending on data set size).

4. (Optional) To limit your report results to a specific date range, click the Date Range box to display the available date
filtering options. Then do one of the following steps:

NOTE
The default date range is the past 7 days.

– Select a quick selection item (for example, Today), and click Next.
– Click Custom Range, select a date range, click Apply, and click Next.

WARNING
If you manually enter dates, you must use the format that is shown in the entry box. Otherwise, date
entries might not be incorporated correctly.

5. (Optional) To limit your report results to scans that specific users initiated, enter one or more user IDs and click Next.
6. Review the details of your report and select one of the following options:

– Click Run Report to generate the report immediately.
– Click Previous to edit your report setup.

The product generates a report based on the criteria that you selected. You can then do the following tasks:
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• Click the Access Report icon to investigate who has access to the data sets.
• Click the Accessed Report icon to  .Identify Who Has Been Accessing a Data Set v2.0 the data sets.
• Drill into row hyperlinks to see specific classifier locations.
• Click Export, CSV to export the report information to .csv format.

Example: Generate a Report for Auditing the Cleanup of a Data Set

As a systems operations staff member, you are working to reduce unneeded instances of credit card numbers in your data
stores. You have spent the past few weeks removing the sensitive data. You want to review today's scans to ensure that
your efforts to reduce this security risk were successful. To do so, you create and run a report that includes the following
selections:

• Classifier of Payment Card Primary Account Number
• Date Range of Today

The report results show only two classifier matches in one data set in today's scans. Because today's scans targeted
all the areas that your organization previously identified as risks, you can see that your efforts to lock down credit card
numbers are successful.

Report on Data Sets

You can generate a report that includes detailed scan results information based on data sets that you specify. For
example, you can generate data set reports to identify the following information: 

• All scans during a period of time that included specific data sets
• Classifier matches that occurred in each data set-related scan
• All scans that were run by a particular user ID during a time period, focusing on specific data sets

NOTE
The data set report results include only those data sets that were scanned successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select Reports, Data Set Report from the navigation menu.
2. Enter a data set name, and click Add. Repeat this step until you have added all the data sets that you want to include

in your report, and then click Next.
The report that you create will show only those scans that include the selected data sets.
Data set qualifiers must follow IBM data set naming conventions. You can include wildcard (mask) characters for
data sets. Using a wildcard is useful, for example, if you do not know all of the qualifiers in a data set name. For more
information, see Wildcards.

WARNING
Exercise caution when using a wildcard. Using wildcard characters might significantly increase the time that
it takes to return results (depending on data set size).

3. (Optional) To limit your report results to specific classifiers, select one or more classifiers and click Next.

NOTE

Compound classifiers are not available for selection. Custom classifiers (those built with RegEx patterns and
Exclude patterns) are available for selection.

4. (Optional) To limit your report results to a specific date range, click the Date Range box to display the available date
filtering options. Then do one of the following steps:

NOTE
The default date range is the past 7 days. If you do not specify a date range, your report shows the results
for the past 7 days.
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– Select a quick selection item (for example, Today), and click Next.
– Click Custom Range, select a date range, click Apply, and click Next.

WARNING
If you manually enter dates, you must use the format shown in the entry box; otherwise, date entries
might not be incorporated correctly.

5. (Optional) To limit your report results to scans that were initiated by specific users, enter one or more user IDs, and
click Next.

6. Review the details of your scan and choose one of the following options:

• – Click Run Report to generate the report immediately.
– Click Previous to edit your report setup.

The product generates a report based on the criteria that you selected. You can then do the following tasks:

• Click the Access Report icon to investigate who has access to the data sets.
• Click the Accessed Report icon to  .Identify Who Has Been Accessing a Data Set v2.0 the data sets.
• Drill into row hyperlinks to see specific classifier locations.
• Click Export, CSV to export the report information to .csv format.

Example: Generate a Report for Verifying the Cleanup of a Data Set

An auditor is looking for documented verification that data set PROD.FIN.DATA (previously exposed as containing
sensitive data) no longer includes sensitive data. User JHARDY1 is the employee who has been tasked with ensuring
compliance by removing sensitive data in this data set. To show the auditor that this data set is compliant, you create and
run a report that includes the following selections:

• Data set of PROD.FIN.DATA
• Date Range of Past 7 Days
• User ID of JHARDY1 (the scan initiator)

Because the data set was part of two different scans during this time frame, the report contains two separate rows in the
report (one row for each scan that was initiated). User JHARDY1 scanned data set PROD.FIN.DATA two times in the past
seven days. The most recent scan indicates that no sensitive data was found.

Report on Data in Motion

You can generate Data in Motion reports to quickly and easily see scanned and unscanned (whitelisted) FTP, SMTP, and
Connect:Direct transmissions. Doing so helps you prepare for audit or analyze information for potential security threats.

For example, you can generate a report to identify FTP transmissions that include credit card numbers, or you can
generate a report to identify SMTP transmissions sent by a suspicious employee.

Report on Scanned FTP Transmissions
You can generate a report of the FTP transmissions that the product scanned. Doing so lets you analyze the information
for security threats and take appropriate actions.

For example, you can generate the following FTP scan reports:

• All scans that identified FTP transmissions containing sensitive information such as credit card numbers, license
numbers, or social security numbers.

• All FTP transmissions from a source hostname or IP address.
• All FTP transmissions that were sent during a period of time.
• All scans that identified FTP transmissions containing sensitive information in the past 7 days.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select Reports, Data in Motion Report from the navigation menu.
2. Select Scanned Transmissions, and select Next.
3. Select the FTP tab.
4. (Optional) Select the classifiers to be included in the report, and select Next. To do so, select a classifier category—for

example, Personally Identifiable Information (PII)—to expand its contents. Or, use the Search box to narrow the list.

NOTE

Compound classifiers are not available for selection. Custom classifiers (those built with RegEx patterns and
Exclude patterns) are available for selection.

Your selected classifiers appear under Selected Classifiers.
5. (Optional) Build your report criteria, and select Next. You can narrow the scope of your report to data sets, UNIX

System Services (USS) files, IP addresses, hostnames, and user IDs.
Note the following information as you build your report:

• Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row. Use caution when specifying the
operators because improper use can negate the policy criteria. For example, using an AND operator for data sets
negates the data set operands.

• Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows. Use parentheses to specify complex patterns.

– When adding data sets, use qualifiers that follow IBM data set naming conventions. To specify the qualifiers of a
data set rather than the exact data set name, use the Contains option. Doing so is useful, for example, when you do
not know all the qualifiers in a data set name.

– When adding USS files, enter a zFS or HFS directory or file path. If you specify a directory, the product scans every
file in the directory and in its subdirectories.

– The source hostname or IP address is the system that is sending the file. The destination hostname or IP address
is the system that is receiving the file.

– The source user ID is that of the user who is logging in to the system that is sending the file. The destination user
ID is that of the user who is logging in to the system that is receiving the file.

Example: Complex policy criteria statementIn this example, the report includes all the FTP scans that include
a data set in PROD.FIN or PROD.ACCT, and the source user ID of JSMITH3, and the source hostname of
PRODHOST1.
(Data Set Contains PROD.FIN OR Data Set Contains PROD.ACCT) AND User ID (Source) Equals JSMITH3 AND

 Hostname (Source) Equals PRODHOST1  

6. Limit your report results to a specific date range. The default is the past 7 days. To do so, select the Date Range box
to display the available date filtering options and do one of the following steps:
– Select a quick selection item (for example, Today), and select Next.
– Select Custom Range, select a date range, select Apply, and then select Next.

WARNING
If you manually enter dates, you must use the format shown in the entry box; otherwise, date entries
might not be incorporated correctly.

7. Review the details of the report and continue accordingly:
– Select Previous to edit your report configuration.
– Select Run Report to generate the report immediately.

The product generates a report based on the criteria that you selected. You can then do the following tasks:

1. – Select the Scan ID to view and analyze the data in motion scan results.
– Select Export, CSV to export the report information to .csv format.

Example: Generate a Report for Auditing FTP Transmissions Sent Outside the Organization
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As an auditor, you want to determine whether any sensitive data was transmitted outside the organization through FTP
transmissions. You generate a report of FTP transmissions that were sent outside the organization and that were scanned
for credit card account numbers in the past week. To do so, create and run a report that includes the following selections:

• Classifier of Payment Card Primary Account Number
• Date Range of Past 7 days
• Rule condition of destination IP address does not contain <subnet mask>

The report results show that multiple FTP transmissions were captured over the past seven days that were scanned for
credit card account numbers, but no matches were found. These results indicate that no credit card numbers left the
organization in the last week through FTP transmissions.

Report on Scanned SMTP Transmissions
You can generate a report of the SMTP transmissions that the product scanned. Doing so helps you identify security
threats and take the appropriate action. For example, you can generate the following SMTP scan reports:

• All scans that identified email transmissions containing sensitive information such as credit card numbers, license
numbers, or social security numbers.

• All emails transmissions from a specific sender or to a specific recipient.
• All email transmissions during a period of time.
• All scans that identified email transmissions containing sensitive information in the past seven days.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the navigation menu, select Reports, Data in Motion Report.
2. Select Scanned Transmissions, and select Next.
3. Select the SMTP tab.
4. (Optional) Select the classifiers to be included in the report, and select Next. To do so, select a classifier category—for

example, Personally Identifiable Information (PII)—to expand its contents. Or, use the Search box to narrow the list.
Your selected classifiers appear under Selected Classifiers.

5. (Optional) Specify one or more of the following report criteria, and select Add. Repeat this step until all the required
report criteria are added.
– Email address patterns of the sender or recipient
– Size of the message in kilobytes (KB)
Note the following information as you build your report:
– Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row.
– Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows. Use parentheses to specify complex patterns.

Example: Complex pattern statement 
(Sender Email Equals jsmith@example.com AND Message Size in KB Is larger than 1) OR (Sender Email Equals

 lparker@example.com AND Message Size in KB Is larger than 1)

6. Limit your report results to a specific date range. The default is the past seven days. To do so, select the Date
Range box to display the available date filtering options and do one of the following steps:
– Select a quick selection item (for example, Today), and select Next.
– Select Custom Range, select a date range, select Apply, and select Next.

WARNING
 If you manually enter dates, you must use the format that is shown in the entry box. Otherwise, date
entries might not be incorporated correctly.

7. Review the details of the report and continue accordingly:
– Select Previous to edit your report configuration.
– Select Run Report to generate the report immediately.
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The product generates a report based on the criteria that you selected. You can then do the following tasks:

• Select the Scan ID to view and analyze the data in motion scan results.
• Select Export, CSV to export the report information to .csv format.

Example: Generate a Report for Auditing Emails Sent Outside the Organization 

As an auditor, you want to determine whether any sensitive data was transmitted outside of the organization. You
generate a report of email transmissions that were sent to recipients outside the organization and that were scanned for
credit card account numbers in the past week. To do so, create and run a report that includes the following selections:

• Classifier of Payment Card Primary Account Number
• Date range of Past 7 days
• Rule condition of recipient email does not contain example.com

The report results show that multiple email transmissions were captured over the past seven days that were scanned for
credit card numbers, but no matches were found. These results indicate that no credit card numbers left the organization
in the last week through email transmissions.

Report on Scanned Connect:Direct Transmissions
You can generate a report of IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS transmissions that the product scanned. Doing so
lets you analyze the information for security threats and take appropriate actions.

For example, you can generate the following reports:

• All scans that identified transmissions containing sensitive information such as credit card numbers, license numbers,
or social security numbers

• All transmissions from a source node or to a destination node
• All transmissions that were sent during a period of time
• All scans that identified transmissions containing sensitive information in the past seven days

Follow these steps: 

1. From the navigation menu, select Reports, Data in Motion Report.
2. Select Scanned Transmissions, and select Next.
3. Select the Connect:Direct tab. 
4. (Optional) Select the classifiers to be included in the report:

a. Select a classifier category—for example, Personally Identifiable Information (PII)—to expand its contents, or use
the Search box to narrow the list.

b. Select each classifier that you want to include.
Your selected classifiers appear under Selected Classifiers.

c. Select Next.
5. (Optional) Build your report criteria, and select Next. You can narrow the scope of your report to data sets, user IDs,

source nodes, and destination nodes.
Note the following information as you build your report:

• Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row. Use caution when specifying the
operators because improper use can negate the policy criteria. For example, using an AND operator for data sets
negates the data set operands.

• Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows. Use parentheses to specify complex patterns.

– When adding data sets, use qualifiers that follow IBM data set naming conventions. To specify the qualifiers of a
data set rather than the exact data set name, use the Contains option. Doing so is useful, for example, when you do
not know all the qualifiers in a data set name.

Example: Complex Policy Criteria Statement
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In this example, the report includes all the scans that include a data set in PROD.FIN or PROD.ACCT, and the user ID
of JSMITH3, and the source node of PRODNODE1.
(Data Set Contains PROD.FIN OR Data Set Contains PROD.ACCT) AND User ID Equals JSMITH3 AND Node (Source)

 Equals PRODNODE1  

6. Limit your report results to a specific date range by selecting the Date Range box and performing one of the following
actions:
– Select a quick selection item (for example, Today), and select Next.
– Select Custom Range, select a date range, select Apply, and then select Next.

WARNING
If you manually enter dates, you must use the format shown in the entry box; otherwise, date entries
might not be incorporated correctly.

7. Review the details of the report and continue accordingly:
– Select Previous to edit your report configuration.
– Select Run Report to generate the report immediately.

The product generates a report based on the criteria that you selected. You can then perform the following tasks:

• Select the Scan ID to view and analyze the data in motion scan results.
• Select Export, CSV to export the report information to .csv format.

Example: Generate a Report for Auditing Connect:Direct Transmissions Sent Outside the Organization 

As an auditor, you want to determine whether any sensitive data was transmitted outside the organization through
IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmissions. To generate a report of transmissions that were sent outside the
organization (and that were scanned for credit card account numbers in the past week), create and run a report that
includes the following selections:

• Classifier of Payment Card Primary Account Number
• Date Range of Past 7 Days

The report results show that multiple IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmissions were captured over the past
seven days that were scanned for credit card account numbers, but no matches were found. These results indicate that
no credit card numbers left the organization in the last week through IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmissions.

Report on Unscanned FTP Transmissions (Whitelist Matches)
If an FTP transmission matches the FTP whitelist criteria, the product does not scan the transmission but stores the
details of the FTP whitelist matches. You can generate a report of the FTP transmissions that the product did not scan
because they matched the whitelist. Doing so lets you monitor patterns that seem suspicious and take the appropriate
actions.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select Reports, Data in Motion Report from the navigation menu.
2. Select Unscanned Transmissions (Whitelist), and click Next.
3. Click the FTP tab.
4. (Optional) Build your report criteria, and click Next. You can narrow the scope of your report to data sets, UNIX

System Services (USS) files, IP addresses, hostnames, and user IDs.
Note the following information as you build your report:

• Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row. Use caution when specifying the
operators because improper use can negate the policy criteria. For example, using an AND operator for data sets
negates the data set operands.

• Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows. Use parentheses to specify complex patterns.
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– When adding data sets, use qualifiers that follow IBM data set naming conventions. To specify the qualifiers of a
data set rather than the exact data set name, use the Contains option. Doing so is useful, for example, when you do
not know all the qualifiers in a data set name.

– When adding USS files, enter a zFS or HFS directory or file path. If you specify a directory, the product scans every
file in the directory and in its subdirectories.

– The source hostname or IP address is the system that is sending the file. The destination hostname or IP address
is the system that is receiving the file.

– The source user ID is that of the user who is logging in to the system that is sending the file. The destination user
ID is that of the user who is logging in to the system that is receiving the file.

Example: Complex policy criteria statementIn this example, the report includes all the FTP scans that include
a data set in PROD.FIN or PROD.ACCT, and the source user ID of JSMITH3, and the source hostname of
PRODHOST1.
(Data Set Contains PROD.FIN OR Data Set Contains PROD.ACCT) AND User ID (Source) Equals JSMITH3 AND

 Hostname (Source) Equals PRODHOST1  

5. Limit your report results to a specific date range. The default is the past 7 days. To do so, click the Date Range box to
display the available date filtering options and do one of the following steps:
– Select a quick selection item (for example, Today), and click Next.
– Click Custom Range, select a date range, click Apply, and then click Next.

WARNING
If you manually enter dates, you must use the format that is shown in the entry box; otherwise, date
entries might not be incorporated correctly.

6. Review the details of the report and continue accordingly:
– Click Previous to edit your report configuration.
– Click Run Report to generate the report immediately.

The product generates a report based on the criteria that you selected. Optionally, click Export, CSV to export the report
information to .csv format.

Example: Generate a Report of Unscanned FTP Transmissions that Include an Authorized (Whitelisted) User

As a security administrator, you want to monitor the behavior of an authorized user for any suspicious activity. You
generate a report of the unscanned FTP transmissions that were sent outside the organization by an authorized
(whitelisted) user in the past week. To do so, create and run a report that includes the following selections:

• Source User ID
• Date Range of Past 7 days

Report on Unscanned SMTP Transmissions (Whitelist Matches)
If an SMTP transmission matches the SMTP whitelist criteria, the product does not scan the transmission but stores the
details of the SMTP whitelist matches. You can generate a report of the SMTP transmission that the product did not scan
because they matched the whitelist. Doing so lets you monitor patterns that seem suspicious and take appropriate action.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select Reports, Data in Motion Report from the navigation menu.
2. Select Unscanned Transmissions (Whitelist), and click Next.
3. Click the SMTP tab.
4. (Optional) Specify one or more of the following report criteria, and click Add. Repeat this step until all the required

report criteria are added.
– Email address patterns of the sender or recipient
– Size of the message in kilobytes (KB)
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Note the following information as you build your report:
– Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row.
– Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows. Use parentheses to specify complex patterns.

Example: Complex pattern statement
(Sender Email Equals jsmith@example.com AND Message Size in KB Is larger than 1) OR (Sender Email Equals

 lparker@example.com AND Message Size in KB Is larger than 1)

5. Limit your report results to a specific date range. The default is the past seven days. To do so, click the Date Range
box to display the available date filtering options and do one of the following steps:
– Select a quick selection item (for example, Today), and click Next.
– Click Custom Range, select a date range, click Apply, and click Next.

WARNING
If you manually enter dates, you must use the format that is shown in the entry box; otherwise, date
entries might not be incorporated correctly.

6. Review the details of the report and continue accordingly:
– Click Previous to edit your report configuration.
– Click Run Report to generate the report immediately.

The product generates a report based on the criteria that you selected. Optionally, click Export, CSV to export the report
information to .csv format.

Example: Generate a Report of Unscanned SMTP Transmissions that Include an Authorized (Whitelisted) User

As a security administrator, you want to monitor the behavior of an authorized user for any suspicious activity. You
generate a report of the unscanned SMTP transmissions that were sent outside the organization by an authorized
user in the past week and emails of size greater than 1KB. To do so, create and run a report that includes the following
selections:

• Sender email address
• Size of the message is greater than 1KB
• Date range of Past 7 days

Report on Unscanned IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS Transmissions (Whitelist Matches)
If an IBM® Sterling Connect:Direct® for z/OS transmission matches the whitelist criteria, the product does not scan the
transmission but stores the details of the whitelist matches. You can generate a report of the transmissions that the
product did not scan because they matched the whitelist. Doing so lets you monitor patterns that seem suspicious and
take the appropriate actions.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the product and select Reports, Data in Motion Report from the navigation menu.
2. Select Unscanned Transmissions (Whitelist), and click Next.
3. Click the Connect:Direct tab.
4. (Optional) Build your report criteria, and click Next. You can narrow the scope of your report to data sets, source

nodes, destination nodes, and user IDs.
Note the following information as you build your report:

• Logical operators AND and OR appear after you add more than one row. Use caution when specifying the
operators because improper use can negate the policy criteria. For example, using an AND operator for data sets
negates the data set operands.

• Parentheses appear after you add three or more rows. Use parentheses to specify complex patterns.
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– When adding data sets, use qualifiers that follow IBM data set naming conventions. To specify the qualifiers of a
data set rather than the exact data set name, use the Contains option. Doing so is useful, for example, when you do
not know all the qualifiers in a data set name.

Example: Complex Policy Criteria StatementIn this example, the report includes all the scans that include a data set
in PROD.FIN or PROD.ACCT, and the user ID of JSMITH3, and the source node of PRODNODE1.
(Data Set Contains PROD.FIN OR Data Set Contains PROD.ACCT) AND User ID Equals JSMITH3 AND Node (Source)

 Equals PRODNODE1  

5. Limit your report results to a specific date range by clicking the Date Range box and performing one of the following
actions:
– Select a quick selection item (for example, Today), and click Next.
– Click Custom Range, select a date range, click Apply, and then click Next.

WARNING
If you manually enter dates, you must use the format that is shown in the entry box; otherwise, date
entries might not be incorporated correctly.

6. Review the details of the report and continue accordingly:
– Click Previous to edit your report configuration.
– Click Run Report to generate the report immediately.

The product generates a report based on the criteria that you selected. Optionally, click Export, CSV to export the report
information to .csv format.

Example: Generate a Report of Unscanned IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS Transmissions that Include an
Authorized (Whitelisted) User

As a security administrator, you want to monitor the behavior of an authorized user for any suspicious activity. You
generate a report of the unscanned IBM Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS transmissions that were sent outside the
organization by an authorized (whitelisted) user in the past week. To do so, create and run a report that includes the
following selections:

• User ID
• Date Range of Past 7 Days

Perform REST API Activities
The Data Content Discovery REST APIs let you perform API operations.

WARNING
This information is restricted to customers with Support Online access. To view the information in this section,
click LOGIN at the top, right corner of the window and enter your Broadcom credentials. Doing so lets you see
confidential content or any sections that are marked login-only or sections that are visible only to logged in
viewers.

Authenticate a User ID by Calling a REST API
This API lets you authenticate the user ID and generate the JESESSIONID cookie. This authentication is required to
perform all Data Content Discovery REST API calls.

Title Authenticate User ID
Method POST
URL http://host_name:controller_http_port/dcd/login
Sample URL http://localhost:33130/dcd/login
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Login Required No
HTTP Headers Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Required Parameters hostname :

Specifies the hostname for the Data Content Discovery Controller
server.
Example: localhost or www.example.com
controller_http_port :
Specifies the port number for the Controller server.
Default: 33130 for http; 8443 for https

Mandatory Fields username
Indicates the user name of the user to authenticate.
password
Indicates the password for the user name to authenticate.

Payload username: "user_name" password: "password"
Success Response A list of permissions displays and the JSESSIONID cookie is

generated.
Example Success Response { "loginName": "JSMITH03", "permissions":

[ "DCD.DIM.POLICIES.CREATE", "DCD.DIM.POLICIES.VIEW",
"DCD.SCAN.CREATE", "DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.VIEW",
"DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.UPDATE",
"DCD.SCAN.STATUS.RESULTS",
"DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.VIEW",
"DCD.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.UPDATE",
"DCD.SCAN.SUBMIT", "DCD.SETTINGS.DATABASE.VIEW",
"DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.CREATE",
"DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW",
"DCD.DELETE.DIMPOLICIES",
"DCD.CLASSIFIERS.CUSTOM.UPDATE",
"DCD.DIM.POLICIES.UPDATE",
"DCD.SCAN.STATUS.WHOHAS", "DCD.DELETE.SCANS" ] }

Error Responses Error when username is missing:
HTTP Status 500 - Null, blank string or empty collection has been
passed in as required parameter
Sample error when password is incorrect:
{ "errorMessage": "ACF01012 PASSWORD NOT MATCHED" }
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Sample REST Calls cURL:
curl -i -X POST -d username=jsmith03 -d password=abc123 http://
localhost:33130/dcd/login
Java:
ClientResponse response; Client restClient =
Client.create(); WebResource webResource;
MultivaluedMap formData = new MultivaluedMapImpl();
formData.add("username", user); formData.add("password",
password); String url = "http://localhost:33130/dcd/
login" webResource = restClient.resource(url); response
= webResource.accept("application/x-www-form-
urlencoded") .header("content-type", "application/x-www-form-
urlencoded") .type(MediaType.APPLICATION_FORM_URLENCODED_TYPE) .post(ClientResponse.class,
formData); cookies = response.getCookies();
POSTMAN:
http://localhost:33130/dcd/login
1. Click Body and select the x-www-form-urlencoded format.
2. Specify the username and password as the keys and provide

the corresponding values for your request.
3. Send the request.POSTMAN generates, saves, and adds the

JSESSIONID cookie to the REST call automatically.

Notes The JSESSIONID cookie is valid for 30 minutes.

Access Classifiers and Categories by Calling a REST API
This API lets you programmatically pull classifiers and the classifier categories from the Data Content Discovery database.
Doing so might be useful if you want to collate the classifier data with data from other sources for a high-level view of your
regulated or sensitive data.

The classifiers include predefined classifiers, custom classifiers, and compound classifiers.

Title Access Classifiers and Categories
Method GET
URL http://host_name:controller_http_port/dcd/api/vn/

get-category-classifier-groups

Sample URL http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/get-category-

classifier-groups

Login Required No
HTTP Headers Content-Type: application/json
Required Parameters hostname

Specifies the hostname for the Data Content Discovery Controller
server.
Example: localhost or www.example.com
controller_http_port
Specifies the port number for the Controller server.
Default: 33130 for http; 8443 for https
vn
Specifies the product release number.
Example: v2 (for Version 2.0)

Mandatory Fields latest : true or falseIndicates whether to return only the latest
version of each classifier (true) or to return all versions of each
classifier (false).Default: true
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Payload None
Success Response Success code: 200

[{

    "id": 0,

    "name": "classifier_category_name",

    "children": [

      {

        "id": 1,

        "name": "classifier_subcategory_ name",

        "children": [

          {

            "id": 2,

            "name": "classifier_subcategory_ name",

            "children": [

              {

                "id": -1,

                "name": "classifier_name",

                "children": null,

…}]

 Example Success Response Success code: 200

[{

    "id": 0,

    "name": "Personally Identifiable Information

 (PII)",

    "children": [

      {

        "id": 1,

        "name": "North American PII",

        "children": [

          {

            "id": 2,

            "name": "National Identification

 Numbers",

            "children": [

              {

                "id": -1,

                "name": "Adoption Taxpayer

 Identification Number (ATIN) (United States)",

                "children": null,

…}]

Error Response

{

  "responseMessageSimple": "Not all parameters in

 the request were specified.",

  "responseMessageDetailed": "",

  "responseCode": 400

}
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Sample REST Calls cURL:

curl -X GET http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/get-

category-classifier-groups?latest=true

Java:

ClientResponse response;

Client restClient = Client.create();

WebResource webResource;

String url = "http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/get-

category-classifier-groups?latest=true";

JSONObject jsonInput = new JSONObject();

webResource = restClient.resource(url);

response = webResource.accept("application/json")   

  

          .get(ClientResponse.class);

POSTMAN:

http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/get-category-

classifier-groups

1. Click Params, specify latest  as the key, and provide the
corresponding value for your request.

2. Send the request.

Access Classifier Group Data by Calling a REST API
This API lets you programmatically pull classifier group information from the Data Content Discovery database. Doing so
might be useful if you want to collate the classifier data with data from other sources for a high-level view of your regulated
or sensitive data.

The classifiers include predefined classifiers, custom classifiers, and compound classifiers.

Title Access Classifier Group Data
Method GET
URL http://host_name:controller_http_port/dcd/api/vn/

classifier-groups

Sample URL http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/classifier-groups

Login Required Yes. Requires form-based authentication. See  Authenticate a
User ID by Calling a REST API.

HTTP Headers Authorization: --cookie "jsessionid_cookie; Path=/dcd/; HttpOnly"
Content-Type: application/json

Required Parameters hostname
Specifies the hostname for the Data Content Discovery Controller
server.
Example: localhost or www.example.com
controller_http_port
Specifies the port number for the Controller server.
Default: 33130 for http; 8443 for https
vn
Specifies the product release number.
Example: v2 (for Version 2.0)
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Mandatory Fields latest : true or false
Indicates whether to return only the latest version of each
classifier (true) or to return all versions of each classifier (false).
Default: true
custom : true or false
Indicates whether to return only the custom classifiers (true) or to
return all the classifier categories (false).
Default: false

Payload None
Success Response Success code: 200

{

    "classifierGroupId": nnn,

    "classifierGroupName": "classifier_name",

    "description": "classifier_description.",

    "classifierGroupVersion": n,

    "creationDate": "yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss",

    "creatorId": "creator_id",

    "schemaVersion": n,

    "isCustomClassifier": false,

    "isActive": true|false,

    "customClassifierRegex": "",

    "customClassifier": false,

    "active": true

}

Example Success Response Success code: 200

[

  {

    "classifierGroupId": -62,

    "classifierGroupName": "Social Security Number

 (Delimited)",

    "description": "Searches for a nine-digit number

 that is issued to uniquely identify citizens/

residents. This search algorithm targets delimited

 patterns.",

    "classifierGroupVersion": 1,

    "creationDate": "2017-02-01T17:12:45.395-0600",

    "creatorId": "Classification-Engine",

    "schemaVersion": 1,

    "isCustomClassifier": false,

    "isActive": true,

    "classifierType": 0,

    "active": true,

    "customClassifier": false

  },

…}]
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Error Response
{

  "responseMessageSimple": "The correct query

 parameter value(s) were not passed.",

  "responseMessageDetailed": "",

  "responseCode": 400

}

Sample REST Calls cURL:
curl -i --cookie

 "JSESSIONID=EC4BE96DA32C71995EA4DB19CD701A4F;

 Path=/dcd/; HttpOnly" -X GET http://

localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/classifier-groups?

latest=true&custom=false

Java:

ClientResponse response;

Client restClient = Client.create();

WebResource webResource;

String url = "http://localhost:8080/dcd/api/v2/

classifier-groups?latest=true&custom=false";

JSONObject jsonInput = new JSONObject();

webResource = restClient.resource(url);

response = webResource.accept("application/json")  

          .cookie(cookies.get(0))      

          .get(ClientResponse.class);

POSTMAN:
http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/classifier-groups

1. Click Params, specify latest and custom as the keys, and
provide the corresponding values for your request.

2. Send the request.

Access Report Data by Calling a REST API
This API lets you programmatically pull report information for data set reports or classifier reports from the Data Content
Discovery database. 

Title Access Report Data
Method POST
URL http://host_name:controller_http_port/dcd/api/vn/

reports

Sample URL http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/reports

Login Required Yes. Requires form-based authentication. See Authenticate a User
ID By Calling a REST API.

HTTP Headers Authorization: --cookie "jsessionid_cookie; Path=/dcd/; HttpOnly"
Content-Type: application/json
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Required Parameters hostname:
Specifies the hostname for the Data Content Discovery Controller
server.
Example: localhost or www.example.com
controller_http_port:
Specifies the port number for the Controller server.
Default: 33130 for http; 8443 for https
vn:
Specifies the product release number.
Example: v2 (for Version 2.0)

Mandatory Fields contentSources
Specifies the name of the data source for the report.
selectedClassifierGroups
Specifies the classifier group information for the report. To
determine the classifier group ID, version, and name, you can
access classifier group data.
classifierGroupId
Indicates the ID number for the classifier group, in the format nnn.
classifierGroupVersion:
Indicates the version number for the classifier group, in the
format n.
classifierGroupName:
Indicates the name for the classifier group.
startDate
Specifies the start date for the date range of the report.
endDate
Specifies the end date for the date range of the report.

Optional Fields userIds
Indicates the user ID of the user who submitted the scan.
reportType
Indicates the report type. The following values represent the actual
types that are used in the JSON object. You must specify these
values as shown. The default is "DataSet".
• "DataSet"  
• "Classifier"
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Payload For a data set report:

                    {    "startDate": "yyyy-mm-dd",

                    "endDate": " yyyy-mm-dd",

                    "selectedClassifierGroups": [],

                    "contentSources": [

                    "dataset_name"

                    ],

                    "userIds": [

                    "scan_submitter_id"

                    ],

                    "reportType": "DataSet"

                    }

                  

For a classifier report:

{

    "startDate": "yyyy-mm-dd",

    "endDate": " yyyy-mm-dd",

    "selectedClassifierGroups": [{

    "classifierGroupId": nn,

 "classifierGroupVersion": n,

  "classifierGroupName": "classifier_name"

       }],

    "contentSources": [

                    ],

    "userIds": [

    "scan_submitter_id"

                    ],

    "reportType": "Classifier"

                    }

                  

Success Response Success code: 200

{

     "scanId" : nnnnnnnnnnnn,

     "jobId" : nnnnnnnnnnn,

     "scanName" : "scan_name",

     "scanInitiatorId" : "scan_initiator_id",

     "scanStartDateAndTime" : "yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss",

     "scanEndDateAndTime" : " yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss",

     "contentSourceId" : nnnn,

     "contentSourceName" : "source_dataset",

     "classifierId" : nn,

     "classifierVersion" : n,

     "classifierName" : "classifier_name",

     "contentSourceResultId" : nnnn,

    "rowsScanned" : n,

    "rowsWithHits" : n

                    }
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Example Success Response Success code: 200\

[ {"jobId": 1517,

  "scanName": "Scan DL Alaska",

  "scanInitiatorId": "JSMITH03",

  "scanStartDateAndTime":

 "2017-03-01T16:00:49.509-0600",

  "scanEndDateAndTime":

 "2017-03-01T16:00:57.610-0600",

  "contentSourceId": 4777,

  "contentSourceName": "JSMITH03.JCL.DL)",

  "classifierId": -103,

  "classifierVersion": 3,

  "classifierName": "Driver's License (Alaska)",

  "contentSourceResultId

  ": 1199,

  "rowsScanned": 8,

  "rowsWithHits": 8,

  "contentSourceFormat": 1

 },

…}]

                  

Error Response None
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Sample REST Calls cURL:

curl -i -H "Content-Type: application/json" --cookie

 "JSESSIONID=EC4BE96DA32C71995EA4DB19CD701A4F;

 Path=/dcd/;     HttpOnly" -X POST     

http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/reports -d   

"{\"startDate\":\"2017-01-01\",

\"endDate\":\"2017-04-01\",

\"selectedClassifierGroups\":[],\"contentSources\":

[\"JSMITH03.DCD.PII.LICENSE.ALASKA\"],\"userIds\":

[\"jsmith03\"],"\"reportType\":\”DataSet”\}

                  

Java:

ClientResponse response;

Client restClient = Client.create();

WebResource webResource;

String url = "http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/

reports";

JSONObject jsonInput = new JSONObject();

jsonInput.put( "startDate", sDate );

jsonInput.put( "endDate", eDate);

jsonInput.put( "selectedClassifierGroups",

 classifierList);

jsonInput.put( "contentSources", sourceList);

jsonInput.put( "userIds", userList );

jsonInput.put( "reportType", type);

webResource = restClient.resource(url);

 response = webResource.accept("application/json")

          .type("application/json")

          .cookie(cookies.get(0))

          .post(ClientResponse.class,

 jsonInput.toJSONString());

                  

POSTMAN:

http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/reports

1. Click Body and select the raw JSON(application/json) format
from the drop-down menu.

2. Provide values
for contentSources, selectedClassifierGroups, startDate,
and endDate.

3. Optionally, provide values for the optional
fields userIDs and reportType to further filter the report.

4. Send the request.

Determine Whether a Data Source Contains Sensitive Data by Calling a REST API
This API lets you programmatically pull data source information from the Data Content Discovery for z/OS database. This
API queries a data set, volume, or USS data source to determine whether the source contains sensitive data. For
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example, you scan a data set weekly during the first quarter, for a total of 12 scans. By issuing this API call, you can
quickly determine whether any of those 12 scans identified sensitive data in the data set. If sensitive data is found,
the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) output contains a list of classifiers and the date of the last scan that contained
sensitive data.

Title Access Data Source Information
Method POST
URL http://hostname:controller_http_port/dcd/api/vn/get-data-source-content

Sample URL http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/get-data-source-content

Login Required Yes. Requires form-based authentication. See Authenticate a User ID by Calling a REST
API.

HTTP Headers Authorization: --cookie "jsessionid_cookie; Path=/dcd/; HttpOnly"
Content-Type: application/json

Required Parameters hostname :
Specifies the hostname for the Data Content Discovery Controller server.
Example: localhost or www.example.com
controller_http_port :
Specifies the port number for the Controller server.
Default: 33130 for http; 8443 for https
vn :
Specifies the product release number.
Example: v2 (for Version 2.0)

Mandatory Fields contentSourceSpecifies the name of the data source.
contentSourceTypeSpecifies the type of data source. The following values represent
the actual types that are used in the JSON object. You must specify these values as
shown:
• – "Data Set"

– "USS Data Source"
– "Volume"

Payload
{

       "contentSource" : "USER.DATA",

       "contentSourceType" : "Data Set"

}

Success Response Success code: 200
Result return codes:
0Indicates that the scans of the specified data source did not detect any sensitive data.
1Indicates that no scans were run against the specified data source.
2Indicates that the scans of the specified data source detected sensitive data.
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Example Success Response Success code: 200
Followed by one of the following result return codes:
Result return code: 0

{

  "resultReturnCode" : 0,

  "resultDescription" : "This data source does not contain sensitive

 data.",

  "contentSourceName" : "USER.DATA",

  "lastScan" : null,

  "classifierList" : [ ]

}

Result return code: 1

{

  "resultReturnCode" : 1,

  "resultDescription" : "Scans were not run against this data source.",

  "contentSourceName" : "USER.DATA",

  "lastScan" : null,

  "classifierList" : [ ]

}

Result return code: 2

{

  "resultReturnCode" : 2,

  "resultDescription" : "This data source contains sensitive data.",

  "lastScan" : "2017-01-24T19:47:26.959-0600",

  "classifierList" : [ {

    "classifierId" : -130,

    "classifierVersion" : 2,

    "classifierName" : "Driver's License (Wyoming)"

  }, {

    "classifierId" : -105,

    "classifierVersion" : 3,

    "classifierName" : "Driver's License (Arizona)"

  }, {

    "classifierId" : -23,

    "classifierVersion" : 3,

    "classifierName" : "Driver's License (New York)"

  } ]

}

Error Response Response code: 400

{

  "responseMessageSimple": "The correct query parameter value(s) were

 not passed.",

  "responseMessageDetailed": "",

  "responseCode": 400

}
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Sample REST Calls cURL:
$ curl -i -H "Content-Type: application/json" --cookie

 "EC4BE96DA32C71995EA4DB19CD701A4F; Path=/dcd/; HttpOnly" -X POST

 http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/get-data-source-content -d

 "{\"contentSource\":\"USER.DATA\",\"contentSourceType\":\"Data Set\"}"

Java:

ClientResponse response;

Client restClient = Client.create();

WebResource webResource;

String url = "http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/get-data-source-

content";

JSONObject jsonInput = new JSONObject();

jsonInput.put( "contentSource", ds );

jsonInput.put( "contentSourceType", dsType);

webResource = restClient.resource(url);

response = webResource.accept("application/json")

         .type("application/json")

         .cookie(cookies.get(0))

         .post(ClientResponse.class, jsonInput.toJSONString());

POSTMAN:
http://localhost:33130/dcd/api/v2/get-data-source-content

1. Click Body and select the raw JSON(application/json) format from the drop-
down menu.

2. Provide values for contentSource and contentSourceType as shown in the
following sample.

3. Send the request.

{

       "contentSource" : "USER.DATA", 

       "contentSourceType" : "Data Set"

}
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Maintaining
This section includes procedure to apply and deploy product maintenance.

First, apply the product maintenance using one of the following procedures:

• Apply Product Maintenance Using SMP/E Jobs
• Apply Product Maintenance Using CSM

Then, deploy the product maintenance. See Deploy Maintenance to the Runtime Environment.

Apply Product Maintenance Using SMP/E Jobs
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. To apply maintenance to Data Content Discovery, you receive, apply, and accept the
maintenance.

WARNING
The maintenance members that are listed in this procedure vary depending on which version of the product
base pax file your system is running. We provide both member names in each step. Edit and run the members
that are applicable to your installation.

We strongly recommend that you use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based products. The procedure that is
discussed in this section is fully automated when you use CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the Download Center (Published Solutions) for PTFs that have been published since this release was created.
If the base release was created recently, no PTFs will have been published yet. If PTFs exist, add published solutions
for your product to your Download Cart, and click Checkout.

2. Select your download option:

WARNING

We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval option, which significantly simplifies the
download process.

– Download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe product
maintenance over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom
server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom
Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all
PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.
To use this download option, complete the procedures in SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval.

– Download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support
With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then
use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/
OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and
Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements and complete the following procedures.

3. Log in to Broadcom Support Online.
4. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
5. Locate your product in the download management tool.

Your product entry opens at the Product Downloads tab.
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6. Select the Solution Downloads tab.
7. Select the applicable product and software release.
8. Select the applicable solutions and download them using the Cart or Download Now option.

TIP

Review the Broadcom Support Online download and FTP Help topics.
9. Run the CAUNZIP utility.

CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates a SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
11. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
12. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
13. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
14. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the FEYSEDIT macro that was customized in the

installation steps.
15. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY60RCH or FEY1HOLD in an edit session, update its SAMPJCL to download the

HOLDDATA file, and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the command line.
FEY60RCH or FEY1HOLD is customized.

16. Submit FEY60RCH or FEY1HOLD.
The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.

17. (Optional) Apply and accept Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply and optionally accept Broadcom corrective maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY80APM or FEY8APYP in an edit session and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from
the command line.
FEY80APM or FEY8APYP is customized.

2. Submit FEY80APM or FEY8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FEY90ACM or FEY9ACCP in an edit session and execute the FEYSEDIT
macro from the command line.
FEY90ACM or FEY9ACCP is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit FEY90ACM or FEY9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

You have applied and optionally accepted maintenance for Data Content Discovery.

Apply Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.
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NOTE

We recommend that you review the CARS overview.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the ASSIGN statements:
a. Determine which ASSIGN statements to download.

• The yearly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.ca.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

• The monthly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.ca.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY50CAR or FEY7CARS in an edit session, update its SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the command line.
FEY50CAR or FEY7CARS is customized.

2. Submit FEY50CAR or FEY7CARS.
The job downloads the CARS ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY70RCM or FEY7RECP in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains
the ASSIGN statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the command line.
FEY70RCM or FEY7RECP is customized.

4. Submit FEY70RCM or FEY7RECP.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CARS ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FEY80APM in an edit session and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FEY80APM is customized.

6. Submit FEY80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FEY90ACM in an edit session and execute the FEYSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FEY90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit FEY90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE

You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Next Steps

Go to Deploy Maintenance to the Runtime Environment.

Apply Product Maintenance Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. To apply maintenance for Data Content Discovery using CSM, you acquire, receive, apply, and
accept the maintenance. Optionally, you can reject the maintenance or restore the maintenance.

NOTE
For more information about maintaining products, see the CSM online help.

Acquire Maintenance

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product or beta testing a product. You can add
information about these maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.
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Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

NOTE
If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested
package is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM SMP/
E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe product maintenance over the Internet, by
securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures in SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. After you set up this
service, you can use CSM to receive, apply, and accept your maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Add External Maintenance button.
You are prompted to specify the package.

3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
– Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
– UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
– FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on the Broadcom Support Online website. This option is
intended for downloading a PTF to validate it.
• FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution on the Broadcom Support Online website.
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NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Click OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, you can apply the maintenance packages.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and click the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and click Next.
The packages to receive are listed.

5. Review and adjust the list selections as required, and click Next.
A summary of the task appears.

6. Review the summary, and click Receive.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.
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The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

(Optional) Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and click the Reject link.

NOTE
You can filter out only received packages.

The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and click Next.
The packages to reject are listed.

5. Review and adjust the list selections as required, and click Next.
A summary of the task appears.

6. Review the summary, and click Reject.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and click the Apply link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. When you are on the Summary step, review the summary and click Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Then,
rerun the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
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details about the HELD maintenance. You can then either bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance.
CSM determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• You can select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• You can leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a particular HOLDDATA entry check box, CSM

excludes the HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you decide to exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether any other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is either resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply Broadcom Recommended Services (CARS) maintenance for your products.

Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe
integrated system test environment. We recommend that you install CARS maintenance to keep your products up-to-date.
To keep yourself informed about new CARS maintenance available, download (manually or automatically) all CARS files
that list published maintenance for that CARS level.

Broadcom releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To be informed about new CARS maintenance available, download the CARS files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download CARS files automatically, or add CARS files manually.

Based on information in CARS files, you can filter CARS maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section.
You can also select the packages that are applicable for within the CARS level that you want to install.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in a particular SMP/E environment.

NOTE
A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file
can also reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation
can occur if a maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing
continues as expected, and the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS
level for the product is not updated to the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the
SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the CARS files are stored in a
USS directory under the software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.
The Software Catalog page opens.

2. In the CARS Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates check box.
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The fields in the section become available.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and click Apply:

– Owner of Update Task
Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.

– Recurrence
Specifies how often the task recurs.

– Update Software Catalog Every number of Days
or

– Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading CARS files to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value of Recurrence.

NOTE
Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For
example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then
occurs on the third day, Thursday, at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update
occurs on the same day at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days
to 3 and time to 11.00. The first update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00am.

– System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application server
time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is not
defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.

NOTE
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, click Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If for any reason you cannot automatically download available CARS files, you can add them to the software catalog
manually. Use the Add CARS File link. The CARS files added manually are stored in the same USS directory as any other
CARS files.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.ca.com

b. Log in to ftp.ca.com as follows:

user name: anonymous

password: your-email-address 

c. Change to the following directory:

/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. CARS files appear in the format:
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CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, click the Products tab, and click the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.
You are prompted to identify the CARS file.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and click OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and then
applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab.
A list of SMP/E environments existing in CSM appears.

2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.
Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.
The CARS maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. When you are on the Summary step, review the summary and click Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Then,
rerun the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).
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FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. You select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Mask Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:

CA.System.z/OS.* selects all the categories whose names start with CA.System.z/OS.

CA.System.z/OS.%% selects all the categories under CA.System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab.
A list of SMP/E environments existing in CSM appears.

2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT maintenance to.
Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix Categories.
The fix category wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. When you are on the Summary step, review the summary and click Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Then,
rerun the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.
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(Optional) Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore maintenance.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and click the Restore link.

NOTE
You can filter out only applied packages.

The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and click Next.
The packages to restore are listed.

5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Click Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the
maintenance is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Click OK to
confirm the selection and return to the wizard, and click Next.
You are prompted to review prerequisites.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and click Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.
A summary of the task appears.

7. Review the summary, and click Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.
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WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, click Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance for.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and click the Accept link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next.
The packages to accept are listed.

5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Click Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the
maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Click OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and click Next.
You are prompted to select the installation mode.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and click Next.
You are prompted to review prerequisites.

7. Perform one of the following actions:
– If no prerequisites exist, click Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and click Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Click Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Click Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Clicking Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Click Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

NOTE
For more information about SMPWRKx and SYSUTx data sets, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:
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NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Click Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and click OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation
parameters have been overridden.

To update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically, click Resolve Overrides. CSM provides
values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being accepted. All
DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

• If you want to cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF, clear its check box.
• If you want to edit the allocation parameters for a particular DDDEF after you automatically updated them

using the Resolve Overrides button, click Override. Make the necessary changes. Click OK to confirm
and return to the wizard.

11. (Optional) Click View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the
selected SMP/E environment zones. Click Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Click Next.
A summary of the task appears.

12. Review the summary, and click Accept.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

NOTE
For more information about GROUP and GROUPEXTEND modes, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:

• Accept Check
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept
Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept Check and Accept
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.
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Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

We recommend that you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

NOTE
For more information about the BYPASS options, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and click the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.
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NOTE
Click a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The zones
indicate where the maintenance package is already received, applied, or accepted. Click Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and click Next.
The Prerequisites tab of the wizard appears.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. We recommend that
you run the maintenance in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and click Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and click Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

• NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

• NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Click Next.

A summary of the task appears.
10. Review the summary, and click Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You have applied and optionally accepted maintenance for Data Content Discovery.

Next Steps

Go to Deploy Maintenance to the Runtime Environment.
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Deploy Maintenance to the Runtime Environment
After you apply the product maintenance, you must deploy that maintenance to the Data Content Discovery runtime
environment using the FEYDEPLY job. You then change the ownership of the USS files using the FEYCHOWN job, if
needed.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controllers by entering the following commands:
P DCMMAIN

P DCDCONTL

2. It is possible for the file system to become unmounted; for example, if an IPL of the LPAR occurred since the last time
the Controllers were running. To verify that the file system is mounted, issue the following console command and verify
that the file system appears in the list.
/d omvs,file

3. Review any ++HOLD ... REASON(ACTION) entries for additional steps that need to be performed and jobs that need
to be run before and/or after running the deploy job. Complete all applicable ++HOLDDATA instructions before you
continue.

4. Retrieve the runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYDEPLY) job, review the entire job, and submit it.
The expected return code is 0.

5. If permissions were not granted, retrieve the runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYCHOWN) job, review the entire job, and
submit it.
The expected return code is 0.

6. Start the Data Content Discovery Controllers by entering the following commands:

NOTE
When deploying product maintenance that impacts the Data in Motion modules FEYDMPC0 and
FEYDMTRM, use the REINIT parameter during the Data in Motion Controller (S DCMMAIN,,,REINIT). The
PTF HOLDDATA will indicate whether the REINIT parameter is required for the DCMMAIN startup command.
Using the REINIT parameter refreshes the affected modules and lets the product run with the latest module
versions. Otherwise, a system IPL might be required for the maintenance updates to take effect.

S DCDCONTL

S DCMMAIN

You have deployed the product maintenance to the runtime environment and changed the USS file permissions to align
with the Data Content Discovery started tasks.
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Troubleshooting
This section includes procedures to gather logs to send to Broadcom Support for diagnostics and to troubleshoot system
issues and error messages.

Additionally, you can get help in the browser-hosted documentation. For example, you can search by keyword.

Gather Information for Diagnostics
If you encounter an issue with the product, we recommend gathering the log files and the version information to provide to
Broadcom Support. Doing so can expedite the time that it takes to resolve your issue.

Provide the Log Files

To help you quickly gather and send key diagnostic information when issues arise, we provide a JCL job, FEYGETLG, that
does the following steps:

• Gathers the following diagnostic logs: Catalina logs, DCDCONTL and DCDSRVR job logs, and Java logs
• Compresses the logs into a single pax file
• FTPs the pax file to Broadcom Support

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address spaces (DCMMAIN and DCDCONTL, by default) and the server
(DCDSRVR, by default) if they are active:
P DCMMAIN

P DCDCONTL

P DCDSRVR

2. Retrieve the FEYGETLG job from yourhlq.CFEYJCL.
3. Review the entire job and do the following substeps as needed:

a. Ensure that the variables are correctly pointing to the logs to be collected. Edit the variables to point to the correct
logs, as needed.

b. (Optional) To FTP the pax file containing the diagnostic logs as part of the job, enable the PUT step and edit the
fields as needed. The PUT step enables the FTP of the pax file to the <files_from_customer> directory that is
attached to the Broadcom Support case.

4. Submit the job.
The expected return code is 0. A pax file of the diagnostic logs is saved to <DCD_INSTALL_HOME>/logs. The pax file
is sent to Broadcom Support (if you enabled the PUT step).

WARNING
If you did not enable the PUT step, retrieve the pax file from <DCD_INSTALL_HOME> and manually FTP the
file to Broadcom Support.

– DCD_INSTALL_HOME
Specifies the UNIX System Services (USS) target directory name where the Data Content Discovery application is
installed. This directory must be read/write enabled for log files to be created when the application runs.
Example: /cai/cfeyr1m0/logs

5. Restart the Data Content Discovery Controller address spaces (DCDCONTL and DCMMAIN, by default):
S DCDCONTL

S DCMMAIN

You have supplied the log files to Broadcom Support for diagnosis.
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Provide the Product Version

To help Broadcom Support personnel troubleshoot an issue more quickly, provide the product version information.

Follow these steps:

1. Select About from the bottom, left of your screen.
The About Data Content Discovery dialog appears, listing the Version ID, Commit ID, and RMID (replacement
module ID).

2. Provide the version information to Broadcom Support.

You have provided information to Broadcom Support to help them identify the product version for troubleshooting.

Set the TRACE State
The Data Content Discovery subsystem trace option is set to ON by default to capture information to troubleshoot issues.
You can turn this option OFF by editing the TRACE option in the data set that is pointed to by the DCDQMPRM DD
statement as follows:

TRACE(state)
Specifies the state of the DCD subsystem trace.

state
Specifies which TRACE results are logged in the console. This value does not have to be the same for the Controller and
Classifier address spaces. This name value is folded to upper case as required.OFF – Specifies that only error conditions
with a non-zero return code are logged to the console.ON – Specifies that all results, regardless of the return code, are
logged to the console.Default: ON

For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Data Content Discovery Jobs Abend with Codes U4080 and CEE05101
Symptom:

Any Data Content Discovery job that executes a Java program or a program that invokes UNIX System Services (USS)
requires a user ID that contains an OMVS segment. If the user ID does not contain an OMVS segment, during initialization
the job abends with code U4080 and reason code CEE05101. 

Solution:

This error might have occurred for one of the following reasons:

• The user account that ran the failing Data Content Discovery job was not defined correctly.
– Verify that the definition of the user ID that experienced the failure contains attribute values for UID, GROUP,

HOME, and OMVSPGM. 
– In the security configuration job (FEYACF, FEYTSS, or FEYRACF), verify that all the commands that are used to

define the Data Content Discovery started task IDs completed successfully.
• For a started task, the security environment might not be associating the started task name with the correct user

account.
– In the security configuration job (FEYACF, FEYTSS, or FEYRACF), verify that all the commands executed

successfully and that the started task names and user IDs in the commands match the started task names and user
IDs that are actually being used.

Datacom MUF Discovery Error During Datacom Configuration

Symptom

When I try to create or edit a Datacom configuration, I see one or more of the following messages:
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An error related to Datacom MUF discovery occurred. The Controller does not have READ permission for

 the Datacom library. Product functionality might be degraded. Contact Broadcom Support.

BPXP015I HFS PROGRAM /u/dir123/lib/libsvwinterface.so IS NOT MARKED PROGRAM CONTROLLED.

Solution

The Controller for the Datacom library data set does not have READ permission, or the required executables do not have
program control.

Follow these steps:

1. Grant READ access to the Controller for the Datacom load library data set. To do so, retrieve and run one of the
following jobs from runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL:
– ACF2: FEYACFDC
– Top Secret: FEYTSSDC
– IBM RACF: FEYRACDC

2. Grant program control to the required executables. To do so, retrieve and run the FEYCC4DC job from
runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL.

3. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

Callable Service Error Occurs when Populating a DCE Key Segment to
IBM RACF

Symptom

When I try to run the FEYDCEKP job to populate the DCE key segment, I receive a callable service error message. The
message might not contain an accurate SAF code for diagnosis.

Solution

Ensure that the key that is stored in the DCE.PASSWORD.KEY profile of the KEYSMSTR class has been set up. Proper
key setup will likely resolve the problem that is occurring which is related to Common Cryptographic Architecture (CCA).

CannotGetJdbcConnectionException Error During Controller Startup

Symptom

During the startup, I see the following error message in the output under STDERR:

Exception in thread "Thread-9" org.springframework.jdbc.CannotGetJdbcConnectionException: Could not get JDBC

 Connection; nested exception is java.sql.SQLException: Cannot load JDBC driver class 'com.ibm.db2.jcc.

 DB2Driver'

Solution

The DB2 path is set incorrectly. To change the DB2 path, complete the following steps:

1. Perform one of the following actions to stop the appropriate controller address space:
– If the problem occurs during startup of the DCDCONTL or DCDSRVR started task, stop the DCDCONTL controller

address space:
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P DCDCONTL

– If the problem occurs during startup of the DCMMAIN or DCMSRVR started task, stop the DCMMAIN data in
motion controller address space:

P DCMMAIN

2. Perform one of the following actions to verify that environment variable DB2_JDBC_PATH specifies the correct path:
– For DCDCONTL/DCDSRVR problems, edit runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYCTRLR)

and runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYCESCJ) and verify that DB2_JDBC_PATH specifies the correct path.
– For DCMMAIN/DCMSRVR problems, edit runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYDMAIN)

and runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYDSRVR) and verify that DB2_JDBC_PATH specifies the correct path.
3. Edit the DB2_JDBC_PATH variable in yourhlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG), and save the member.
4. Start the appropriate controller address space:

S DCDCONTL

or

S DCMMAIN

Database Connection or Query Execution Failure Error

Symptom

After starting the product, I see a 'Database connection or query execution failure" error and the following error in the
DCDCONTL started task STDOUT:

2017-11-02 09:24:54,814 Received an exception org.springframework.jdbc.CannotGetJdbcConnectionException: Could

 not get JDBC Connection;

nested exception is java.sql.SQLException: Cannot create PoolableConnectionFactory

 (Ýjcc¨Ýt4¨Ý10380¨Ý11951¨Ý4.12.55¨ Required property "sys1.company.com"

is unknown host. ERROR CODE=-4222, SQLSTATE=08001)

Solution

The host might not be resolving to an IP address. Verify that your TCP/IP data set is in LINKLIST or that the DCDCONTL
proc has a SYSTCPD DD pointing to your TCP/IP data set.

CEE3501S Error Message in SYSOUT During Controller Startup

Symptom

During the Data Content Discovery Controller startup, I see the following error message in the SYSOUT:

CEE3501S The module libjvm.so not found

Solution

The IBM JDK 1.7 64-bit installation has not been mounted or the file does not exist.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that the files exists in the $JAVA_HOME/lib/s390x/classic directory. Choose one of the following options:
a. If the file does not exist, there could be a problem with the Java JDK installation. Contact your systems

programmer for help.
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b. If the file does exist, go to step 2 to mount the Java runtime.
2. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:

P DCDCONTL

3. Mount the Java runtime.
4. Restart the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:

S DCDCONTL

5. If problems persist, contact Broadcom Support.

Classification Server or Controller Does Not Start During Installation

Symptom 

During the product installation and configuration, the Data Content Discovery Controller or the Classification Server does
not start.

Solution

Startup failures are affected by security failures that do not result in messages or logs.
Follow these steps:

1. Temporarily give your Data Content Discovery Controller and Classification Server address space user IDs the
following attributes. Doing so lets the external security manager (ESM) temporarily allow access while still logging the
request.
– ACF2: NON-CNCL and TRACE
– Top Secret: AUDIT, NODSNCHK, NOVOLCHK, NORESCHK
– IBM RACF: TRUSTED

2. Start the Data Content Discovery Controller and Classifier Server address spaces.
3. After the successful startup of the Data Content Discovery Controller and Classification Server address spaces, run

the security reports that are associates with your ESM.
4. Grant the necessary ESM permissions based on the security report output.
5. After the permissions are granted, remove the attributes from the Data Content Discovery Controller and Classification

Server address space user IDs that you assigned in step 1.
6. Restart the Data Content Discovery Controller and Classifier Server address spaces.

Controller Comes Down with Completion Code SYSTEM=000
USER=4093 REASON=0000021C
Symptom

During the installation, the Data Content Discovery Controller (DCDCONTL, by default) comes down with the following
output and completion code:

DCD2061I NSI: 078D1001 89C4CDA8                                          

DCD2062I ILC: 02 INTERRUPT CODE: 0D REASON CODE: 00000000                

DCD2064I DATA AT FAILING PSW ADDRESS: 00181610 0A0DD7C1 E3C3C840         

DCD2065I R0  - R3   84000000  84000FFD  09C4CD8A  09C3202C               

DCD2065I R4  - R7   007E8AB0  09C4CDF8  007D8FC8  00FC8D00               

DCD2065I R8  - R11  09C4CB10  7FF80958  00000000  09C4CD8C               

DCD2065I R12 - R15  7FF80958  00006F30  80FDEAE0  0000021C                

DCD2066I FEYQMINT DUMP IN PROGRESS                                       

DCD2067I FEYQMINT DUMP COMPLETED                                         

IEA995I SYMPTOM DUMP OUTPUT                                              
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  USER COMPLETION CODE=4093 REASON CODE=0000021C                         

 TIME=14.30.45  SEQ=00011  CPU=0000  ASID=004A                           

 PSW AT TIME OF ERROR  078D1001   89C4CDA8  ILC 2  INTC 0D               

   ACTIVE LOAD MODULE           ADDRESS=09C32000  OFFSET=0001ADA8        

   NAME=JVMLDM76                                                         

   DATA AT PSW  09C4CDA2 - 00181610  0A0DD7C1  E3C3C840                  

   AR/GR 0: 000000C0/00000000_84000000   1: 00000000/00000000_84000FFD   

         2: FFFFFFFF/00000000_09C4CD8A   3: FFFFFFFF/00000000_09C3202C   

         4: FFFFFFFF/FFFFFFFF_007E8AB0   5: FFFFFFFF/00000000_09C4CDF8   

         6: FFFFFFFF/FFFFFFFF_007D8FC8   7: FFFFFFFF/FFFFFFFF_00FC8D00   

                 8: FFFFFFFF/00000000_09C4CB10   9: FFFFFFFF/00000000_7FF80958         

         A: FFFFFFFF/FFFFFFFF_00000000   B: FFFFFFFF/00000000_09C4CD8C         

         C: FFFFFFFF/00000000_7FF80958   D: FFFFFFFF/00000000_00006F30         

         E: 00000000/00000000_80FDEAE0   F: 00000000/00000000_0000021C         

 END OF SYMPTOM DUMP                                                           

IEF472I DCDCONTL DCDCONTL - COMPLETION CODE - SYSTEM=000 USER=4093 REASON=0000021C

Solution

Add the Language Environment® runtime library (SCEERUN and SCEERUN2 data sets) to your LNKLST.

For more information, see the IBM documentation.

For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Controller Does Not Start after Editing server.xml

Symptom

After editing the server.xml file during HTTPS setup, the Data Content Discovery Controller does not start, and I see the
following error in the output under STDERR:

SEVERE: Parse Fatal Error

Solution

The server.xml file is not formatted correctly. Do one of the following options to resolve the issue:

• Correct the formatting errors in the server.xml file.
• If you have a backup of the server.xml file, restore the backup.

Controller Is Taking Longer than Expected to Start

Symptom

The Data Content Discovery Controller is taking longer than expected to start, and I see the following error message in the
JES output:

JVMJ9VM082E Unable to switch to IFA processor - issue "extattr +a filename.so"           

Solution

The filename.so file that is identified in the error message is not APF-authorized.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the following USS directory:
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JAVA_HOME/lib/s390x/default

2. Issue the following command from the USS directory to APF-authorize the file:
extattr +a filename.so

Could Not Find or Load com.ca.security.dcd.configurator.Configurator
Class
Symptom

When running the FEYCFG05 job, I see the following error message:

JVMJZBL2008E Could not find or load class: com.ca.security.dcd.configurator.Configurator. 

I also get a COND code 0100 in the JAVA JVM step with the following errors:

java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: com.ca.security.dcd.configurator.Configurator 

Caused by: java.lang.ClassNotFoundException: com.ca.security.dcd.configurator.Configurator 

at java.net.URLClassLoader.findClass(URLClassLoader.java:665) 

at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadClassHelper(ClassLoader.java:760) 

at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadClass(ClassLoader.java:728) 

at sun.misc.Launcher$AppClassLoader.loadClass(Launcher.java:335) 

at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadClass(ClassLoader.java:707) 

... 

JVMJZBL2999T JvmExitHook entered with exitCode=0, javaMainReturnedOrThrewException=1 

JVMJZBL2999T DestroyJavaVM elapsed time=0.003401 seconds, cpu time=0.001437 seconds 

JVMJZBL2999I JZOS batch launcher elapsed time=9 seconds, cpu time=0.740000 seconds 

JVMJZBL1047W JZOS batch launcher completed with Java exception, return code=100

Solution

The UNIX System Services (USS) file system might not have been mounted during the product installation. 

The USS file system can be mounted in the following ways:

• During the CSM installation, the USS file system is created and mounted. 
• After an IPL, unless the USS file system was added to SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXxxxx) member, you must manually mount

it. 
• If CSM is started, CSM mounts the file.

To mount the USS file system, you can use the following sample command:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('SYS1.DCD.R2.CFEYUSS.DATA') MOUNTPOINT('/u/users/sys1/DCDR2') 

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) PARM('AGGRGROW') 

Mount from SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXxxxx) 

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('SYS1.DCD.R2.CFEYUSS.DATA') 

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) 

PARM('AGGRGROW') 

MOUNTPOINT('/u/users/sys1/DCDR2')
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Could Not Unload the Database Table Error in Scan Details for an IBM
Db2 Scan
Symptom

When I view the scan details for an IBM Db2 scan in the Scan Details page, I see that the scan attempt failed with the
following Reason for Failure:

Could not unload the database table

Solution

The IBM Db2 database table unload failed. To determine the reason for the failed unload, review the informational
messages in the Db2 job log of the Classification Server. Consult with your database administrator to resolve the issue.

You might see messages similar to the following output:

DSNU650I  !D10A 199 14:21:20.14 DSNUUGMS -   FROM TABLE DCDIR7.CSRESULTHIT     

DSNU016I    199 14:23:33.49 DSNUGBAC - UTILITY BATCH MEMORY EXECUTION ABENDED, REASON=X'0B37'                

    

DSNU000I    199 14:23:35.17 DSNUGUTC - OUTPUT START FOR UTILITY, UTILID = 3DB1ED47.D4FE.4E                   

   

DSNU1045I   199 14:23:35.18 DSNUGTIS - PROCESSING SYSIN AS UNICODE UTF-8                                     

   

DSNU050I    199 14:23:35.19 DSNUGUTC -  UNLOAD TABLESPACE DCDDJSDB.TDCDC DELIMITED COLDEL X'6B' EBCDIC

 CCSID(500, 500, 500)  

If there is an orphaned utility that Data Content Discovery did not clean up, manually issue the following IBM Db2
command to terminate the utility:

TERMINATE UTIL(utilid)

utilid
Specifies the ID of the orphaned utility to be terminated.

Creation of Directory Failed Error During Installation
Symptom

When installing Data Content Discovery using CSM, I see the following error:

Creation of directory <directory> failed. Reason: Group is not defined. 

The MSMTC (Tomcat) job log contains the following sample IBM RACF message:

MME0270S - Action completed with an error. Action: getgrnam_r Error code: 163 

EDC5163I SAF/RACF extract error. Reason code: 0xB370800 Info: group name: XYWRNG

The following RACF message is observed in the MSMTC (Tomcat ) joblog:

14.36.13 STC00000 ICH408I USER(USERID ) GROUP(G0509915) NAME(SYSPROG, DANNY )

 273 CL(FSOBJ ) 

 273 INSUFFICIENT AUTHORITY TO MOUNTSETUID 

 273 EFFECTIVE UID(0000818472) EFFECTIVE GID(0000000900)

Solution

The user does not have sufficient privileges. Contact your administrator for the appropriate access rights.
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CSV003I REQUESTED MODULE DSNHMCID NOT FOUND Error When
Scanning IBM DB2 Tables

Symptom

When scanning an IBM Db2 table, I see the following error message for the Data Content Discovery classification engine
(DCDSRVR, by default) started task. I also see an ABEND code of 806-04.

CSV003I REQUESTED MODULE DSNHMCID NOT FOUND

Solution 

The DSNHMCID module might not be installed. The IBM Db2 applications and utilities use the DSNHMCID data-only
module for message conversion. Job DSNTIJUZ creates DSNHMCID in prefix.SDSNEXIT and prefix.SDSNLOAD after
Db2 is installed.

Verify that the Db2 library containing module DSNHMCID is in one of the following locations:

• LINKLIST
• STEPLIB concatenation for the Data Content Discovery classification engine started task (DCDSRVR, by default)

Database Scans Fail with IKJ56220I Message or
com.ibm.jzos.RcException

Symptom

When performing scans against database tables, my scans fails. The “Reason for Failure” in the Scan Results page of the
user interface is “Could not unload the database table.” The following messages appear in the job log:

In JESYSMSG:

IKJ56220I DATA SET DB2.DSN0.SDSNLOAD NOT ALLOCATED, TOO MANY DATA SETS+                                      

IKJ56220I MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DATA SET ALLOCATIONS ALLOWED BY YOUR SESSION HAS BEEN REACHED, YOU SHOULD FREE

 UNUSED DATA SETS

In STDOUT or the USS logs:

com.ibm.jzos.RcException: BPXWDYN failed; S99ERROR/S99INFO = 0x43c/0x0 RC=71041024 (0x43c0000)

Solution

The product allocates some data sets to handle the scanning of tables. The FEYCESCP started task could not allocate
enough data sets based on the system defaults.

Modify the FEYCESCP started task JCL to include the DYNAMNBR set on the EXEC statement.

Example:
Current FEYCESCP EXEC statement:

//FEYCESCP EXEC PGM=FEYSMINT,REGION=&REGSIZE,TIME=NOLIMIT,

//         PARM='&LEPARM/&LOGLVL &JAVACLS &ARGS'   

Modified FEYCESCP EXEC statement:
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//FEYCESCP EXEC PGM=FEYSMINT,REGION=&REGSIZE,TIME=NOLIMIT,DYNAMNBR=xxx,

//         PARM='&LEPARM/&LOGLVL &JAVACLS &ARGS'  

xxx
Number of tables that are needed per scan plus 20.

DCD2533I Message with RC=8/8/4 Issued When Attempting to Start the
Controller

Symptom

The Data Content Discovery Controller is not starting. I see a return code of 8/8/4 in the DCD2533I message in the
Controller (DCDCONTL) job log:

DCD2533I DCD Controller - ESM Callable Svc Req=R_dcekey-get SAFRC=8 RC=8 RSN=4

Solution

Ensure that the user ID that is specified as the DCEDUSR variable in runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYQPARM) is the same
user ID that is specified as the DCEKEY_DONOR_USERID variable in runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYDCEKP) that had the
DCE key put into its segment. Then retry the Data Content Discovery Controller startup.

DCEKEY Length Out of Range Error During Controller Startup

Symptom

During the Data Content Discovery Controller startup, I see an error similar to the following error:

DCEKEY length out of range, Max=230, Actual=8

Solution

The DCE segment values need to be defined to the target ID. Run the FEYDCEKP job to define these values.

Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
P DCDCONTL

2. Retrieve the FEYDCEKP sample job from runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL, edit the job to define the segment values to the
target ID, and submit it.

NOTE
For more information about the FEYDCEKP job, see Populate a DCE Key Segment to Your
ESM under Configure the Product.

3. Restart the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
S DCDCONTL

4. If problems persist, contact Broadcom Support.
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DSNT408I SQLCODE = -601 ERROR When Running the FEYIDB2 Job

Symptom

When running the FEYIDB2 job which creates and configures the IBM DB2 database tables, I see the following error:

DSNT408I SQLCODE = -601, ERROR: THE NAME (VERSION OR VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER) OF THE OBJECT TO BE DEFINED OR THE

 TARGET OF A RENAME STATEMENT IS IDENTICAL TO THE EXISTING NAME (VERSION OR VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER) CADCDDB OF

 THE OBJECT TYPE DATABASE 

Solution

The error might be caused by one of the following reasons:

• The IBM DB2 database from a prior installation was not deleted.
• The FEYIDB2 job was run previously and did not complete successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the FEYDDB2 job in the runtime CFEYJCL library. 
This job executes SQL DROP statements that delete this product's IBM DB2 database. 

2. Run the FEYIDB2 job again.

EDC5111I Permission Denied Error during Controller Startup
 Symptom 

During the Controller startup, I see a message similar to the following in the job log:

org.apache.catalina.core.StandardServer await

SEVERE: StandardServer.await: create[localhost:33150]:

java.net.SocketException: EDC5111I Permission denied. (Listen failed)

 Solution 

The Controller port that was specified might be disabled. Determine whether the specified port (33150 in this example) is
enabled. To do so, review the Controller_Port_For_DCD variable in the sever.xml file at DCD_INSTALL_HOME/catalina-
base/conf. If the port is disabled, enable it and try again.

For help, contact Broadcom Support.

EDC8127I Connection Timed Out Error When Executing DCDSRVR Job
Symptom

When I run the DCDSRVR job, I receive the following error message:

EDC8127I Connection timed out. 

(Connection timed out). ERRORCODE=-4499, SQLSTATE=08001

<Date> org.apache.catalina.core.StandardServer await 

SEVERE: StandardServer.await: create[localhost:<>]: 

java.net.SocketException: EDC5111I Permission denied. (Listen failed)

Solution
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Permit the Data Content Discovery Classification Server (DCDSRVR, by default) started task acid to DCDS.CA-
DCD.CA_DATA_CONTENT_DISCOVERY under the resource class of SERVER in the external security package (ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF).

Execution of IBM Db2 JDBC Driver Failed

Symptom

An attempt to execute the IBM Db2 JDBC driver failed with the following error message:

SQLCODE=-551, SQLSTATE=42501, SQLERRMC=DCDADM;EXECUTE PACKAGE;NULLID.SYSLH2

This error message indicates that the IBM Db2 user ID that is used to connect to the IBM Db2 repository did not have the
required privilege to execute the packages associated with the Db2 JDBC driver. 

Solution

Grant the EXECUTE privilege on the high-level name of the packages that are associated with the IBM Db2 JDBC driver
(NULLID. *) to the donor ID that is used by Data Content Discovery.

Failure to Connect Error During Test Connection When Configuring
Accessed Reports
Symptom

I am trying to enable Accessed reporting with a connection to a Datacom repository running on Datacom. When I select
Test Connection, I see a "Failure to Connect" message in the user interface. I see the following error message in the log:

Cannot load JDBC driver class 'ca.datacom.jdbc.DatacomJdbcDriver'

Solution

The Datacom JDBC path was not provided or is set incorrectly. To provide or correct the JDBC path, complete the
following steps:

1. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
P DCDCONTL

2. Verify that the environment variable DC_JDBC_PATH in runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG3) specifies the correct
path.

3. If the path is not specified or is incorrect, do the following steps:
a. Determine the correct JDBC path value. To locate the path value, review the Datacom Datacom classpath

statement in CUSTOM.CFGLIB(CEMETOME):
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"${CEM_USSPATH}/cai/cacem/dcom/dbsrv/lib/cadcjdbc.jar"

b. Edit the DC_JDBC_PATH variable in runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG3), and save the member.
c. Edit the export DC_PATH variable in runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYCTRLR), and save the member.

4. Start the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
S DCDCONTL

More information:

Configure the Connection to Enable Accessed Reports

Identify Who Has Been Accessing a Data Set
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Failure to Open Files During PDS/E Library Scan
Symptom

After scanning a PDS/E library, I see a "Failed to open file" message on the Scan Details page in the user interface.

Solution 

The PDS/E library that you scanned contains a member whose name does not follow MVS naming conventions.
Data Content Discovery cannot open such members for scanning because the names are unreadable. To scan the
member, rename it to adhere to MVS naming conventions. For information about MVS naming conventions, see the IBM
documentation.

ICH4201 Error: Program FTCHKCMD in USER.LINKLIB Caused the
Environment to Become Uncontrolled
Symptom

When I try to send an FTP request to an IBM RACF system, I see the following error in the system log (SYSLOG):

ICH420I PROGRAM FTCHKCMD FROM LIBRARY USER.LINKLIB CAUSED THE ENVIRONMENT TO BECOME UNCONTROLLED.

Solution

The Data Content Discovery module FTCHKCMD is not protected by an IBM RACF profile in the PROGRAM class, so the
environment was marked uncontrolled.

Issue the following commands to resolve the issue.

1. Redefine the program to permit access to the FTCHKCMD module:
RDEF PROGRAM FTCHKCMD ADDMEM ('LOAD.LIBRARY.NAME'/volser /NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)

LOAD.LIBRARY.NAME
Specifies the name of the Data Content Discovery load library.
volser
Specifies the name of the volume serial number (volser).

2. Perform a refresh on all systems that share the database:
SETR WHEN(PROGRAM) REFRESH

For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Icons in User Interface Showing as Chinese Characters

Problem

In Internet Explorer 11 on Windows 10, icons in the user interface are missing or showing as Chinese characters. This
issue occurs when an Internet Explorer configuration setting is blocking fonts.

Solution

Use Chrome, Firefox, or Safari instead of Internet Explorer. If you are unable to switch browsers, edit the Internet Explorer
registry to turn off the font blocking option:

1. Click the Start menu button on the taskbar.
2. Type regedit and press Enter.
3. Navigate to the following path in the Registry Editor:
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Computer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Image File Execution Options

\iexplore.exe

4. Double-click MitigationOptions, then perform edits as follows:
a. Select Hexadecimal for Base.
b. In the Value data field, specify a new number that adds 2000000000000 to the existing value in that field.

Example: If the existing value is 100, you change the number to 2000000000100.
This new value disables the Internet Explorer setting that is blocking fonts.

c. Click OK.
5. Restart your computer, then start Data Content Discovery.

Links to Documentation Are Not Available from In-Product Help
Tutorials
Symptom:

When I click the information icon for the in-product help tutorial, the slide-in panel opens to display the help content. But
the related topic links to the product documentation (TechDocs) site are not available.

Solution:

This problem occurs when the system environment variable TLS version is not set to 1.2. The TechDocs site supports
version 1.2.

To resolve this issue, set the system environment variable tls.version to TLSv1.2.

NoClassDefFoundError or atoe_getcwd Error During Controller Startup

Symptom

During the Data Content Discovery Controller startup, I see one of the following error messages:

• In the output under STDERR:

java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: sun.util.calendar.ZoneInfoFile (initialization failure)

Caused by: java.lang.RuntimeException: default directory must be absolute

• In the output under STDOUT:
atoe_getcwd error: EDC5134I Function not implemented

Solution

The OMVS Home directory is set to a directory that does not exist.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Issue the appropriate commands for your external security manager (ESM) to modify the OMVS Home directory value.
To do so, work with your security administrator. For more information about the commands, see the documentation for
your ESM.

2. Recycle the Data Content Discovery Controller address space by entering the following commands:
P DCDCONTL

S DCDCONTL

3. If problems persist, contact Broadcom Support.
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NoClassDefFoundError Message in SYSOUT During Controller Startup

Symptom

During the Data Content Discovery Controller startup, I see the following error message in the SYSOUT:

JVMJZBL2007E Stack trace follows: 

java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap

Solution

One of the following issues occurred:

• The Data Content Discovery USS installation is not mounted. See USS Installation Is Not Mounted.
• You specified an incorrect path in the STDENV data set for the CLASSPATH. See Incorrect Path in STDENV.

USS Installation Is Not Mounted

Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
P DCDCONTL

2. To permanently maintain the mount point, set up automatic mounting. To do so, copy the following mount command to
SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx):

MOUNT FILESYSTEM(SMPE.target.CFEYUSS)

TYPE(ZFS)

MODE(RDWR)  

MOUNTPOINT(/DCD_INSTALL_HOME)

          

SMPE.target 
Specifies the target HLQ for the Data Content Discovery zFS file system.
DCD_INSTALL_HOME 
Specifies the UNIX System Services (USS) target directory name where the Data Content Discovery application is
installed.

3. Restart the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
S DCDCONTL

4. If problems persist, contact Broadcom Support.

Incorrect Path in STDENV

Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
P DCDCONTL

2. Verify that all the USS paths begin with a forward slash. Doing so assures that the path resolution is relative to the root
directory.

3. Restart the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
S DCDCONTL

4. If problems persist, contact Broadcom Support.
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NoClassDefFoundError Message in SYSOUT When Running
FEYCFG05

Symptom

When I run the FEYCFG05 member, I see the following error message in the SYSOUT:

JVMJZBL2007E Stack trace follows: 

java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: com.ca.security.dcd.configurator.Configurator

Solution

The Data Content Discovery USS installation has not been mounted.

To permanently maintain the mount point, set up automatic mounting. To do so, copy the following mount command to
SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx):

MOUNT FILESYSTEM(SMPE.target.CFEYUSS)

TYPE(ZFS)

MODE(RDWR) 

MOUNTPOINT(/DCD_INSTALL_HOME)

      

SMPE.target 
Specifies the target HLQ for the Data Content Discovery zFS file system.

DCD_INSTALL_HOME 
Specifies the UNIX System Services (USS) target directory name where the Data Content Discovery application is
installed.

If problems persist, contact Broadcom Support.

No Datacom Data Sources Appear During Scan Creation

Symptom

When I try to select data sources during scan creation, no Datacom multi-user facilities (MUFs) or tables appear.

Solution

Correct the setting for the DCM_LOADLIB option in FEYCFG3. This option specifies the library name in which the
DBSQLPR program (a Datacom program) resides:

1. Retrieve the CFEYOPTN(FEYCFG3) member from your Data Content Discovery SMP/E target HLQ.
2. Using an ISPF editor, edit the DCM_LOADLIB configuration value in the member.

The value that you specify for this option is then used as part of configuring environment variables for the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM).

3. Restart the Controller. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.
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No Classifiers Appear When Creating a Scan

Symptom

When I create a scan, no classifiers appear on the Classifier Selection page. In the DCDCONTL server job log, messages
containing the following text appear:

Received an exception Could not create a classifier

com.ca.security.dcd.exceptions.DatabaseException: Database exception in idGenerator DAO getNextIdForTable

     at com.ca.security.dcd.dao.IdGeneratorDaoImpl.getNextIdForTable(IdGeneratorDaoImpl.java:75) Database-

Module-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar:na

     at com.ca.security.dcd.dao.ClassifierDaoImpl.insertClassifier(ClassifierDaoImpl.java:219) Database-

Module-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar:na

     at com.ca.security.dcd.service.ClassifierServiceImpl.createClassifier(ClassifierServiceImpl.java:120)

 Database-Module-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar:na

Solution

During the product configuration, the DB2 grants may not have been executed for the Data Content Discovery database
tables.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the runtime_hlq.CFEYJCL(FEYIDB2) job. For more information, see Run the FEYIDB2 Job.
2. Recycle the Data Content Discovery Controller address space using the following commands:

P DCDCONTL

S DCDCONTL

Out of Memory Error
Symptom

When using Data Content Discovery, I see the following Java error:

java.lang.OutOfMemoryError

Solution

The heap memory allocation might be insufficient, or the heap memory values might not be configured correctly.

If you selected multiple data dictionary classifiers in your policy criteria, reduce the number of selected data dictionary
classifiers in your policy and try again.

If the problem persists or if your policy does not include multiple data dictionary classifiers, record the -Xms and -Xmx
heap memory values and contact Broadcom Support for help. The heap memory values are specified in the file that is
pointed to by the STDENV DD statement in the runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN member.

PoolableConnectionFactory Error at Login
Symptom

When I log in to Data Content Discovery, I see the following error message in the user interface and in the log:

CannotGetJdbcConnectionException: Could not get JDBC Connection; nested exception is java.sql.SQLException:

 Cannot create PoolableConnectionFactory

Solution
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One of the following issues has occurred:

• The user ID that you used to connect to the database is suspended.
To resolve the issue, do the following steps:
a. Unsuspend the user ID.
b. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:

P DCDCONTL

c. Restart the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
S DCDCONTL

• The Data Content Discovery repository was started after the Data Content Discovery Controller was started.
To resolve the issue, do the following steps:
a. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:

P DCDCONTL

b. Restart the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
S DCDCONTL

Return Code=4 and SQLCODE=162 When Running a Database Update
Job (FEYADB2x)

Symptom

When running a DB2 database update job (FEYADB2x), I get a return code 4 and see the following SQL code in the job
output:

DSNT404I SQLCODE = 162, WARNING:  TABLE SPACE @DBQUALIFIER@.@TABLESPACE@ HAS BEEN PLACED IN CHECK PENDING

Solution

The applicable tablespace is in the check pending state.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve the CFEYJCL(FEYCHECK) job.
2. Review the entire job and submit it.

The expected return code is 0.

The check pending state is reset.

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

Scans Do Not Start after Installation
Symptom

After the initial installation of the product, my scans do not start (scan status is Not Started). The Data Content Discovery
Classification Server (DCDSRVR, by default) is running. I see the following messages in the job output:

15.06.43 STC06070 DCD2530I DCD Classifier - FEYWLM00 - FUNC=WLM_CONNECT_WM 

15.06.43 STC06070 DCD2620I DCD Classifier - IWM4CON RtnCde=00000000 RsnCde=00000000 

15.06.44 STC06070 DCD2620I DCD Classifier - IWM4SLI RtnCde=00000000 RsnCde=00000000 

15.06.44 STC06070 DCD2530I DCD Classifier - IWM4SLI Min= 0, Max= 11 

15.06.44 STC06070 DCD2530I DCD Classifier - Issuing: IWM4SSL 

16.06.46 STC06070 DCD2620E DCD Classifier - IWM4SSL RtnCde=0000000C RsnCde=119E0C14 
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16.06.46 STC06070 DCD2620I DCD Classifier - IWM4DIS RtnCde=00000000 RsnCde=00000000 

16.06.46 STC06070 IEF404I DCDSRVR - ENDED - TIME=16.06.46 

16.06.46 STC06070 $HASP395 DCDSRVR ENDED - RC=0001

In addition, the classification-port_33170.20161209-15:43:13.log file contains the following information:

Required property "hostname.company.com" is unknown host.

Solution:

The host to which the Data Content Discovery Classification Server is trying to connect is not available.

Uncomment the SYSTCPD DD statement in the DCDSRVR procedure, and start your scans again.

Scan Fails for IBM Db2 Tables on an ACF2 System
Symptom

When trying to scan IBM Db2 tables on a system with ACF2 Version 16, the scans fails. During this process, the following
ACF2 logonid message appears, and the following invalid database address message might appear:

• In the job log of the IBM Db2 distributed service task:
(The jobname is usually ssidDIST, where ssid is the IBM Db2 subsystem ID.)
ACF01007 A PASSWORD IS REQUIRED FOR LOGONID logonid 

logonid
Indicates the ID that is specified in the Data Content Discovery database configuration settings.

• In the job output of the Classification Server:
java.sql.SQLException: invalid database address: jdbc:db2://host:port/location 

host:port/location
Indicates the host name, port number, and location from the IBM Db2 configuration settings.

Solution

Data Content Discovery could not connect to IBM Db2 to get the table data due to a problem with the ACF2 Version 16
processing.

Follow these steps:

• To resolve this issue permanently, apply the ACF2 Version 16 PTF RO87685.
• To resolve this issue temporarily until you can apply the PTF, add a resource rule giving IBM Db2 distributed service

access to the following resource:
logonid.NOPSWD in the resource class VERPSWD.Example (assumes role base security):

$KEY(logonid.NOPSWD) TYPE(PWD) ROLESET

USER(ssidDIST) ALLOW  

Security Violation for a Server Occurs When Trying to Run a Scan
Symptom 

When a scan is attempted by the Classification Server or Data in Motion Server, a security violation occurs against the
server. The violation issues the following Data Content Discovery error message in the job log of the Classification Server
or the Data in Motion Server:

DCD2620E DCD Classifier - IWM4CON RtnCde=0000000C RsnCde=11580C19 
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This error message indicates that the Classification Server or the Data in Motion Server cannot connect to Workload
Manager (WLM) because it does not have the required authorization:

•  Classification Server 
STC.CA-DCD.CA_DATA_CONTENT_DISCOVERY CL(SERVER)

Subsys_Type.Subsys_Name.Applenv_Name in the SERVER class

• –  Subsys_Type
Identifies the subsystem type representing Data Content Discovery in the z/OS MVS image.

–   Subsys_Name  Identifies the user-friendly subsystem name.
–   Applenv_Name Identifies the application environment name representing CA-DCD in the z/OS MVS WLM.

NOTE
 These values are specified in the DCDQPRM member, which is located in runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN
(FEYQPARM).

•  Data in Motion Server 
STC.CA-DCM.CA_DCD_DATA_IN_MOTION CL(SERVER)

DCM_Subsys_Type.DCM_Subsys_Name.DCM_Applenv_Name in the SERVER class

–  DCM_Subsys_Type Identifies the subsystem type representing the Data in Motion Server in the z/OS MVS image.
–  DCM_Subsys_Name Identifies the user-friendly subsystem name for the Data in Motion Server.
–  DCM_Applenv_Name Identifies the application environment name representing CA-DCD in the z/OS MVS WLM.

NOTE

 These values are specified in the DCDQPRM member, which is located
in runtime_hlq.CFEYOPTN(FEYQPDCM).

Solution 

Contact your security administrator to use the External Security Manger (ESM) controls to permit access to the resource
in the SERVER class.

SMP/E Errors During Maintenance Installation

Symptom

When installing product maintenance, I see the following errors:

GIM69010E ** AN ERROR OCCURRED IN RETRANSFORMATION OF JAR CEMWS ON THE SYSUT1 LIBRARY. DATA HAS BEEN LOST. 

GIM69011I RETRANSFORMATION OF JAR DCD ON LIBRARY SYSUT1 WAS UNSUCCESSFUL FOR SYSMOD TRxxxxx. 

GIM30217I APPLY PROCESSING FAILED FOR SYSMOD TRxxxxx. RETRANSFORMATION PROCESSING FAILED FOR AN ELEMENT IN

 TRxxxxx. 

GIM20501I APPLY PROCESSING IS COMPLETE. THE HIGHEST RETURN CODE WAS 08.

Solution

An incomplete APAR or PTF caused by truncation of the installation file occurred, either during the upload or download
process.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the FTP upload and download jobs for errors that are related to insufficient space (for example, a D37 or B37
abend), and correct the errors.

2. RESTORE the APAR or PTF.
3. Re-RECEIVE and re-APPLY the APAR or PTF.
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SMP/E Installation APPLY Return Code is a Non-0 Value

Symptom

During the Data Content Discovery installation process, I do not get the expected return code of 0 when I apply the SMP/E
base functions (FEY30APB job).

Solution

Depending on the error, you might be able to restart the SMP/E installation process.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the FEY30APB job output to determine the error, and resolve the root cause of the error.
2. Delete the following SMP/E data sets:

– yourhlq.SMPLOG
– yourhlq.SMPLOGA
– yourhlq.SMPPTS
– yourhlq.SMPPTS1
– yourhlq.CSI

3. Rerun the FEY10CSI job.
4. Rerun the FEY15CSU job.
5. Rerun the FEY20RCB job.
6. Rerun the FEY30APB job.
7. Verify that the FEY30APB job return code is 0.

Special Characters Do Not Appear Correctly in Custom Classifiers

Symptom

My custom classifiers that include one or more of the special characters in the following range do not translate properly:
Range of the RegEx for non-character or phonetic alphabet: [À-ÿ]
Examples:

ü É â ä à ê ë è ï î ì Ä Ả É ô ö ò û ù ÿ Ö Ü á í ó ú ñ Ñ Á Â Å À Ã Ð ã Ã Ê Ë È Ế Í Î Ï Ì Ó Ô Ò Ø Ç õ Õ Ú Û Ù ý

 Ý Ỹ

Solution

The custom classifier was created using ASCII formatting, which did not translate the special characters correctly.

Apply APAR TR99030  and follow its HOLDDATA to convert the database to Unicode. Then recreate your custom
classifiers with special characters. For procedures, see Manage Your Custom Classifiers.

TCP/IP Port Is Not Available
Symptom

One or more of the TCP/IP ports that are configured for use with the Data Content Discovery application are not available.

Solution
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The TCP/IP ports may be in use by another program or service. To change the TCP/IP ports that are used for the Data
Content Discovery application, do the following steps:

1. Stop the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
P DCDCONTL

2. Edit the following port values as needed in FEYCFG(CFEYOPTN), and save the member.
Data Content Discovery Classification Engine ports

MIN_CE_PORT=xxxxx

MAX_CE_PORT=xxxxx

Data Content Discovery Controller Server ports

CONTROLLER_HTTP_PORT=xxxxx

CONTROLLER_REDIRECT_PORT=xxxxx

CONTROLLER_SHUTDOWN_PORT=xxxxx

NOTE
For more information about port assignments, see the port requirements topic in Prepare for Installation.

WARNING
Running the FEYDEPLY job overwrites the values in the runtime environment with the values that are
specified in the FEYCFG member. If you made changes to the runtime environment since you last ran
the FEYDEPLY job, we recommend that you make a backup copy of the runtime environment before you
continue with this procedure.

3. Submit the FEYDEPLY job in yourhlq.CFEYJCL. Doing so propagates the edited port values to the runtime
environment.
The expected return code is 0.

NOTE
For more information about FEYDEPLY, see Deploy Maintenance to the Runtime Environment.

4. Restart the Data Content Discovery Controller address space:
S DCDCONTL

Web Page Cannot Be Found Error
Symptom

The Data Content Discovery Controller (DCDCONTL) starts, but the browser displays the following error message:

HTTP 404 The web page cannot be found. DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE=-551.

The following information is available in the logs:

• DCDCONTL log: 

DCD2511I DCD Controller - PC Services Initialization in progress 

DCD2511I DCD Controller - PC Services Initialization complete 

DCD2519I DCD Controller - Infrastructure build complete, initializing JVM 

• Browser HTTP 404 More Information:
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This error (HTTP 404 Not Found) means that Internet Explorer was able to connect 

to the website, but the page you wanted was not found. It’s possible that the webpage 

is temporarily unavailable. Alternatively, the website might have changed or removed 

the webpage. 

• DCDCONTL job log:

02016-05-18 19:24:45,906 Database exception in Category Dao 

selectAllCategoryorg.springframework.jdbc.BadSqlGrammarException: 

StatementCallback; bad SQL grammar Ýselect CATEGORY_ID, CATEGORY_NAME, 

SCHEMA_VERSION, CATEGORY_LEVEL, PARENT_ID, CATEGORY_VERSION from CATEGORY¨; 

nested exception is com.ibm.db2.jcc.am.SqlSyntaxErrorException: 

DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE=-551, SQLSTATE=42501, SQLERRMC=DCDDB2 

;SELECT;DCDADM.CATEGORY, DRIVER=4.12.55 

2016-05-18 19:24:45,910 Exception in selectAllCategory 

2016-05-18 19:24:46,112 Received an exception and exiting Could not get categories 

com.ca.security.dcd.exceptions.DatabaseException: Exception in selectAllCategor 

at com.ca.security.dcd.dao.CategoryDaoImpl.selectAllCategory(CategoryServiceImpl.java:62) 

~ÝBatch-Client-Utility-2.0-SNAPSHOT.jar:na¨ 

at com.ca.security.dcd.service.CategoryServiceImpl.getAllCategories(CategoryServiceImpl.java:62) 

~ÝBatch-Client-Utility-2.0-SNAPSHOT.jar:na¨

Solution

The Data Content Discovery User Interface (UI) fails (HTTP 400) because the DCDCONTL started task cannot connect
(DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE=-551) to the product's IBM Db2 repository.
The SQLCODE -551 indicates that the auth-id tried to perform an operation on an object without the authority to do so.

The user ID that is specified in the CFEYJCL(FEYSQLJG) job GRANT statements is not the same user ID that is specified
in the CFEYJCL(FEYDCEKP) job. The user ID that is specified in the .CFEYJCL (FEYSQLJG) job is used to access
the Data Content Discovery Db2 repository. Whereas the user ID that is specified in the CFEYJCL(FEYDCEKP) job is
the donor user ID that is used to access the Data Content Discovery database. 
To resolve this issue, ensure that the same login ID is specified in the CFEYJCL(FEYSQLJG) job and the
CFEYJCL(FEYDCEKP) job.
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Messages
This section includes product-related messages.

DCDA001E
You do not have access to the CA DCD application. 

Reason: 

To access the Data Content Discovery application, you need access to the DCD.SCAN.STATUS.OVERVIEW resource.

Action: 

See your security administrator, who can add the necessary resources to your user ID to authorize your use of the
product.

DCDB001E
Invalid argument(s) provided 

 Reason: 

The program execution ended because one or more arguments were invalid.

 Action: 

Supply arguments to the program by issuing one of the following commands.

NOTE
 Entries are case-sensitive. Separate parameter list items with spaces.

Start hostnameport_number parameter_list

Stop hostname port_number job_id

DCDB002E
Incorrect number of argument(s) provided

Reason: 

The supplied command contained an incorrect number of arguments. On a Start command, you must supply at least one
parameter list item. On a Stop command, you must supply a job ID.

Action: 

Issue one of the following commands to provide the minimum number of arguments.

NOTE

 Entries are case-sensitive. Parameter list items should be separated by spaces.

Start parameter_list

Stop job_id

DCDB003E
 ‘Start’ request failed: org.apache.http.client.ClientProtocolException 
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 Reason: 

An error occurred during an attempt to send the ‘Start’ request to the server.

 Action: 

Review the arguments provided to the program. Ensure the server is running on the specified host name and port number.
Supply arguments to the program by issuing the following command.

NOTE

 Entries are case-sensitive. Parameter list items should be separated by spaces.

Start hostname port_number parameter_list

DCDB004E
‘Start’ request failed: java.io.IOException 

 Reason: 

An error occurred during an attempt to send the ‘Start’ request to the server.

 Action: 

Review the arguments provided to the program. Ensure the server is running on the specified host name and port number.
Supply arguments to the program by issuing the following command.

NOTE

 Entries are case-sensitive. Parameter list items should be separated by spaces.

Start hostname port_number parameter_list

DCDB005E
‘Stop’ request failed: org.apache.http.client.ClientProtocolException. 

 Reason: 

An error occurred during an attempt to send the ‘Stop’ request to the server.

 Action: 

Review the arguments provided to the program. Ensure the server is running on the specified host name and port number.
Supply arguments to the program by issuing the following command.

NOTE

 Entries are case-sensitive.

Stop hostname port_number job_id

DCDB006E
‘Stop’ request failed: java.io.IOException 

 Reason: 

An error occurred during an attempt to send the ‘Stop’ request to the server.

 Action: 
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Review the arguments provided to the program. Ensure the server is running on the specified host name and port number.
Supply arguments to the program by issuing the following command.

 

NOTE
  Entries are case sensitive.

Stop hostname port_number job_id

DCDB007I
DCD Batch Client Utility version

Reason:

This message indicates the version of the batch utility being used.

Action:

No action is required.

DCDB008E
Usage (case sensitive): Start 'parameter list'

Reason:

The specified Start command does not contain the correct case usage.

Action:

Correct the entries to match the format of the following command.

NOTE

Entries are case-sensitive. Parameter list items should be separated by spaces. 

Start parameter_list

DCDB009E
Usage (case sensitive): Stop 'job id'

Reason:

The specified Stop command does not contain the correct case usage.

Action:

Correct the entries to match the format of the following command.

NOTE

Entries are case-sensitive. 

Stop job_id
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DCDB010E
Access to environment variable variable_name denied. Check if appropriate permissions are set.

Reason:

Access to the specified environment variable (variable_name) was denied.

Action:

Check whether appropriate permissions are assigned to the user ID that is running the program.

DCDB011E
An error occurred while finding installation path. Configuration file could not be read

Reason:

A failure occurred during an attempt to read the DCD_INSTALL_HOME environment variable.

Action:

Review the setup of DCD_INSTALL_HOME and make corrections as needed.

DCDB012E
 Client configuration file at path install_path is missing. 

 Reason: 

Configuration file client.config is missing from the product installation path (install_path).

 Action: 

Place your backup copy of client.config in the config folder at the path that is specified by environment variable
DCD_INSTALL_HOME. If you do not have a backup file or need further assistance, contact Support.

DCDB013E
 Client configuration file at path install_path is corrupted. 

 Reason: 

Configuration file client.config is corrupted.

  install_path  

Identifies the product installation path where the file is located.

 Action: 

Place your backup copy of client.config in the config folder at the path that is specified by environment
variable DCD_INSTALL_HOME. If you do not have a backup file or need further assistance, contact Support.

DCDDD001E
 Failed to get dictionaries of supplied type 

 Reason: 

An error occurred during an attempt to retrieve a data dictionary of the supplied type. 

 Action: 
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Contact Support.

DCDI001E
DcdDynAlloc - Alloc Failed for file_name: com.ibm.jzos.RcException: BPXWDYN failed; message_text 

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to dynamically allocate file_name. The message_text contains the error message
from the dynamic allocation services.

Action:

Verify that the file exists and is not allocated to any other process.

Class:

DcdDynAlloc

DCDI002E
DcdDynAlloc - DeAlloc Failed for file_name: com.ibm.jzos.RcException: BPXWDYN failed; message_text

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to deallocate file_name dynamically. The message_text contains the error message
from the dynamic allocation services.

Action:

Verify that the file exists and that it is not allocated to another process.

Class:

DcdDynAlloc

DCDI003E
DcdDynAlloc - file name not provided. Contact Broadcom Support

Reason:

An attempt was made to dynamically allocate a file, but a file name was not provided.

Action:

Contact Support.

Class:

DcdDynAlloc

DCDI004E
DcdFileOpenClose - Open failed – file name not provided. Contact Broadcom Support

Reason:

An attempt was made to dynamically allocate a file, but a file name was not provided.

Action:

Contact Support.

Class:
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DcdFileOpenClose

DCDI005E
DcdFileOpenClose - Error closing File: file_name. Contact Broadcom Support

Reason:

An error was encountered during an attempt to close file_name.

Action:

Contact Support.

Class:

DcdFileOpenClose

DCDI007E
DcdFileOpenClose - Open Failed for file: file_name : com.ibm.jzos.ZFileException: message_text 

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open file_name. The message_text contains the error message from the access
method services.

Action:

Ensure that the file exists and is not allocated to any other process. 

Class:

DcdFileOpenClose

DCDI008E
DcdFileOpenClose - Open Failed for file_name - File DD name not provided. - Contact Broadcom Support

Reason:

An internal error occurred during an attempt to obtain a data definition (DD) name to open file_name.

Action:

Contact Support.

Class:

DcdFileOpenClose

DCDI009E
DcdReadZFile: Read failed for file_name: java.lang.IllegalStateException: message_text

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to read file_name. The message_text contains the error message from the read
operation.

Action:

Ensure that the file exists and is not allocated to any other process.

Class:
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DcdReadZFile

DCDP001E
Invalid value specified for – field_name - value

Reason:

The specified value is invalid. The request cannot continue.

field_name

Identifies the field where a parameter was incorrectly specified.

Action:

Correct the error, then try again.

Class:

ParseRequest

DCDP002E
Value exceeds maximum length for field – field_name. Maximum length is number.

Reason:

The specified parameter value exceeds the maximum allowable length for the field. The request cannot continue. 

field_name

Identifies the field where a parameter exceeds allowable length.

number

Indicates the maximum value for the number of characters allowed in the specified field.

Action:

Specify a value that does not exceed the maximum length.

Class:

ParseRequest

DCDP003E
Duplicate value specified for field – field_name

Reason:

A field was specified more than once with the same parameter value. The request cannot continue. 

field_name

Identifies the field that was specified multiple times.

Action:

Remove the duplicates entries, then retry your request.

Class:

ParseRequest
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DCDP004E
Blank value specified for field - SSID

Reason:

The SSID field has no specified value. You must provide a value when specifying the SSID field.

Action:

Specify a value for SSID.

Class:

ParseRequest

DCDP005E
Required parameter(s) not specified – field_name(s)

Reason:

One or more of the following activities occurred:

• The USERID field was not provided. The USERID is required on all requests.
• VSAM was specified for the FILETYPEFIELD field, but no value was specified for the CLUSTERNAME field.
• HFS or ZFS was specified for the FILETYPEFIELD field, but no value was specified for the FILESYSNAME field.

field_name(s)

Identifies one or more fields that were not specified.

Action:

Specify the required parameter fields, and retry your request.

Class:

ParseRequest

DCD2066I
component DUMP IN PROGRESS

Reason:

An SVC dump is in progress for the component.

component 

Identifies the component that requested the dump.

Action:

No action is required.

DCD2067I
component DUMP COMPLETED

Reason:

The requested SVC dump completed successfully for the component.

component
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Identifies the component that requested the dump.

Action:

No action is required.

Module:

FEYFEDMP, FEYFEDMX

DCD2068I
component   DUMP UNSUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED . R15 = X'return_code'

Reason:

An error occurred during an SVC dump for the component.

component 

Identifies the component that requested the dump.

return_code 

Indicates the return code from the SDUMPX macro. A return code of 4 indicates that the dump data set was too small to
contain the whole dump. A return code of 8 indicates that the dump data sets are full.

Action:

No action is required; however, you can review reason codes for more information and potential actions to take.

NOTE

For information about reason codes that are associated with each SDUMPX-related return code, consult the IBM
document z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Reference (SA22-7611-xx).

Module:

FEYFEDMP, FEYFEDMX

 

DCD2110E
 MISSING CLOSE REQUEST - REQ_DATE/TIME=&C1 REQ_ DSN=&C2  

  &C1  

Indicates the date and time when the data set was opened.

  &C2  

Indicates the MVS data set name.

 Reason: 

The CLOSE operation for the named data set was not performed.

 Action: 

In addition to this message, the product generates a diagnostic dump.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Gather the syslog, java logs, and diagnostic dump for the Data Content Discovery Classification server address space
that generated this message. For the procedure to gather the log files, see Gather Information for Diagnostics.
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2. Contact Support.

DCD2200E
 DCD Classifier &job_ID &db_location  

 Example: 

DCD2200E DCD Classifier Job Id: 636 - Exception in insertContentSource

 Reason: 

The Data Content Discovery Classifier process exited with a database error.

  &job_ID  

Specifies the job ID for the job that exited. In the example, the job ID is 636. 

  &db_location 
Specifies the action on a table in the database where the error occurred. In the example, the action is insert and the table
is ContentSource.

 Action: 

Contact your DB2 administrator to verify that the database is working properly. If the database is working properly, contact
Support.

DCD2201E
Could not connect to Datacom database.

Reason:

Data Content Discovery failed to connect to a Datacom database that was targeted for a scan request. Or, Data Content
Discovery failed to connect to the selected Datacom database configuration during a 'Test Connection' attempt.

Action:

Perform the following actions as needed to correct the issue:

• Review your Datacom database configuration settings in the user interface (UI) to determine whether there is an
invalid setting. See Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of Datacom Tables.

• Contact your database administrator to verify that the database is working properly.

For help, contact Broadcom Support.

DCD2202E
Could not connect to DB2 database.

Reason:

Data Content Discovery failed to connect to an IBM DB2 database that was targeted for a scan request. Or, Data Content
Discovery failed to connect to the selected IBM DB2 database configuration during a 'Test Connection' attempt.

Action:

Perform the following actions as needed to correct the issue:

• Review your IBM DB2 database configuration settings in the user interface (UI) to determine whether there is an
invalid setting. See Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of DB2 Subsystem Tables.

• Contact your database administrator to verify that the database is working properly.
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For help, contact Broadcom Support.

DCD2203E
Could not connect to CA IDMS database.

Reason:

Data Content Discovery failed to connect to a IDMS database that was targeted for a scan request. Or, Data Content
Discovery failed to connect to the selected IDMS database configuration during a 'Test Connection' attempt.

Action:

Perform the following actions as needed to correct the issue:

• Review your IDMS database configuration settings in the user interface (UI) to determine whether there is an invalid
setting. See Configure Databases to Enable Scanning of IDMS Tables.

• Contact your database administrator to verify that the database is working properly.

For help, contact Broadcom Support.

DCD2233E
 Attempt to unload table unsuccessful - Terminating utility 

 Reason: 

Data Content Discovery failed to unload an IBM DB2 table for scanning.

 Action: 

Look for message DSNT500I. This message indicates the resource that is unavailable, the reason it is unavailable, and
type codes.

In this example, the database.tablespace (DCDIT2DB.DCDIT2TS) that is associated with the targeted table is unavailable:

DSNT500I    011 14:26:19.93 DSNUGBAC - RESOURCE UNAVAILABLE

                      REASON 00C9008C

                      TYPE 00000200

                      NAME DCDIT2DB.DCDIT2TS

For help, contact Broadcom Support.

DCD2234E
 MCS console activation failed – rc=return_code, rsn=reason_code  

 Reason: 

Data Content Discovery encountered an error while trying to activate an extended MCS console to issue an IBM DB2
command to terminate a failed unload attempt.

  return_code Indicates the return code that identifies the error.   

  reason_code 
Indicates the reason code that identifies the reason for the failure.

 Action: 

If the return code is 12 and the reason code is 0, ensure that the ID assigned to the classification engine has READ
access to the OPERCMDS resource name MVS.MCSOPER.-.

For all other return code/reason code combinations, contact Support.
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DCD2300I
WHO HAS ACCESS BASED ON THE ACF2 "ACCESS" SUBCOMMAND 

Reason: 

The Data Content Discovery Access report results are based on your external security manager (ESM) permissions. For
ACF2, the results are limited by the authority granted to you by the ACCESS option in the GSO OPTS record.

For more information, see the ACF2 Options Specifications (OPTS) information in the ACF2 documentation.

Action: 

This is an informational message. No action is required. 

DCD2301I
WHO HAS ACCESS BASED ON THE TSS "WHOHAS" SUBCOMMAND 

Reason: 

The Data Content Discovery Access report results are based on your external security manager (ESM) permissions. For
Top Secret, the results are limited by the authority granted to you by the WHOHAS subcommand.

For more information, see the WHOHAS Function—Display ACID's Resource Access information in the Top Secret
documentation.

Action: 

This message is informational. No action is required. 

DCD2302I
FROM RACF "LISTDSD" SUBCOMMAND 

Reason: 

The Data Content Discovery Access report results are based on your external security manager (ESM) permissions. For
IBM RACF, the results are limited by the authority granted to you by the LISTDSD subcommand.

For more information, see the IBM RACF documentation.

Action: 

This message is informational. No action is required.

DCD2305E
 R_ADMIN SECURITY CALL FAILED 

 Reason: 

When the Data Content Discovery application tried to call the external security manager (ESM), the attempt failed. 

 Action: 

Contact Support. 

DCD2310I
Security file extract processing was successful 

Reason: 
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To display the user name as part of the who has access results, the product dynamically locates and processes the
unload data sets that are pointed to by optional parameters (ACFESAGE, TSSCFILE, RACFUNLD) in the file that is
pointed to by the DCDQMPRM DD statement. The processing of the unload data set was successful.

Action: 

This message is information. No action is required. 

DCD2311E
Security file extract failed – RC=&H1  

Reason: 

To display the user name as part of the Access Report results, the product dynamically locates and processes the unload
data sets that are pointed to by optional parameters (ACFESAGE, TSSCFILE, RACFUNLD) in the file that is pointed to by
the DCDQMPRM DD statement. The processing of the unload data set failed.

&H1 
Specifies the return code.

Action: 

Check the syslog for messages that might clarify the cause of the failure. If you cannot determine the cause of the
failure, contact Broadcom Support.

DCD2312E
Catalog locate failed for dataset=&C1  

Reason: 

To display the user name as part of the Access Report results, the product dynamically locates and processes the unload
data sets that are pointed to by optional parameters (ACFESAGE, TSSCFILE, RACFUNLD) in the file that is pointed to by
the DCDQMPRM DD statement. The product was unable to locate the catalog for the data set.

&C1 
Specifies the data set name.

Action: 

Verify that the data set that is specified in the Data Content Discovery Controller startup is correctly cataloged. If the data
set is correctly specified and cataloged, contact Broadcom Support.

DCD2320E
 Exception processing SMTP 

 Reason: 

An error occurred while parsing the from field of an SMTP email object.

 Action: 

Check the logs for messages that might clarify the cause of the failure. If you cannot determine the cause of the failure,
contact Support.

DCD2500I
DCD component - Initialization in progress

Reason:
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The initialization process has begun.

component

Identifies the component that is initializing (controller address space or classifier address space).

Action:

No action is required.

Module:

FEYQMINT

DCD2501I
DCD component - Initializing Infrastructure Services

Reason:

The product has begun the initialization of common services and installation of subsystem control vectors.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) in which the initialization activity is
occurring.

Action:

No action is required.

Module:

FEYQMINT

DCD2503E
DCD component - APF Authorization required - not authorized – terminating

Reason:

The product is not APF-authorized and cannot continue the initialization process.

component

Identifies the component that is attempting initialization.

Action:

Place the subsystem load modules in an APF-authorized library, and make any other changes that your site requires.

Module:

FEYDCEKP, FEYQMINT, FEYSMINT

DCD2506I
 DCD component - Recovery failed to initialize RC: return_code  

 Reason:  

Error Recovery in the router failed to initialize. The router continues with limited error recovery.

  component  

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the failure occurred.
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  return_code  

Indicates the return code from Error Recovery.

 Action:  

This is an internal error. Contact Support.

 Module:  

FEYRTCON, FEYRTDRM, FEYRTDRR, FEYRTDTM, FEYRTDTR, FEYRTINT, FEYRTIN2, FEYRTSTM, FEYRTSTS,
FEYRTTIM, FEY0FEYA

DCD2507E
 DCD component - Error error from PC Initialization – terminating 

 Reason:  

An attempt to define required PC services resulted in an error from ETCRE or ETCON services. The product cannot
function without PC services.

  component  

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

  error   

Indicates the error that was received from ETCRE or ETCON services.

 Action:  

Fix the error, then restart the product. For assistance, contact Support.

 Module:  

FEYQMINT

DCD2508E
DCD Controller - duplicate jobname jobname located - job terminated

Reason:

A controller started task with a duplicate name was discovered. The started task was terminated.

jobname

Identifies the started task whose name was a duplication.

Action:

If you have multiple controllers, ensure that each controller started task name is unique.

DCD2509E
DCD component - Module Load Error has occurred - cannot continue – terminating

Reason:

An attempt to load a required module resulted in an error.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.
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Action:

Review prior messages to determine specifics of the error. Correct the load error, then restart the product.

Module:

FEYQMINT

DCD2510E
DCD component - module JVM Not AMODE(64) - 64-Bit JVM required - terminating

Reason:

The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) cannot be initialized because it does not operate in AMODE(64). Running the product
requires a 64-bit JVM.

component

Indicates the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

module

Indicates the name of JVM root module.

Action:

Determine which JVM on your system operates in AMODE(64), and specify that JVM root module as the JVMNAME
parameter in the DCD control file (ddname DCDxxPRM).

Module:

FEYQMINT

DCD2511I
DCD component PC Services Initialization status_information

Reason:

Required PC services routines are being initialized.

component

Indicates the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which initialization is occurring.

status_information

Provides information regarding the status of the initialization process.

Action:

No action is required.

Module:

FEYRCINT

DCD2512E
 DCD component - function Error RC: return_code  

 Reason:  
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An error code was returned from a PC services-related function during product initialization. The product cannot continue
and will terminate.

  component  

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

  function  

Identifies the function in which the error occurred.

  return_code  

Indicates the return code.

 Action:  

Correct the error condition based on the return code, then restart the product. For assistance, contact Support.

 Module:  

FEYRTIN2

DCD2513E
 DCD component - Error Processing Initialization Options - Terminating 

 Reason:
A component encountered a critical error when processing initialization options. The initialization process will not continue.

  component  

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

 Action:
Check other error messages and make the necessary corrections. For assistance, contact Support.

 Module: 

FEYQMINT

DCD2514E
DCD component - Required Option Missing:  string

Reason:

A component detected a missing mandatory initialization control option. The initialization is terminating.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

string

Identifies the missing control option keyword.

Action:

Review the control options specified in the file identified by ddname DCDQMPRM. Add the missing option.  

Module:

FEYRTSPM
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DCD2515I
DCD component - string

Reason:

A component is processing the control options file during initialization.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space).

string

Indicates whether the process is beginning or ending.

Action:

No action is required.

Module:

FEYRTSPM

DCD2516I
DCD component  - Initialization Option: string

Reason:

A component is processing the initialization control options file. This message displays each option record read from the
file on the console and log.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space).

string

Identifies the option line being processed.

Action:

No action is required.

Module:

FEYRTSPM

DCD2517E
DCD component - Unable to Open Initialization Control Options File: DCDQMPRM

Reason:

A component could not open the initialization control options file.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

Action:

Ddname DCDQMPRM defines this file. Verify that the file is correctly specified in the JCL.

Module:
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ECARTSPM

DCD2519I
DCD component - Infrastructure initialization complete, initializing JVM

Reason:

Infrastructure initialization is complete; the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) will now initialize.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which initialization is complete.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

FEYQMINT, FEYSMINT

DCD2520I
DCD component - Init Opt in use: option_keyword ( option_value )

Reason:

The DCD Infrastructure has completed setting the initialization options. This message appears once for each option and
shows the actual value for the keyword. All of the options are displayed whether they use the default or are explicitly set.

component

Indicates the component (controller address space or classifier address space).

option_keyword

Indicates the keyword used to explicitly set the option.

option_value

Indicates the value associated with the option_keyword.

Action:

No action is required.

Module:

FEYRTPAR

 

 

DCD2521E
 DCD Controller - SYSEVENT TRANSWAP failed – terminating 

 Reason: 

An attempt to make the controller address non-swappable failed. The address space is terminated.

 Action: 

Restart the controller. If the problem persists, contact Support.
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DCD2530I
 DCD component - string  

 Reason:  

This message appears when TRACE(ON) is set. The message captures diagnostic information that Support personnel
can retrieve and analyze (if necessary) during any troubleshooting assistance.

  component  

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space).

  string  

Contains diagnostic information.

 Action: 

No action required.

DCD2531E
DCD component - RACROUTE
REQUEST=request CLASS=class SAFRC=saf_return_code RC=esm_return_code RSN=esm_reason_code

Reason:

A RACROUTE request was issued to the external security manager (ESM) for the identified class. The request resulted
in an error because definitions in the Resource Definition Table are incorrect or missing. The ESM provided the following
information about the request failure:

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the activity occurred.

saf_return_code

Indicates the SAF return code that resulted from the request.

esm_return_code

Indicates the ESM return code that resulted from the request.

esm_reason_code

Indicates the ESM reason code that resulted from the request.

Action:

Review this message that follows this message. That message indicates the action that the product will take.

Module:

FEYRRSTA

DCD2531I
DCD component - RACROUTE REQUEST=request CLASS=class SAFRC=saf_return_code RC=esm_return_code
RSN=esm_reason_code

Reason:

A RACROUTE request was issued to the external security manager (ESM) for the identified class. The ESM provided the
following information to indicate the results of the request:
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component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the activity occurred.

saf_return_code

Indicates the SAF return code that resulted from the request.

esm_return_code

Indicates the ESM return code that resulted from the request.

esm_reason_code

Indicates the ESM reason code that resulted from the request.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

FEYRRSTA

DCD2532E
DCD   component  - Resource Class "CADCD" not secured, component will not initialize. Correct the class
definition. 

Reason:

A check for the CADCD resource class definition produced results that are described in message DCD2531. The
CADCD resource class must be defined in the ESM Resource Class Table to provide proper security regarding access to
data and scan results. The product will not initialize without this definition in place.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

Action:

Correct or define the CADCD resource class, then restart the product.

Module:

FEYQMINT

DCD2533E
DCD component - ESM Callable Svc
Req=request SAFRC=saf_return_code RC=esm_return_code RSN=esm_reason_code

Reason:

A callable service of the external security manager (ESM) was invoked. The request was not satisfied.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the activity occurred.

request 

Identifies the request and any subfunction.

saf_return_code
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Identifies the SAF return code that resulted from the request.

esm_return_code

Identifies the ESM return code that resulted from the request.

esm_reason_code

Identifies the ESM reason code that resulted from the request.

Action:

Determine the underlying reason for the failure, and make the correction. Depending on the request and failure, the
component might have shut down. Restart the component or resubmit the request as necessary.

NOTE
 For more information about the request, return code, and reason code, consult the IBM document z/OS Security
Server RACF Callable Services (SA22-7691 or equivalent).

Module:

FEYDCEKG, FEYDCEKP

DCD2533I
DCD component - ESM Callable Svc Req=request SAFRC=saf_return_code RC=esm_return_code
RSN=esm_reason_code

Reason:

A callable service of the external security manager (ESM) was invoked. The request was satisfied. This message appears
when tracing is in effect and during batch update processing.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the activity occurred.

request 

Identifies the request and any subfunction.

saf_return_code

Identifies the SAF return code that resulted from the request.

esm_return_code

Identifies the ESM return code that resulted from the request.

esm_reason_code

Identifies the ESM reason code that resulted from the request.

NOTE
 For more information about the request, return code, and reason code, consult the IBM document z/OS Security
Server RACF Callable Services (SA22-7691 or equivalent).

Action:

No action required.

Module:

FEYDCEKG, FEYDCEKP
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DCD2534E
 DCD component - DCEKEY length out of range, Max=max_key_length, Actual=actual_key_length  

 Reason:  

An attempt to retrieve a DCE key failed because the area was not large enough to hold the key. (This message might
appear after DCD2533E.)

  component  

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the activity occurred.

  max_key_length  

Indicates the maximum supported length for the key.

  actual_key_length  

Indicates the actual length of the key.

 Action:  

Change the key so that it does not exceed the maximum length. You might also need to restart the component or resubmit
a failed request.

 Module:  

FEYDCEKG

DCD2535E
DCD component - DCEKEY does not belong to CA-DCD

Reason:

An attempt to retrieve a DCE key failed because the data was not in the format that is expected by Data Content
Discovery.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the problem occurred. The
component will terminate.

Action:

Use the FEYDCEKP program (supplied by Data Content Discovery) to set the DCEKEY values.

Module:

FEYDCEKG, FEYDCEKP

DCD2540E
DCD component - Replacing key DCD dcekey requires option keyword_option

Reason:

The DCEDUSR keyword specified a user ID that already contains a dcekey segment. To confirm that you want to replace
this segment, specify an additional option. This requirement helps to ensure the following behaviors:

• The proper donor user ID is targeted.
• The segment for another application is not inadvertently overlaid.
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Which option you are required to specify depends on the segment to which the dcekey belongs: the Data Content
Discovery application or another application

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

key

Determines if Data Content Discovery recognizes the dcekey contents.

option

Indicates the keyword option that is required for effecting the replacement.

Action:

Verify that you want to replace the segment. Then specify the proper option. For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Module:

FEYDCEKP

DCD2541E
DCD component - Duplicate Keyword keyword received, correct and resubmit

Reason:

A keyword appeared more than once in the input stream. Updates will not be performed.

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

keyword

Identifies the keyword that appeared more than once in the input stream.

Action:

Correct the input stream, then resubmit the job. For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Module:

FEYDCEKP

DCD2542E
DCD component - Input errors detected, termination in progress

Reason:

Errors were detected in the input stream. The requested update will not be performed.

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

Action:

Correct the input stream, then resubmit the job. For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Module:

FEYDCEKP
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DCD2543E
DCD component - Invalid Keyword in above input, correct and resubmit 

Reason:  

An unrecognized keyword was found in the input stream. The update will not be performed. See the DCD2548I message
instance that immediately precedes this message to identify the unrecognized keyword.

• component  
Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

Action:  

Correct the input stream and resubmit the job. For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Module:  

FEYDCEKP

DCD2544E
DCD component - OPEN error on DDNAME: ddname

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open the indicated ddname.

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

ddname

Identifies the ddname (file) on which the error occurred.

Action:

Review the DD statement and the status of the file in question to determine the reason for the error. Make the necessary
corrections to the jobstream and/or data sets. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

Module:

FEYDCEKP

DCD2545E
DCD component - Required Keyword keyword missing

Reason:

A required keyword was not supplied.

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

keyword

Identifies the required keyword.

Action:

Correct the input stream and resubmit the job. For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Module:
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FEYDCEKP

DCD2546E
DCD component - Keyword(s) keyword invalid with keyword

Reason:

The specified combination of keywords was invalid. Certain keywords are not permitted with other keywords. For example,
both USERID and PASSWORD are not permitted with the CLEAR keyword when specified as input to the dcekey update
component.

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

keyword

Identifies a keyword that is not permitted with one or more other keywords that are part of the specified combination.

Action:

Correct the input stream and resubmit the job. Contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

Module:

FEYDCEKP

DCD2547E
DCD component - Keyword keyword1 requires keyword(s) keyword2

Reason:

Certain keywords are required when they are used with one or more other keywords. For example, USERID and
PASSWORD are optional keywords for the dcekey update component. But if you specify one of those keywords, the other
keyword is required.

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

keyword1

Identifies the keyword to be submitted with one or more other keywords.

keyword2

Identifies one or more keywords that must be specified with keyword1.

Action:

Correct the input stream and resubmit the job. For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Module:

FEYDCEKP

DCD2548I
DCD component - ddname input: string

Reason:
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The message echoes input back to the console, the job log, or both. Comments might be echoed. The product replaces
any security-sensitive values with asterisks.

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

ddname

Identifies the data definition name from which the input was read.

string

Is an image of the input.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

FEYDCEKP

DCD2549E
DCD component - Error occurred processing dceseg, termination in progress

Reason:

An error occurred when processing the DCE key segment of the security profile. The component cannot continue and will
terminate.

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

dceseg

Identifies the DCE key segment.

Action: 

Review prior messages for more details about the error. Make the necessary corrections.

NOTE
Some corrections might require administrative privileges to update information that is stored in the ESM
database.

Module:

FEYDCEKP

DCD2550I
DCD component - dceseg has been updated

Reason:

The dcekey segment of the security profile has been updated.

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

Action:
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No action required.

Module:

FEYDCEKP

DCD2551E
 DCD DCDBATCH - invalid SCAN_ID value 

 Reason:  

An invalid scan ID was inserted into the JCL for launching the batch job.

 Action: 

Check the scan ID and resubmit. Ensure that you have specified a scan ID value between 1 and 2147483647.

To determine the scan ID, find your scan on the All Scans page and select the + icon to expand the scan row information.
The Scan ID appears.

DCD2552E
DCD component - Access denied to resource resource_name  

Reason: 

You do not have permission to the specified resource.

• component  
Identifies the component for which the error occurred.

• resource_name  
Identifies the resource to which access was denied.

Action: 

Ensure that permission is granted to the resource for the CADCD class.

DCD2553E
DCD component - Target DCD Controller jobname job_name not found

Reason:

An attempt to locate the controller job name failed. This error could occur if the default name was changed or overridden
in an input file (for example, to target a different controller in a multi-controller environment).

component

Identifies the component for which the error occurred.

job_name

Identifies the controller job that could not be found.

Action:

If the TARGET_JOBNAME parameter has been specified in the SYSIN control statements, ensure that a valid controller
job is running under the target job name.

DCD2555E
IMS DBRC request_type Rtncde=return_code Rsncde=reason_code  
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Reason: 

The product received a return code indicating failure from the IMS DBRC API program.

• request_type 
Identifies the request (STARTDBRC, STOPDBRC, or "QUERY,TYPE=DB") that was issued to the IMS DBRC API.

• return_code  
Indicates the return code that identifies the error returned from the IMS DBRC API program.

• reason_code  
Indicates the reason code that identifies the reason for the failure.

Action: 

Determine the meaning of the return code and reason code by consulting the IBM DBRC API documentation. For
additional help, contact Broadcom Support.

Module: 

FEYIMS07

DCD2561E
DCD component - IARV64 function BLK: control_block RC: return_code RSN: reason_code

A call to z/OS Above The Bar Storage Manager produced results that are explained by the return code and reason code.
This message appears when non-zero values are returned by the function.

component

Identifies the component (Controller address space or Classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

function

Indicates the name of the requested function.

control_block

Identifies the control block against which the request was issued.

return_code

Indicates the return code that resulted from the request.

reason_code

Indicates the reason code that resulted from the request.

Action:

Determine the meaning of the return and reason codes by consulting the IBM document z/OS MVS Programming:
Authorized Assembler Services Reference, Volume 2 (SA22-7610-xx).

Contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

Module: 

FEYITINT, FEYJPCPY

DCD2561I
DCD component - IARV64 function BLK: control_block RC: return_code RSN: reason_code

A call to z/OS Above The Bar Storage Manager produced results that are explained by the return code and reason code.
This message appears when non-zero values are returned by the function (unless tracing is in effect).
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component

Identifies the component (Controller address space or Classifier address space) for which the activity occurred.

function

Indicates the name of the requested function.

control_block

Identifies the control block against which the request was issued.

return_code

Indicates the return code that resulted from the request.

reason_code

Indicates the reason code that resulted from the request.

Action:

No action required. This is an informational version of DCD2561E that appears when Trace(ON) is set.

Module: 

FEYITINT, FEYJPCPY

DCD2562E
DCD component - IARCP64 function BLK: pool   RC: return_code RSN: reason_code

Reason:

A call to z/OS Cell Pool Services produced results that are explained by the return code and reason code. This message
appears when non-zero values are returned by the function.

component

Identifies the component (Controller address space or Classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

function

Indicates the name of the requested function.

pool

Identifies the cell pool against which the request was issued.

return_code

Indicates the return code that resulted from the request.

reason_code

Indicates the reason code that resulted from the request.

Action:

Determine the meaning of the return and reason codes by consulting the IBM document z/OS MVS Programming:
Authorized Assembler Services Reference, Volume 2 (SA22-7610-xx).

Contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

Module:

FEYQMIN1
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DCD2562I
DCD component - IARCP64 function BLK: pool   RC: return_code RSN: reason_code

Reason:

A call to z/OS Cell Pool Services was successful. This message appears when tracing is in effect and return code 0 is
returned by the function.

component

Identifies the component (Controller address space or Classifier address space) for which the activity occurred.

function

Indicates the name of the requested function.

pool

Identifies the cell pool against which the request was issued.

return_code

Indicates the return code that resulted from the request.

reason_code

Indicates the reason code that resulted from the request.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

FEYQMIN1

DCD2565E
DCD component - LOAD Failed ModName=module RsnCde=reason_code SCC=system_code

Reason:

A z/OS LOAD request was issued for a load module, and the request failed.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

module

Identifies the module that was the target of the request.

reason_code

Indicates the code that identifies the reason for the failure.

system_code

Indicates the system completion code for the abend that would have occurred if the product had not provided recovery.

Action:

Review the system completion codes and reason codes in the IBM z/OS System Codes documentation. Review the
contents of the load library from which the product component is running; a problem could have occurred with the library
during product installation or thereafter. Make the necessary corrections, then restart the product. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support.
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Module:

FEYQMINT, FEYRTLOD

DCD2567I
DCD component - Invalid Option Ignored: string - Processing Continues

Reason:

A component detected an invalid initialization control options value. The erroneous value is ignored and processing
continues.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space).

string

   Identifies the option value being processed.

Action:

Review the control option syntax in the file identified by ddname DCDQMPRM. Make the necessary corrections.  

Module:

FEYPCRTR

DCD2568E
DCD component - Unable to Process Option: string - Processing Terminated

Reason:

A component detected a critical error processing a control options value. The erroneous value is displayed, and
initialization processing is terminated.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

string

Identifies the option value being processed.

Action:

Check other error messages and make the necessary corrections. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

Module:

FEYPCRTR

DCD2570I
DCD component - Initialization complete

Reason:

The specified component has been initialized.

Action:

No action required.
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DCD2571I
DCD Controller - IDMSINFO address space is not available

Reason:

The IDMSINFO address space is not running on the LPAR.

Action:

Start the IDMSINFO address space on the LPAR.

Module:

FEYIDMSL

DCD2572E
 DCD Controller - Error trying to retrieve IDMSINFO 

 Reason: 

An internal error occurred when trying to locate the IDMSINFO address space.

 Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support.

 Module: 

FEYIDMSL

 

DCD2573E
 DCD Controller - Internal error retrieving CA IDMS Systems. <return_code> <reason_ code>   

 Reason: 

An internal error occurred when trying to retrieve the list of available IDMS systems.

•   <return_code>   
Identifies the return code.

•   <reason_code>    
Identifies the reason code.

 Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support.

 Module: 

FEYIDMSL

DCD2580I
DCD component - Quiesce in progress

Reason:

Termination is in progress for the component.

component
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Identifies the component for which termination is occurring.

Action:

No action required.

DCD2596I
 Abnormal termination of Data in Motion Controller 

 Reason: 

A serious error occurred. The Data in Motion Controller (DCMMAIN, by default) terminated abnormally.

 Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support.

To allow automation to restart the system each time this error occurs, configure automation to be alerted when a Data in
Motion Controller terminates abnormally.

 Module: 

FEYDMTRM

DCD2598I
DCD component - Error has occurred, termination in progress

Reason:

A serious error occurred. Termination processing has begun. Under most conditions, an SVC dump will be attempted. 

component

Identifies the component where the error occurred.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support and provide the SVC dump (or whatever documentation you have) for analysis.

Module:

FEYQMINT

DCD2599I
DCD component - Termination complete

Reason:

A component has terminated.

component

Identifies the component for which termination occurred.

Action:

No action required.

DCD2554E
DCD component - Access to start DCD program program failed with RC=return_code
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Reason:

The external security manager product did not allow access to the CADCD resource class.

component 

Identifies the component for which the error occurred.

program 

Identifies the program for which start access was denied.

return_code

Identifies the SAF return code from the CADCD AUTH call.

Action:

Allow access to resource START.PROGRAM.program to the user ID that is assigned to the failing component.

DCD2610E
DCD component - Invalid Function Call - Len=length Data="function"

Reason:

A call requested a function that is not defined. Most likely a logic error occurred or modules from different service levels
exist in the load library concatenation.

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

length

Indicates the length of the function name requested.

function

Indicates the name of the function.

Action:

Determine whether mixed levels of code exist in the load library concatenation structure. For further assistance, contact
Broadcom Support.

Module:

FEYPCRTR

DCD2611E
DCD component - Function Not Installed - Function=function

Reason:

A call requested a function for which the linkage was not built. Most likely, a logic error occurred, or modules from different
service levels exist in the load library concatenation. 

component

Identifies the component (controller address space or classifier address space) for which the error occurred.

function

Identifies the function.
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Action:

Determine whether mixed levels of code exist in the load library concatenation structure. For further assistance, contact
Broadcom Support.

Module:

FEYPCRTR

DCD2620E
DCD component - request RtnCde=return_code RsnCde=reason_code

Reason:

A request to z/OS Workload Manager was not completed (for reasons identified by the return code and reason code).

component

Identifies the component for which the error occurred.

request

Indicates the name of the z/OS Workload Manager request.

return_code

Identifies the return code that z/OS Workload Manager provided.

reason_code

Identifies the reason code that z/OS Workload Manager provided.

Action:

Refer to the IBM MVS Programming: Workload Management Services (SA22-7619-xx) documentation for information
about the return code and reason code.

Determine whether this error is due to an environmental condition, such as insufficient storage or insufficient authorization
within the external security manager.

For further assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

Module:

FEYWMCON, FEYWMDIS, FEYWMQDE, FEYWMQIN, FEYWMSLI, FEYWMSTBG, FEYWMSTEN

DCD2620I
DCD component - request RtnCde=return_code RsnCde=reason_code

Reason:

A request to z/OS Workload Manager was completed successfully.

component

Identifies the component for which the activity occurred.

request

Indicates the name of the z/OS Workload Manager request.

return_code

Identifies the return code that z/OS Workload Manager provided.
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reason_code

Identifies the reason code that z/OS Workload Manager provided.

Action:

No action required.

Modules:

FEYWMCON, FEYWMDIS, FEYWMQDE, FEYWMQIN, FEYWMSLI, FEYWMSTBG, FEYWMSTEN

DCD2700E
FEYDMPC0 MAX PROCESSING QUEUE REACHED

Reason:

The Data in Motion processing has reached the maximum number of queued requests.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

DCD2701E
The Data in Motion Controller shut down because the database was never initialized. Start the DCD Controller to
initialize the database, then restart.

Reason

The Data in Motion Controller shut down because the database was not initialized before the Data in Motion Controller
was started.

Action

Before you can successfully run the Data in Motion Controller, you must start the Data Content Discovery Controller at
least once to initialize the database. After the database is initialized, the Data Content Discovery Controller need not
remain running to run the Data in Motion Controller. However, without the Data Content Discovery Controller running, you
cannot view any Data in Motion scan results.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Data Content Discovery Controller to initialize the database by issuing the following command:
S DCDCONTL

2. Restart the Data in Motion Controller by issuing the following command:
S DCMCONTL

DCD2803E
 General Sysplex error - The component failed with return_code and reason_code  

 Reason: 

The component failed with return_code and reason_code 

•   component 
Identifies the component.

•   return_code 
Identifies the return_code.

•   reason_code 
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Identifies the reason_code

 Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support.

  

DCD2804E
XCF group group_name is invalid

Reason:

The XCF group name does not include up to 8 characters, or it does not meet the IBM XCF configuration standards. 

• group_name
Identifies the group name.

Action:  

If the group name meets the configuration requirements, contact Broadcom Support. 

For group name configuration information, see Sysplex Configuration Overview. For IBM XCF configuration standards,
see the online IBM Knowledge Center section "z/OS MVS Setting Up a Sysplex."

 

DCD2805E
XCF member member_ name is invalid

Reason: 

The XCF member name does not meet the IBM XCF configuration standards. 

• member_name
Identifies the member name.

Action: 

For information about the IBM XCF configuration standards, see the online IBM Knowledge Center section "z/OS MVS
Setting Up a Sysplex."

DCD2806I
XCF member or group name not specified - Sysplex disabled.

Reason: 

The member name is missing. 

Action: 

If you do not want to register this system for XCF, do nothing.

If your system is configured for a Sysplex environment, add the XCF member or group name. See Sysplex Configuration
Overview.

DCD2807E
XCF member member_name already exists
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Reason:

There can only be one active member instance in an XCF group, with the same member name.

• member_name
Identifies the XCF member.

Action:

Replace the XCF member name with a unique name. See Sysplex Configuration Overview.

DCD2808E
Maximum number of XCF groups exceeded

Reason: 

The maximum number of XCF groups is reached. You cannot add more groups.

Action:

Refer to the online IBM Knowledge Center section "z/OS MVS Setting Up a Sysplex," for information about XCF group
requirements.

DCD2809E
Maximum number of XCF members exceeded

Reason: 

The XCF group includes the maximum number of members. You cannot add more members. 

Action:

See the online IBM Knowledge Center section "z/OS MVS Setting Up a Sysplex," for information about XCF group
requirements.

DCD2810I
Could not register - LPAR is leaving the Sysplex

Reason: 

The LPAR is leaving the XCF group.

Action:

No action is required.

DCD2811E
XCF is in local mode

Reason:

XCF is not configured properly for a Sysplex environment. 

Action:

To configure a Sysplex environment, see Sysplex Configuration Overview.
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DCD2812E
Operating system version is not supported                  

Reason:

A Sysplex environment is not supported on this version of z/OS.

Action:

See Software Requirements for a list of supported z/OS versions.

DCD2813I
module_name ran successfully

Reason: 

The module ran successfully.

• module_name
Identifies the module.

Action:

No action is required.

DCD2816I
member is first member to join the group

Reason: 

This is the first member to join this XCF group.

• member
Identifies the XCF group member.

Action:

No action is required.

DCD2817I
System member_name failed attempt attempt_number of maximum_attempts

Reason: 

The member_name could not accept work. 

• member_name
Identifies the XCF member.

• attempt_number
Identifies the number of attempts to send the message.

• maximum_attempts
Identifies the maximum number of attempts allowed.

Action:

No action is required.
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DCD2818E
  module - DLPCVT not found 

 Reason: 

The system information could not be found and processing cannot continue. 

•   module 
Identifies the module.

 Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support and provide the SVC dump (or whatever documentation you have) for analysis.

DCD2819E
System member_name is too busy to accept work. Code return_code reason_code

Reason: 

This member of the XCF group is too busy to accept additional requests.

• member_name
Identifies the XCF group member name.

• return_code
Identifies the return code.

• reason_code
Identifies the reason code.

Action:

The XCF uses round-robin scheduling to balance the workload.  Consider removing that member from the XCF group. 

 

DCD2820E
  component - Internal Error - Pointer is NULL 

 Reason:  

An internal error occurred in the component; pointer is NULL

•   component 
Indicates the module that is affected by the error.  

 Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support.

 Module: 

FEYXDRGC, FEYXGETC, FEYXINIC, FEYXQERC, FEYXREGC, FEYXSENC, FEYXSENC, FEYXTRMC
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Reference

Available Classifiers for Identifying Sensitive Data Patterns
Classifiers contain patterns for identifying and locating sensitive data. For example, a Social Security Number (Delimited)
classifier searches for an nnn-nn-nnnn data pattern to locate instances of these numbers in your data stores. For each
classifier that you select, the product searches for the applicable data pattern matches.

NOTE
 In addition to the predefined classifiers that are shipped with the product, you can create custom classifiers to
discover your own data patterns.

  

Data Content Discovery does not provide classifiers for the following identifiers because viable data patterns are not
available:

• Driver’s License (Denmark)
• Driver’s License (France)
• Driver’s License (Holland)
• Driver’s License (Ireland)
• Driver’s License (Spain)
• Passport Number (Denmark)
• Passport Number (Holland)
• Passport Number (Ireland)
• Passport Number (Italy)

When you create a data discovery scan, you can choose from the following predefined classifiers:

NOTE
 If a classifier falls under multiple regulation types, it is listed under each applicable regulation.

  

 EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

The following predefined classifiers are considered to fall under GDPR.

Burgerservicenummer (BSN) Citizen Service Number (Netherlands)

Searches for the unique nine-digit personal identification number representing each Netherlands citizen; this national
identifier is formerly known as sofinummer.

NOTE

During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Centrale Personregister (CPR) Personal Identification Number (Denmark)

Searches for the 10-digit Danish national identification number (format ddmmyy-ssss, where ddmmyy is the date of birth
and ssss is a sequence number). This number is also known as CPR-nummer or personnummer.
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This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

City Province (China)

Searches for any of the following province-level divisions within People's Republic of China:

• Cities that are part of a province (for example, Xuancheng)
• Municipalities (for example, Beijing)
• Administrative divisions (for example, Hong Kong)

Codice Fiscale Number (Italy)

Searches for the 16-character alphanumeric tax code that uniquely identifies citizens or permanently resident aliens. This
pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 through 6: Any letters
• Positions 7 and 8: Any digits
• Position 9: Any letter
• Positions 10 and 11: Any digits
• Position 12: Any letter
• Positions 13 through 15: Any digits
• Position 16: Parity/check character

 Example: RSSMRA74D22A001Q

Company Type Indicator (Netherlands)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Norway)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Portugal)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Spain)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Sweden)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (United Kingdom)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.
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Documento Nacional de Identidad (DNI) Number (Spain)

Searches for the unique nine-character (eight digits plus a control letter) alphanumeric identifier of the Spanish national
identity card for citizens that is also used for tax purposes. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 through 8: Any digits
• Position 9: One checksum letter

 Example: 00000051-T or 00000051T

Driver’s License (Germany)

Searches for an 11-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any digit or letter
• Positions 2 and 3: Any digits
• Positions 4 through 9: Any combination of digits or letters
• Position 10: Any digit
• Position 11: Any digit or letter

 Example: A36122B437S

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver’s License (Italy)

Searches for a ten-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Position 2: One of the following letters: A or V
• Positions 3 through 9: Any combination of digits, letters, or the underscore character
• Position 10: Any letter

Example: BV567A78SE

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Northern Ireland)

Searches for an eight-character numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles
on public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.
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Driver's License - United Kingdom (England, Scotland and Wales)

Searches for an 18-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways in England, Scotland, and Wales.

This classifier does not account for Northern Ireland licenses; these licenses have a format that hinders the effectiveness
of searches.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Email Address (China)

Searches for an address (format local_information@domain) that can send and receive electronic mail messages on a
network. For example, Liu.Xiang@gmail.com is an email address in which Liu.Xiang is local information that identifies the
address to the receiving domain (gmail.com).

First Names

Searches for a person’s first name, inclusive of multiple geographies. This classifier can be useful when grouped with
other payment card classifiers (for example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued). You
can also use this classifier in a general search for names.  

First Name (Denmark)

Searches for a person’s first name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (France)

Searches for a French person’s first name. Countries included are France, Canada (QuÉbec), Democratic Republic of
Congo, Belgium, Switzerland, and Luxembourg. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (Germany)

Searches for a German person's first name. Countries included are Germany, Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, and
Luxembourg. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other classifiers (for example, to search for a name of a
cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (Greece)

Searches for a person’s first name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (Italy)

Searches for an Italian person’s first name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other classifiers (for example,
to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (Japan)

Searches for a person’s first name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with payment card classifiers (for example,
to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).
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First Name (Netherlands)

Searches for a person’s first name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (Norway)

Searches for a person’s first name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (Portugal)

Searches for a person’s first name. Countries included are Brazil, Portugal, and Mozambique.

This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for example, to search for a name of a
cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (Spain)

Searches for a person’s first name. Countries included are Spain, Mexico, Columbia, Argentina, and Peru.

This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for example, to search for a name of a
cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (Sweden)

Searches for a person’s first name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (United Kingdom)

Searches for an English, Welsh, Scottish, or Irish person’s first name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with
other classifiers (for example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

First Name (United States)

Searches for a person’s first name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued). You can also use this classifier in a
general search for names. This search algorithm is configured based on a comprehensive list of the most popular baby
names in recent years as well as a set of nicknames.

Greek Social Security Number (AMKA) (Greece)

Searches for an 11-digit identification number of a Greek citizen. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 through 6: Digits representing the birth date of the person in ddmmyy format
• Positions 7 through 10: Any digits
• Position 11: Any digit generated by using the Luhn algorithm

Example: 15079779067

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

INSEE National Identifier (France)

Searches for the 15-digit number that identifies entities and people for social insurance, national identification,
employment, and taxation purposes.
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This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Identity Card (Italy)

Searches for the 9-character alphanumeric identifier of the personal identification document issued to Italian citizens. This
identifier is known locally as carta d'identità or carta d'identità elettronica. This identifier can use either of the following
patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any letters
• Positions 3 through 9: Any digits

 Example: AO3586289

Pattern 2:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any letters
• Positions 3 through 7: Any digits
• Positions 8 and 9: Any letters

 Example: CA47186AA

Last Names

Searches for a person’s last name, inclusive of multiple geographies. This classifier can be useful when grouped with
other payment card classifiers (for example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued). You
can also use this classifier in a general search for names.

Last Name (China)

Searches for a person’s last name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with payment card classifiers (for example,
to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

Last Name (Denmark)

Searches for a person’s last name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

Last Name (France)

Searches for a French person’s last name. Countries included are France, Canada (QuÉbec), Democratic Republic of
Congo, Belgium, Switzerland, and Luxembourg. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card
classifiers (for example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued). You can also use this
classifier in a general search for names.  

Last Name (Germany)

Searches for a German person’s last name. Countries included are Germany, Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, and
Luxembourg. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for example, to search for a
name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued). You can also use this classifier in a general search for names.

Last Name (Greece)

Searches for a person’s last name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).
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Last Name (Italy)

Searches for an Italian person’s last name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other classifiers (for example,
to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

Last Name (Japan)

Searches for a person’s last name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with payment card classifiers (for example,
to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

Last Name (Netherlands)

Searches for a person’s last name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

Last Name (Norway)

Searches for a person’s last name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

Last Name (Portugal)

Searches for a person’s last name. Countries included are Brazil, Portugal, and Mozambique.

This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for example, to search for a name of a
cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

Last Name (Spain)

Searches for a person’s last name. Countries included are Spain, Mexico, Columbia, Argentina, and Peru.

This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for example, to search for a name of a
cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

Last Name (Sweden)

Searches for a person’s last name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued).

Last Name (United Kingdom)

Searches for an English, Welsh, Scottish, or Irish person’s last name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with
other payment card classifiers (for example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued). You
can also use this classifier in a general search for names.

Last Name (United States)

Searches for a person’s last name. This classifier can be useful when grouped with other payment card classifiers (for
example, to search for a name of a cardholder to whom a payment card is issued). You can also use this classifier in a
general search for names. This search algorithm is configured based on United States Census data.

National Health Service (NHS) Number (England, Wales, and the Isle of Man)

Searches for a unique 10-digit number (format nnn-nnn-nnnn, ending with a check digit) that is allocated to a registered
user of the public health services in England, Wales, and the Isle of Man.
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National Identification Number (Personalausweis) (Germany)

Searches for a 9 or 10-character identification number of a German citizen over the age of 15. This pattern can use any of
the following formats:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Position 2 through 8: Any digits

Example: T12345678

Pattern 2:

• Positions 1 through 10: Any digits
Example: 0123456789

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because these patterns are generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier
with related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Numero de Identificacion de Extranjeros (NIE) Number (Spain)

Searches for the nine-character alphanumeric identifier that is issued to foreigners for tax identification, purchase tracking
purposes, and other purposes. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: One of the following letters: X, Y, or Z
• Positions 2 through 8: Any digits
• Position 9: One checksum letter

 Examples: X-1234567-N or X1234567N

Passport Number (France)

Searches for a nine-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder
for the purpose of international travel. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any digits
• Positions 3 and 4: Any letters
• Positions 5 through 9: Any digits

 Example: 34BC78751

Passport Number (Germany)

Searches for a 10-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder for
the purpose of international travel. This pattern uses the following items and sequence:

• Position 1: One digit or one letter from the following list: C, F, G, H, J, or K
• Positions 2 through 4: Any digits
• Positions 5 through 9: One of the following groupings:

– Five digits
– Five letters from the following list: C, F-H, J-N, P, R, T, V-Z
– A combination of digits and letters (C, F-H, J-N, P, R, T, V-Z) totaling five characters

• Position 10: Any digit
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 Example: C123F4K5R6

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Passport Number (Spain)

Searches for an eight-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder
for the purpose of international travel. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any letters
• Positions 3 through 8: Any digits

 Example: AR123456

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Passport Number - Delimited (Spain)

Searches for an 8-character alphanumeric identifier—two letters followed by six digits—of a document that certifies
the identity and nationality of its holder for the purpose of international travel. This search algorithm requires delimited
patterns to qualify for classification.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Passport Number (United Kingdom)

Searches for a nine-digit numeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder for the
purpose of international travel.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Passport Number (United Kingdom, Pre Jan 2002)

Searches for a seven-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder
for the purpose of international travel. This classifier uses the following patterns, which were assigned before January
2002, consisting of items in the following sequence:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 7: Any digits

 Example: A654321

Pattern 2:
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• Position 1 through 6: Any digits
• Positions 7: Any letter

 Example: 654321Z

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because these patterns are generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier
with related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Personal Public Service (PPS) Number (Ireland)

Searches for the unique alphanumeric personal identifier (for example, 8765432AA) that is issued in Ireland for income
tax, social welfare, and other purposes. This identifier is formerly known as the Revenue and Social Insurance Number.

The format is seven digits, followed by a check character, followed (sometimes) by an additional letter. This search
algorithm also accounts for the numbering format that has existed since January 1, 2013, where an additional alphabetic
character (other than “W”) exists in position 9 of the number.

Street Address (Denmark)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (France)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Germany)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Netherlands)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Norway)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Portugal)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Spain)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.
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Street Address (Sweden)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address - Street Suffixes (Italy)

Searches for a specific collection of information (numeric identifier followed by street name and street suffix) that identifies
the location of a structure or plot of land.

Street Address (United Kingdom)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Value Added Tax (VAT) Number (Partita IVA) (Italy)

Searches for the 11-digit identifier that is used for a type of general consumption tax. This identifier is known locally
as partita IVA.

 Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) 

The following predefined classifiers are considered to fall under the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI
DSS).

Card Security Code (CVV, CVC, CID...)

Searches for any of the following types of payment card-authenticating data:

• Magnetic-stripe data that authenticates the card—for example, a card verification value (CVV) on a Visa card.
• (Depending on card brand) Three-digit or four-digit value from the physical card that uniquely ties to the card's primary

account number.

Other examples of targeted data include card identification code (CID) or card verification code (CVC).

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Expiration Date

Searches for a four-digit payment card expiration date. This algorithm searches for expiration dates based on the ISO/IEC
7813 standard, which defines properties of financial transaction cards.
Limit: 10 years from the current date

Magnetic Stripe Data (Track 1)

Searches for data that matches the data encoded in the magnetic stripe of a payment card (or equivalent on a chip). This
search algorithm searches for data from the track 1 portion of the magnetic stripe.

Magnetic Stripe Data (Track 2)

Searches for data that matches the data encoded in the magnetic stripe of a payment card (or equivalent on a chip). This
search algorithm searches for data from the track 2 portion of the magnetic stripe.
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Magnetic Stripe Data (Tracks 1 & 2)

Searches for data that matches the data encoded in the magnetic stripe of a payment card (or equivalent on a chip). This
search algorithm searches for data from both tracks of the magnetic stripe.

National Health Service (NHS) Number (England, Wales, and the Isle of Man)

Searches for a unique 10-digit number (format nnn-nnn-nnnn, ending with a check digit) that is allocated to a registered
user of the public health services in England, Wales, and the Isle of Man.

Payment Card Primary Account Number

Searches for a unique account number of a payment card (for example, a debit or credit card). If a match is found, the
algorithm applies the Luhn algorithm to further validate the number and help ensure that the match is practical.

Validation for this classifier includes looking up a list of Banking Identification Numbers (BIN) to filter out invalid matches.

Service Code

Searches for a three-digit or four-digit value in the magnetic stripe that follows the payment card expiration date on the
track data.

 Personally Identifiable Information (PII) 

The following predefined classifiers are considered to be personally identifiable information (PII).

Aadhaar Number (India)

Searches for a 12-digit unique identification (UID) number that personally identifies each resident of India. This non-
delimited version of the classifier checks only for the format 123412341234.

Aadhaar Number - Delimited (India)

Searches for a 12-digit unique identification (UID) number that personally identifies each resident of India. This search
algorithm requires the following delimited patterns to qualify for classification:

•  nnnn nnnn nnnn 
•  nnnn-nnnn-nnnn 
•  nnnn.nnnn.nnnn 

To also search for non-delimited patterns, you can include the non-delimited version of this classifier.

Adoption Taxpayer Identification Number (ATIN) (United States)

Searches for the tax-related numeric identifier that is issued to a child who is being adopted but for whom the adopting
parent cannot obtain a Social Security Number.

Australian Business Number (ABN) (Australia)

Searches for a unique 11-digit number that is issued to business entities for identification/tax purposes. This number
includes a checksum as the first two digits.

Australian Business Number (ABN) - Delimited (Australia)

Searches for a unique 11-digit number that is issued to business entities for identification/tax purposes. This number
includes a checksum as the first two digits. This search algorithm requires the following delimited patterns to qualify for
classification:
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•  nn nnn nnn nnn 
•  nn-nnn-nnn-nnn 
•  nn.nnn.nnn.nnn 

Australian Medicare Number (Australia)

Searches for a unique 11-digit number that is issued to participants of a publicly funded universal health care system. This
number includes a checksum digit.

Australian Medicare Number - Delimited (Australia)

Searches for a unique 11-digit number that is issued to participants of a publicly funded universal health care system. This
number includes a checksum digit. This search algorithm requires delimited patterns to qualify for classification:

•  nnnn nnnnn n n 
•  nnnn-nnnnn-n-n 
•  nnnn.nnnnn.n.n 

Birthdate (Four-Digit Year)

Searches for delimited and non-delimited numeric instances that represent the day on which a person was born. Valid
range for years is 1900 to 2029. This classifier targets a four-digit year and targets the following formats:

• year month day (for example, yyyymmdd or yyyy/mm/dd or yyyy-mm-dd)
• month day year (for example, mmddyyyy or mm/dd/yyyy or mm-dd-yyyy)
• day month year (for example, ddmmyyyy or dd/mm/yyyy or dd-mm-yyyy)

Birthdate (Two-Digit Year)

Searches for delimited numeric instances that represent the day on which a person was born. Valid range for years is
1900 to 2029. This classifier targets a two-digit year, targets instances that use the hyphen (-), period (.), and slash (/)
delimiters, and targets the following formats:

• year month day (for example, yy.mm.dd or yy/mm/dd or yy-mm-dd)
• month day year (for example, mm.dd.yy or mm/dd/yy or mm-dd-yy)
• day month year (for example, dd.mm.yy or dd/mm/yy or dd-mm-yy)

Burgerservicenummer (BSN) Citizen Service Number (Netherlands)

Searches for the unique nine-digit personal identification number representing each Netherlands citizen; this national
identifier is formerly known as sofinummer.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Centrale Personregister (CPR) Personal Identification Number (Denmark)

Searches for the 10-digit Danish national identification number (format ddmmyy-ssss, where ddmmyy is the date of birth
and ssss is a sequence number). This number is also known as CPR-nummer or personnummer.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.
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Codice Fiscale Number (Italy)

Searches for the 16-character alphanumeric tax code that uniquely identifies citizens or permanently resident aliens. This
pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 through 6: Any letters
• Positions 7 and 8: Any digits
• Position 9: Any letter
• Positions 10 and 11: Any digits
• Position 12: Any letter
• Positions 13 through 15: Any digits
• Position 16: Parity/check character

 Example: RSSMRA74D22A001Q

Community Health Index (CHI) Number (Scotland)

Searches for a unique 10-digit patient identifier number (format nnnnnn-nnnn, ending with a check digit) from Scotland's
publicly-funded healthcare system.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature>, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Company Type Indicator (Denmark)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (France)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Germany)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Greece)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Italy)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

 Examples: 

• SNC/S.N.C., designating a Società in Nome Collettivo (a general partnership)
• SRL/S.R.L., designating a Società a Responsabilità Limitata (type of limited liability company)
• SPA/S.p.A., designating a Società per Azioni (type of limited liability company)
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Company Type Indicator (Netherlands)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Norway)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Portugal)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Spain)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (Sweden)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Company Type Indicator (United Kingdom)

Searches for any indicator from a business’s identity that identifies the business structure, business type, legal status, and
so on.

Date

Searches for a date. For numbered dates, delimiters are not required.

 Day 

• – Uses the format 01-31. For example, 02-03-1999 or 02031999.
– st, nd, rd, and th are valid. For example, 3rd.
– “of” is valid when the day is before the month. For example, 4th of July 2017.
– A comma is valid when the day is the second term. For example, Mar 3, 1999.

 Month 

• – Valid as the first or second term. For example, Feb 28, 2002 (first term) or 28 Feb 2002 (second term).
– Can be a whole month (for example, February) or a three letter abbreviation with or without a period (.) For

example, FEB. (with period) or FEB (without period).

 Year 

• – Optional. For example, Mar 03 and August 3 are valid as standalone dates.
– If specified, the year must be in the last term position. For example, DEC 4 2002 is valid; 2002 DEC 4 is not valid.
– Can be two or four numbers. For example, 99 or 1999.

 Examples: 
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• 03/04/05
• 03/04/2005
• 11/12/1900
• 11.12.1111
• 11.12.2017
• 06-30-1927
• 12-25-1776
• 12251776
• Feb 03 1999
• Feb 14 9999
• Feb 3RD 2020
• 24th of Feb. 1999
• Mar. 12, 1809
• Aug. 8
• September 27

Documento Nacional de Identidad (DNI) Number (Spain)

Searches for the unique nine-character (eight digits plus a control letter) alphanumeric identifier of the Spanish national
identity card for citizens that is also used for tax purposes. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 through 8: Any digits
• Position 9: One checksum letter

 Example: 00000051-T or 00000051T

Driver’s License (Alabama)

Searches for a seven-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver’s License (Alaska)

Searches for a seven-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.
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NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Alberta, Canada)

Searches for a nine-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver’s License (Arizona)

Searches for an identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public roadways.
The identifier can be any of the following formats:

• A nine-digit number
• A nine-character alphanumeric string that contains a letter as the first character, followed by eight digits
• A seven-character alphanumeric string that contains letters as the first two characters, followed by five digits

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Arkansas)

Searches for a seven-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Australia)

Searches for a four- to nine-character identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any digits or letters
• Positions 3 and 4: Any digits
• Positions 5 through 9: Any digits or letters

Note the following rules for this pattern:
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• Must include at least four digits.
• Cannot include more than two letters.

 Examples: AB4569748, 123456789, 37967822A, 7088653JT, 1234, 4587H, A56789, R987654D, 1234567P

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Driver's License (British Columbia, Canada)

Searches for a seven-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (California)

Searches for an eight-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 8: Any digits

 Example: A1234567

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver’s License (China)

Searches for an identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public roadways.
The identifier can be either of the following formats:

• An 18-digit number
• An 18-character alphanumeric string that contains 17 digits, followed by X

Driver’s License (Colorado)

Searches for a nine-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.
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TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver’s License (Connecticut)

Searches for a nine-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Delaware)

Searches for a seven-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Florida)

Searches for an alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways.

This target pattern focuses on the specific driver's license format of Florida, which uniquely encodes name, gender, and
date of birth into the license number.

Driver’s License (Georgia)

Searches for a seven-digit to nine-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.
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NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver’s License (Germany)

Searches for an 11-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any digit or letter
• Positions 2 and 3: Any digits
• Positions 4 through 9: Any combination of digits or letters
• Position 10: Any digit
• Position 11: Any digit or letter

 Example: A36122B437S

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Hawaii)

Searches for a nine-character identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways. This identifier can use the following patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: The letter H
• Positions 2 through 9: Any digits

 Example: H12345678

Pattern 2:

• Positions 1 through 9: Any digits representing the social security number of the driver

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because these patterns are generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier
with related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Idaho)

Searches for a nine-character identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways. This identifier can use either of the following patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any letters
• Positions 3 through 8: Any digits
• Position 9: Any letter

Example: BL171107M

Pattern 2:
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• Any 9 digits

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because these patterns are generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier
with related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Illinois)

Searches for an alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways.

This target pattern focuses on the specific driver's license format of Illinois, which uniquely encodes name, gender, and
date of birth into the license number.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Driver's License (Indiana)

Searches for a nine- or ten-character identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways. The identifier can be any of the following formats:

• A nine-digit number (delimited or non-delimited)
Example: 19-333-8761 or 193338761

• A ten-digit number (delimited or non-delimited)
Example: 6723-97-1124 or 6723971124

• A ten-character alphanumeric string that contains a letter as the first character, followed by nine digits
Example: T273643412

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because these patterns are generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier
with related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Iowa)

Searches for a nine-character identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways. This identifier can use either of the following patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Positions 1 through 3: Any digits
• Positions 4 and 5: Any letters
• Positions 6 through 9: Any digits

Example: 723AB4567

Pattern 2:

• Any 9 digits

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.
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TIP

 Because these patterns are generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier
with related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver’s License (Italy)

Searches for a ten-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Position 2: One of the following letters: A or V
• Positions 3 through 9: Any combination of digits, letters, or the underscore character
• Position 10: Any letter

Example: BV567A78SE

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Japan)

Searches for a 12-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Kansas)

Searches for a nine-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: K or any digit
• Positions 2 through 9: Any digit

Example: K23456789  

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Driver's License (Kentucky)

Searches for a nine-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any letter or any digit
• Positions 2 through 9: Any digit

Example: k23456789
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This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Driver's License (Louisiana)

Searches for a nine-digit identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1-9: Any digit
Example: 003456789

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Driver's License (Maine)

Searches for a seven-digit identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Manitoba, Canada)

Searches for a 12-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This identifier can use either of the following patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 5: Any letter or an asterisk
• Position 6: Any letter
• Positions 7 through 10: Any digit
• Position 11: Any letter
• Position 12: Any letter or digit

Example: PU*BLB5617F1

Pattern 2:  

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 4: Any letter or an asterisk
• Positions 5 and 6: Any digit
• Positions 7 through 12: Any letter or digit

Example: KSTE87TY71D9

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.
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Driver's License (Maryland)

Searches for a 13-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 13: Any digits

Example: B723456738265

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Massachusetts)

Searches for an alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways. This classifier uses the following patterns consisting of items in the following sequence:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 9: Any digits

Example: A12345678

Pattern 2:

• Any 9 digits representing the social security number of the driver

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because these patterns are generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier
with related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Michigan)

Searches for an alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways. This classifier uses the following patterns consisting of items in the following sequence:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 11: Any digits

Example: A0123456789

Pattern 2:

• Position 1: First letter of the driver's last name
• Positions 2 through 13: Any digits

Example: T123456789012
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This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because these patterns are generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier
with related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Minnesota)

Searches for a 13-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 13: Any digits

 Example: B171107372634

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Mississippi)

Searches for a nine-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Missouri)

Searches for an identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public roadways.
This identifier can use either of the following patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Position 2 and additional positions: Five to nine digits

 Examples: C17110 | E57626162

Pattern 2:

• Any nine digits

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.
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Driver's License (Montana)

Searches for an identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public roadways.
This classifier uses the following patterns consisting of items in the following sequence

Pattern 1: Any 9 digits

 Example: 987654321

Pattern 2: 9 characters using the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 9: Any digits

Example: C81726354

Pattern 3: 13 digits using the following sequence:

• Positions 1 and 2: Digits of the driver's month of birth
• Positions 3 through 5: Any digits
• Positions 6 through 9: Digits of the driver's year of birth
• Positions 10 and 11: Digits 4 and 1
• Positions 12 and 13: Digits of the driver's day of birth

Example: 1254321724105

Pattern 4: Any 14 digits

 Example: 12345678987654

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Nebraska)

Searches for an alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Letter A, B, C, E, G, H, or V
• Positions 2 through 4 to 9: Any digits

Examples: A123, B1234, C12345, E123456, G1234567, H12345678

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Nevada)

Searches for a 12-character numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

 Example: 012345678911

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.
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TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (New Brunswick, Canada)

Searches for a seven-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (New Hampshire)

Searches for a 10-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1 and 2: Digits of the driver's month of birth
• Position 3: First letter of the driver's last name
• Position 4: Last letter of the driver's last name
• Position 5: First letter of the driver's first name
• Positions 6 and 7: Last two digits of the driver's birth year
• Positions 8 and 9: Digits of the driver's day of birth
• Position 10: Any digit

Example: 02TOB68177

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (New Jersey)

Searches for a 15-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: First letter of the driver's last name
• Positions 2 through 15: Digits that uniquely encode name, eye color, and date of birth into the license number.

Example: D92374957127498

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.
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Driver's License (New Mexico)

Searches for an eight- or nine-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways.

 Examples: 12345678, 123456789, or 435 456 229

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (New York)

Searches for a nine-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

 Examples: 123456789 or 123 456 789

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Newfoundland, Canada)

Searches for a 10-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 10: Any digit

Example: B846567827

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (North Carolina)

Searches for a 12-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

 Example: 914684576320

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.
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TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (North Dakota)

Searches for an identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public roadways.
This identifier uses one of the following patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Positions 1 through 3: The first three letters of the driver's last name
• Positions 4 and 5: Digits representing the birth year of the driver (for example, 98 for 1998)
• Positions 6 through 9: Any digits

 Example: SMI-80-1234

Pattern 2:

• Positions 1 through 9: Any digits

 Example: 21345678

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Northern Ireland)

Searches for an eight-character numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles
on public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Northwest Territories, Canada)

Searches for a six-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.
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NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Nova Scotia, Canada)

Searches for a 14-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 through 5: Any letter
• Positions 6 through 14: Any digit

Example: BROCA846567822

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Nunavut, Canada)

Searches for a nine-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Oklahoma)

Searches for an identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways. This identifier uses one of the following patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 10: Any digits

Example: B123456789

Pattern 2:

• Positions 1 through 9: Any digits
Example: 123456789

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.
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Driver's License (Ohio)

Searches for an eight-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any letters
• Positions 3 through 8: Any digits

Example: AB123456

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Ontario)

Searches for a 15-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This target pattern focuses on the specific driver's license format of Ontario, which uniquely
encodes name, gender, and date of birth into the license number.

 Examples: T12345678780825 or T1234-56787-80825

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Oregon)

Searches for a one-digit to nine-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.
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Driver's License (Pennsylvania)

Searches for an eight-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles
on public roadways. This identifier uses a delimited pattern or a non-delimited pattern. For example, 99 009 001 or
99009001.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Prince Edward Island, Canada)

Searches for a six-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Quebec, Canada)

Searches for a 13-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 13: Any digit

Example: A846567822271

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Rhode Island)

Searches for a seven-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways. This identifier uses the following pattern:

• Positions 1 and 2: Digits representing the year the license was issued (for example, 22 if the license was issued in
2012 and 17 if the license was issued in 1957)

• Positions 3 through 7: Any digits
Example: 1012345
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This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Saskatchewan, Canada)

Searches for an eight-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (South Carolina)

Searches for any 5-digit to 11-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (South Dakota)

Searches for a numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways. This pattern can use any of the following formats:

• Any 6 digits
• Any 7 digits
• Any 8 digits
• Any 9 digits representing the social security number of the driver
• Any 11 digits
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This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Tennessee)

Searches for a numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways. This pattern can use any of the following formats:

• Any 7 digits (old format)
• Any 9 digits (current format)

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License (Texas)

Searches for an eight-character numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles
on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: One of the following numbers: 0, 1, or 2
• Positions 2 through 8: Any digits

Example: 01234567

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver's License - United Kingdom (England, Scotland and Wales)

Searches for an 18-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways in England, Scotland, and Wales.
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This classifier does not account for Northern Ireland licenses; these licenses have a format that hinders the effectiveness
of searches.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Driver’s License (Utah)

Searches for a 4-digit to 10-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles
on public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver’s License (Vermont)

Searches for an eight-digit numeric identifier or 8-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its
owner to operate motorized vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 through 7: Any digit
• Position 8: Any digit or the letter A

Example: 2748573A

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver’s License (Virginia)

Searches for a nine-digit numeric identifier or 9-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its
owner to operate motorized vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: Any digit or the letter R or T
• Positions 2 through 9: Any digit

 Example: R84656782

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Driver's License (Washington D.C.)

Searches for a nine-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.
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This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Driver’s License (Washington)

Searches for a 12-character alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized
vehicles on public roadways. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 through 5: First five letters of the driver’s last name

NOTE
 If the name is shorter than five letters, asterisks fill any remaining positions (for example, LEE**).

• Position 6: Initial of the driver’s first name
• Position 7: Initial of the driver’s middle name
• Positions 8 through 10: Any digits
• Positions 11 and 12: Any digits or letters

 Example: JEFFETA111X2

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Driver's License (West Virginia)

Searches for a seven-character identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways. This identifier can use either of the following patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 7: Any digits

 Example: B171107

Pattern 2:

• Any seven digits

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Wisconsin)

Searches for an alphanumeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on public
roadways.
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This target pattern focuses on the specific driver's license format of Wisconsin, which uniquely encodes name, gender,
and date of birth into the license number.

Driver's License (Wyoming)

Searches for a 9-digit or 10-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles
on public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Driver's License (Yukon, Canada)

Searches for a 10-digit numeric identifier of the document that authorizes its owner to operate motorized vehicles on
public roadways.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Email Address

Searches for an address (format local_information@domain) that can send and receive electronic mail messages on a
network. For example, John.Smith@gmail.com is an email address in which John.Smith is local information that identifies
the address to the receiving domain (gmail.com).

Employer Identification Number (EIN) (United States)

Searches for the nine-digit numeric identifier that is issued to business entities, states, or other organizations for tax/
business purposes. This identifier is also known as a Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN) or Federal Tax
Identification Number.

This search algorithm requires the following delimited patterns to qualify for classification:

 nn nnnnnnn 

 nn-nnnnnnn 

 nn.nnn nnnn 

Greek Social Security Number (AMKA) (Greece)

Searches for an 11-digit identification number of a Greek citizen. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 through 6: Digits representing the birth date of the person in ddmmyy format
• Positions 7 through 10: Any digits
• Position 11: Any digit generated by using the Luhn algorithm

Example: 15079779067

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.
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Hong Kong Identity (HKID) Number (Hong Kong)

Searches for an eight-character or nine-character alphanumeric identifier that is assigned to residents on a Hong Kong
Identity Card or Hong Kong Permanent Identity Card. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• One or two letters
• Six numbers
• A check digit (0 to 9 or A)

 Example: C214511(A)

Identity Card (Italy)

Searches for the 9-character alphanumeric identifier of the personal identification document issued to Italian citizens. This
identifier is known locally as carta d'identità or carta d'identità elettronica. This identifier can use either of the following
patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any letters
• Positions 3 through 9: Any digits

 Example: AO3586289

Pattern 2:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any letters
• Positions 3 through 7: Any digits
• Positions 8 and 9: Any letters

 Example: CA47186AA

Individual Number (Japan)

Searches for a 12-digit numeric identifier that is assigned to people for taxation, social security, and disaster-response
purposes.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN) (United States)

Searches for the nine-digit number that is issued to individuals (for example, foreign nationals) who have tax reporting/
filing requirements but do not have a Social Security Number.

INSEE National Identifier (France)

Searches for the 15-digit number that identifies entities and people for social insurance, national identification,
employment, and taxation purposes.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

IP Address (IPv4)

Searches for a numeric label that uniquely identifies a computing device in a network that uses the Internet Protocol for
communication.
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This search algorithm focuses on the traditional IP address format (IPv4) that uses a 32-bit number and defines
both network and host address. The IPv4 format includes four sets of numbers separated by periods (for example,
216.27.61.137), where each set represents an 8-bit number ranging from 0 to 255.

IP Address (IPv6)

Searches for a numeric label that uniquely identifies a computing device in a network that uses the Internet Protocol for
communication.

This search algorithm focuses on a newer IP address format (IPv6) that uses 128 bits, expressed by eight groups of
hexadecimal numbers separated by colons (for example, 2001:cdba:0000:0000:0000:0000:3257:9652).

National Identification Number (Personalausweis) (Germany)

Searches for a 9 or 10-character identification number of a German citizen over the age of 15. This pattern can use any of
the following formats:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Position 2 through 8: Any digits

Example: T12345678

Pattern 2:

• Positions 1 through 10: Any digits
Example: 0123456789

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

National Insurance Number (United Kingdom)

Searches for a personally identifying number (also referred to as a NI number or NINO) that is used in the United Kingdom
for insurance, social security system, and tax purposes.
The format of the number is two prefix letters, followed by six digits, followed by one suffix letter (for example, AB123456C
or AB 12 34 56 C).

Numero de Identificacion de Extranjeros (NIE) Number (Spain)

Searches for the nine-character alphanumeric identifier that is issued to foreigners for tax identification, purchase tracking
purposes, and other purposes. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: One of the following letters: X, Y, or Z
• Positions 2 through 8: Any digits
• Position 9: One checksum letter

 Examples: X-1234567-N or X1234567N

Passport Number (Australia)

Searches for an eight-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder
for the purpose of international travel. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:
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• Position 1: Any letter except I, O, Q, and S
• Positions 2 through 8: Any digits

 Example: A1234567

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Passport Number (Canada)

Searches for an eight-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder
for the purpose of international travel. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any letters in uppercase
• Positions 3 through 8: Any digits

 Example: CA123456

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Passport (China)

Searches for a nine-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder
for the purpose of international travel. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Position 1: A letter that indicates passport type (for example, G)
• Positions 2 through 9: Any digits

 Example: G05473471

Passport Number (France)

Searches for a nine-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder
for the purpose of international travel. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any digits
• Positions 3 and 4: Any letters
• Positions 5 through 9: Any digits

 Example: 34BC78751

Passport Number (Germany)

Searches for a 10-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder for
the purpose of international travel. This pattern uses the following items and sequence:

• Position 1: One digit or one letter from the following list: C, F, G, H, J, or K
• Positions 2 through 4: Any digits
• Positions 5 through 9: One of the following groupings:
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– Five digits
– Five letters from the following list: C, F-H, J-N, P, R, T, V-Z
– A combination of digits and letters (C, F-H, J-N, P, R, T, V-Z) totaling five characters

• Position 10: Any digit

 Example: C123F4K5R6

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Passport Number (Japan)

Searches for a nine-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder
for the purpose of international travel. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any letter
• Positions 3 through 9: Any digits

 Example: TE1234567

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Passport Number (Spain)

Searches for an eight-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder
for the purpose of international travel. This pattern consists of items in the following sequence:

• Positions 1 and 2: Any letters
• Positions 3 through 8: Any digits

 Example: AR123456

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.

Passport Number - Delimited (Spain)

Searches for an 8-character alphanumeric identifier—two letters followed by six digits—of a document that certifies
the identity and nationality of its holder for the purpose of international travel. This search algorithm requires delimited
patterns to qualify for classification.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Passport Number (United Kingdom)

Searches for a nine-digit numeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder for the
purpose of international travel.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.
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TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Passport Number (United Kingdom, Pre Jan 2002)

Searches for a seven-character alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder
for the purpose of international travel. This classifier uses the following patterns, which were assigned before January
2002, consisting of items in the following sequence:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: Any letter
• Positions 2 through 7: Any digits

 Example: A654321

Pattern 2:

• Position 1 through 6: Any digits
• Positions 7: Any letter

 Example: 654321Z

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Passport Number (United States)

Searches for an alphanumeric identifier of a document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder for the purpose
of international travel. This classifier uses the following patterns:

Pattern 1:

• Position 1: The letter C or c (uppercase or lowercase)
• Positions 2 through 9: Any digits

 Example: C12345678

Pattern 2:

• Positions 1 through 9: Any digits

 Example: 846720194

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

NOTE
During scan creation, you can optionally refine this classifier to ignore sequence numbers. This option ignores
the first eight characters (for VB record format) or the last eight characters (for FB record format) of each data
row in a scanned data set.
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Permanent Account Number (PAN) (India)

Searches for the unique 10-character alphanumeric ID that acts as a personal identifier for an Indian who obtains it (for
example, for income tax payment purposes). This ID consists of five letters, followed by four numerals, followed by a letter
(for example AAAPL1234C).

Personal Public Service (PPS) Number (Ireland)

Searches for the unique alphanumeric personal identifier (for example, 8765432AA) that is issued in Ireland for income
tax, social welfare, and other purposes. This identifier is formerly known as the Revenue and Social Insurance Number.

The format is seven digits, followed by a check character, followed (sometimes) by an additional letter. This search
algorithm also accounts for the numbering format that has existed since January 1, 2013, where an additional alphabetic
character (other than “W”) exists in position 9 of the number.

Postal Address (United States)

Searches for a specific collection of information that identifies the location of a structure or plot of land. A postal address
match includes the following information:

• Numeric identifier followed by street name and street suffix
• City/Town/Village
• State name or abbreviation
• Postal/zip code

Preparer Tax Identification Number (PTIN) (United States)

Searches for the numeric identifier that is issued to paid preparers of federal tax returns, refund claims, or other tax forms
that are submitted to the Internal Revenue Service.

Resident Identity Card (China)

Searches for an identifier of the document that is assigned to People's Republic of China residents for personal
identification. The identifier can be either of the following formats:

• An 18-digit number
• An 18-character alphanumeric string that contains 17 digits, followed by X

Social Insurance Number (Canada)

Searches for a nine-digit number that Canada issues to its citizens/residents to administer various government
programs. This search algorithm targets non-delimited patterns. To also search for delimited patterns, you can include the
delimited version of this classifier.

Social Insurance Number - Delimited (Canada)

Searches for a nine-digit number that Canada issues to its citizens/residents to administer various government
programs. This search algorithm requires the following delimited patterns to qualify for classification:

 nnn nnn nnn 

 nnn-nnn-nnn 

 nnn.nnn.nnn 

To search for non-delimited patterns, include the non-delimited version of this classifier.
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Social Security Number (United States)

Searches for a nine-digit number that is issued to uniquely identify citizens/residents. This search algorithm does not
require delimiters that separate the numbers; the algorithm also accounts for the randomized number assignment
methodology that has existed since June 25, 2011.

Social Security Number - Delimited (United States)

Searches for a nine-digit number that is issued to uniquely identify citizens/residents. This search algorithm requires the
following delimited patterns to qualify for classification:

 nnn nn nnnn 

 nnn-nn-nnnn 

 nnn.nn.nnnn 

Social Security Number - Pre June 2011 (United States)

Searches for a nine-digit number that the United States issues to uniquely identify its citizens/residents. This search
algorithm does not require delimiters that separate the numbers; the algorithm also does not account for the randomized
number assignment methodology that has existed since June 25, 2011.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

State Full Name (United States)

Searches for the full names of states in the United States (for example, Illinois or Michigan). This search algorithm does
not validate misspelled state names. This algorithm ignores case, meaning uppercase, lowercase, and mixed case are all
classified. For example, iLLinois, ILLINOIS, and illinois are all valid matches.

State Short Name (United States)

Searches for a two-letter identifier that the United States uses to uniquely identify abbreviated state names (for example,
IL for Illinois or MI for Michigan). This algorithm ignores case, meaning uppercase, lowercase, and mixed case are all
classified. For example, iL, IL, and il are all valid matches.

Street Address - Comprehensive List of Street Suffixes (United States)

Searches for a specific collection of information (numeric identifier followed by street name and street suffix) that identifies
the location of a structure or plot of land. This classifier targets all street suffixes that are documented by the United States
Postal Service.

A space is required between the numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix. For example, "123 Main St." is valid;
"123Main St." and "123 MainSt" are invalid.

This classifier supports numeric street names such as "3rd Street" or "5th Ave." but only up to two placeholders. For
example, "99th" is supported but "121st" is not.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Street Address - Common Street Suffixes (United States)

Searches for a specific collection of information (numeric identifier followed by street name and street suffix) that identifies
the location of a structure or plot of land. This classifier targets the most common street suffixes.
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A space is required between the numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix. For example, "123 Main St." is valid;
"123Main St." and "123 MainSt" are invalid.

This classifier supports numeric street names such as "3rd Street" or "5th Ave." but only up to two placeholders. For
example, "99th" is supported but "121st" is not.

Street Address (Denmark)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Germany)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Greece)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (France)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Netherlands)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Norway)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Portugal)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Spain)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address (Sweden)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Street Address - Street Suffixes (Italy)

Searches for a specific collection of information (numeric identifier followed by street name and street suffix) that identifies
the location of a structure or plot of land.
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Street Address (United Kingdom)

Searches for a numeric identifier, street name, and street suffix, which collectively identify the location of a structure or plot
of land.

Surname (Italy)

Searches for the component of an Italian name that is a family-based name or an otherwise unique identifier for a person.
The surname often accompanies the given name.

 Example: Rossi is the surname in Lorenzo de' Rossi.

Tax File Number (TFN) (Australia)

Searches for a unique nine-digit number that is issued to individuals/organizations for tax purposes. This number includes
a check digit.

Tax File Number (TFN) - Delimited (Australia)

Searches for a unique nine-digit number that is issued to individuals/organizations for tax purposes. This number includes
a check digit. This search algorithm requires the following delimited patterns to qualify for classification:

 nnn nnn nnn 

 nnn-nnn-nnn 

 nnn.nnn.nnn 

Telephone Number (China)

Searches for a 10-digit or 11-digit numerical string representing a China telephone number (including landline telephone
numbers, cellular phone numbers, and fax machine numbers). This search algorithm accounts for optional values that can
be stored with the telephone number, such as + or 86.

This algorithm ignores commonly used delimiters in the telephone number; therefore, the algorithm classifies the following
patterns equally: 22.5637.8900, 594 1790 1357, and 594-1790-1357.

Telephone Number (United States)

Searches for a numerical string (typically 10 digits) that represents a United States telephone number, including landline
telephone numbers, cellular phone numbers, and fax machine numbers. This search algorithm accounts for optional
values that can be stored with the telephone number, such as +, 1, or 001. This algorithm ignores commonly used
delimiters in the telephone number; therefore, the algorithm classifies the following patterns equally: 234.567.8900, 234
567 8900, and 234-567-8900.

Telephone Number (Japan)

Searches for a 10-digit or 11-digit numerical string representing a Japan telephone number (including landline telephone
numbers, cellular phone numbers, and fax machine numbers). This search algorithm accounts for optional values that can
be stored with the telephone number, such as + or 81.

This algorithm ignores commonly used delimiters in the telephone number; therefore, the algorithm classifies the following
patterns equally: 04.5637.8900, 090 1790 1357, and 090-1790-1357

Value Added Tax (VAT) Number (Partita IVA) (Italy)

Searches for the 11-digit identifier that is used for a type of general consumption tax. This identifier is known locally
as partita IVA.
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Zip Code (China)

Searches for the six-digit code that identifies a geographic delivery area as part of a postal address.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

Zip Code (United States)

Searches for the five-digit code that identifies a geographic delivery area as part of a postal address.

This classifier supports the Confidence Level feature, which ranks discovered matches to help you determine which
matches are most relevant.

TIP

 Because this pattern is generic, we recommend creating a compound classifier that groups this classifier with
related classifiers. Doing so can improve the accuracy and relevance of matches in your scan results.

Supported Characters
Each policy requires a name and a description.

The Name and Description fields support the following characters:

a-z A-Z 0-9 () [] ! ; % $ # * @ + & ^ = - : / “, ’  _ ~`. (\n)

The Name and Description fields do not support the following characters:

<> {} ?

The Name field cannot exceed 50 characters. The Description field cannot exceed 256 characters.

Wildcards
You can include the following wildcard (mask) characters for data sets. Using a wildcard is useful, for example, if you do
not know all the qualifiers in a data set name.

WARNING
Exercise caution when using a wildcard. Wildcard characters might significantly increase the time that it takes to
return scan results (depending on data set size).

NOTE

Wildcards are not supported in the first qualifier position.

 The following list describes the supported wildcards:

• *
Indicates that at least one qualifier (or one or more characters within a qualifier) occupies the position. An asterisk can
precede or follow a set of characters.
Example: Match all data sets with SYSPLAT as the first qualifier and one additional qualifier:

SYSPLAT*

Example: Match all data sets that have TDJHE as a high-level qualifier

TDJHE.*.*

• **
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Indicates that zero or more qualifiers occupy the position. A double asterisk cannot precede or follow any characters; it
must be preceded or followed by a period or a blank.
Example: Match all data sets with a high-level qualifier of PFCDB

PFCDB.**

• *.**
Indicates that at least one qualifier occupies the position, followed by zero or more qualifiers in the next position. A
double asterisk cannot precede or follow any characters; it must be preceded or followed by a period or a blank.
Example: Match all data sets with a high-level qualifier of DCD and a second qualifier starting with T

DCD.T*.**

This example returns the following matches:

DCD.TEST.PII.CREDIT

DCD.TEST.DATA

DCD.TEMP

• %
Indicates that one alphanumeric or national character occupies the position. You can specify up to 8 percent signs
within each qualifier. 
Example: Match all data sets with a first qualifier of SYS and a second qualifier of PLAT plus two other
characters

SYS.PLAT%%
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Product Names and Abbreviations
List only CA product names with a shortened version (such as "CA Service Operations Insight (CA SOI)") and
abbreviations/acronyms (such as "virtual machine (VM)") that you use in your wiki space. Sort the list alphabetically. Place
this page at the bottom of your TOC so that it appears just above the Announcements & News link.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Application Identification (APPLID)
• Authorized Program Facility (APF)
• ACF2 for z/OS (ACF2)
• Chorus Software Manager (Common Components and Services)
• Common Services for z/OS (CCS)
• CA Data Content Discovery for z/OS (CA Data Content Discovery or CA DCD)
• CA Top Secret for z/OS (Top Secret or TSS)
• Data Security Standard (DSS)
• Direct-Access Storage Device (DASD)
• Distributed Computing Environment (DCE)
• Data in Motion (DIM)
• Domain Name System (DNS)
• External Security Manager (ESM)
• Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
• File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
• Generation Data Group (GDG)
• Graphical User Interface (GUI)
• Hierarchical File System (HFS)
• High-level Qualifier (HLQ)
• Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS)
• Incremental Release (IR)
• Job Control Language (JCL)
• Linear Data Sets (LDS)
• Logical Partition (LPAR)
• Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)
• Operating System (OS)
• Partitioned Data Set/Partitioned Data Set Extended (PDS/PDSE)
• Payment Card Industry (PCI)
• Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
• Regular Expression (regex)
• Representational State Transfer Application Programming Interface (REST API)
• Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
• Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
• System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E)
• User ID (UID)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• User Interface (UI)
• Variable-length Relative Record Data Sets (VRRDS)
• Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT)
• Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM)
• Workload Manager (WLM)
• IBM z File System (zFS)
• IBM z Systems Integrated Information Processor (zIIP)
• IBM z Series Operation System (z/OS)
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Additional Resources
This section provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience (including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance).

Education and Training

The following educational resources are provided:

• Mainframe Training
• Video on the Broadcom Education Learning Management System
• Our Education Channel on YouTube

Social Media

Follow us on social media:

• Facebook
• LinkedIn
• Twitter

User Communities and Support

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• CA Mainframe Community
• CA Data Content Discovery for z/OS Community

Obtain More Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Maintenance Grid
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates

CA Technologies Mainframe Maintenance Philosophy and Resources

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimize errors while safely
protecting your systems. Our mainframe maintenance philosophy is predicated upon granting you flexibility to maintain
your sites and systems consistent with industry best practices and site-specific requirements.

For complete information about our philosophy and about how to apply maintenance to CA z/OS products, review
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

NOTE
Always review your product-specific documentation for any additional maintenance customization that might be
required.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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